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Achieving Conscious 
Transference from  

Light Sleep to Deep Sleep 
Enables You to Move to 
The Benevolent Focus 

While in a Physical Body
Founder/Time through Robert Shapiro
29 August 2009

T here is an image forming, so wait a 
moment please.  i see it now, your 
planet.  i had forgotten about it.  You 
might say i am one of the Found-

ers, but my job has to do with time.  the 
acquaintanceship that you have with time is 
going through a profound change right now.  
i have not looked in on your planet for some 
time [laughs], but the coordinates are such that 
i am surprised that anyone can function on your 
planet.  You are all brave souls, every living being 
on the planet.  that means humans too.

You Are Moving through the veil  
When You Are AWAke

so i see you have decided that the only way to create 
peace and well-being between all species on the planet is 
to move through the veil that you usually move through 

when you are in your deep sleep.  When you go from 
light sleep to deep sleep, you release a cord in your 

physical body that allows your soul to travel to 
all points.  When that happens, you are in com-
plete accord with all other beings or it could 
not happen, since your travels would take you 
to places where your radiance—the energy that 
comes off of you—would be felt by others.

it’s important to know this because what you are 
doing now as living beings on the planet is almost 

identical to what you do as living beings moving from 
light sleep to deep sleep.  so with your desire for peace 

and calm and the release of the need of urgency that results in 
violence—to demand one’s way, or at least to demand change 
in the way you’ve been told to demand it, if you are a war-
rior—then what you have is that you are all going through 
a version of the transference from light sleep to deep sleep.  
When this transference takes place in the sleep level, you 
release all the aspects of your personality, your conditioning, 
your experience on earth in the lives you are living now, and 
as that soul traveler, you become your natural, native person-
ality.  in your natural, native personality—the being you are 
beyond the life you are in now—you are completely radiant, 
a clear being.  then you can travel to be with your teachers, 
your guides, your angels, maybe make a brief visit with Cre-
ator possibly, and be anywhere in the universe and be wel-
come.  this is something you all do almost every day.

i want to bring that to your attention because what you 
are attempting to do and what you’ve apparently agreed upon 
in some sort of consensus is to do this as living beings essen-
tially awake—though, of course, somebody’s always sleeping 

RobeRt ShapiRo

keY PointS
As you move into a deeper state, you are experiencing • 
the loss that comes with releasing the bonds of 
attachment.
Mother earth has accommodated your abbreviated • 
time by speeding up her time so you can experience 
life together.
You’ve acquired this personal experience with polarity • 
and discomfort because you have volunteered to help 
others make the shift to benevolence.
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on the planet and some people are always awake.  in order to 
do that, you have to have the complete cooperation of the 
planet.  so it’s as if all things are changing at the same point. 

You are now in the light-sleep stage, using my compari-
son.  the light-sleep stage is a place where there can be 
visions, pleasant dreams, but it’s also a place where there 
can be nightmares.  Nightmares do not usually happen in 
the deep-sleep state, regardless of research that says the 
opposite.  Nightmares can be triggered in the deep-sleep 
state, but they do not actually occur in that state.  if they’re 
triggered in that state, it is usually because of something 
external to the sleeper, perhaps a loud sound nearby that 
instantaneously puts the deep sleeper into a lighter sleep 
stage and might trigger a nightmare.

You Are AtteMPting to Achieve the  
DeeP-SleeP StAte conSciouSlY

i mention this since my analogy, which is based upon 
fact, has just as much to do with dreams as it is about your 
motion from one focus to another.  since you are in, you 
might say, the light-sleep stage, this is why you are still hav-
ing violence.  Your goal at the moment is not to achieve 
some numeric equivalent of a shift between one focus and 
another.  i think that’s not the best way to put it, though i 
understand your desire for such digits.  A better way to put 
it—because it is reachable, understandable, and it is expe-
rienced by all beings on the planet, including plants and 
animals—is that you are attempting to achieve the deep-
sleep state, something you all do and all have done.  You are 
attempting to do that as all beings on the planet, and the 
planet herself can do that anytime, so she’s accompanying 
you since she must be with you that you might be.

so you are well and early into the light-sleep stage 
then, and part of the reason many of you are so nervous 
is that here you find yourself literally moving in the sleep 
stage from your way of understanding your personality to 
the deep-sleep version of your personality, which drops all 
aspects of your earth life, including your way of recogniz-
ing who you are and other people’s way of recognizing who 
you are in your day-to-day life.  thus you have nervous-
ness instantaneously.

Why do you think the Creator has it set up so that you 
don’t go into this stage until you are deeply into sleep?  so 
that you are not shocked.  so that you are not shaken to the 
core of your being when you essentially step out of your body 
and resume your natural, normal life in soul travel: moving 
from one place to another as a lightbeing, which you all are.  
But you have decided and Creator has allowed—so it’s clear 
that Creator has been involved in the decision—that the 
only way to release the level of violence and polarity on the 
planet by the human being (and to an extent even by the 
animal and plant world in their acquiescence to such vio-
lence) is to do that thing that you do all the time, only to do 
it while you, at least some of you on the planet, are awake.  
some of you will go through this transference, by the way, 
completely asleep—you will be in deep sleep.

this is how it can happen:  there have been questions in 
the past, “How is this possible, to go through such a transfor-
mation from one focus to another while everyone is alive?”  
Well, you go through that deep transformation every time 
you go into deep sleep—that’s how it’s possible.  For those 
of you who are unable to do this in your conscious, wake-
ful state, although it will seem like wakeful sleep to some of 
you, like a moment of dreamingness, dreaming, daydream-
ing, many of you will actually be asleep and thus it will be 
easy.  You will wake up and things will be different, in a 
good way.

You Are releASing the BonDS of AttAchMent

i bring this to your attention now because you are mov-
ing into a deeper state of the light-sleep stage.  What hap-
pens when you move into that deeper stage of the light-
sleep stage is you begin to “forget”—that’s the word you 
would use in your english language—who you are in your 
day-to-day life.  in other words, you release the bonds of 
attachment to this or that belief system to this or that con-
ditioning and so on.

that is why so many people are so nervous and why even 
a certain amount of forgetfulness is occurring that is not 
typical to the individual, perhaps, in a conscious state, or 
at least the individual doesn’t remember being forgetful like 
that in the past.  You might very well forget the name of 
your pet for a moment.  You might forget the name of your 
wife or husband.  You might forget the name of your father 
or mother, and by that i mean, not that you would forget 
their first name, but you would forget the name “father” or 
“papa” or “dad” or “mother” or “mama” or “mom.”  For a 
moment, you would say, “Am i crazy?”  then it would come 
back to you, of course: mom, dad, brother, sister, friend, wife, 
lover.  All that would come back to you.  But there will be 
moments for you all where you have these experiences now 
and in the next year or two, maybe three, we’ll see.

i bring this to your attention because you have decided, 
with Creator’s support, maybe with Creator’s leadership 
(i’m not certain), that the only way to get rid of all this vio-
lence and polarity—at least to get it down to a manageable 
level of 1 or 2 percent of discomfort—is to go through wake-
ful, deep sleep, and that is what you are doing.  so be alert 
to this so that when you are moving through that stage, you 
will have moments not only where you feel nervous and 
upset: “Who am i?  Where am i?”  But since you go through 
this as a practiced expert every time you go to sleep—and 
this might sound silly, “An expert in sleep?  sleep is natu-
ral!” but you go through it—you will also have moments 
of beauty once you begin to go from light sleep, slipping 
deeper into light sleep, then straight into the early stages of 
deep sleep, and then well into deep sleep.

in all of these stages you release, you’re releasing, you’re 
releasing.  Once you get into the deepest stage of deep sleep 
where your soul immediately exits (on a cord from your body, 
so your body doesn’t get frightened with your soul departed), 
once that happens, there’s no sense of loss.  But all the way to 

shapiro, robert: Founders, Achieving Conscious Transference . . .
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deep sleep, especially through the stages of light sleep, there is 
a definite physical feeling of loss.  think about all the things 
that you cherish, not just property but people, places, things, 
memories.  think about losing that, how nervous and upset 
you would get.  it’s shocking that you go through this every 
time you go to sleep, or almost every time.

so if you think about it in that context, you can under-
stand much easier, since you all have gone into light sleep 
and then woken up suddenly and felt nervous and then felt 
calm as after a while your heart started beating smoother.  
You get that fright, a little panic maybe.  But you’ve all 
also gone into the deepest sleep and woken up gradually 
and slowly without the alarm clock at times, and then you 
feel like you’re migrating from some place very benevolent.  
it’s like coming out of the well: the well of consciousness, 
yes, but the well is really the well of spirit, and you reen-
gage with consciousness and then you reengage with your 
perception of yourself and your world.  When you’re in the 
world of spirit and even to a degree coming out of it in the 
world of consciousness, you are feeling very good indeed, 
and that is the goal for the next focus: from which you 
have now —spirit and the early stages of consciousness—
compared to waking up slowly without the alarm clock or 
being bothered in any way from sleep.

You’ve All hAD thiS feeling Before

i tell you this so that you will have a sense of the physi-
cal feeling you will have when you shift from one focus to 
another, because you’ve all had this feeling before and many 
of you will have it again, of course.  so it will be something 
to think about: “What am i going to feel like in the next 
focus that we’re attempting to achieve consciously here so 
that we can release not only violence and polarity, but so 
that we can release our attachments to that which stimu-
lates violence and polarity, even though sometimes they just 
seem like pleasant memories?”  the feeling you are looking 
for is that good feeling when you just begin to wake up and 
you haven’t come to complete consciousness yet.  Now you 
know what it’s going to feel like.

You know, having a physical marker for it is very help-
ful, isn’t it?  it is no longer something vague and something 
you only believe is achievable, but it is something you have 
achieved before: going through light sleep to deep sleep, 
deep sleep to light sleep and awake.  You have all done this 
before individually.  therefore, you know it can be done 
and it doesn’t have to be so hard.  You also know that since 
you do sleep at different times for different individuals, that 
some of you will be able to sleep right through it.

Your soul might have made a bargain for those moments 
and said, “i’m willing to do that; i’m willing to take that ride.  
But please, please let me be in the deep-sleep stage while it 
happens.”  then Creator and angels, guides and teachers, and 
everyone else in their natural soul state on the planet all said, 
“Okay.”  But others were just the opposite and said, “Oh!  i 
want to be awake for that!  Won’t it be exciting?  Won’t it 
be wonderful?  i want to experience it all!”  then Creator 

and guides and angels and teachers and everybody else on the 
planet in their natural soul state all said, “Okay.”

there’ll be other variations, but i am pointing out those 
two because they are the most significant and have the most 
participants.

What percentage roughly want to sleep through it and how many want 
to stay awake?

Oh, that will change up until the last second, so there 
are really no percentages involved.  You’d be surprised; it 
varies, okay?  i know you want numbers, but they’re irrel-
evant because it’s all based upon your last-minute decision.  
Have you ever had a last-minute decision where you think 
you’re going to do something and you go right up to the 
edge of doing it and then, “Oh, no, no.  No, no, no, no.”  
Have you had that experience?  it’ll be like that for every-
one.  No matter how committed they are to, “Oh, i want to 
be asleep” or “i want to be awake,” they really won’t choose 
until the very last split second.  so i can’t really give you a 
figure that’s accurate.

Your Soul iS functioning in “no tiMe”
When you said “daydreams,” I’ve been floating around here, like living 
in another reality—it’s just amazing.  It’s such a creative process; my 
imagination is just going crazy.

Yes, it’s a good thing.  Daydreams, the daydreaming state, 
is very much like the early light stages of sleep where you’ve 
already let go of a good portion of your attachments and all 
of that—in the light-sleep stage, past the initial stages.  so 
daydreaming is a lot like that.

You might reasonably ask, “Why is somebody involved 
with time so focused on sleep?”  i’ll tell you why:  When you 
are in the deep-sleep state, your physical body rests, sleeps, 
yes?  things slow down: measurable changes in body chem-
istry and all of that.  But your soul travels in no time.  so 
your soul returns to your physical body when your physical 
body begins to wake up because your physical body requires 
it, but your soul is not traveling five minutes here and ten 
minutes there.  Your physical body is resting five minutes 
here and ten minutes there in the sense of my analogy.  
But while your physical body is functioning in the world 
of time, your soul—albeit corded to your physical body—is 
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functioning in the world of no time or where time is not a 
factor within the context of the linear time that you per-
sonally are experiencing—to be more accurate and unfortu-
nately more wordy.  [Laughs.]

Mother eArth hAS SPeD uP her tiMe for You

Can you say a few words for people who haven’t read the early explorer 
race books as to who you are as a Founder?

the Founders are beings who have helped to define plan-
ets.  Only Creator can create planets, but we help to define 
them on the basis of those beings who may come to popu-
late those planets.  so here’s an example of a definition:  
Perhaps the beings who are going to populate a planet will 
be ones who are not air breathers.  they might breathe air 
in some form, but if they’re not air breathers, then there’s 
no need for an atmosphere, not one that you would recog-
nize.  it might be an atmosphere of gases that you would not 
be able to tolerate, for example.  Or they might very well be 
able to be underwater or even under land, you see?

so we would have an idea based upon what Creator’s 
vision for this people would be—the beings (might be all 
forms of beings) and why Creator creates a planet (if you 
think of it, uncountable numbers of planets, most of which 
are livable).  they may not be livable for human beings on 
earth right now, but they are livable for some beings.  thus 
we help to form the planet in a way that makes it easier for 
those beings who are going to be there to be on that planet.  
that’s a good definition of what we do.  it’s something we’re 
doing all the time, which is part of the reason it took me a 
moment to remember who you are, where you are—because 
it’s been a long time since your planet has been defined.

Can you tell me about your actions on this planet to define it?

the most important action, i think, was the water and 
the land.  typically, on planets where there’s water, there’s 
not much land.  But on this planet you’ve got water and 
land, and the land is in motion, albeit on a time that pleases 
Mother earth.  (i like the name Mother earth; it’s a nice 
one.)  Her water is also on a different sense of time.

Part of the reason you have trouble with Mother earth’s 
weather and earth motion is that your time is very short as 
an individual, maybe a hundred years.  But Mother earth’s 
time, meaning her lifetime, is millions, billions, trillions 
of years—who knows, eh?  so in order to accommodate to 
your time, she has to essentially express herself more quickly 
so that you can experience her personality.  if none of you 
were here, no humans, it would be a very long time between 
earthquakes, and i’m talking about small ones as well as big-
ger ones.  it would be a very long time from one rainfall to 
the next, like that.

But because you are here so that you can experience a 
living, breathing planet expressing her personality just the 
way you express yours, she’s essentially compressing her per-
sonality so you can experience storms and tornadoes, earth 
motions and waves, and all of this kind of stuff.  it’s not so 

that you can suffer, but so that you can experience a planet’s 
personality that is very similar to your own, because you 
all have stormy aspects to your personality.  You all make 
sudden shifts from one thing to another, just like she does.  
Your bodies are made of Mother earth’s body, so naturally 
you’re going to be able to make sudden shifts.  You might 
not be happy all the time, but you’ll be able to do it.  some-
times it’ll be fun, but other times it’ll be frightening.  But 
then again, things also happen for Mother earth that feel a 
little frightening to her at times.

so you and Mother earth experience life together.  
Mother earth supports your personality that you have here 
on earth, which is totally different than the personality 
you have in your natural, native state—although certain 
essential personality aspects are present in both places.  
Your basic personality, who you are—are you a humor-
ous person, are you a philosophical person, like that—that 
kind of stuff is the same here as it is in your natural, native 
personality.  it’s how you might know someone.  say you 
meet somebody in the street or on a bus or on a train, and 
you know for a fact you’ve never met this person before, 
but in five minutes you’re best buddies because you’ve 
probably known each other in another life.  You see it in 
each other’s eyes, and that vision gives you instantaneous 
permission to be friends.

You hAve volunteereD to helP

Now, we’re in a loop of time; we’re cut off from the universe as a whole.  
Someone recently said that our little bubble was sticking its nose and sort 
of indenting into the universe.  Are we moving farther in?

Well, the deeper you get into your sleep state, the far-
ther you’ll be allowed in, because right now you’re heav-
ily insulated and wrapped to protect everybody else so they 
don’t get exposed to the level of polarity and discomfort 
that you’re exposed to.  it would be a disaster for them.  But 
the more you let go of all of that, the more likely you’ll be 
able to be welcomed.

You talked about our being heavily insulated.  From your perception, are 
we living in a bubble or an illusion or in our perception of reality?

Yes, because you are insulated and protected from experi-
encing the actual space around you.  Conversely, those oth-
ers in the actual space around you—including some who are 
able to traverse through your actual space, provided they 
travel in light—are also insulated and protected.  so you 
can be here, but you have to be within a different focus—
a different past, you might say.  it’s like this:  right now, 
in your radio, television, your broadcast stations, your tele-
phone calls, these all travel in a big jumble but going from 
one line to another.  in this means of communicating right 
now, the channel is speaking into a telephone and you are 
hearing at your end, but you understand, it all travels in a 
big pile.  it is winnowed out at the other end so that you 
hear only this voice and your voice is heard only at this end.  
i don’t know if that helps.
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We’ve been told that day and night are real but our time is not.  But 
there’s this sense that time is going faster.

Yes, because it’s not normal for you to be traveling in such 
dense, slow time.  But you’ve had to do that so that you could 
slow everything down and examine all the aspects that go into 
even the most minor creation.  Your physical body is such that 
if you reach down to tie your shoelace, you can feel things 
going on in your physical body.  Whereas, euphemistically 
speaking, if you had to tie your shoelace in your lightbody 
state, you wouldn’t feel a thing.  it’d be, boop, and there it is.  
You wouldn’t feel anything, though.  But if you need to under-
stand every possible aspect, it’s possible to be understood; even 
some who practice various stages of physical consciousness 
might feel the blood moving in their veins and so on.

You slow it down like that or it’s slowed down like that 
for you, you understand, so that you can actually experi-
ence it, feel it, know it.  this tells you something right off, 
and that’s that whomever it is you’re going to be working 
with initially or at some point when you depart this planet 
after your teaching and learning  . . .  at some point you’re 
going to be working with beings who are traveling through 
a dense form of time slowly, and you will not be able to 
help them unless you have had personal experience with 
this.  My guess is that you’re going to be troubleshooters 
around the universe, to help out beings who may be shifting 
from a difficult situation—maybe a negative, as you call it, 
or polarity, some polarity planet.  there have been polar-
ity planets in the past, you understand, here and there, and 
their shift from their polarity to the normal state of benevo-
lence has been uncomfortable, to say the least.

so you will cover all times—this is my best guessing, 
upon my observation of you as beings—to help those beings 
shift from their polarized situation of discomfort and com-
fort into a benevolent stage of comfort or their natural, 
normal state.  if you were to look at them in the universe 
as they exist right now, if those planets do not exist any-
more—and i am looking at them; they don’t exist—there’s 
like a ripple and that ripple is not normal, not healthy.  so 
that tells me that area is insulated and protected so that 
others are not being harmed from it, and that who and 
whatever is still in that ripple needs help.

You are being trained so that you can go into those areas.  
You have decided you would do this; you volunteered.  You 
have personal experience with polarity, you have personal 
experience with discomfort, and it won’t be as extreme 
when you go into those areas as you have experienced here.  
so whatever it is, you’ll be able to go in there and actually 
help because you will be able to identify with what these 
beings have gone through.  so you’ll go back to before they 
made the shift, and you’ll help them through that shift in 
a benevolent way for them because you will have already 
done it!  that’s what you’re doing now!

I got goose bumps [laughs].  That’s incredible.

Yes, well that’s the only way to do it, and that’s another 
reason why i’m here, because it’s about time, isn’t it?

Yes.

if something has occurred in the past that is not good, 
it leaves kind of a bump in time, so to speak—a ripple, 
maybe.  that’s how it might look.  so it needs help.  some-
body’s got to help, and you volunteered to help.  Creator 
must have told you—or your angels, your guides, your 
teachers, i’m sure they did—that it’s not going to be fun.  
You’re going to go through a lot of stuff that isn’t fun.  You 
said, “Well, does it need to be done?” and they said, “Yes!”  
“Well, we’ll do it,” said you.

But if we do it right here, we won’t leave a ripple, right?

that’s the whole point.  You are trying the system that 
you are trying because you believe it will work.  Assuming 
it does work, then that is the exact system you will apply to 
those other places where the shift from discomfort to com-
fort, combined with polarity added into a more neutral and 
benevolent state, didn’t go so well.  You will apply what you 
have learned here and see if that works.  if it does work—
and i believe it will—then all will be well.

Whether AWAke or ASleeP, everYone Will helP

Will time continue to speed up?  It just doesn’t seem like there’s enough 
time to get done during the day what needs to get done anymore.

Oh, but you don’t have to get it all done during the day.  
You do it at night, while you’re sleeping and deep sleep-
ing.  When you go through that shift i was talking about 
on your planet, do you think that the people who are in 
deep sleep are doing nothing, that they’re just getting a 
free ride?  Part of the reason that it’s able to happen is that 
there will be so many people in deep sleep already having 
achieved a portion of that stage, including some people 
who will be in almost deep sleep and some people who are 
coming out of deep sleep from the well of spirit to the well 
of consciousness but are not completely awake.  they will 
help because it’s like stepping stones in a stream.  every-
one will help whether they are awake or asleep.  everyone 
must participate.  You couldn’t really do it at all if there 
weren’t going to be some beings in deep sleep.  they are 
stepping stones and vital ones at that.

Well, I’m awed.  This is incredible information.  Thank you.
You’re welcome.

[Laughs].  You pick up our stuff pretty fast.

Only what i need to.  i must continue my work, so i will 
take my lunch pail and leave, okay?
[Laughs].  Thank you very much.

Good night.
Good night.  Good life.  Z

the preceding channel is an excerpt from a Light 
technology Publishing book coming in spring 
2010—Explorer Race and Time through robert shapiro.
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Forgetting/Forgiving 
Enables You to Move  
To a Benevolent Focus  
While in a Physical Body
Isis through Robert Shapiro
28 August 2009

no: longing for A fictionAl “gooD olD DAYS”
All right, this is isis.  Greetings.
there is a situation that is developing inside people.  it 

is a longing for the perceived past, meaning a past that pos-
sibly existed to a degree in their own lives but that actually 
is a fictional past.  this attachment to the idea of a fictional 
past has largely been fostered by the media and other fic-
tional stimulations like that.  even in the old days before 
the media was so influential, you would hear people talk-
ing about the “good old days.”  Of course, in the situation 
with the “good old days,” what’s remembered is often either 
the benevolent highlights or the fictional benevolent high-
lights—meaning what you thought, what you hoped for, 
what you wished for, what you dreamed for, but not neces-
sarily what was.

this is something that will be a temporary situation 
that’s going on for a great many people now, not just people 
over forty.  i’m speaking particularly now—and this might 
surprise you—to people under twenty.  there is a belief in 
you that certain realities existed in the thirties, forties, fif-
ties, sixties, even seventies, that were somehow much more 
desirable than the reality you’re living in now.  But, in 
fact, even though there were good times in those days, just 
like there are good times in these days, those days also had 
extremely bad times—just like you have in some cases, in 

some places, for some people, maybe for many people at dif-
ferent times, bad situations these days.

i’m not here to try to rain on anybody’s parade.  i am 
bringing this up because the attachment to fictional pos-
sibilities in the past has the tendency to create a desire for 
such a “utopian ideal” that somehow, through some usu-
ally benign practice, that so-called wonderful past can be 
re-created in the future if only you do (dot dot dot).  this 
attachment to the wonderful thing that can be created has 
been used by politicians, but more importantly here for my 
talk today, by despots for thousands of years.  You’re going 
to have to watch out globally for the influence of “if only 
you do (dot dot dot), then wondrous happiness can be 
yours.”  For the next two to three years, this is going to be 
particularly seductive.  sometimes it will come from reli-
gion; other times it will come from politics.  Other times it 
will simply come from this or that discomfort with this or 
that group of people.

this stumbling block you’re going through right now has 
been something that has stopped benevolent progress hun-
dreds of times in the past.  But you can get through it if 
you remember just a couple of very simple things.  it might 
help to write them down and carry them in your wallet or 
purse, or make a note of them some place that you won’t 
forget about.  Memory cannot be counted upon, because 
when there are such attachments to this kind of unrealis-
tic ideal, then your notes are easy to forget in moments of 
excitement or passion.

 so here’s one of the things that’s important to remember:
• everyone on the planet is almost exactly like you in 

their feelings.
Here’s another one:
• You have much more in common with everybody 

else on the planet than you have differences.
And the last one that’s so important:
• If I’m really going to get ahead in life, I’m going to 

need help from every single person on this planet who 
allows in their soul that I deserve that.

keY PointS
Nostalgia for the past must be released for you to • 
move forward.
You must also shed the “us versus them” mentality • 
that allows you to unilaterally place blame.
Forgetfulness will be almost overwhelming in 2010, • 
but it will help you to let go.
this forgetfulness will lead to forgiveness as patience, • 
forgetting and forgiving become the watch words 
for the next few years.
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no: “They DiD thiS, So They DeServe thAt”
that last one is really important, because you are all really 

more united with each other now than you’ve ever been.  this 
unity is going to keep you connected through these next two 
or three years when you hit this stumbling block.  You will all 
hit it at least once, usually more than once, and it might feel 
very justified to you: “They did this, so they deserve that.”

Many times you will feel that way and be able to be sur-
rounded, if you wish, with others who agree with you.  the 
thing about this particular stumbling block is that even 
though something might have happened historically in the 
past, the people who are “they” now may not be those peo-
ple at all.  As a matter of fact, they are most likely to be 
souls who are cooperating in some way to support your hap-
piness and to allow you to get ahead.

so try to keep that in mind if you feel yourself being 
inexorably drawn toward, seduced or otherwise attached to 
some apparently simple solution that will make everybody 
happy: “if only we can just get rid of them.”  Here’s the real-
ity:  in order for everybody to get happy, you’re going to 
have to accept the fact that “they” or “them” are going to 
have to come along.  they don’t have to harm you, and 
you don’t have to harm them, but everybody is going to 
have to go along together.  this is a challenge because there 
are (and i understand this) a great many wounded people 
out there: some of them wounded physically, some of them 
wounded psychically or mentally or emotionally, and some 
of them even wounded, to a slight degree, spiritually.

YeS: PAtience

therefore, you will have to develop, strengthen and even 
embolden, to a degree, your capacity for patience.  Why 
do i say “embolden”?  it means that you may have to call 
upon others to be patient, and it won’t be easy because very 
often these others will be friends or people you might want 
to accept you.  sometimes, as you know, since you’ve all 
had misunderstandings—people have misunderstood you, 
you’ve misunderstood them—those misunderstandings take 
a little while to sort out.  You go back over it with somebody 
and you say, “Oh, that’s what you meant.”  Or they say, “Oh, 
i was confused.  i didn’t understand that that’s what you 
meant.”  then things smooth out.

However, it takes patience to allow that examination.  in 
this so-called civilized world, patience is applied by various 
institutions.  sometimes it’s the court system, sometimes it’s 
the religious system, sometimes it’s simply family systems or 
neighborhood systems or a friend.  You’re going to need to be 
patient to get through the next two to three years when you 
hit the stumbling blocks and sometimes in other situations.  
You will be able to do this, but i feel it’s important within the 
realm of these predictions for 2010 that you be alert to that.

YeS: letting go of olD MeMorieS  
thAt hAunt You froM the PASt

Now, there’s something else i want to bring to your 
attention because it might seem to be a complication for 

the coming year.  it will go beyond the coming year, but you 
will notice it more in the coming year, 2010, than you have 
noticed it in the past.  in the past, it’s been an annoyance; 
it’s been one of those situations of, “How could i have pos-
sibly forgotten that?”  But in the coming year, you’re going 
to really need something.  i’m going to recommend that in 
the coming year, you don’t just count on your computer to 
remind you that you need to do something.  Get a tablet or 
a book or an agenda or something that you can write things 
in that you need to remember, and write some things that 
would seem to be obvious, like the names and birthdates 
of friends and loved ones and family members.  You might 
think that’s silly because you’ll always remember that, but 
the coming year will be one in which there will be more 
awareness around yourself and awareness from other people 
about you that you and others are forgetful.

Forgetfulness will be almost overwhelming at times in 2010.  
therefore, it’s not going to be useful only to remind yourself 
about things on the computer; you need to have a little book 
you can cart around that has to do with basics: “Basic things i 
need to remember.”  this is not just philosophical things, not 
just, “i’m a good person and so are they,” like Auntie isis tells 
you sometimes, but also things “you would never forget” that 
are helpful to remember: names, addresses, phone numbers, 
of course, but also birthdays, what you like about somebody, 
and what needs patience to work out.  Have that in your own 
writing if you can.  that’s what i recommend.

You might reasonably ask, “Why is there going to be so 
much forgetfulness, and why is it going to be everyone?” 
meaning every human, not the animals or plants.  i’ll tell 
you why.  it’s a necessary stage for you to be able to let go of 
things that haunt you from the past.  i cannot tell you how 
much damage has been done.  there is such a huge number 
of situations that have been perpetuated in the past and are 
even being perpetuated again now because “They did some-
thing in the past and they ought to pay for it.”  the situation 
is this: the “they” in the past is invariably other people, and 
maybe that history or that story is simply apocryphal.  Maybe 
it’s what somebody remembered, or perhaps it’s a lie.

You all know with even a casual study of history—certainly 
in recent times, meaning the past hundred years or so—how 
many times things have been brought into being because of 
lies.  You can identify with that yourself, can’t you?  i’m sure 
you’ve found out, at one time or another, that somebody told 
a lie about you, possibly even to someone or many some-
ones you cared about, and it changed their attitude about 
you.  even when you were able to reveal that it was a lie and 
it wasn’t true, sometimes those friendships or even intima-
cies never quite recovered from the damage of that lie.  so 
remember that situations in the past are often fraught with 
lies, untruths (meaning partial lies) or even pitfalls—things 
that were misunderstood and then built upon in words, mem-
ories and even songs based upon that misunderstanding.

so why do you need to forget?  think about it: the his-
tory of the human being here on earth and all of those 
old resentments.  How are you going to achieve moving 
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from one focus to another, meaning this focus that you’re 
in now with all the polarization and discomfort?  How are 
you going to be able to shift to the benevolent focus while 
you’re all alive, not going through the death experience?  
You’re not going to be able to drag along all those hurts 
and memories with you.

You’re going to have to literally let go.  to be perfectly 
honest, the situation in your life does not lend itself to let-
ting go of hurts and memories.  sometimes they naturally 
fall away through time and patience, but the really deep 
hurts do not easily fall away.  the forgetfulness i’m talking 
about i’m sure you think is memory—your mental memory 
and your visual memory, meaning picturing—but i’m talk-
ing about a forgetfulness that goes deeper than that.  i’m 
talking about a body forgetfulness, physical memory, things 
that are holding you back as a civilization (meaning an 
earth civilization), even things that are holding you back as 
individuals because of old woundings.

so you’re going to get there, you’re going to be able to 
achieve that benevolent world through forgetting.  You 
might say, “But isn’t that dangerous, isis?  if we forget, don’t 
you think it’s possible that we can be taken advantage of 
again?  People can harm us.”  You have to remember that 
everyone is going to be forgetting.  so if you try and use 
that little book or agenda to remember all those hurts and 
wounds, it won’t work—you’ll forget where you put that 
book [chuckles].  try to write down the important things: 
loved ones, friends, names, addresses, phone numbers of 
course, what you like and love about them, basics like that.  
that’s all—don’t write down old wounds and hurts, okay?  
Otherwise you’re going to lose that little book or tablet 
because creator has deemed that the only way for you to 
be able to move into this more benevolent state is to be 
able to let go.

some of you have learned how to let go.  it’s not easy, but it 
can be done.  For those of you who do not know how, there’s 
no real time to learn now.  so Creator has deemed that you 
will be able to let go through forgetting on the physical and 
mental planes.  i must tell you, there is no way to avoid this.

YeS: releASing the lieS of hiStorY

so if you’re going to create a long agenda on your com-
puter—a big file and even many files that have why you’re 
mad at this or that group—you can basically let that go.  
that stuff will disappear from your computer or, worse yet, 
you’ll lose other stuff in your computer, and you don’t want 
to do that.  so don’t be attached to this or that resentment 
or hate.  it’s going to go away.  On the other hand, reasons 
that people are angry at you or resent you or even hate you 
are also going to go away.  

so given that, it suggests something else, does it not?  
that what’s going to be interlaced with this forgetting is 
forgiving.  that’s right.  so keep in mind that patience, for-
getting and forgiving will be the watch words for the next 
two to three years.  You’ll all particularly notice it happen-
ing at one time or another—perhaps several times in your 

individual lives—during 2010, and it will get a little more 
so in 2011 and a little bit more so in 2012.  By the time 2013 
has arrived, you will all have forgotten quite a bit.

realize that this does not mean an end to your civiliza-
tion, but it does mean a change.  Although you will not 
have an overnight change in historical terms, over the next 
ten to twenty years, things will get better.  so remember 
to say one every day, out loud as i’ve said before—you can 
whisper it if you have to, if there are big crowds around—to 
say with feeling, 

then say, after you pause, 

it’s important to say these things because it alters your 
physical memory as well as your mental memory and your 
feeling memory.  it doesn’t alter it in and of itself, but it 
provides support so that when that altering takes place and 
goes on, you will feel good about it.  You’ll be forgetting a lot 
of things that made you feel miserable and even made you 
feel sick.  A great deal of disease has to do with remember-
ing wounding and suffering at the hands of others.  Much of 
that will disappear in the next ten to twenty years.  so that’s 
what you can expect from my point of view in 2010.

The “they did it” thing . . .  is some piece of history going to come out 
that’s going to make this more of an issue?

the history is present.  i’m talking about anything where 
anyone was blamed, any group—i’m not talking about 
individuals—because of a lie or because of something that 
occurred in the past and then the entire group is blamed, 
a nationality.  Here’s an example:  You know that during 
World War ii, the bulk of the war was started and perpet-
uated for a few years because of the lies told by the Nazi 
regime and their cohorts, all right?  those lies caused death 
and suffering to untold millions of innocent people.

this is going to be somewhat associated on the one hand 
with some people who remember that as the “good old days.”  
Granted, not many of those are still alive today, but there 
are a few.  And there are others.  the history has all been 
published: those lies are not true.  that’s the position of the 
historians who say that this is all lies, that none of what the 
Nazis said in their propaganda was true.  On the other hand, 
people get attached to beliefs and they want to believe that 
something is true.  You might find in religion, for exam-
ple, that Bible stories will say that this or that group caused 
a terrible grievance.  therefore, the underpinnings of the 
Nazi regime and why their lies were able to be pitched with 
a certain amount of convincing was that maybe some Bible 
stories supported that, saying, “Oh, these people are bad; 
look what they did.”

“things can get better for everyone.”

“things can get better for me.”

shapiro, robert: isis, Forgetting/Forgiving Enables You . . .
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so i’m using that because it’s an obvious example of 
something that happened in the twentieth century.  But 
what about the recent and still to a degree ongoing strife 
in Africa:  One tribe against the other, trying to wipe out 
the others, and their justification is, “Look what they did in 
the past to us!  We’ll get ‘em now.”  they are killing men, 
women and little children, as if the little children had any-
thing to do with anything that happened in the past.  For 
that matter, most of the men who were killed and most of 
the women who were killed had nothing to do with what 
happened in the past.  History is fraught with such things.

I even have a book here called lies my Teacher Told me, and it’s someone 
who’s saying that the textbooks in the schools need to be really looked at.

sadly enough, that has been stated for the past 150 
years and textbooks don’t often change.  if you want your 
textbook to be approved—it’s economic—there’s a ten-
dency for textbooks at the basic level, K-12 in the u.s., 
for example, to perpetuate what has been said in the past.  
there’s an ongoing, unrealistic belief that it’s all right to 
tell people the truth if they want to learn it and seek it out 
once they get to college.  Of course, by that time the dam-
age has been done.

Do you see that changing?

Yes, or i wouldn’t have mentioned these predictions.

YeS: forgetting, releASing thAt Which hArMS

So we’re going to forget our family, our friends, our coworkers?

No, not all the time.  But there will be times when you 
might be married to somebody, you might be living with 
somebody, you might have somebody next door who’s 
your closest friend, and for a moment you won’t be able to 
remember his or her name.  so, for example, if you have a 
situation like that, you’re not going to be able to consult 
your little book and look up that person’s name.  You’re 
going to have to have your little book be somewhat illus-
trative.  so try and draw a family tree, just something sim-
ple.  “there’s me, and then there’s my parents, and then 
there are my brothers and sisters”—a family tree is a dia-
gram, okay?  if your best friend is next door, for example, 
or even if there’s just a neighbor you say hi to, you might 
want to draw a little diagram that puts a little x next to 
them.  there’s your house or there’s your apartment, and 
the door next door to your apartment or the house next 
door on your block, that’s where Donnie and Jackie and 
Phil and all these people live.

try to make it illustrative like that too.  that’s why a little 
notebook might help.  You’re not going to forget all these 
things all the time.  You’re just going to have moments when 
you have forgetfulness that will shock you.  it might very well 
be somebody you’re living with.  You might temporarily for-
get your cat’s name or your dog’s name or your bird’s name or 
your horse’s name—of course, those are not their names for 
themselves but are the names you know them by.

Okay, but we’re only going to forget details about people, not how to drive 
or how to cook or how to run a computer or something like that?

if you feel that’s a problem, then make a note of the basics, 
how to do it.  there might be moments when you forget how 
to do something in a computer that you do every day.  so 
make up little basics.  it’s not good enough for the basics to 
be only mental, words; that’s good, but something illustra-
tive would also be helpful.  understand that this will be for 
moments.  it won’t be that you’re going to forget something 
and it will go away permanently.  it’s that the depth of the 
forgetting of old wounds that are harming you or harming 
others needs to go literally into the biology of your body very 
often to let go of that.  that’s such a powerful process—it’s 
not going to harm you, but it might temporarily affect other 
things that you normally remember.  that knowledge will 
come back to you.  But you’re not going to be allowed to 
remember things that are harming you or harming others.  
this is not going to happen all at once in 2010; you’re simply 
going to notice it in 2010, if you haven’t noticed it already.

What is the process of our forgetting?  Is it like gold lightbeings disentan-
gling things, or how does it work?

Why would i want to tell you that?  some people wouldn’t 
want that to happen.  Just know that this is something Cre-
ator is doing.  i’d have to say that when it comes to things that 
Creator is doing, there’s no back talk.  so this is something 
i’m letting you know.  i’m not saying, “i’m going to do it.”  i’m 
letting you know it’s happening already and has been happen-
ing for a while, but that everyone will notice it in 2010 at one 
point or another, which in a way is good, because it’ll give you 
something else you have in common.  You’re participating 
in the process because you are a portion of Creator as well as 
everybody else.  But you’re not going to participate in the pro-
cess consciously because you cannot do that consciously with-
out being involved in your attachments and resistance to the 
process.  Conscious is conscious in every way.

You don’t often like to think about the fact that you are 
living in somebody else’s house, but it’s true.  this is Cre-
ator’s house, this universe, and you are living in it.  People 
like to kid about or sometimes even get serious about, “this 
is my house and i’ll set the rules,” eh?  the reality is that 
this is Creator’s house, and if Creator does do something . . . 
think of all the prayers in the past: “Please do something, 
Creator.  stop this horrible (fill in the blank).”  Well, Cre-
ator’s doing something, and this is what Creator is doing.

But you can use benevolent magic or living prayer in other 
ways.  You have forgotten that when you’ve said benevolent 
magic or living prayer, that an underpinning of all of that is 
the most benevolent outcome.  so you can’t have a benevo-
lent outcome perpetuate into the future if you’re going to 
drag along all those old hurts and beliefs in lies.  some lies 
are dear to the heart, but not your real heart.  they just 
feel good because it makes the world seem so much more 
sensible: “Oh, he did this.  Oh, she did that.  they’re bad.”  
Now you know how much mischief that has done.  [Pause].  
something to think about for 2010.  Good life.  Z
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Against All Odds in 2010
Kryon through Lee Carroll

There have been a number of startlingly strong Kryon predic-
tions that have happened in the past few years.  In 2007, Kryon 
actually predicted our current economic downturn: “There is a 
possibility, a potential, that looms very, very strong, that one of 
your financial institutions, the one with the most money on the 
entire continent, is going to fail . . . and it’s called insurance.”

When AIG fell over, it was obvious that Kryon was correct 
and that this was the precursor for many other issues as well.  
In Kryon Book 10, A New Dispensation, Kryon predicted 
the fall of some of our largest American companies: “Ten years 
ago if I had told you that the largest businesses in this great 
land of yours would fall over and expire due to integrity issues, 
would you have believed me? . . . Well, look out the window 
and read your news.  It’s called pruning” (152).

Our beloved auto industry, the icon of Americana, went 
bankrupt and is now owned by the government for a while.  
Some of our core financial institutions are in the same boat.  
These complex financial interactions are not well understood 
by the common public.

Here we sit in the middle of something that was clearly on 
the “potential list” of energy even a few years ago.  Painfully 
accurate, Kryon gave us the blueprint for the potentials that we 
might create if the energy of the shift remained the same.  It did, 
and we are experiencing it.

This shift is about cleaning the slate and “pruning the finan-
cial tree” of the way financial institutions work in a Western 
society.  It’s not the beginning of a world bank or a common 
currency.  Instead, Kryon says it’s the beginning of the instal-
lation of more integrity into a former system of greed.  Read 
between the lines:  A pruned tree emerges stronger and more 
durable than it ever was.  It has more leaves and grows stronger 
after the event that some say may actually have looked like the 
tree was being killed.

This year I was again startled by the accuracy of two more 
prophecies, both given in Kryon Book 11, Lifting the Veil: 
“Watch for two things politically on this planet:  (1) Soft revolu-
tions.  You can define this term any way you wish.  Soft revolu-
tions in two important countries:  One is China.  One is Iran.  
And they are going to trigger a change of consciousness—against 
all odds—an alignment for peace with the rest of you.  Watch for 
it” (100).

As I write this, both of these events happened only a few months 
ago, and I remain interested in one of these things specifically, 
since Kryon has spoken of the Middle East many times and how 
we need to create some stability there that will lead to a long-lasting 
peace.  So in this short article, I am asking Kryon to come in and 
give us some more information about the potentials before us.

G reetings, dear ones.  i am Kryon of Magnetic ser-
vice.  At my partner’s request, i will give to you 
an explanation of what might be one of the larg-
est turning points in your very near future.

spirit cannot give you the future.  the idea that “God 
knows everything” might seem like a nice linear idea to a 
3D consciousness, but it doesn’t work that way.  indeed, 
God knows everything in a quantum state, but the things 
that spirit “sees” in Humanity are the largest potentials that 
might be created, not the actual manifestation of future 
events on a linear track.  the concept of free choice creates 
a constant and continuously changing track in front of you.  
God knows the potentials of your vibration, and this allows 
us to give you a very high probability of what is before you.  
But understand that we are only giving you the potential 
of what you are most inclined to do; we are not giving you 
some magic future created by energies that are not yours.  it 
can change quickly—ask any futurist.

in these past years, the most startling things that have 
happened to you have been what we call “creations of syn-
chronicity outside the potential of the current paradigm.”  in 
your words, this would be translated as “against all odds.”  so 
“against all odds,” the most profound events since 1987 are 
able to be listed and looked at for what they are.  Note in this 
list that they are unexpected, out of the normal linear idea of 
what is before you, and filled with a message that there is a 
shift happening that is changing the way Humanity thinks.

“AgAinSt All oDDS” SYnchronicitieS of PASt YeArS

the fall of the ussr was against all odds.  there were 
no signals, no prophecies and no warning that it would 
happen.  it changed the very dialogue of what the fortu-
netellers of the past told you 
would happen, and you are 
still trying to rework your 
culture to compensate for 
fifty years of an enemy who keY PointS

events that occur in the “against all odds” paradigm • 
allow you to witness the shift that’s taking place.
Next year you will find that iran may very well  • 
be the key to peace in the Middle east.
As you await the shift, the past will slowly slip away.• 

Lee CarroLL
1155 Camino del Mar, #422 

Del Mar, CA 92014
858-792-2990

kryonemail@kryon.com
www.kryon.com 
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suddenly no longer exists [speaking to the West].  there 
were no quatrains from the prophets, no biblical references 
and no hints that this would happen.  it indeed was “a cre-
ation of synchronicity outside the potential of the current 
paradigm” of your cultural expectations.

Notice that it was synchronous, in that it was cre-
ated by a series of seemingly random events by individual 
Humans who were going against tradition, against what 
was expected, and against everything that was “normal.”  
this is the shift at work.  there have been many of these 
“against all odds” synchronicities in the past years, and 
they all fly in the face of logic of what you thought would 
happen, or for the very linear reasons you have set up that 
bias of what you think is on the horizon.

Your last u.s. election was the same.  You placed a man 
of color in the office of the president.  sociologists will tell 
you that this event needed perhaps another two genera-
tions to “go beyond the bias” that is still prevalent in the 
u.s.A.  so what happened?  Look at the synchronicity of 
two things: (1) the former president and what his energy 
was as a setup to (2) the election of a young new energy who 
is Lemurian and a hybrid of races.  His reign will create still 
another setup and a potential surprise.  But in the mean-
time, look at the “against all odds” paradigm that is present 
here.  Do you see how this works?

Perhaps even within this month you might hear others 
declare that your future holds doom or visits from extraterres-
trials or death and destruction.  then the clock goes by and 
these things do not happen.  Again we tell you that even some 
of the best of your futurists are simply “reading” a constant 
potential of what is “out there,” and these are not necessarily 
the highest potential but only the ones that “smoke.”  this 
means that they are the most dramatic ones, and Humans are 
biased to see the most dramatic potentials when they go to 
the place where these things are seen.

indeed, it is also important that you realize that Gaia 
is involved in this!  the shift is about earth, not just the 
Humans on it.  therefore, things that may provoke much 
fear, that many say the earth will create, will be voided as 
well.  Gaia is part of the cooperation energy vibration of 
the shift.  the earth’s actions are not separate from the life 
upon it.  it’s just the opposite—Gaia supports Humanity.

the revolution in irAn iS not over

so i will give you a potential “against all odds” scenario 
that is profound and dramatic but is not going to enthrall 
you with movie-like events, cataclysmic upheavals or space 
creatures.  instead, let me tell you more about iran.

some time ago i told you to watch for what i will now 
call the primary upheaval in iran.  it was a revolution in 
iran that lasted a week or two and then seemingly went 
away.  Well, it’s not gone; it was only the opening act.  unre-
ported in your news are the many executions going on in 
that place.  there is horror there that will only be reported 
later.  there is a massive structural pressure that is like an 
earthquake ready to erupt.  Last year i gave an answer to a 
question that has just been published.  You did not see it 
[Sedona Journal readers], for the publication was in French.  
this will change shortly [the publication will be in english], 
but you need to see what was given now:

“the people of iran are very wise.  Many of them are 
young . . . younger than the average age of your civiliza-
tion.  they don’t have the number of older ones you do, so 
they think differently.  rather than being radical and ready 
to vaporize themselves in some kind of final battle for their 
God, many are instead silently wondering how to bring 
their leadership into check but still hold on to their faith.  
Many wish to create a situation that might bring them into 
abundance and a more peaceful life within their own reli-
gious beliefs.  Make no mistake.  they are not allied with 
the West, or about to be.  that is not their desire.  they 
love their own lineage and their own prophet.  But they 
wish to change the idea that they are all disposable martyrs, 
led by their older ones who seem to be ready to gamble and 
take them to the brink of destruction.”

the revolution in iran is not over—it is the opposite.  
the potentials are that this nation will reinvent itself.  
it has always seemed to be part of the sand in the oyster 
of the Middle east and has always irritated the West.  in 
addition, the government there has covertly been brew-
ing up old energy ideas that would have eventually cre-
ated limited destruction and death for many.  this is being 
weighed right now by the overwhelmingly younger popu-
lation of iran, and they are looking at how to change it.  it 
seems to be the plight of iran that suffering comes to it on 
a regular basis.  that is the paradigm that can be poten-
tially broken at this time.

Although this potential will vary depending on the tim-
ing of the revolution, the days of the older religious leaders 
controlling the country are going to pass.  the revolution 
may happen in ways that are “against all odds” and, similar 
to the ussr, changing seemingly overnight.  this is only 
one of the scenarios that we see.  the other is a more vio-
lent one and short, but with the same outcome.

As indicated above, there is a strong potential that iran’s 
thinking is going to change.  under the leadership of a more 
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aware government, they will see their future as becoming a 
constructive buffer between the thousands of years of strug-
gle in the Middle east.  “Against all odds,” iran may be the 
key to peace in that region.

in the process, ironically it will get what it has always 
wanted.  it will be the most respected of countries in the 
region.  it will have a positive influence without becom-
ing Westernized and become abundant.  it will share more 
wealth with its population, giving the Arab culture a par-
adigm to look at that will create unrest in areas that are 
uncomfortable with change.

eventually iran may actually broker a solution to the 
israeli issue, an unsolvable one in modern times.  the 
potential is that they will create it through a “pressure for 
peace” for the region.  As local participants, they will be 
able to do what no outsider can do.  they are iran!

they will understand how a peaceful Middle east can suc-
cessfully compete in a world that is increasingly becoming 
more economically unified.  they will see that if they remain 
in the old ways of hate, indifference, war, denial and bellig-
erence (exemplified by their current leadership), they will 
never be able to move past an energy that has kept them from 
having the freedoms they desire within their own belief sys-
tem—not a system that is authority-driven by ancient rules, 
but rather one that is driven by the logic of their spirituality 
and a wonderful discovery and intuitive sense, told to them 
by their own prophet, that it is iran’s fate to eventually be 
seen as a profound leader in the Muslim world.

enlightenMent iS not A WeStern MeSSAge

impossible you say?  speak to someone who went through 
the Cold War and watched the giant bear topple as if pushed 
over by a child.  You see, these things do not follow existing 
3D logic.  When the Berlin Wall tumbled down, both sides 
cheered.  if that is the truth, then where is the enemy?  it is 
in the past, slowly slipping away as an old disgruntled mon-
ster who is no longer timely, no longer powerful, and whose 
growl is being laughed at by those who now know better.  
the teeth are being removed from the past.

enlightenment is not a Western message; it is a world-
wide message.  A shift is upon you that will create situations 
“against all odds.”  Also “against all odds” is that there are 
those in your own government who are waiting for this, not 
creating it as in the past.  they are already in dialogue with 
those who will emerge.

As for other items, you already sense them, do you not?  
there are two events in south America, one in the Carib-
bean, and then there is always Korea [Kryon wink].  But 
these are far more obvious, and they don’t require a channel 
for you to figure out that the shift is taking its toll within 
the old energy ways.

Lastly, your economy is still in transit and the recovery 
is tentative.  it is waiting for something else that you have 
not yet seen coming.  When it settles, there will have been 
a bit more upheaval.  sometimes the giants take awhile to 
fall, but the spiritual slingshot is very accurate with the shift 
in your sights.   Z

Carroll, Lee: Kryon, Against All Odds in 2010

Indigo Children? Oh yeah... I know about them! Wasn't there a movie 
about that? They are some kind of special gifted kids who do psychic things
and who have dark blue auras, huh? I think I saw that on TV.

If that's your take on all this, then you really need to read this book. These 
children are not super psychic kids with dark blue auras. The Indigo title has
nothing to do with auras or being psychic. Some of them are teenagers who 
are strapping on bombs or bringing guns to school. The subject here is far
more profound than the sensational absurdity into which some have taken it.
It's all about the children of our planet, what really might be happening, why
they do what they do, and what we can do to help them and our educators 
survive all this. In addition, they are slowly beginning to join the work force 
(gasp)!

Join Lee Carroll and Jan Tober, original authors of "The Indigo Children," 
for a profound and frank discussion of the Indigo Children ten years later. After
all this time, what do some in higher education say about it? What do industry
leaders say about it? The answer: Finally, many professionals are noticing and
starting to speak up. Humanity is evolving; it's happening within our kids, and
you should know what these educators and business leaders are saying. Join
the leaders of education and industry brought forward in this book for a peek
into the real issues, and perhaps the future of humanity.

The Indigo Children TEN YEARS LATER
Lee Carroll and Jan Tober
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the first book to introduce this concept to the planet!
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The Year of Visioning 
Sarrinn with the Ancients through Daniele DeVoe

G reetings, dear lightworkers.  As 2009 comes to 
a close, with millions wishing that the chaos of 
this remarkable year were passing with it, it is a 
wondrous thing to observe the energies of 2010.  

And no, the chaos is not passing; it is evolving or, even 
better said, it is returning to the powerful tool that it was 
meant to be.  Chaos was never intended to be a negative, 
fearful experience; it was actually designed to put techni-
color and pizzazz into your lives.  this new year will afford 
you the opportunity to choose to let this advancement 
bless your days.  

For many of you, this next year will also be the one in 
which you “get it.”  even while most of humanity continues 
to struggle with the logic and judgment that separates them 
from their inner being and truth, you can choose to be one 
of the many who will actually thrive and grow in 2010.  
the one power to which we would like to bring to your 
attention here, a power that will be circling perpetually 
throughout this year to help you achieve your dreams, your 
successes and your enlightenment, is the power of vision-
ing, so if we were to give you one bit of advice that will 
hold true for the entire year of 2010 it would be to become 
a powerful visionary.  You already know that energy follows 
thought, and you even understand the power of your own 
beliefs and the miraculous potential in meditation.  Given 
all of that, why does life still seem so out of control?    

if you are wondering what is so special about the process 
of visioning, visionaries use all their senses to create their 
awakened and vibrant lives, and the visionary has at least 
twelve senses: the six you know, plus six more that are soul-
based.  simply add your intuitive and soul energy to sight, 
sound, smell, touch, hearing and intuition and you too will 
be using all twelve senses.  this entire year will be filled 
with opportunities for you to practice making clear, loving 

and strong choices in your lives, or you could choose to wait 
and see if 2012 will miraculously do it for you.  We now 
invite you to join us as we apply the visionary process to 
each month of the coming year.

JAnuArY: leArning to receive 
the first day of 2010 is a “5.”  What a wonderful way to 

begin a year!  in numerology, five represents change and 
unconditional love, the two energies required for the trans-
formational shift that everyone is anticipating as part of the 
2012 effect.  We have been teaching for quite some time 
now that it is not necessary to wait for 12/21/2012 to claim 
your enlightenment, ascension or unity, and this New Year 
will clarify that truth.  

As January gets going, ask yourself what you want to 
experience in the coming year and, more than simply set-
ting a New Year’s resolution, imagine a powerful, deeply felt 
picture of what you will feel like when you succeed with 
those resolutions.  in your picture, whether you hold it as an 
inner vision or actually bring it into matter as a vision board 
or journal, feel what you would like to accomplish and live 
as the year progresses and where you would like to be when 
the year ends.

We also suggest that, once you have chosen your reso-
lutions, you take some time in January to expand them by 
thinking bigger.  Why?  Because in truth, very few humans 
dream big enough.  As the omniverse becomes more fully 
understood and your abilities as awake and aware beings 
in a five-dimensional reality coalesce, thinking and 
dreaming big will be one of the most fun and effective 
tools you have.  

this brings us to the one issue that most of you have 
been trying to get good at for multiple lifetimes and that 
has tripped you up repeatedly, and that is your ability and 
willingness to receive.  in January 2010, it will become 
quite clear that this problem still exists.  As your north-
ern hemisphere moves into the heart of winter, your news 
media will be reporting fearful news about money, jobs, 
pandemics and terrorism.  
Does that mean that we are 
predicting disaster?  No!  
We are predicting that in 
January, those of you who 
are ready for success, abun-
dance, health, purposeful 

keY PointS
the year 2010 will be a year of growth and thriving • 
for many, as lightworkers come into their own and 
find opportunities for advancement in situations 
that may seem chaotic.
this next year will be especially powerful in the • 
development of visionary abilities and senses, and 
you should practice making clear, loving choices at 
every opportunity.
As visionaries, you can choose how this year will • 
appear to your senses, living it fully, completely and 
consciously in the omniverse.

DanieLe DeVoe
crystal@chartermi.net

www.LightandBalance.com
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work and loving, safe homes will concentrate on visioning 
those lives and successfully receiving them too.  

the universal law that encompasses receiving is the 
“law of allowing,” and there are two steps to receiving 
that present the most opportunity for change this month.  
One of the absolute requirements of this universal law is 
that others receive unconditionally too.  if you are truly 
ready to receive according to your own soul’s divine path, 
remember to allow that same right to all others, whether 
or not you agree with them, approve of them or under-
stand them.  this is not about becoming a victim of the 
rights of others; this is about complex and unconditional 
creating and manifesting, which blesses you and everyone 
else as well.  envision your results—not as a black and 
white, emotionless picture in your brain, but as a vibrant, 
pulsating, juicy passion in your heart.  What will you envi-
sion throughout January and throughout 2010?

feBruArY: conteMPlAting Your oWn DivinitY  
in February, you may feel as if the realization of your own 

divinity is unattainable, especially if you have not worked 
with the law of allowing during January.  Many will medi-
tate or contemplate with this goal in mind and find that 
their busy minds and non-visionary thoughts block the 
access they seek.  there are many who have worked closely 
with their inner beings for years, yet this month they find 
that access is difficult or even denied.  Why?  Because this 
year—this month especially—the focus is on the achieve-
ment of mental command and mental clarity, discovering 
how to use the brain as a tool and the mind as a source of 
wisdom and allowing chaos, even mental chaos, to be a tool 
to add vivacity to your life.  

As is often the case, when  people face the healing of 
a difficult habit or belief that no longer serves them, the 
habit or belief becomes quite tenacious.  this is simply 
because rather than developing thoughts that build life in 
their desired direction, most people focus on the habit and 
think about it so much that they simply create more of it.  
February will be a wonderful month to learn to point your 
monkey mind—the endlessly repeating voice that loves to 
harp on your weaknesses—in the direction of growth rather 
than habit or fear.  After all, that very annoying voice in 
your head has great power.  Why not teach it to repeat more 
helpful mantras?  For instance, rather than letting your 
monkey mind chant, “i need to lose weight,” teach it to 
chant, “i love my body.” 

You have the power to choose to evolve toward aware-
ness of your divinity in February, or you can simply let the 
opportunity slide.  imagine what you would feel like if you 
claimed your divinity:  Wouldn’t you feel strong, successful, 
clear, purposeful, guided and unconditionally loved?  Feel 
that throughout February—and maybe every moment of the 
rest of your lives—and you will become it.  And remember, 
as you claim the truth of who you are, practice seeing that 
truth in everyone and everything around you.  it doesn’t 
matter if others “get it”; it only matters that you do.

MArch: ABunDAnce floWS for  
All Who Are reADY 

As spring begins to arrive, dreams begin to come true!  
March of 2010 is about abundance in all its forms . . .  
Abundance of experience, joy, peace, success, relationship, 
wisdom and, yes, financial abundance too.  And can you 
even begin to imagine the hugeness of your success if you 
spent the first two months of 2012 learning to vision and 
to receive and to command your monkey mind?  March 
has the potential to grant you your dearest wishes . . .   
Are you ready?

APril: SAnctuArY AnD PlAnning ADventureS  
this April will be a good month to stay home or at your 

job, give thanks for everything in your life, do your work 
and contemplate the perfect journey of your soul.  if you 
practice feng shui, this will be the ideal month to reset the 
chi of your home, office and so on.  the inclination and 
maybe even the yearning will be to get out there and get 
busy with your lives, changes, new choices and new dreams, 
yet this April is setting up to be more suited to the final 
preparations for whatever you are choosing next, even if 
your choice is for no change at all. 

MAY: WAtch SPring BlooM!  
Do you feel at home wherever you are?  in May, we 

encourage you to develop this ability.  Are you aware that 
your soul is the sanctuary of your personality?  if you con-
sider this, understand this and develop this as a belief, you 
will find that you will seldom feel out of place or lost again.  
the visionary lives in the energy of their most blessed and 
beloved potential.  isn’t that the same as living in the 
energy of sanctuary?  isn’t that the energy of home and 
the epitome of a joy-filled physical existence?  isn’t that 
enlightenment?

June: WhAt iS Your DreAM?  
June is certainly for lovers this year.  Whether you are 

a June bride or groom or a long-time partner in a rela-
tionship, this month will lend itself to expanding and 
strengthening your intimate connections.  June will also 
be wonderfully supportive of your efforts to improve your 
relationship with your own inner being, guides and higher 
self.  And so we ask you if you have fallen in love with 
yourself:  As you learn to see all of reality as a beloved cre-
ation, it is imperative to include yourself in that paradigm.  
simply put, when you are not loving yourself, you are liv-
ing in duality.  Period.  When you are loving yourself, you 
open the gateway to the unity that has always been ready 
for your participation.

JulY: truth, truSt AnD DiScernMent 
this July is about truth and discernment.  trust comes 

from a well-developed ability with both.  everything you 
have been practicing up to this point will help you to 
achieve your discernment in July, because each step of the 

DeVoe, Daniele: Sarrinn, The Year of Visioning
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year’s lessons has encouraged you to develop a better and 
clearer relationship with your inner being.  You all know 
the words; when you want to know if something is worthy 
of your trust or if it is based in truth, turn to your inner guid-
ance and notice if the thing feels good or feels bad.  if you 
have practiced this well, your feedback will be clear, easy 
and instantaneous.  if it is not, practice more!  this talent of 
discernment is the positive aspect of judgment and is essen-
tial to successful life in the physical.

AuguSt: reconnecting to Your Soul  
Are you having trouble receiving clear intuition?  Has 

your connection to your inner guidance or your guides felt 
fragile lately?  in August, many of you will forget to focus 
on your new abilities and will revert to habit.  if you catch 
yourself quickly and refocus on your visionary dreams and 
goals, this difficulty will be less than a pebble on your path.  
if you allow yourself to be distracted, it may cause you to 
take an unforeseen fork in the trail, but don’t worry:  the 
trail loops back around to the perfect path of your soul.  You 
can’t miss it; you can only delay it a bit.  

so why not learn to catch diversions quickly?  Notice 
when your monkey mind begins to revert to chanting old 
fears, and command it to return to mantras that support 
your preferences.  Be aware when unexpected circum-
stances redirect your focus and delay the forward momen-
tum of your passion.  Your own soul is so connected that 
reconnecting with them will help instantly.  

Pay attention to the interruptions that come so easily 
and constantly from life and loved ones, and even while 
you engage with them, be the stubborn visionary and live 
your joy.

SePteMBer: tiMe for Action 
this month all plateaus are ending quickly and abruptly.  

Have you prepared for what is next?  is your vision in place?  
Have you developed your inner connection and thus your 
discernment?  Are you ready?

octoBer: eMPAthY BecoMeS coMPASSion

“Letting go” is the highlighted energy of October.  it 
is not about giving your life, energy and health away—in 
other words, sacrifice—nor is it about giving your dreams 
away—more sacrifice.  it is about letting go of anything 
you are holding for others.  if you are an empath, learn to 
release everything you hold on behalf of others to source.  
it isn’t your job to carry the burdens of others; it is simply 
your job to love others while holding your own resonance 
in the most loving frequency you can maintain.  Loving 
others, offering them healing and yet keeping yourself sep-
arate from their problems is called compassion, and com-
passion is the basis for every great spiritual teaching that 
has ever been taught on your beloved planet.  if you want 
to manifest a world based in harmony rather than fear, 
release the judgment that is implicit in empathy and live 
the unconditional love of compassion.

noveMBer: the true MeAning of the WorD 
“PAtience” iS living in the MoMent

“soon” is the word for November 2010.  soon, your dreams 
will come true.  soon, your life will get going.  soon, you’ll 
live free of fear.  soon, you will remember your own divinity.  
And that soon is right here, right now.  this month, we sug-
gest that you practice paying attention to your present cir-
cumstances.  Practice ignoring the future by allowing your 
intuition to reach beyond the future.  Practice living outside 
the past by sending your intuition beyond the past.  

Notice that when you allow these techniques to flow, 
their energies circle back around to the present with new 
levels of passion, joy, potential and outcomes that are sim-
ply beyond imagination.  Living in the moment does not 
exclude all other moments, because they are not here now.  
Living in the moment welcomes all other moments to the 
now and opens them completely to your participation.  
there are no books that will teach you this; there is only 
participation, experience and the now.

DeceMBer: PeAce, unitY or hArMonY?  
Before you imagine yourself as one being standing around 

singing “Kumbaya,” we suggest that you use the energies of 
this December to become clear on what you believe one-
ness to be.  December 2010 will magnify your unity, and 
unity is simply the alignment of your personality with all 
the other aspects of you: your soul, higher self, divine self 
and so on.  A world living in enlightenment and oneness is 
one in which all the beings have achieved this alignment.  

Are you aware that peace is a similar issue?  Peace in 
your physical reality presently requires that some factions 
adapt to the definitions of peace held by others.  Peace 
as it is defined today is exclusive rather than inclusive 
and also quite contentious.  in December, your world will 
move powerfully in the direction of harmony.  Harmony is 
the result of peaceful coexistence and unconditional love.  
it is the “world peace” that you have been searching for 
throughout eons of war.  Harmony is the result of the laws 
of attraction and allowing succeeding at their optimum 
levels.  Harmony is the true energy of the unconditional 
love of the divine, and its flow will expand exponentially 
this month and in all the months to come.  the question 
is what are you going to do to participate and assist with 
this momentous shift of intention that has been the goal 
for so many so long? 

You are a visionary.  even if you are unaware of those 
qualities within you, that is still what you are.  the year 
2010 is about using your visionary abilities to taste what 
your future would be like with each potential outcome and 
choice, to decide and choose what you would like to cre-
ate and manifest and to hold the energies of that divine 
outcome from this moment forward.  this year will be 
lived fully, completely and consciously in the omniverse, 
and you get to choose what that will feel like, look like, 
taste like, smell like and sound like as a visionary.  And we 
know that you will choose well!  Namaste.  Z
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and Living Prayer visit www.benevolentmagic.blogspot.com
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Your Planet Is Moving 
To a Higher Dimension
Master Kuthumi through Rae Chandran

G reetings, lightbeings.  this is Master Kuthumi.  
Greetings to all of you.  As you are all aware, we 
have entered a fulcrum point on 9/9/9 in the plan-
et’s movement into a higher-dimensional planet.

in simple terms, this means we are at a very important 
juncture.  For what transpires between now and 2012 will 
be the foundation for the next ten years, and what tran-
spires within the next ten years will be the foundation for 
the next hundred years and more.  until this point, between 
1999 and 2009 was a preparation time for humanity to heal 
and know what’s important in their lives in terms of their 
soul evolution.  From the time of 9/9/9, time will be speed-
ing up much faster, and the time to manifest their creations 
will be much quicker than before.  so for this creation to be 
benevolent and beneficial for all concerned, it is imperative 
that humanity focuses on the next three years, always stay-
ing in their heart and connected to their i Am presence so 
that all actions and experiences stem from the place of pure 
love and not from fear and ego mind.

What does this mean to humanity as a whole leading up 
to 2012?  is it doom and gloom as predicted by many, or is it 
something humanity as a whole has the capacity to create?  
Humanity has already reached the critical mass necessary to 
make the vital changes necessary.  so you will see many old 
structures being torn down and rebuilt.  this rebuilding will 
be with the participation of the people and not by a select 
group as done before.  the time of a select group or “me” is 
moving toward having a larger participation for the entire 
people: from “me” to “we,” or “us.”

You Will Move toWArD  
integrAting Your BoDY, MinD AnD Soul

What do we see for the planet in 2010 and beyond from 
this side of the wall?  First of all, we see a movement toward 

more integration on a personal level—integration with the 
body, mind and soul.  Humanity will soon realize that they 
are not just carbon-based bodies, physical mass, but true 
living organisms capable of producing the most magical of 
experiences, which they choose to have.

to create these magical experiences in their lives, they 
will realize that they will have to include all the three vital 
components of the human body—that is, body, mind and 
soul.  All three must be brought into balance, and when 
humans do this, they will realize that they are the masters of 
their own lives, capable of producing the highest and most 
beneficial and benevolent experiences of their lives, and 
not simply victims of their time or destiny.

this realization does mean that when challenges happen 
they are able to see the perfection of it and the meaning of 
it, and then work out solutions based on this acceptance 
rather than from base emotions as before.  this has enor-
mous implications for human nature.  it will change the 
status quo of how humans have operated so far in creating 
their history, and they will be able to see the folly of cre-
ating their reality only by using one element of their life: 
namely, the body, or in most cases, the mind.

You Will Begin to  
look for goD Within YourSelveS

the second major change is in the way God and religion 
are perceived by the mass of humanity.  Although religion 
has played a part in shaping the history of this planet, it 
will be seen as a restrictive tool used by the powerful and 
the elite to control humanity.  if you were to break down 
the minute part of human history, all at the base level has 
been an attempt to find the divinity.  religion has separated 
humankind in this search of their own divinity by collud-
ing with powerful people in keeping humanity in the dark 
about exploring and finding their own God, and this has 
created the great separation 
we have among people at the 
present time.  in the name of 
religion and God, countless 
wars have been fought and 
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keY PointS
in the next year, you will see a movement toward • 
more integration on a personal level, namely your 
body, mind and soul.
You will begin to realize on a broader level that God • 
is indeed within yourselves.
Changes will occur in your technology as you real-• 
ize that technology is there to serve you and not the 
other way around.
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are still being fought throughout the planet.  in these next 
few years, you will see people questioning their own reli-
gious beliefs and beginning their own search to find God.

Along with the search for God, it will also become 
apparent to people that religion does not give them prac-
tical tools to serve or solve the everyday challenges they 
face.  so people will start moving from organized religion 
to an ancient and benevolent shamanic way of living, 
where they will be able to participate in the process of 
resolving their issues rather than relying on a God whom 
they perceive outside of themselves and beseeching or beg-
ging that God solve their problems.  For they will realize 
that they have the power inside themselves to change or 
re-create the present experience with the help/assistance 
of God inside themselves.

Also, humanity as a whole will slowly start to realize that 
for any true change to take place, they must incorporate 
the truth of their being into the body also and not just the 
mind.  For they will realize that the basic instinct of the 
body is survival, and if any truth is not incorporated into 
the body, then it is difficult for true changes to take place 
outside.  the basic energy system inside the body has to be 
changed, the energy of belief that does not serve them, so 
that human beings can move from the place of instinctual 
survival to conscious creation.

Your technologieS Will Shift

the third major change involves the use of technol-
ogy.  technology has been created to serve and to empower 
humanity, and also to give human beings the time and the 
understanding that technology is to be used to serve them 
and not the other way around.  Now technology controls 
our lives more than we realize, and we have in many ways 
become slaves to that technology.  in these times, a human 
being, especially in developed countries, is expected to be 
on call twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.

in the next few years, people will begin to question the 
value of technology in their lives and will make a choice as 
to whether it is serving them benevolently or not.  People 
will start making choices about the technology they wish 
to have and use.  Many new scientific studies will be forth-
coming about the excessive use of technology, especially 
the use of cell phones and computers.  this will give people 
an understanding of the harmful effects of technology and 
thus give humanity a choice to see whether they need this 
technology or not to support their lives.

We also see changes in the way the human body is 
treated.  there will be a shift in treating illness and looking 
toward the cause of the illness.  the big establishments will 
realize that preventing the sickness is much more economi-
cal than curing the sickness.  the patients who need to be 
treated will be asked to participate in their healing process, 
thus giving them a voice in their own healing.  the empha-
sis will be on “we” and not “me curing you,” as it is in the 
present system.  Also, a large emphasis will be placed on the 
human emotions that caused the illness in the first place.  

researchers will begin to study human emotions more thor-
oughly and will see how humans play a vital part in the cre-
ation of sickness, and the scientific and medical communi-
ties will slowly start accepting this.

look forWArD to green trAvel,  
Better heAlth AnD holiStic fArMing

the other changes we see are in transportation.  Major 
changes will occur in this sector.  Many governments of 
the world will look at the cost and efficiency of the pres-
ent transportation system and also the enormous affect it 
has on the environment, and there will be a strong move-
ment to create alternate means of travel.  One of them will 
concern the use of alternate energy being used to power 
vehicles without burning fossil fuels.  this will be called 
green technology/green electricity and will start in europe 
but will gradually spread to other countries, slowly wean-
ing humans away from oil and other gases.  this will be a 
major revolutionary step, as the cost of this will only be a 
small fraction of present costs and will be eco-friendly.  One 
of the first countries that will embrace this technology will 
be China.  China will also slowly embrace democracy and 
will become a major player in the international market in 
all areas of technology.

One other very interesting development will be in the 
area of the human immune system.  People will begin to 
realize that by strengthening the human immune system, 
they will be less inclined to become sick.  there will also 
be new developments in medicine that will tie in with the 
human immune system, and there will be new medicines 
coming forth that will strengthen the immune system 
without causing any side effects.  this will be a great suc-
cess, as it will help in many areas of disease.  scientists will 
discover that by strengthening the immune system, the 
entire skeletal system is strengthened, along with other 
body organs.  Also, the art of breathing will be taught in 
many places, which can specifically strengthen the human 
immune system.

We also see a development in the raising of children.  
there will be a major realization that children are precious 
and they carry precious energy, and how we interact with 
them and treat them during the early years of life deter-
mines their entire lives.  this will precipitate discussions 
and debate about elders raising young children like some 
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ancient communities still do, thus passing the wisdom and 
love of the elders to those children.

the other great change we see is in the growing of crops, 
fruits and vegetables.  Farmers and others will start to see 
that the crops and the fruits and vegetables they grow are 
intimately tied in with the earth where they are grown.  
the earth is a living organism, and by interacting with the 
land where the crops are grown, the crops will have a higher 
yield and also will be full of high energy.  this will revolu-
tionize the way crops are grown all around the world.  Also, 
by communicating with the land, the people will know 
which crops suit the land the most, thereby giving farmers 

and others the choice to plant the seeds that seem fit for 
that particular time and place.  People will also start staying 
away from genetically engineered crops and food products 
in a greater movement toward organic farming.

Z            Z            Z

the year 2010 and beyond, my dear lightbeings, is filled 
with many opportunities to create the great paradise human 
beings have dreamed of.  the question is, are you ready and 
willing to choose this new path of re-creation?

i send you great love, and embrace each and every one of 
you in divine blessings.  this is Master Kuthumi.  Z

Compassion  
Knows No “Other”
Mother Earth (Gaia) through Pepper Lewis

T he year 2010 is an interesting, puzzle-like year that 
will reveal itself uniquely to each individual.  it is 
a year that must be assembled from the inside out.  
the good news is that it can be assembled in a vari-

ety of ways.  the bad news is that, because it can be assem-
bled in so many different ways, the most creative or correct 
way to do so might not be discovered until the year is firmly 
underway—much later than some would prefer.  For better or 
worse, this year will cause you to think on your feet.  You will 
still be able to anticipate and prepare, but perhaps not to the 
degree that you have been able to until now.  

remember that each year, like a perfect pattern, fol-
lows the laws of nature, which does not take for itself what 
it cannot replace.  therefore, other abilities will replace 
ones that are less accessible to you.  For instance, if you 
trusted your intuition more, you would not need to pre-
pare and anticipate as much as you do today.  Likewise, if 

you trusted your ability to speak your truth and have it be 
well received, you would not spend as much time planning 
and plotting what to say and do next in order to be seen, 
heard and understood correctly.

ASSeMBling Your YeAr With creAtivitY

throughout 2010, you have several opportunities to 
revisit and remake your core values and to strengthen 
them in areas that may be weak.  this will not be accom-
plished by challenging them or by throwing the latest cri-
ses at them to test their resiliency.  instead, your elemental 
self will be able to run self-diagnostic exercises designed 
to enhance that which you are already becoming.  this is 
part of the (r)evolution paradigm already underway.  

Again, the good news is that this very useful addition to 
your physiological being is already in place.  On the difficult 
side, you will learn how to use this ability through trial and 
error.  Your guides and teachers will be at hand to assist in 
the process, but you will write your owner’s manual through 
the decisions and experiences you make.  the most help-
ful key that can be offered in this regard is to choose that 
which you are, that which 
you have and that which 
do—knowing that by choos-
ing it and owning it, you are 
free to change it.  there is 

keY PointS
As you assemble this next year, revisiting and • 
remaking your core values, remember that you will 
be dissolving and re-creating the patterns of your 
approach to life, so choose wisely.
this year will be about redemption and healing as • 
humanity moves away from the duality to which it 
has long been accustomed.  
Compassion will be a vital element to the positive • 
development of the next year.  Allow compassion to 
move your heart to act in response to the pain of oth-
ers, and you will allow yourself to be healed as well. 
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no need to ignore or reject anything that you have learned 
and accomplished thus far, but if you allow it to define you, 
it will defile you too.

As the year unfolds, it may be helpful for you to imagine 
that the energies of 2010 are something akin to that which 
arrives marked “basic” or “introductory” so that you can add 
on to it based upon your ideas and desires.  All of the basics 
are included in the box, so to speak, and it is up to you 
to begin to build a “model” year for yourself.  Although a 
twelve-month solar year is not something that arrives with 
an instruction manual, it can be creatively assembled from 
a variety of influences.  

the most important key to establishing a stable year is to 
use the basics that are offered—already in the box—to build 
a light but firm foundation and then to focus on the personal 
attunement and refinement of new paradigm abilities.  Con-
centrating solely on the basic configuration of the year will 
result in a year in which your basic needs are met, although 
you may find yourself feeling more needy or needful than you 
would prefer.  By contrast, any creative initiative you intro-
duce will place you at an advantage, and you will feel one 
step ahead of the pack instead of one step behind.  

hiStorY, free Will AnD the PAth of evolution

Have you not wondered why history cannot accurately 
decode some of its past?  this is because timelines flow and 
float alongside a variety of realities, converging and diverg-
ing, accelerating and decelerating, and encouraging human-
ity to choose its own collective path of evolution.  this is 
one of the most effective ways that free will is expressed upon 
the planet.  Once a path of evolution has been chosen, con-
sciousness and unconsciousness are immediately affected, as 
is everything else in the last and next reality.  thus, history 
can literally rewrite or erase itself through humanity’s own 
experience.

until recently, humanity was able to organize and assemble 
its future based upon memories of years past and years present.  
But future experiences and the historical past are very flex-
ible things; they can be changed, rearranged and even erased, 
and history is beginning to do exactly that—erase that which 
has less of a place in the future in order to advance thoughts 
and things that do.  those who habitually prefer the past to 
the present will have a more difficult time this year, as will 
those who are always comparing this moment or year against 
the last one.  Why compare that which has already been and 
is now obsolete?  those who do so live at the effect of life, 
unable to cause, create or coax their thoughts into the now.

How will certain aspects of history be erased?  By unmaking 
the patterns that created the original experiences.  Please do 
not fret in advance over a perceived loss that will not come to 
pass; the earth is not a memory thief, and you will remain the 
owner of all your experiences.  But what if the pattern that 
indicated a propensity for overeating on Fridays were erased 
or the one that constantly reminded you that your family had 
a history of diabetes began to fade?  Likewise, what if a coun-
try or a culture could not remember why they have histori-

cally been at odds with another?  Or what if the formula for 
making nuclear bombs did not yield the same results as it has 
in the past, because the elements did not or could not reor-
ganize themselves in similar fashion?  You see, a new idea or 
pattern can replace an older one and render it obsolete.

DiSSolving olD thoughtS AnD PAtternS

Consider that thoughts are things and subject to the 
principles and laws of animate and inanimate life.  these 
same principles guide that which is inactive, invalid and 
has lower radiation or intensity.  this includes the extinc-
tion of species, which is measured in terms of significant 
reduction in pranic response.  A deactivation in life force is 
a notable field marker; it is a precursor for change.  Where 
is there a lessening of life force in your own life?  What pat-
terns or thoughts could be offered or sacrificed to oblivion?  

ever so often, it is a good idea to empty closets, contain-
ers and cupboards of unneeded items.  usually, these are 
passed along to another who may find use in them or simply 
take a liking to them, but what if no one did?  What if no 
one wanted or needed your thoughts or things, or anyone 
else’s for that matter?  And what if they could not be incin-
erated or placed in a landfill?  in fact, what if you could not 
think of anything you could do with them or anywhere you 
could take them to?  Well, the earth has a solution for just 
about everything, including this.

Dissolving a thought or a pattern is not the same as chang-
ing it.  Actually, it is more like uncreating the thought that 
unmakes the thing.  the world you live in is made of thoughts 
and ideas that form an agreed upon reality.  it is now time 
to discover what thoughts and things of this world are also 
important and appropriate to the next world.  At first you 
might say, “everything!”  But in 2010, you will begin to think 
about things differently, and because of that, you will begin to 
see things differently too.  the energetic architecture of 2010 
will secure a place for the new paradigm archetypes to come.  
these will recode and remake what humanity thinks relative 
to the purpose of the human race.  this will invite a change 
in almost everything moral and social, including the contex-
tual roles that humanity chooses to play.

cAutionArY influenceS AnD  
(r)evolutionArY DeveloPMentS

As an aspect of nature, a year is subject to constructive 
and destructive elements.  these build bridges between here 
and there, old and new.  the energies of the closing year are 
aware of the newer energies and yield to them in ways that 
only nature seems to understand.  For instance, although 
winter may linger, it does not resist spring.  the year 2009 
will pass the baton to 2010.  it will not delay to see if there 
is an honorarium bestowed upon it or a placard placed in 
its honor.  the same cannot be said for those who insist on 
headlines and limelight.  

the year 2010 will know its share of those whose words 
and works have a proclivity for “exclusive bestowance,” a 
fancy parlor term for those who sell their good name, repu-
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tation and fame for a price or a future favor.  in this regard, 
you will note little difference in 2010, except in the swift 
fall of the newly risen.  the world is still hungry for idols 
and heroes.  in the absence of these, it will settle for the self- 
satisfied and the smug, but for not for long!  it will toss their 
bones onto the same heap as those who have been discarded 
before them.  the high are no longer mighty and the mighty 
fall all too quickly.  Follow nature where the rise and fall of 
the tides are concerned, but if you are unsure, wait to see how 
much light is left after the shadow has consumed its share.

heAling DiviSion AnD DuAlitY

the necessity to heal divisions belongs to the Piscean Age, 
which created the divisions to begin with.  Divisions can be 
expressed in many ways, including race, religion, political 
affiliation, gender, economic class and more.  All of these cat-
egories, and others as well, will experience a need to heal one 
or more of the divisions that separate them in the upcoming 
year.  it could obviously be said that this has always been true; 
nonetheless, the year 2010 will provide ample opportunity 
for differences to meet at odd and somewhat extreme angles.  
Why 2010?  Because with few exceptions, dualities must rec-
oncile themselves before they can reemerge as pluralities 
and multiplicities in the next, or Aquarian, age.  Dualities, 
like polarities, oppose themselves.  this constant struggle 
promotes discord, prejudice, judgment and other negations 
of spirit.  this phenomenon will be played out in a variety 
of ways within the larger context of the world stage, but it 
would be wise to expect that the same will somehow transfer 
to your personal experience.

to heal means to recover and restore to health.  Although 
natural things such as magnets have positive and negative 
poles, and seasons occur at opposite times of the year, they 
do not oppose themselves—a crucial difference.  that which 
is in opposition to itself cannot be mindful or healthful until 
the opposition has been resolved.  During the Piscean Age, 
the most common resolution for opposition has been rever-
sal—as in a reversal of fortune, reversal of health, status and 
so on.  this is an old paradigm of thought, and like outdated 
technology, there is less of a place for it in today’s world.  self-
reflection, or the ability to see the absolute within oneself, is 
the quickest path toward redemption of spirit, and you will 
find that the finest weavers of life endorse this method.

Another word for duality is baggage.  Although you will 
not be asked to thread the eye of the needle as you cross into 
the next dimensional age, it is important to be stable and 
balanced where body, mind and spirit are concerned.  the 
next year and the one beyond it will ask this of you and will 
ultimately insist upon it.  Why wait?  the year 2010 will 
reveal extremes where this subject is concerned, as some 
long-felt symptoms are painlessly lifted and reversed while 
others seem entrenched and hopelessly deadlocked.  A few 
leaders and countries once friendly to one another will turn 
their backs on situations when they matter most, expos-
ing themselves as the world watches.  those who nod in 
approval at such reversals will experience setbacks of their 

own, perhaps at the hands of a beloved or trusted friend.  
Light will be cast on shadow this year, and the worst offend-
ers will be exposed without privilege or prejudice.  Do not 
fear the lingering glow of imperfect light where your life 
is concerned.  Your shadow grows shorter and has already 
been touched by the light of the new age.

exPoSing inJurieS AnD inJuSticeS

the complexities of modern human life will continue 
to spill over in 2010, onto ornate conference room tables 
and simple kitchen tables alike.  Few were spared in this 
regard in 2009, and 2010 will continue to spill the contents 
of an already opened can of worms.  No day or year is ever a 
repeat of the last, for although the universe is efficient and 
economical by nature, it is also creative and imaginative.  
the can of worms has been opened, but worms are ideally 
suited for wiggling and squiggling their way out of reach, 
moving deeper and into the creases and crevices where they 
might hide in an environment that is more to their liking.  
interestingly, worms cannot resist rainy days, emerging from 
the darkest recesses to bask on wet surfaces in the same way 
that you might bask in the warm sunlight.  in case you have 
missed it, the point of this inventive metaphor is to sug-
gest that inevitably, even those who squirm out and away 
from view or from the grasp of the legal system will still find 
themselves inexplicably drawn to the surface by their own 
nature and by that which they most crave, the limelight.

the world is full, fat and overly ripe with juicy secrets 
now.  these will seep, pop and explode onto the world stage 
this year, pointing the way to those who would prefer to hide 
behind the idle and innocent.  to be more specific, 2010 will 
be a year that will have conspiracy theorists saying, “i told you 
so!”  But if you are of a mind to do so, do so quickly because 
those who will be exposed are masters of disguise and will 
put on a different mask long before you are able to gloat in 
front of your friends.  As the players change masks, they will 
also change the scene, the environment and more.  You may 
spot them in the crowd again, but only because their scorn 
and contempt at having been temporarily “caught” will leave 
behind a wake in which others fall.  Like any snare, it will trap 
innocent and guilty alike.  Where is the justice, you say?  As 
always, it is in the hands of those who lead and in the heavy 
footsteps of those who follow.  Justice is impartial and even-
handed, but it does not always seem fair—a lesson that even 
a child learns early on.  those who cry out over prejudice and 
inequality must do more than show their outrage:  they must 
display their own abilities and perform to their own potential.  
Currently neither the world’s system of law nor its application 
conveys the qualities of true merit and integrity.

Now remember that the world stage is simply a bit grander 
than your own; the celebrity faces are only a little better 
known.  the cautions and influences of the year remain in 
effect for the young and old and for the seekers and keep-
ers of truth.  see how well you keep to the law of truth this 
year.  the law of truth is one of the most ancient ones, and 
you have carried it with you from life to life.  You may not be 
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able to recite it verbatim, but you become aware of it when-
ever you stand beside it rather than astride it.  see how you 
tell the truth here and not there, to this person and not the 
other?  Certainly you have the right do so and justification 
enough too, but that which is right and just is not blind, it is 
made of living consciousness—the strongest and longest liv-
ing of all life fibers.  Bear this in mind, particularly this year, 
as the fabric of lesser fibers continues to unravel at a greater 
pace.  if you will sound the horn of truth, let it be heard in 
your own realm as well; if you will drape yourself in the flag 
of peace, sleep warm under its covers at night when the light 
shines less, and if you will point fingers of truth at the world 
stage, be willing to lose your anonymity in the process.

cAutionArY noteS: reDucing riSk AnD vulnerABilitY

each year is a little like a roadmap, with some clearly 
marked areas and others left to the imagination.  Cautions, 
detours and points of interest are marked for you, but only 
you can decide what areas of the map you will visit and how 
long you will stay.  Your roadmap is an individual one, but 
your journey can include many companions.  Notice that 
your roadmap does not tell you where you can go, how fast 
you can go or whom to bring along.  this is your part, and 
you will learn much about life based upon the decisions you 
make along these lines.  

i extend to you this caution then, and ask that you apply 
it throughout the year:  Choose your companions well, and 
base your decisions upon a compassionate heart.  Be so bold 
as to peer into the heart of those who accompany you on 
your path and in your dreams.  Do not obscure their light 
nor add your own bias to their truth.  Do your best to see 
them as they are and not as you imagine they could be.  Lis-
ten to what they say and ask yourself:  if it is necessary, am i 
willing to hear the same words every day?  

it is time, particularly this year, to choose your compan-
ions wisely, because the influences of this year are many, 
and they will bear upon you more than you can see from 
your current vantage point.  the year 2010 is a heavily con-
ditioned year, and the clearest among you will be swayed 
to think and to do in ways uncommon and unclear.  For 
instance, the influences of this year might invite a trusted 
friend to suggest a get-rich-quick scheme, something that 
neither of you would consider in another year.  While you 
cannot be on your guard around family and friends, you can 
watch for changes in temperament, character and personal-
ity.  Pay particular heed to excess humor or to its absence.  

this next year will also invite new visitors into your life; 
some of these will be long lost friends from lifetimes ago, and 
others will be new, temporary or seasonal.  in this regard, we 
could call 2010 the year of the exchange student, because 
at times it may seem to you that you are temporarily living 
where someone else might or in ways that are strange to you.  
Pay specific attention to the demeanor of those who have 
the ability to walk on your life instead of in it.  What is the 
lesson here?  Whenever possible, do not allow yourself to feel 
oppressed by the words or deeds of others, but see these as 

brief encounters, transitory moments that are short-term and 
short-lived.  When you discover that someone has been less 
than genuine with you, resist the need to act out so that you 
do not become ensnared in the moment.

You re Moving into A tertiArY SYSteM

the year 2010 is a year of karmic attraction.  Karma exists 
peacefully in the null and the void until providence calls it 
forth.  Karma is the companion of destiny, and your thoughts 
and actions determine when and how the two companions 
will travel together, if at all.  2010 is a karmically charged 
year and its influences will be felt, at least to some extent, 
throughout the year.  Why?  Because things and thoughts 
that were created in moments of duality must be re-paired 
with one another again so that they can be dissolved.  

Duality belongs to a binary system of paired opposites—
one of the reasons why the third dimension is so dense.  
Before you dismiss this world, you must leave it in good order 
for those who follow.  You are moving into a trinary sys-
tem where words and deeds are not opposite in nature.  For 
instance, in a tertiary system, you would need to take two 
steps forward only to take one step back.  Whenever pos-
sible, do not tug at the drapery of the past, for all too quickly 
you will find yourself tripping over its density, unable to put 
things back as they were without re-pairing them first.

Do not holD BAck coMPASSion

As we have examined the cautionary notes that 2010 will 
sound, it would be advantageous to explore the year’s special 
advantages too.  the fact that compassion is the keynote in 
all things is not new, but where does one get compassion when 
it is not readily available?  When compassion is not readily 
available, it is because conditioning obscures it.  Condition-
ing is numbness and the result of the taming and habituation 
of the mind so that it becomes disconnected from the heart.  
An overly conditioned life is less able to refrain from causing 
harm.  Many of humanity’s most ancient prayers called for 
souls to be delivered from human conditioning and the harm 
associated with this.  those who are most susceptible to con-
ditioning will have the most difficulty seeing or easing suffer-
ing, whether it is their own or another’s.

Compassion is one of three central virtues where humanity 
is concerned.  More than an emotion, it is a feeling that gives 
rise to an active desire to alleviate suffering.  interestingly, the 
word “compassion” actually means:  to suffer together with.  
it is also related to being patient, or the quality of patience.  
Compassion is a shelter for the soul and a warm embrace for 
the distress of humanity; it is that which moves the heart to 
act in a good way against the pain of others in order to heal 
the self.  it is self-full rather than selfless.  

the year 2010 will carry the note of compassion to 
every corner of the world.  Compassion has the special 
ability to dissolve the inert purposeless often found in that 
which has been exceedingly conditioned.  And yet unless 
you will also offer it to yourself, it will be of less use to the 
world you live in or the one that follows.  A sage once 
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said, “Kindness gives to an other.  Compassion knows no 
‘other.’”  this year is accompanied by a deep well of com-
passion.  Dip your ladle as many times as you will, and you 
will not be disappointed.  Offer the ladle to others, and 
your own goodwill is multiplied.

the PurPoSe of life iS life itSelf

the words we have exchanged here do not foretell a cer-
tain future, but they do contain tokens of truth that can be 
invested and inserted into your life where you most see fit.  
Couched within key words and phrases are figurative sym-
bols and representations that can be decoded and translated 
into a language that is both energetic and practical.  the 
words can be customized so that they tell a story—perhaps 
your own—and they will become further enlivened as you 
apply them to your own unique circumstances and affairs.

How you see the year ahead will determine the quality 
of what you practice in the world you live in.  Pledge not 
to live by theory or intellect alone, and confirm this pledge 
by developing a spiritual practice that supports your words 
and your deeds.  A spiritual practice is not something you 
do; it is something that you become as you apply its prin-
ciples in daily life.  remember that the purpose of life is life 
itself.  the purpose of humanity is to pose and solve all of 
the great problems, and in so doing, leave no other proof of 
that solving other than the elements and forces of nature or 
life itself.  Whenever possible, walk lightly upon the earth 
so that you will not need to retrace your steps just to revisit 
and erase a heavy footprint.  Z

This article is not an excerpt of the 2010 & Beyond CD set, 
which is a separate work altogether. — Pepper Lewis.

Prophecy 2010: Living in 
Truth, Trust and Passion
Master Guide Kirael, through Kahu Fred Sterling 

I will offer many things this evening, and all of them 
could change before this session ends, so i’ll keep my 
opening statement short, because i want to get into 
this whole process.  in Lemurian numerology, 2010 

is a “three”: two plus one equals three.  in this case, that 
three represents the onset of the closing of this projection 
we understand to be the third dimension.  Look at the pro-
gression of threes:  you’ll be in a “three” year, in the third 
dimension, in which the focus is truth, trust and passion.

You will have to expand your truth, trust and passion in 
2010, because it will be a year of seeming trauma.  i say 
seeming, because how you experience next year will be a 
reflection of your truth, trust and passion.  Make the right 

choices and you can change the outlook of the coming year, 
and you won’t have to experience some of the so-called 
trauma.  truth, trust and passion are the first three of the 
ten principles of consciously creating, and if you embrace 
them now, you will get through the coming year with rel-
ative ease.  You will feel the love inside you expanding 
out, and your golden particles will flow from you with that 
love.  ultimately, what you do in 2010 will determine how 
you experience 2011, which is a four year, signifying the 
approach of the fourth dimension.

PhYSicAl chAllengeS AnD the BloSSoMing of DnA
In 2010, what will happen to our DNA?  

Most spiritualists know that they have four strands of DNA 
operating now.  in 2010, your DNA will blossom along with 
your mitochondria, the cells within your cells that oxygenate 
the body process.  some of 
you will feel this expansion 
in the beginning of 2010.  
if you have anything wrong 
with your body process that 
isn’t healed in 2009, you will 

keY PointS
the focus of the year 2010 is on truth, trust and pas-• 
sion.  While the year may seem to be full of trials, 
embracing these principles will allow you to flow 
through the year with ease.
using discernment and wisdom in your interpre-• 
tation of news events and political maneuverings, 
keep your focus on your journey to the best of your 
ability, and focus on the good as much as possible.
embrace the quiet humility and love of the god-• 
dess as part of your journey, and have the courage it 
takes to be true to the goddess light.

Kahu FreD sterLing
wethepeople@kirael.com 
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carry it into 2010.  that is not as bad as it sounds.  You see, 
disorder or disease can be changed by feeding the expansion 
processes in your mitochondria.  that means that your mito-
chondria will grow if you give them an opportunity to grow, 
and you can do that by staying centered in love.    

With the blossoming of your DNA, you will start seeing 
the auric field around many people.  that’s your journey if 
you’re willing to engage it.  You’ll see people walking by and 
you’ll say, “Oh, my goodness.  isn’t that a beautiful person?”  
it won’t matter whether the person is fat, skinny, short 
or tall.  You’ll also be able to distinguish spiritual people, 
because their aura will be gold, just like the fourth strand 
of your DNA.  

What areas of our physical bodies will have the most challenges as 
we shift?

All your major organs will have challenges if you don’t 
eat healthy foods and if you generally don’t take good care 
of your body by smoking and not exercising.  One of the 
more vulnerable organs is the liver, which is a detoxifier.  
if you have not been eating healthy foods, and so on, your 
liver will have a hard time adjusting to the DNA and other 
changes that will take place in the body.

Your physical journey is about your waistline, your heart-
line and your head-line—meaning your brain.  the brain 
could stop anything that is happening in other parts of your 
body, but it will not be willing to.  so don’t abuse your body.  
if you want to get through this journey, pay attention to 
what you eat, exercise and heighten your love energy.  if 
your body is not getting stronger even though you’re eating 
properly and exercising, it’s because you have not taken in 
enough light.  Bring more light into your body and it will 
get stronger.

Will we be able to make the human body fly in 2010?

No.  However, those of you who have always had flight 
dreams or have had these types of dreams will have lots 
more of them in 2010.  the dreams will prepare you for the 
new shifting process.  As a result of these dreams, you will 
understand the human flight patterns and how they work.  
some of you will have dreams of flying and you won’t be 
able to tell whether they were dreams or real.  they will 
have been real dreams.

heAlth AnD MeDicAl BreAkthroughS

Will health generally be an issue for we the people in 2010?

Health issues will be huge for we the people in 2010.  
You are not exempt from acting on behalf of this shifting 
journey.  You will not be able to say, “i’m not going to do 
anything, because i’ll wait till after the great shift.”  You 
won’t make this great shift if you don’t do something now 
to prepare for it.  start your projects, whatever they may be.  
Be conscious of your environment; be green.  stop blaming 
others for the things that don’t work in your life.  Create the 
life you want by taking positive action.  You may have taken 

one step forward, but if you’re pointing fingers at somebody, 
you will take three steps backward.

Master Guide Kirael, what’s the truth behind the swine flu and the vac-
cines they’re developing and asking us to take?

the so-called swine flu was manufactured in a labora-
tory in the united states of America.  that means a cure 
already exists.  those in Congress had their flu shot before 
this whole swine flu was dispersed into the population at 
large.  everything on this dimension was made by humans, 
including AiDs and all the other viruses.  Your flu season is 
coming up.  those who created this most recent swine flu 
can manipulate its potency and its spread throughout your 
population.  if you feel you need the flu shot, then by all 
means get it.  it won’t hurt you.

What new medical breakthroughs will happen in 2010 with respect to 
stem cell research?

in the year 2010, a lot of focus will be placed on stem 
cell research and it will push all other medical news to the 
side.  You will begin to feel the power of stem cells.  every 
major organ in your body has stem cells available to it.  
the proper use and movement of stem cells will result in 
a cure for just about everything.  One aspect of stem cell 
research that hasn’t been discovered yet is the fact that 
the brain has stem cells that can be easily planted into 
any other part of the body with no disruption to the body 
process.  My medium knows that, but your doctor world 
does not.

the evolution of the chAkrAS

How will the chakras evolve in 2010, and what effect will their evolution 
have on the body and our communication with other realities?

You will lose your bottom three chakras in 2010.  some 
of you are losing them now.  Your bottom three chakras will 
be absorbed into the fourth chakra, the heart, which will be 
your base chakra.  A greater percentage of you in the spiri-
tual community will feel the absorption of the three bot-
tom chakras.  Your life will be lived from the heart chakra.  
that’s why the existing heart chakra must be strong in all 
respects.  so if you have any problem with truth in 2010, 
it will affect your chakra growth and your heart.  Chakras 
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clogged with the energy of lies, untruths and lack of passion 
will have a hard time being absorbed and could cause heart 
issues for some people.  so resolve all your heart issues now; 
otherwise, you risk heart problems.

With the absorption of your bottom three chakras, you 
will acquire three more chakras just above your head.  the 
new chakras will be facing in an upward direction toward 
your galactic brothers, who will be more prevalent in 2010.  
those three chakras travel in a figure eight, so you will be 
able to touch into two worlds at the same time, and commu-
nication with the other worlds will be heightened.

viSiBle gAlActic energieS

Which galactic energies will be more visible in 2010?

the galactic energies that are already here will be more 
visible.  that means the Andromedans, the Pleiadeans 
and the sirians will be involved in your journey.  First and 
foremost, the Andromedans will place themselves in your 
government offices.  they won’t put themselves in a posi-
tion to be shot, so they won’t seek elective office, but they 
will be in the offices of the elected officers.  they will look 
and act like humans, and they will be convincing, because 
they know everything that you know, but they know it 
more fully.

the Pleiadeans and the sirians know how important 
your little planet, earth, is.  the earth plane is number one 
out of all the planets that have third-dimensional beings on 
them.  the Pleiadeans and sirians will do what they can 
to protect the earth plane and its inhabitants.  As human 
beings on this life plane, you are more advanced than any 
of the other human species out there, and if the earth 
plane falls—which means the God Creator takes you off 
the planet—it would be the beginning of a fall that would 
be almost inconceivable.  if earth loses this opportunity to 
shift, the rest of the evolutionary planets with human popu-
lations will fall like dominoes, and you will have to start all 
over again.  All the progress you’ve made over all the years 
you’ve incarnated would be lost.  so it’s important to keep 
this journey going as best you can.

PortAlS, PoleS AnD Photon levelS

Will the poles shift in 2010, or have they already shifted?

No, poles will not shift completely in 2010.  the poles 
have shifted slightly, but not enough to be noticeable.  
You’re not ready for a complete pole shift.  You’re all part 
of this journey and you have programs that you’re working 
on to get through this journey.  it would be very danger-
ous for everyone concerned if the poles shifted in 2010.  A 
shift in the poles at this time would look like a movie where 
the wind levels everything in its path.  it would be a third-
dimensional process and you would view it with your third-
dimensional mind, which you don’t want to do.  When the 
poles completely shift, you will hopefully be at a different 
level of awareness.

What will happen to the portals that we know are there but that we can-
not see?  Will we see them in 2010?

Portals will open up for you in the latter part of 2010, and 
you will see them if you’re aware of them.  When you do see 
a portal and it opens, before you walk through it, you must be 
balanced in truth, trust and passion.  From these portals, you 
will be able to get to the fourth dimension in the now and 
return without even knowing you were gone.  You will have 
access to the fourth dimension mostly during the sleep state, 
but you will go there with conscious awareness.  that’s right, 
you will invite yourself into that journey and you’ll meet the 
people in that level of consciousness.  You won’t be able to 
talk to them, because they don’t speak a language you can 
recognize.  they speak God Creator’s love, and that’s the 
most beautiful journey that you could ever anticipate.

What will happen to the photon levels in 2010?

the photon energy levels will get stronger and more 
changeable.  in or around December of 2009, moving into 
2010, the photon energy will be more compact, and you’ll 
be able to breathe it, inhale it.  everything will be more 
powerful as a result.  the photon energy sweeps up and 
down, and in 2010, the sweeping will get narrower, so you’ll 
see longer periods of high and longer periods of low photon 
levels.  extended periods of high and low levels of photon 
are not ideal.  the photon energy is best when experienced 
at the center line.  Five is the perfect number for the photon 
level; that way you avoid mood swings.  Keep that in mind, 
and remember to stay balanced in spite of the high and low 
sweeps of photon energy.

focuSing on the gooD

In 2010, where should we look to find the truth in the printed media?  
In the past, you told us to check page two of the newspaper.  Is that still 
the case?

the media has picked up on the fact that those in the 
know are looking first at page two.  so they’ve put the news 
they want you to read on pages one and two.  the first and 
second pages are darn near the same reality-wise.  so go 
deeper into the news and start at page three, four, or even 
five or higher, if you want the truth.

in 2010, it’s important for you to concentrate on the 
good things in this journey.  You might not find them until 
you’re ten pages deep into the newspaper, but if that’s what 
it takes, so be it.  When you read the newspapers, look for 
and read the things that make you feel good.  if you read 
something and it makes you feel bad, stop reading.  You 
say, “Well, that doesn’t make sense, Master Guide Kirael, 
because we’ll only be reading about good things.”  Well, 
what’s better than that?  if we the people read good things, 
we’ll think good things and go after good things, and more 
good things will happen.  that’s the only way to stall the 
mastermind of political lying, bickering and name-calling.

those who dwell on the negative are doing no good for 
anyone or anything.  Focusing on war, murder, rape and 
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other forms of abuse energizes those things and gives them 
life.  Not listening to negativity is the only way to deflate 
that same negativity.  When you read a negative article, 
you get upset, and when you do, you’re playing right into a 
mastermind of negativity.  if you play into that mastermind, 
those who created the mastermind will play with you.

finAnciAl DeveloPMentS

What will the state of the dollar be in 2010?

in 2010, Mexico and North America, including Can-
ada, will try to promote the conversion of all their monies 
into one currency called the “amero.”  Don’t go for it.  this 
money conversion could turn your whole economy upside 
down and shake it out.  if you can get through to your lead-
ers, tell them not to do this with your money.  Your lead-
ers are not so bright.  if they were, they wouldn’t be doing 
the things they’re doing.  if they know that you’re watching 
them, they’ll be more careful.

At the moment, things look a little better and people 
are saying, “i have money.  i have to spend it.”  if you have 
money, don’t put it in the stock market or real estate.  if 
you have plenty of real estate, you will be in a good space, 
because you will be able to take the bumps and bruises along 
the way.  the money system will start to fall apart in 2010.  
i don’t want to scare anyone, but be aware.  right now only 
a few people have all the money.    

this is page-three news:  taxes will be bumped around big 
time in 2010.  Don’t jump out the window.  the truth about 
taxes is hidden three or four pages deep at the moment, but 
it will be front page news soon and you will be aware of it in 
2010.  if you own property, don’t build it up too much and 
don’t take a new mortgage on it.  if anything, pay a little 
extra on your mortgage each month.  spend your money 
wisely.  After you enter 2011, you’ll be safe, but 2010 will 
rock your boat.

fAith in the PreSiDent AnD governMent

What will happen to President Obama’s popularity rating in 2010?

Obama’s going down in popularity at the moment, but 
he’ll rebound in 2010.  He will get some of his recovery 
plan passed for health care.  He is also a green president 
and green will be popular, because it’s for we the people.  
Your president has the right thoughts, but he’s not making 
them public.  He has to be a bit stronger and get his weave 
of consciousness a little tighter.  He knows things that you 
don’t know, and he’s been somewhat afraid to speak up, but 
in 2010, he will start telling you what he knows.

Pray for him, my friends.  Pray that he tells the people 
the truth.  Don’t miss his next speech; it will be powerful.  
His fear is almost gone.  His shoulders are back, and his 
chest is out.  He’s prepared to do what he has to do.  His 
whole agenda will shift in 2010.  it won’t make everybody 
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overly happy, but it will shift.  that’s one thing you can 
bank on.  We the people must support President Obama 
to the fullest extent.  He’s a good and strong man.  He’s 
not afraid; he’s just tired.  He thinks he’s losing, but he’s 
not losing.  those who don’t support him are just making 
a lot of noise.

i will stand with him, but i won’t make noise.  instead, 
i will be praying for and with him.  President Obama still 
needs your prayers.  Protect him by saying more prayers for 
him.  People are thinking about harming him.  i’m not say-
ing he will be shot or anything like that, but pray for him, 
because your prayers just might convince the people who 
are thinking of harming him to change their mind.

Will there be a heightening or disintegration of faith in government?

Disintegration of faith in government is likely, and it 
will be caused by politicians and their penchant for creat-
ing war and the lies perpetrated to convince you that what 
they say is reliable.  they will suffer the backlash from 
their behavior.  they are telling you lies that are intended 
to instill fear.  Well, that won’t work anymore.  their lies 
will flare up in their faces and they will be exposed for 
what they really are.  Your politicians are not exempt from 
the chakra changes and their behavior will cause them 
great distress in the changing body process.  Health issues 
will be huge for them in 2010.

riSing PoliticAl PoWerS

What groups will gain economic and political power in 2010?

Latinos will rise in prominence, as they have put them-
selves in places where they will be known and they will 
gain in power and strength.  Judge sotomayor is just one 
example of their rise in prominence.  Latinos will be united 
and so focused that they will make a big impression when-
ever they get involved in something.  this will make every-
body around them strive to rise in prominence.  Your Latino 
brothers and sisters know what they want, and they do not 
want to go back to where they were, and they don’t want 
government oppressing them.  they will teach you how to 
rise up and make your own voice known in love and by 
love.  While they will make some mistakes, they’ll be united 
and that will strengthen them.

Will we the people rise up in 2010 and make their voices heard?

the year 2010 is about power from we the people.  
Hopefully, by the middle of the year, i’ll be saying, “i told 
you so.”  the politicians don’t want we the people’s voices 
to be heard.  Demand to know the truth.  in 2010, gov-
ernment, finance and politics will be the focus of we the 
people and the media.  i pray that i’m right on this one.  
i can see an underground swell of we the people.  Once 
you get started with making your voices heard, you will 
feel the passion, and you will say, “No, i won’t play this 
game anymore.  that politician doesn’t mean what he’s 
saying.  He’s just trying to protect his journey.”  Well, he 

won’t have a journey at the next election.  i guarantee 
that.  He will have no journey to protect.  What’s more, 
anyone who decides to selfishly protect his own interests 
at everyone else’s expense will also have no journey in the 
next election.  We the people will stand up in 2010 and 
come out in every area of importance—politics, money 
and ecology.  those on the receiving end will be humbled.  
You will have to prana breathe to get through this journey 
and you’ll be happy you did.

Shift chilDren AnD eDucAtion

What effect will the educational system have on shift children in 2010?

As far as the shift children are concerned, they are 
already empowered to do this journey.  if anything, they will 
help the educational system by demanding more.  the shift 
children are just a little bit afraid at the moment.  they’re 
shrinking back a little bit.  these children don’t want to get 
into the mainstream, because it’s too ugly for them.  You 
can’t see what these children see, but they can see it all.  
they have to get on top of this journey.  education is really 
in a pit right now and the only place to go is up.

the educational system here will have to take a giant 
leap in 2010 in order to prepare the children for the 2011 
journey.  unfortunately, in 2010, your leaders will do their 
best to keep you focused on anything other than education, 
because they think if they can dumb down the public a little 
more, then the politicians will be able to pull off their other 
journeys.  Don’t let them do this.  Write your public officials 
and demand better education for your children, and get the 
children involved too.

MilitArY concernS

Do we have anything to be concerned about as far as attacks on U.S. 
soil in 2010?

the united states of America has the Air Force to take 
on anything that can happen to it, and you will need the 
Air Force to protect you in 2010.  Your so-called enemies 
would never come onto your soil, but they will come at you 
in the air.  Your leaders need to put money into your Air 
Force.  You have planes that are drones just floating around 
looking for something to shoot.  Well, that’s a good deal.  if 
you look at page three, you’ll see that it says you don’t have 
to get shot at in order to be hit.  that’s a riddle that you will 
understand in 2010.

Will Guantanamo Bay prison be completely closed in 2010?

Guantanamo Bay prison is slated for complete closure.  
the issues surrounding Guantanamo Bay will erupt and 
pull in your past politicians, like Dick Cheney, who is 
putting himself out there now, and he’s not speaking the 
truth.  if you don’t speak the truth in 2010, it will “slow 
ball” you into 2011.  if Mr. Cheney wants to keep moving 
forward, but keeps doing what he’s doing, he won’t make 
it to 2011.
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DeveloPMentS in the environMent

What social or political organizations will gain prominence in 2010, and 
how are we caring for the environment and going green, especially since 
the beginning of this new administration in Washington, DC?

if Greenpeace does its journey, which it should, it will be 
one of the most powerful organizations in the world.  the 
greening of the planet will be much better in 2010.  it won’t 
be anywhere near what you need it to be, but it will improve 
because you’re thinking about it.  As i’ve said before, 2010 is 
a great truth, trust and passion year.  i can’t emphasize that 
enough.  those who are green-conscious are living their truth, 
trust and passion, quietly and calmly.  if someone’s screaming 
about going green, forget him.  Listen to and applaud the one 
who’s speaking calmly about going green.

Would you speak of the fate of the whales and dolphins in 2010?

the whales and dolphins will start to defend themselves 
more profoundly in 2010.  the whales have already rammed 
three ships.  You haven’t heard about these incidents, but 
one of the ships sank and two limped back into port.  the 
whales rammed the ships with their heads and killed them-
selves in the process.  they sacrificed themselves to make a 
point.  that’s how strongly they feel about your disregard for 
their life process.  the Japanese slaughter the whales for their 
meat, which is considered a delicacy in Japan.  Well, those 
who eat whale meat will be tainted in many ways.  they will 
carry the energy of what was done to those whales.

similarly, the dolphins, who will get bigger, meatier and 
more powerful in 2010, will turn on you if you keep com-
ing after them.  the dolphins didn’t ask for the journey 
they find themselves in.  they came here to help you on 
your journey and some of you have betrayed them.  Pray for 
the dolphins.  Pray that they are safe from those misguided 
humans who kill them for sport or food.  to those of you 
who love the whales and the dolphins, you will be safe if 
you go into the water in love.

What are the areas on Earth that will be experiencing natural disasters 
during 2010?

Many earth changes are likely in 2010.  You can see 
them already in the California fires.  Germany and italy will 
experience natural disasters in 2010.  You would be better 
off in Africa, as far as natural disasters are concerned.  Afri-
ca’s surface problems are bad, but its underground energy 
is much better.  All the media are and will be showing the 
areas of danger; don’t watch these programs.  if you don’t 
watch them, the disasters are more likely not to happen, 
because you won’t be lending your energy to them.

the huMilitY of goDDeSS light

What role will the goddess light play in 2010?

this shift won’t happen without the goddess light.  the 
goddess light is necessary to make it to and through the shift.  
that isn’t to say that you should get cocky about being a 
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goddess.  remember, goddess is a level of consciousness that 
embraces humility as well as the divine energy of love.  Your 
humility can be anchored in the realization that the goddess 
light is like a little speck of sand in the entire desert, a dot 
in the big picture.  Yet each piece of the puzzle is necessary 
to complete the picture.  so, as with all the pieces of the 
puzzle, without one piece—in this case, the goddess light—
the other pieces won’t connect to make the big picture.  Pay 
attention to President Obama.  every chance he gets, he 
will put another woman into the system.  One, maybe even 
two, supreme Court judges will be replaced in 2010.  those 
seats could be filled by women.

embrace the quiet humility and love of the goddess as part 
of your journey, regardless of whether you are male or female.  
if you don’t, or if you get cocky, you’ll add another year to your 

journey.  tell your friends that you’re a goddess.  say, “i’m a 
goddess, because i love being female,” or, for the male god-
desses, you can say, “i love my feminine side.”  Have the cour-
age it takes to be a goddess.  if you want to make it through 
2010, you’ll have to do it by being true to the goddess light.

Z            Z            Z

Prophecies can be changed.  it is up to you to make 
or break them.  A prediction or prophecy is based on the 
energy at the time it is made.  the year 2010 is a “three” 
year, which means you will be expected to amp up your 
truth, trust and passion to a new level.  support your presi-
dent, pray for him and pray for the whales and dolphins.  
Most importantly, pray for yourselves.  Pray that you do the 
journey in fullness and that the truth be known.  Z

“Step Up” Humankind
Higher Self through Carolyn Gervais

A t this point in your evolution, humanity is expe-
riencing bits and pieces of each pivotal, dra-
matic transformation and transcending period 
in the history of intelligent humankind.  the 

year 2010 brings with it many personal and global turning 
points.  there will be decisions to be made, new growth on 
all levels, reconstruction and regrouping and also a renewed 
desire for change.  there will be sudden events that require 
quick thinking decisions, and many of these events will pro-
vide turning points for all, including world governments, 
corporations and the global economy.  

On all levels, this will be a year for further changes, greater 
challenges and taking personal responsibility for one’s selfish 
actions.  this will not only mean changes in relationships, 
but also changes in the demands that each relationship sets 
up.  there will also be a lot of new and transformed relation-
ships, globally and personally.  these new relationships will 
have to do with creating jobs, relocating to other countries 
and states, health care reform, government reform and eco-
nomic reform.  How fast and peacefully the changes in your 

world take place greatly depends on the negotiating and dip-
lomatic skills you as humans learn in this growth period.  

All of this requires a more all-inclusive way of thinking, 
feeling, planning, and taking action.  it’s time to look at 
an even larger picture of the whole of humanity and see 
how alike you all are.  Far outweighing your perceived dif-
ferences is how similar you are.  Many souls in human form 
have a tendency to become blinded by differences that only 
the ego cares about.  What is ego?  ego is that which sees life 
as “me” instead of “us.” ego thrives on separating everyone 
and everything into categories of good and bad.  it’s time 
to create a much larger picture of humanity, dear ones, and 
move out of the darkness cast by hatred and false truths.

coMe together

the year 2010 is a year in which new alternatives must 
open up by looking at both the pros and cons of each new 
resolution.  Fear can no longer be what drives humanity.  
All fear does is create destructive actions.  Fear begets more 
fear until it spreads like wildfire to all those who condone 
the directions that fear will take, believing that it will solve 
and resolve what is troubling in the world.  As humanity 
comes together and puts 
fear aside, it will be able to 
accurately weigh any situ-
ation that comes into the 
picture.  this will free up 
ideas for creating formulas 
that will bring about peace-

keY PointS
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ful, profitable options to balance unsteady situations in a 
timely manner—personally and on a global level.  

those who want to be part of the solution must decide 
what it is they want to do to help the process of their life 
during this new growth period and put their ideas to work.  
realizations and new ideas are coming to fruition as you 
plan, absorb and digest the energies in this new period of 
growth.  it is time for the blending and merging of the sub-
conscious, conscious, superconscious and higher self aspects 
of the human soul to embrace the wholeness of life—the 
wholeness of human life.  As human beings came into being, 
they had to first become aware of their selves as individu-
als, separate from others.  this meant first understanding 
the idea of self on very basic levels of existence in order to 
survive before there could be any understanding of others—
who, of course, were also trying to survive and understand 
who they were as humans.  this brought about a lot of frus-
tration, trials and tribulations to be dealt with.  

Humanity is now recapitulating a portion of those sub-
conscious and old brain traits in order to find new ways to 
resolve, heal and transform them once and for all.  the 
human condition gives the appearance that it is moving 
backward into a time when survival was the only thing on 
anyone’s mind and where the sense of “i,” as ego, was all 
that was important.  But you are not literally moving back 
in time, dear ones, no matter how it looks.  What is tak-
ing place is a clearing of the old energy as the new energy 
brings to the surface of consciousness that which has not 
been cleared.  the energy that needs to be cleared is stored 
in the DNA you inherited through your ancestry.  

the rAW energY of 1
Let’s break down the year 2010.  What you will be seeing 

in the year 2010—represented by the digit 1 in that year—is a 
new power that is developing as the creative source unifies all 
from within.  this means that it is time to evolve your inner 
power by continually merging it with the power of the intel-
lect, heart and the cosmic forces of what many call God.  the 
number 1 brings with it a new raw creativeness, but how this 
raw energy will be used needs to be decided by each of you.  

the number 1 represents the male energy or polarity.  the 
male energy is in a transformational stage of itself.  the new 
male energy as the 1 in 2010 represents the beginning of 
true leadership in the world.  it is necessary that you, as this 
raw energy, take command of it and decide which direction 
you want to take it in.  Make a commitment that you will 
maintain the strength and courage needed to move that raw 
energy in the direction you choose and not give in to fear—
that it will be used to unify and not separate humanity.  

At this point in your evolution, the whole of human-
ity is experiencing bits and pieces of each pivotal, dra-
matic transformation and transcendent period in the his-
tory of intelligent human beings.  this is happening as you 
live each present moment of now in this growth period 
of pre-transformation and pre-transcendence, moving you 
into expansion and awakening you to new levels of your-

self.  What all of this means is that you are recapitulating 
every huge mass shift in growth that changed history and 
evolved humankind in some way since intelligent man 
first appeared on the earth.  the difference now is that its 
course will be much shorter and much less violent.

reMinDerS of Where You hAve Been

As said before, some of the pivotal historical and dra-
matic acts are re-appearing on earth one phase at a time as 
they surface from the recesses of the human soul and express 
as part of the human condition on earth.  Many of these piv-
otal phases have left scars of anger and unhealed wounds on 
unconscious levels.  the energy of these scars and wounds 
are stored in the DNA of the masses, triggered by the reca-
pitulation taking place during this growth period.  

We are comparing what you are experiencing at this time 
in history with what you would call a near-death experi-
ence.  During a near-death experience, it is said that one 
often sees one’s whole life flash before one’s inner eye as the 
person moves toward death.  As we look at this phenom-
enon, what we see is that the energy is flowing in reverse.  
in other words, humanity as a whole is moving away from 
physical death as the mass consciousness walks through 
what we are calling the pre-transcending energy into the 
light of transcendence and wholeness.  

this energy, or recapitulation, is an epic reminder of 
who you have been, where you have been, what you have 
seen, what you have heard and what you have learned dur-
ing such periods as the reign of Atlantis and Lemuria; the 
egyptian, Greek, roman, British and spanish empires; the 
coming of Christ; the emancipation of slaves and the Jew-
ish Holocaust; World War i and ii; Vietnam; iraq and so on, 
up to now.  All of what we have spoken of has to do with 
the way the 1 is expressing in 2010.  this being said, the 1 
is expressing on a higher level, so that each man or woman 
is required to take the reins of their lives and re-create their 
future by expanding their present path or by finding a new 
path or course to take.  

the time is now to re-create yourself and your life.  You 
can no longer be so dependent on others that you don’t pull 
your own weight in the world.  in 2009, you needed to set 
long-range goals and take steps to reach them.  it is the 
same for 2010 as well, except you have moved up a step on 
the ladder of your life so to speak, which means the energy 
is vibrating at a higher frequency than in 2009.  each step 
toward your goals will be creating the foundation for your 
new or renewed life.  

the unitY of 2
Let’s look at the part the number 2 plays in 2010.  two 

is the realization that you are not alone in your world.  You 
know this because what any one of you does affects every-
one else in some way.  remember that it doesn’t matter what 
you do so much as how and why you do it.  the vibration of 
2 wants to express itself as the diplomat, the balancer and 
the peacemaker.  this means that both sides of any situa-
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tion need to concentrate on finding the common ground 
that can be agreed upon in order to form a union.  

the geometrical figure of 2 represents the female polarity 
of receptivity that seeks the unity of two opposing forces so 
that balance and peace can manifest.  the number 2 brings 
with it sensitivity, patience and a knowing that when the 
energy of the 2 and the 1 form a union of sorts, the vibra-
tion of 3 is birthed.  enthusiasm and a desire to understand 
is represented by the number 3, which brings forth the mag-
netism of communication in all the creative and peace lov-
ing ways it can be expressed.  

the vibration of 3 in the year 2010 will be a year of big 
changes, rewards, successes, challenges and further opening 
on higher or more expansive planes of knowingness.  it will 
be a year in which the ability to manifest will be much stron-
ger, as will the ability to express yourself in as many ways as 
you want.  it is time to get out there and get involved with 
the gifts of life so that you can feel at peace and experience 
some fun and fulfillment.  the 3 energy of 2010 inspires 
growth and new awareness on all levels and brings forth cre-
ative imagination with which to change, heal, begin again 
and transform yourself and your life into a beauty that can 
be touched, seen and felt by others.

Strive for integritY AnD honor

You may as well go ahead and use your creative and imag-
inative minds in constructive ways that unify and bring 
people together in open honesty tempered with integrity 
and honor, because secrets and lack of integrity will sur-
face and be exposed sooner or later in 2010.  Why?  You are 
evolving so quickly that you are becoming more transparent 
on the surface, and those around you are becoming more 
sensitive to when people are hiding something.  those who 
have something to hide will be found out, because sooner 
or later they will unconsciously sabotage themselves, which 
will send up a red flag, purely because of the energy of greed, 
shame and guilt they are emitting is so apparent that it can’t 
be hidden by those who can see.  

if by chance you are in the public eye, take heed.  it is 
time for everyone to take responsibility for their words and 
actions.  every year, the energy of planet earth vibrates at 
a more refined frequency because you are all growing and 
refining your own energy from the inside out.  it is that 
energy that will continue to bring out the lies and corrup-
tion for all to see who need to see it.  

this is another growing period where conciliation must 
be practiced, but not at the expense of integrity.  All of you 
long for peace, cooperation, beauty and a desire to come 
together as equals.  it is fear that causes these to manifest 
as dissension in all its forms in your world, and every year 
the need for conciliation and reconciliation becomes that 
much stronger.  Why?  You, as essence, know that your 
future selves require it.  Ask yourselves every day: “What 
do i want to create today?” remember that whatever you 
decide to create, there is much power behind your actions—
especially now—however it is that they are expressed.  

 the MAgnifYing energY of 0
the 0 after the 2 and after the 1 magnifies the energy of 

the 2, the 1 and the 1 and 2 together as a 3.  that means 
the pleasant side and not so pleasant side of all these num-
bers is magnified in the year 2010.  Which side will you 
resonate with this year?  this is a period where the newly 
revealed world will offer an ultimate realization of your 
plans, hopes and wishes.  Do not overlook any opportunity 
that comes into your life.  Your passion may be somewhere 
in that opportunity.  

the rate at which you are growing and moving will vary 
from person to person as you move through the compara-
tively short recapitulation of all the pivotal experiences in 
history.  Nonetheless, these pivotal experiences are clear-
ing the way for big and wonderful changes in your world 
on all levels—personally and worldwide—so be patient 
and don’t be afraid.  there is nothing to fear but fear itself, 
because you know who you are.  You are in the dance of 
life, and you are glorious.  the dance keeps changing as 
the steps change; as that takes place you change and are 
renewed in body and mind, as your DNA opens and reveals 
ever new levels of health, creativeness and the reality of 
who you are as light incarnate.  Know that the dance never 
ends and that you are the dance of life.  Without you, the 
dance wouldn’t be as beautiful.

this is a year when all must learn to communicate 
with integrity and respect for all humans.  No human is 
less than another.  You are all beautiful in your unique 
ways.  All of you have talents that the world is waiting 
for you to master, share and manifest in some way so that 
everyone can touch and feel your passion through what 
you give with your heart.  in 2010, be careful of what 
you wish for, because you will get it.  Anything that you 
desire strongly will manifest in your life.  But make sure 
that what you wish is something you really want before 
you put energy out to attain it.  in other words, look at 
your wishes with a magnifying glass and see if they are all 
you believe them to be.

Z            Z            Z

We leave you with this picture:  in 2010 you have a 
greater potential to move out of the old energy and the old 
world to make room for an even greater opening to the new 
energy of the new world while in human form.  As the old 
energy makes its way through you, it travels its individual 
path to the crown chakra and above to the light of essence.  
As the old energy travels upward and leaves each chakra, 
that chakra becomes fully alive and in balance with all the 
other chakras.  One by one, they light up with the color 
of their frequency, just like the lights on a Christmas tree.  
Once the old energy reaches the crown chakra and contin-
ues its ascent into transformation and transcendence, your 
whole body and being transform as well into the light of 
essence.  this is the highest form of light that each human 
can reach while in human form, but oh, how wondrous, 
beautiful and bright that light is.  Z
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Reality Is in the  
Eye of the Beholder
Thoth through Norma Gentile

W hat follows is a transcript of a live channel-
ing.  Thoth often expresses his ideas to me in 
waves of energy, which appear in my mind’s 
eye as images and in my mind as ideas.  He 

then helps me fashion the words but encourages me to bring the 
ideas and images into common, everyday language.  He pre-
fers, at least through me, to let his words manifest as a blended 
union between his wisdom and my worldly experience.  For 
this reason, Thoth seldom addresses those reading as “you,” 
but instead often shares his knowledge as if he were experienc-
ing life now, through me.  Because of this, I use the term “us” 
to refer to humanity.  Thoth has often shared with me that 
what we do here on Earth greatly affects those in the realms of 
spirit.  It is possible, then, that he truly does mean “us,” includ-
ing himself and the other ascended masters when he is relating 
some information.  

the flAvor of feAr

From Norma:  Maintaining the physical body at all 
costs has become socially and culturally fashionable.  this 
is not to state that ascension or death is preferable:  While 
in physical form, we can do what spirit would urge us to do 
here on earth, and we can influence the third dimension 
in a way that the ascended masters, those now in spirit, 
cannot.  they have to connect with us in order to have 
influence here.  

Yet our over-reliance and overconnectedness to the 
physical form means that sometimes we make choices out 
of fear.  in fear, we make choices in order to maintain our 
physical bodies and the physical lifestyle around our bod-

ies, rather than allowing needed changes to come.  it is now 
incumbent upon us to find the courage from within to step 
into a new world.  this includes a new way of relating to 
people and even a new way of relating to the physical con-
structs around us, including cars, houses, jobs and general 
living arrangements.

Keep in mind the balance between spirit and form.  We 
are God’s body on earth.  We are also spirit.  to the extent 
that spirit and our soul incarnating through us have a 
desire to create something new and different, it is possible 
that the physical constructs around us need to change and 
shift.  And yet, in this moment, we are being bombarded 
by the flavor of fear.  Fear exhorts us not to change, not 
to let go, not to allow anything different to happen.  But 
how can we move forward without allowing anything dif-
ferent to happen?

MAnifeSting A tASte of chAnge

From Thoth:  How can the taste of a cake batter be 
changed if no additional flavoring is added?  if you want 
chocolate cake, you have to add chocolate!  Certainly, you 
can offer the vibration of love and healing to the plain cake 
batter and it will contain that loving vibration.  But, for 
most of us, we have to physically add the chocolate flavor 
in order to have a chocolate cake.  such are the rules of the 
physical third dimensional world.  

At a physical level, therefore, in order to manifest change 
we have to manifest change.  We have to allow that which 
is around us to shift and change.  Your response to the surge 
of fear that many are aware of now will determine how you 
deal with the much larger energetic currents that are com-
ing your way closer to 2012.  As you can meet the fear cur-
rent that is being generated right now and know that is 
simply an emotional current that happens to vibrate at a 
level of fear, you will have the experience necessary to face 
increasingly larger waves of 
similar emotions.  

it is crucial that you see 
what is present and come 
to understand what aspects 
of it may or may not relate 
to you.  there may be legit-
imate personal steps you 

keY PointS
As you find yourself dealing with larger energetic • 
currents in the coming years, it is important to 
overcome the currents of fear and find the courage 
from within to step into a new world.  
it is crucial that you see what is present for you at • 
this time and come to understand what aspects of it 
may or may not relate to you; if you do not have a 
reaction to something, it is because it is not a part 
of your world now.  
trust that the still center at the core of your • 
being remains in communion with all beings here 
in this reality. norma gentiLe

www.healingchants.com
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need to take.  And then there is the fear that is part of a 
larger cycle that is getting kicked up as your planet moves 
toward 2012, like dust on a dry dirt road.  You need to see 
it, and plan your own walk accordingly.  You must also 
trust that the still center at the core of our being remains 
in communion with all beings here in this reality.  You 
must trust that internally, within the silence, you are hear-
ing information from all other consciousness.  therefore, 
as you move and change, you are dancing with all other 
conscious beings, seen and unseen.  it is good to keep in 
mind that information from other dimensions often comes 
because there is a much larger picture that you cannot see 
on your own.

From Norma:  thoth’s purpose in sharing his vision is to 
prepare us for a time down the road, which could be thirty 
to forty years or much later in our linear timeline.  He states 
that our decisions, both personally and globally, will deter-
mine the timeline.  it is important for us to recall that our 
goal of maintaining the health of the physical body is not 
to maintain it here strictly within the third dimension.  We 
must learn to allow it to be in conscious communion with 
the lower dimensions that are supporting us as well as the 
upper dimensions.

the DAnce of the gAlAxY

From Thoth:  it is only by connecting with both the 
lower dimensions as well as the upper dimensions that the 
veils between all of the dimensions can begin to fade and 
melt away, allowing the body to become more permeable; 
the skin itself actually becomes more permeable during 
this process.  As this happens, you will not become over-
whelmed by the external world.  You know that the exter-
nal world is wholly and solely a creation of your conscious-
ness.  in knowing this, you will begin to recognize how you 
dance with other beings of consciousness, creating their 
own external worlds.

As one great dance hall of a galaxy, we—meaning all 
consciousness—spin and waltz together, allowing ourselves 
to touch the reality of other consciousnesses.  And yet you 
are contained within your skin, which at this moment in 
the timeline of humanity has become the energetic bound-
ary of your own unique vibration of consciousness.  As we 
all dance, you move in ways that are new to yourselves and 
new to those beings existing in other dimensions as well.  
the new dance within the earth reveals new dances within 
all the dimensions, for all beings of consciousness.

PercePtionS of reAlitY

From Thoth blended with Norma:  there are processes 
beyond the third dimension that we think we understand, 
but we really cannot comprehend them at this time, sim-
ply because they are outside of our third-dimensional real-
ity.  Our reality is actually whatever overlapping concepts 
we have all come to agree it is, and it includes those con-
cepts that we have agreed to disagree upon, honoring that 
while they may not represent our beliefs, they are beliefs 

held by others.  Because we each do indeed create our own 
reality, we each create an external world within our minds, 
our hearts and our bodies.  this may seem very odd.  each 
of you at this moment is reading this same text, therefore, 
are you not all in the same reality while reading?  How is 
it possible that each person has their own unique, singular 
reality?  Do you not all share the same physical reality and 
same planet?  

the answer, at a very simple level, is yes; all those upon 
this planet share the same reality.  But at a more complex 
level, the answer is no; each incarnate person, and i would 
add those souls who are not incarnate as well, has a separate 
reality—even on the same planet.  Because each of us has 
our own unique vibrational frequency, which could also be 
defined as our own unique consciousness, each person has 
created his or her own Moon, sun and planet.  When you 
look at a flower, you are creating your own version of that 
flower, separate and apart from the version that someone 
else will behold of that flower.  

this is something that the scientific yardsticks are just 
beginning to notice.  When you are in the presence of any-
thing, whether you deem it to have consciousness (another 
human or a beloved pet) or not (a tree, a rock or a paint-
ing), it is a part of your world.  Because it is a part of your 
world, it will vibrate in accordance with the laws of your 
world.  these laws are defined by your consciousness—by 
the elementary vibrational nature of your being.  therefore, 
what you behold, you will perceive only according to the 
ability of your own consciousness to perceive it.  When you 
are in the presence of anything, it is a part of your world, 
and it vibrates in accordance with your world.  

As you move into this new cycle after 2012, you move 
into a new space of vibration and new levels of conscious-
ness.  Not only will the planet, your solar system and your 
galaxy pass through a new region of physical space, but the 
universe herself will expand her outermost boundaries.  As 
2012 approaches and even during the years after that date, 
you will step into an equivalently new space.  During this 
time frame, you will begin to move through veils of con-
sciousness that are new to your reality that, until this time, 
humanity did not recognize or believe existed in a fixed 
fashion, such as are the walls of your homes.  in this way, 
the idea of many philosophers is accurate.  What you think 
truly does manifest in your external world.  two people, side 
by side, can appear to be having the exact same physical 
experience, and yet they can come out of it with two very 
different experiences.  

noticing ASPectS of our creAtion

From Norma:  Oftentimes, stories and metaphors serve 
as ways to let our third-dimensional brain understand 
things.  At this point in channeling thoth, i was given the 
image of two people having coffee at a little French coffee 
shop.  One of them is looking out at the passersby, enjoy-
ing the sunlight and the water fountain in the plaza.  the 
other turns his chair a bit and is looking into the shop.  
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He sees the lines of customers and the constant activity of 
the bartenders, waiters and staff.  None of the staff looks 
particularly unhappy, but no one looks particularly happy 
either.  in this scenario, each person has chosen a view that 
matches their current vibration.  One will recall the sun-
light glinting on the fountain, and the colorful clothing of 
those walking by.  the other will recall the black and white 
uniforms and the hustle and bustle of the staff serving those 
customers waiting in line.  From an outer vantage point, 
these two people appear to be having the same physical 
experience, but they are having unique inner experiences.

From Thoth blended with Norma:  this creative capac-
ity will increase as you move forward.  Notice what seems 
to draw you in.  Notice what you feel repelled by.  Anything 

you have a strong emotional reaction to is most likely an 
important part of your personal reality now and into the 
near future.  things that you have no comprehension of or 
reaction to, even though other people do, are not part of 
your reality.  if you do not have a reaction to something, it 
is because it is not a part of your world now.  

From Norma:  i do want to reiterate the point that thoth 
has made about being drawn to or repelled from something.  
Often we forget that what we dislike the most is probably 
what we most need to deal with in our lives.  it is a sense of 
neutrality toward something that symbolizes that it is out-
side of our reality.  Anything we dislike, fear, hate or have 
other strong emotions toward is most definitely a part of our 
creation and, therefore, lies within our reality.  Z

Gentile, Norma: Thoth, Reality Is in the Eye of the Beholder

W e are very aware of the interest and the 
anticipation that is prevalent upon the 
earth plane about what will occur, when it 
will occur and how.  it is important for all 

of humanity that has eyes to see and ears to hear to recog-
nize what is based upon fiction, what is based upon wishful 
thinking and what is based upon fallacy or even arrogance, 
for there are many, many who are speaking with the voice 
of what seems to be wisdom and mastery but who, in cer-
tain cases, are using this anticipation and expectation as 

an opportunity to promote themselves.  there are others, 
meanwhile, who are speaking from a place of great and pure 
intent and the desire to enlighten and assist.  so discern-
ment is crucial at this great time of potential change.  

the MutABilitY of the future

What must be remembered is that while the change 
itself is now underway, the manifestation of that change as 
it is affecting humanity and your planet is not fully deter-
mined.  there is much talk, for example, of having reached 
your tipping point, and while an aspect of the tipping point 
has indeed been achieved, it does not mean that what will 
come from it subsequently is unalterable.  there is still the 
opportunity for one of many different scenarios affecting 
your world to come about, and it is the actions and the 
intent—the thoughts, the words, the deeds of humanity—
that will dictate and direct 
what in fact occurs.  

When we—or indeed 
any guide or visionary—are 
speaking of your future, we 
or they must be speaking of 

keY PointS
the time of change in the year 2010 and beyond has • 
the potential to be magnificent and beautiful, open-
ing wonders at every level for every being on earth.
remember that the future is entirely dependent • 
upon your own choices.  While humanity may have 
strayed from its intended purpose, you can effect 
positive change and spiritual resurgence through 
your choices.
As you face these challenges, approach each poten-• 
tial guide with discernment and care, focusing 
on messages with loving intent and honoring the 
promptings of your heart in all things.
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possibility and of probability—often with total accuracy, 
but always in the knowledge that likely outcomes may yet 
be subject to change.  so it is, for example, that if we had 
been speaking with you about what was occurring in the 
year of 2009, if we were speaking of this, let us say five years 
before this time, then we might have indicated that the year 
2009 might be far more filled with physical violence and 
crisis than what did in fact occur.  

Now, the change in 2009 has been tremendous, no doubt 
about that, but it has not been as shocking as it might have 
been, and the reason for this is that there has been—we 
are thankful to be saying—a greater rapidity of acceptance, 
understanding, balance and honor within certain groups 
and individuals than there might otherwise have been.  At 
one point, there was the prospect of a major event upon 
your earth plane that could have been pivotal, having to do 
with the survival of the human species.  Because of what has 
occurred, however, there is now the greatest likelihood that 
humanity will indeed survive and, in its own way, prosper.  
this is why it is that the actions, reactions and intentions 
of humanity will direct much of what occurs in the year to 
come and the years beyond.  

energetic chAngeS AnD unexPecteD eventS

You are asking about the year 2010:   since the equi-
nox situation that occurred in late 2009, there has been 
a massive energetic change, which some individuals who 
are sensitive have felt,  reacted and responded to.  this 
change, an energetic change, is the precursor of some 
physical changes that will come upon your planet.  there 
will be a continuing demonstration, which has begun 
already, of aberrations of nature, whereby there will be 
unexpected situations and events that will never have 
occurred before.  

While they may be shocking in their own way, many 
people will not see that there is a pattern to these events 
because they will only occur here and there for a while.  
One example is how the red desert in sydney, Australia was 
so covered in dust one day that it was likened to being upon 
Mars.  there will be other such occurrences, and it may well 
be that there will be solar activity or inactivity that will be 
considered inexplicable.  

in the year to come, there will also be situations that 
will cause a major focus upon the methods of connecting 
that are currently employed upon your earth plane.  it will 
be recognized that aspects of these methods are vulnerable, 
imperfect or overloaded, and this will give the opportunity 
for your scientists to consider and identify what other meth-
ods of communication could be used.  

DeveloPMentS in reSeArch AnD technologY

More and more there will be inquiry and research that 
will start to crystallize and identify aspects of nature—or 
aspects of your cosmos, if you will—that can be guided, 
refined and used to complement and then to replace what 
is needed for the survival of the species.  this will very 

much involve your sun and how its power can be used to 
create life and energy for use upon the earth plane and 
for communication.  it is very possible that research will 
identify how the use of certain crystalline mirrors in con-
junction with the sun can not only create energy but can 
also be used for broadcasting and to replace your internet.  
there will be a need for this.  

it will be very important that there is not an immedi-
ate and recurring expectation that by focusing upon, let us 
say, major hydroelectric or wind projects, all of the diffi-
culties with your power will be resolved.  the majority of 
the ideas that are being put forward by politicians for con-
sumption by humanity are in order to appease and to fulfill 
what is seen to be a need: a demand for alternatives.  Many 
of these are under-researched, under-resourced, inadequate 
and would cause more damage to the planet than good—
for example, the idea that the use of your biofuels would 
be the panacea for all your energy needs:  While it is not 
being publicly realized, it is privately known that using 
biofuels and creating and growing for biofuels is causing 
more harm than benefit.  

so it is very important that your politicians and your sci-
entists do not rush for the simplest and what seem to be 
the easiest and cheapest ways of dealing with the perceived 
problems of energy, for they will prove to be short term and 
harmful if they are not thought through carefully.  Certain 
scientists are involved with most interesting research and 
exploration into the use not just of nature itself but of see-
ing how nature works, how the sun relates to nature to cre-
ate life and energy in the smallest living objects.  By study-
ing how nature is working, then your scientists will be able 
to discover very rapidly how this can be applied harmlessly 
and with honor to all and everyone and everything in your 
world to create balance and equity.  

A turning froM the inSiDe out

Very often it is forgotten that a major role of human-
ity is to be the bridge between the animal kingdom, the 
plant kingdom, the mineral kingdom and the world of 
spirit.  Humanity has a responsibility for guiding, guarding, 
honoring and, in a certain way, for teaching these beings.  
Humanity has forgotten this role and this responsibility, and 
it would serve humankind to remember once again and to 
resume the role humanity once played so very well.  there 
will be physical demonstrations of the need for this change, 
and there will also be energetic manifestations.    

Within humanity itself, there will continue to be what 
we will call a turning from the inside out.  As we have indi-
cated, these effects of energies will manifest above the phys-
ical in your communications and your internet, and it will 
be demonstrated that this area is being used as a weapon 
against humanity and against certain cultures; this will 
become more apparent as the year ahead evolves.  

there will also be a number of souls who will increas-
ingly choose to leave the planet, because the vibrational 
levels have changed so dramatically.  Certain souls will feel 
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uncomfortable with the new vibration and will choose to 
leave the physical body—sometimes prematurely, but always 
by choice.  Other souls will leave their physical body, not 
because of the vibrational changes, but because their work 
is done and these noble souls will move on to be received 
home with honor before being prepared to return to a new 
and even greater role to assist the plan of God.  it may be 
that it will be remarked upon that the number of deaths will 
be greater than normal, but please always remember that 
whenever any of these souls are leaving, it is by choice, and 
so there is nothing to be concerned about.  this is one kind 
of physical change that will happen within humanity.  

A tiMe of SPirituAl reSurgence

there will be a number of people who will increasingly 
be aware of a longing within themselves for more: more 
than the third-dimensional demands for money, for secu-
rity, status and everyday, comfortable living.  there will be 
a seeking for more than this, and souls will be stirring that 
have not been awake for many, many lifetimes.  there will 
be an awakening, a calling, and it is very, very likely that as 
part of this calling and longing—a recognition if you will—
there will be a demand for honesty and integrity to be dem-
onstrated by your world leaders—whether they be your pol-
iticians, your heads of state or your religious leaders—for 
these apparent leaders will be challenged and questioned, 
and much more will be demanded of them than before.   
they will need to prove themselves to be worthy as leaders, 
and those that are not will fall by the wayside.  

so you could say it will be a time of spiritual resurgence.  
As part of this, every aspect of society at all levels will be 
reviewed and challenged, and it will be a very interesting 
time.  While this process has begun already, there will much 
more evidence of this in the year to come, and it will con-
tinue into the year beyond and the year beyond that.  so it 
is as if a snowball, a minute snowball, has been created and 
it is now beginning to roll downhill, rolling faster and faster 
and getting bigger and bigger as it rolls.  it is now unstop-
pable, and it will certainly continue rolling into the year 
2012 and beyond.  

How far it rolls in terms of distance and time is depen-
dent upon humanity and how far humanity is prepared to 
see, to welcome, to understand and to confront the future, 
accepting within each individual the opportunity to chal-
lenge the other as well as yourself.  so it is not only objec-
tive, it is also subjective, a part of the turning inside out.  
it involves questioning yourself—your motivation, your 
sense of fairness, compassion and generosity—and coming 
to terms with who each of you is, both collectively and indi-
vidually.  As you survey yourself and your world, recognize 
the truths that you have chosen not to see until now.  

oPPortunitieS for clAritY

the year to come is a time of potential clarity of under-
standing for each of you personally as well as for the human 
group.  it is the opportunity to see; when you see what you 

have chosen not to look at with open eyes before, it will 
be shocking to consider what has been blindly accepted as 
acceptable—if not mandatory, inevitable and highly desir-
able—seeing it now in fact for what it is and how inequi-
table that aspect of life or way of life has been, particularly 
in relation to the responsibility you are having for the world 
of nature and the world of your planet as a whole.  

this time that is coming will be an opportunity to relate 
to yourself and those around you with clarity of understand-
ing and, of course, with a corresponding change of activity, 
intent, attitude and approach to life.  it is also the opportu-
nity to begin to accept and to share that interconnectedness 
that is so very crucial to the well-being and continuation of 
humanity in conjunction with not just all that is upon your 
planet in every sense—upon and within your planet—but 
also with what lies beyond.  

it is not generally known that in August of 2009 there was 
an opening of the veil around your planet; it was deliberate, 
intentional and timely, for it was the time for this to occur.  
Certain energies and entities that had been precluded from 
entering the atmosphere of the planet itself had entry for 
the first time.  some have seen and felt these new ener-
gies and entities, and they will be affecting the planet—not 
in any malevolent way, but as part of the changing energy 
upon your planet.  this will, of course, have an effect on 
humanity as well, but it is part of the process of the ascen-
sion of the planet; this is why it is not to be feared.  
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there will be an increasing opportunity for certain peo-
ple upon your earth plane to connect with and to be con-
sciously aware of these new energies, beginning to work 
with them.  it is not for every person to do this—for the 
majority of humanity does not have the expertise yet for 
this to occur—but those who are called, and they will know, 
will find that there will be contact, and it will give informa-
tion of a very startling but wonderful nature.  We want to 
stress that not all will be doing this; those who will have the 
contact will be called, and they will know and be the trans-
mitters in their own way of this cosmic knowledge.  

DiScerning the truth 
You mentioned at the beginning that there are many messengers who are 
not speaking with the best of intentions.  Can you give us advice on how to 
discern whether someone is speaking from the truth and the light or not?

First of all, any messengers who speak words that create 
fear are not speaking from the proper place of light and love 
and of truth.  it may be their truth, and it may be that they 
believe sincerely that they are the messenger of the gods, 
but if they are speaking words that instill fear, confusion and 
clouds of uncertainty that are not uplifting, then their con-
nections are not of the purest and of the highest.  the intent 
of some of these messengers, you see, is to do their best, but 
they transmit a questionable message.  Others may speak 
with arrogance; when there is a guru, a master or a teacher 
who speaks for the purpose of self-aggrandizement, for fame 
or fortune, it will be clearly apparent to those people with 
discernment who hear or read their words.  those who know 
will recognize these characteristics, because the intent and 
the motivation will obviously be for subjective gain or ben-
efit, and the message will necessarily be tainted.  

Where the message is uplifting, heart warming and 
clearly comes with loving intent, then this messenger is 
indeed worthy to be heard.  Of course, it is for each indi-
vidual to choose whether or not to hear, who to hear and 
what to hear.  there is nothing that is compulsory or must 
be done, and if an individual chooses to honor the master 
who speaks with ego, then they will learn their own lesson 
through the experience.  

honoring Your heArt

Because there are so many messengers speaking, partic-
ularly through your internet, we would counsel care and 
discretion, honoring what is called from the heart and not 
becoming so immersed in the different writings and teach-
ings available that they become overwhelming and con-
fusing.  sometimes it is appropriate and helpful to read, 
to see and to listen where you are drawn to go, but do not 
become top heavy.  Do not allow yourselves as individuals 
to spend hours reading the pontificating of others.  if you 
are drawn to look, if suddenly you say to yourself, “i will 
look upon this particular website,” and you find it of inter-
est and of great assistance, then that is very, very good.  it 
can, however, be distracting and create negativity, and so 
we would counsel caution.  

in the end, it is your own experiences—your own learn-
ing and understanding— that are vital to this process within 
your own heart.  respond to what is in your own heart, going 
where your heart is calling you without asking too many 
“whys?” and without questioning so very much, because as we 
have said at the outset, nothing is certain.  Asking “Why?” 
and  “What will occur?” are mental activities, and seeking 
these answers is an attempt to appease the mind.  

As far as you are all able, honor what is in your heart and 
what is in your present environment and life experience, 
learning from that life experience in the present without 
reflecting much on what is past and what will come for the 
future.  Nothing is definite, so this process is truly a ques-
tion of living in acceptance of what is in your life, with grat-
itude for what is there.  it is honoring what is around you in 
the smallest sense and in the largest sense and, most impor-
tantly of all, carrying love in your heart and in your life, 
for the more that you do this, the more love, kindness and 
abundance will flow to you and then from you in a beauti-
ful, even and balancing way.  

the experience is a little bit like your see-saw: you go 
up, claim the abundance, and then come down, and the 
other side goes up as you send your abundance and your 
love from you into your world.  the more that humanity is 
able to practice the life of kindness, lovingness, compassion 
and understanding with sincerity and loving acceptance 
and without judgement, the sooner the ascension of the 
planet—of humanity, of each individual—will be achieved, 
and the fewer shocks and dramas will occur.  

heAven cAn Be A PlAce on eArth

this is why we are emphasizing that, by the actions and 
intent of humanity, what occurs in the year 2010 and beyond 
can be and potentially will be magnificent and beautiful—a 
time of change that is not catastrophic but is an opening for 
wonders at every level for each being upon your world stage 
and all that lives upon it, side by side with you.  

it is a matter of choice, and if you are able to also remem-
ber that the more there are challenges, degradations and 
acts of insanity by your world leaders and certain aspects 
of the societies within your human world, the more these 
will be seen for what they are: as acts of folly but also acts 
and deeds that highlight to your world that this way of liv-
ing and being is obsolete and inhibitory and that it is time 
for them to be left behind.  then the new world order of 
all wonders—of peace, love, equity and abundance—can be 
ushered in, and there will truly be heaven on earth.  

Z            Z            Z

Much can be achieved in the year to come, and there 
will be dramas and upheavals.  these circumstances will 
release much that is tremendous, because they will enable 
humanity to open its eyes and to see the truth and to act 
accordingly in response.  truly heaven upon earth is not so 
very far away.  it is up to humanity to determine when and 
how far it will be achieved.  Z  
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Embracing Your  
Emergence into Truth
Expanded Consciousness through Miriandra Rota 
4 September 2009 

W e are most pleased to be speaking with 
you in this manner, concerning what you 
call the upcoming years and your contin-
ued emergence into the true being that 

you are and that you have been waiting to experience.  And 
perhaps that is where we would begin: that is, with the you 
who is emerging from the rubble of the past—the past being 
that which you call survival and its struggles, pains, sorrows, 
frustrations and failures—and your most sincere and honest 
attempts to remain within the conscious knowing of whole-
ness of being.

Beloved ones, perhaps you will hear these words?  Hear 
that you did reside within survival, that you did effort to 
maintain your most expanded knowing and that, in the 
midst of all that called you to believe that you were sepa-
rate from the whole, you did succeed in preparing yourself 
for this emergence within which you now reside.  though 
you may have viewed your efforts to be what you call non-
productive or failing in their abilities to manifest fulfill-
ment, the truth remains that your efforts were most pro-
ductive and have manifested fulfillment.  

this fulfillment does not reside within the material 
things that you hoped you could attract to your being—
though there is not one thing incorrect with such attracting.  
However, your fulfillment resides within the maintaining 
of those vibrational frequencies that have now guaranteed 
your emergence.  Do you see?  All along, all while you were 
efforting for a myriad of reasons, you were truly efforting 
to maintain your expanded consciousness in order to reside 
within those frequencies that were and are most compatible 
with the grand awakening, with the continued expansion of 

conscious knowing and with your most glorious emergence.  
You might call this, in your vocabulary, most spectacular!

teSt Your olD BeliefS

that having been said, we would continue with speak-
ing a little about who you are and who you are becoming.  
Many have discovered that the releasing of previous beliefs 
and interpretations, though difficult at times, has been most 
freeing in that the results give to each being a breath of 
newness as if beginning anew within a new life.  And this is 
a perfect interpretation of what has occurred and will con-
tinue to occur.  

As you continue to discover that the old beliefs no longer 
serve you, you are sweeping the pathway for your continued 
emergence.  Yet we would be more specific for the benefit and 
within the love of that which you are.  You might be asking, 
“exactly how do i discover the old beliefs that no longer serve 
me?” and we would be most pleased to answer your question 
with that expanded truth that your asking does call forth.  
there is one simple test, beloved ones, to determine if your 
belief is old and no longer useful to your being, and though 
we will speak of more, we would simply speak this test.  

Ask yourself of your beliefs:  Does this belief cause me to 
believe that i am separate from the whole?  Does this belief 
intimate that i am better than or lesser than any other being?  
Does this belief say that i must do something in order to 
become spiritual?  Does this belief assure me that i will be 
awakened, ascended or separate from the whole?  Does this 
belief ask me to take action that feels to be incorrect, though 
in the past such action was most correct?  Does this belief 
tell me that i am here to heal the world?  Does this belief 
tell me that i must care for others before i care for myself?  
Does this belief tell me that having financial abundance is 
wrong?  Does this belief tell me that others are simply not try-
ing hard enough?  Does this 
belief tell me that there is no 
hope for a beautiful world?  
Does this belief tell me that 
the world will end, and i will 
be one of the lucky ones to 

keY PointS
Now is the time to examine your beliefs, testing • 
them for truth and peace.  Let go of those beliefs that 
now resonate false, even while retaining gratitude 
for the service they have given you.
Once you have done that, you are free to approach • 
your journey, choosing how you will experience 
your own discovery of self.  
Do not fear the experience of becoming, but choose • 
to experience that journey in joy and peace as a 
time of great discovery and wholeness of being.  
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ascend?  Does this belief tell me of conditions that cause fear 
or a desire to keep secret that which i am?  Does this belief 
promote the old survival techniques?  Does this belief pro-
mote loneliness, as in separation from the whole?

Beloved ones, when you ask these questions of your beliefs, 
you will be able to easily discern the answers.  We suggest 
that you pause and breathe deeply, rest for a moment and 
then invite your beliefs to surface.  remember, you are lov-
ingly inviting such beliefs to surface, for they have served you 
well.  Perhaps you will write upon paper the beliefs as they 
come to your conscious awareness.  As you write the belief, 
be certain to give great, good gratitude for such a belief, even 
if, when you are writing, you recognize the falsity that might 
reside within it.  Once you have given great, good gratitude, 
it is then that you can breathe once again deeply, inviting the 
peace that resides within your to fill your entire being.  then, 
beloved ones, ask the questions of each belief.

the cAll to knoW

if you discover that there is an affirmative answer to any 
or all of the questions, then you can be certain that your 
belief has not only fulfilled its past purpose, but that it is 
also causing to your confusion, chaos and more so, inner 
turmoil.  Why?  Because, beloved one, you are emerging—
emerging with the most pure and clear vibration possible.  
Anything, any vibration that is incompatible with the glo-
rious truth that you are will cause ripples and waves within 
your serenity, and such ripples and waves of confusion or 
chaos are gifts to your being.  

You might be wondering how such ripples and waves 
could be gifts, yet we say to you, they do grasp your atten-
tion and it is then that you can discover the completeness 
of the old.  What then occurs next?  the releasing of those 
old beliefs.  And again, you might be asking, “exactly how 
do i release my old beliefs?  How do i be certain that i am 
actually releasing them?”  to which we would say that first, 
beloved one, you need but remember who you are; that is, 
fear not that your choice to release your old beliefs will not 
be successful.  You are a most magnificent being, and you 
have the power of your own choices.  

What you are feeling when you fear or become concerned 
that your choice will not be effective is the call to know.  
While in the past, such choices perhaps were not effective, 
now you are ready and able to go forth in such matters.  the 
call to know is the actual wanting to know exactly how to 
proceed.  to choose to release old beliefs is, of course, nec-
essary, and yet it is not the releasing itself.  You are most 
capable of determining your own processes within such 
releasing, and yet we suggest the following.  Why?  Because, 
beloved one, your manners will be residing within the old 
beliefs not yet released.  Do you see?

DeclAring the olD BeliefS releASeD

Once you have called forth and written upon paper those 
beliefs that have determined your previous journeys—those 
beliefs that are no longer serving you and those beliefs that 

are limiting your own continued fulfillment, your own emer-
gence within the real you and new journey—then we sug-
gest you proceed in this manner.  speak these words aloud, 
beloved one: “Necktah Slōrientōh Sleecha!”

Your mind will want to know what those words are and 
what they are saying.  the words spoken aloud are the vibra-
tional sound that resonates within your encodings—those 
encodings that are waiting for your call, for your awakened 
presence, those encodings that respond to your choices as 
we are proceeding, choices for releasing of the old.  that 
having been spoken, we will continue.

speak these words aloud, beloved one: “Necktah 
Slōrientōh Sleecha!  in this life i am known as (your full 
name).  Oh beliefs of old, hear my words!  Now do i give 
great, good gratitude for your residing within the fabric of 
my being.  Now do i give great, good gratitude for your 
residing within the fabric of my journey.  Now do i give 
great, good gratitude for your residing within the fabric of 
my cause and effect.  Now do i give great, good gratitude 
for your residing within the fabric of my thinking, discern-
ing and determining.  Now do i give great, good gratitude 
for your magnetizing to my journey that cause and effect 
that would allow my fulfillment of purposes of old.  Now do 
i give great, good gratitude for your residing and forming, 
your continued transforming and reforming.”

then breathe deeply, beloved one, and continue in this 
manner by speaking these words aloud: “in this life i am 
known as _____.  Oh beliefs of old, hear my words!  i, for 
whom you did form, declare you to be complete.  i, for whom 
you did form, declare you to be fulfilled.  i, for whom you did 
form, release you from my being.  i, for whom you did form, 
release you to return to the nothingness whence you came.  i, 
for whom you did form, release you to dissolve into the noth-
ingness.  i, for whom you did form, release you to dissolve and 
be no more.  i, for whom you did form, release you to be no 
more.  You are no more.  it is done.  so be it.” 

Again, breathe deeply, beloved one, and allow.  remem-
ber that the old ways would have you efforting and concen-
trating on what you are proposing to occur.  in your new 
manner of residing and of living, you are simply allowing.  
in this instance, you are allowing the old beliefs to dissolve 
from your being.”

the truth of the unknoWn

What have you done?  You have cleared the pathway for 
your steppings, and in so doing, you have determined your 
residing within the moment.  this moment is most pow-
erful to you, beloved one.  remember, in the past you did 
journey toward the unknown, yet you continued your focus 
upon the past.  it was as if you were residing within a row-
boat, and as you were rowing and moving along in your 
journey, you were continually viewing where you had been.   
You were continually thinking about, analyzing and  
correcting what had already occurred in the past.  Yet know 
this to be true:  You were also always flowing within the 
unknown, the as-yet unformed.  Within your previous man-
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ner of journeying through your adventure, you determined 
that the unknown was something to fear—something to be 
apprehensive about, something that you could perhaps mold 
to your wishes even though you were not always successful in 
such molding.  there was nothing incorrect with such jour-
neying, beloved one, yet it was and is the way of the past.  

Within your emergence, you are actually traversing dif-
ferently, even if you have been trying to force yourself to 
reside in the old ways.  What is the new way?  Oh, beloved 
ones, you are going to love this!  You have actually turned 
around.  instead of facing the past as you traverse, you are 
facing the present moment.  You are no longer sitting in your 
rowboat and viewing the past as you enter the unknown to 
the back of your being.  What does this mean?  You are 
residing within the moment; you are actually facing the 
unknown.  there may be a part of your thinking that wants 
to recoil from such facing—to recoil from entering into the 
unknown, the great unknown—yet hear our words:  You 
have always been traversing within the unknown.  You have 
simply been focusing on the journey within which you had 
already resided, the past.

the great, good news about facing the unknown is the 
truth of the unknown.  What is the truth?  the unknown is 
simply the All that is awaiting your choice, your deciding to 
reside within play and joy.  the great unknown is what you 
might call your playground, and while the old ways will urge 
you to create and determine everything that resides within 
your journey—in order to view your journey before you 
enter within it—the new way, this new journey is different.   
it requires your manner of choosing to be different.

the neW JourneY

Your new journey and emergence requires you to choose 
how you will experience your own glorious discovery of self, 
how you will experience yourself within your new journey.  
For example, where in the past you perhaps efforted to cre-
ate the events within your cause and effect, where in the 
past you efforted to determine your own success and the 
nature of that success—including financial abundance—
now in this present journey, you are asking of yourself to 
trust.  Ah!  And that has been quite an issue for you, hasn’t 
it, beloved one?  Of course it has.

in the past, you had been able to manifest your choices, 
then something occurred and you were less able to manifest 
your choices and then you admitted to yourself that the old 
ways of manifesting weren’t working any longer.  this progres-
sion—or regression—of your success in manifesting caused 
you to become less trustful of your own abilities and also less 
trustful of the universe manifesting your needs.  And we say, 
of course you would have perhaps lost faith, question what 
you were doing wrong, and then given up and surrendered 
to the facts, to so speak, that you were stuck.  Yes, we have 
observed you in this manner, and it was then that you were 
in the process of letting go of the past and preparing to begin 
your own glorious emergence.  Yet you did not know of your 
upcoming emergence; you only knew that you were stuck, 

that nothing seemed to be working for you.  some questioned 
your won spirituality.  some gave up treasured methods of 
being.  And we say to you, bravo for your courageous residing, 
your courageous efforts to change and your courageous efforts 
to continue to refuse to reside within survival—even when 
you resided upon its edge, even when your emotions called 
you to believe that you had fallen once again into the horrors 
of survival.  Bravo to you, most sincerely, do we say.

Your neW MAnner of chooSing

Of course now we will speak of the present and the new 
manner of residing within the present.  You might be asking 
or wondering, “Don’t i choose?  And what is the best way 
to choose, to determine?”  Oh, beloved ones, you have such 
desires to do the right thing, to be the right way, and those 
desires are most natural; yet we also say again, this man-
ner of living, this new manner of living, is quite different.   
We will begin in this manner to answer your questions about 
determining your own journey within the great unknown, 
the All that is waiting to form for you: for you.  

First, we would suggest pausing a moment and recogniz-
ing that the great unknown is your paradise.  You have been 
hearing about, reading about and studying about paradise.  
Perhaps you have been envisioning a beauteous location 
with everything peaceful, lovely and ever-fulfilling.  You 
would be correct, yet you are correct in this manner: your 
paradise waits for your choices, your decisions and your con-
tinued emergence, and it is within such manners that your 
paradise forms.  Another way of saying those words would 
be that the great unknown forms as your paradise according 
to your choices and continued emergence within it.

then we return to your new manner of choosing.  When 
we speak of this manner, your mind will most likely want 
to believe and to conclude that this new manner simply 
will not work.  We suggest that you say to your beauteous 
mind that you will think about everything later, that you 
are simply residing within the speaking for this moment.  
Ask your thinking mind to rest.  As you reside within this 
moment—this moment of eternity, this moment within 
the great unknown, this moment within your paradise 
waiting to form for you—cause yourself to breathe deeply 
and bring all of your thinking to this moment right now.  
Next, ask yourself how you would like to feel.  is your 
answer peaceful, joyful, loved, blissful, content, fulfilled, 
rested and knowing?  even if your answer is all of those 
manners of residing, simply for this moment, choose one.   
together, let us choose peaceful and allow that choice to 
fill you, allow the feeling of that choice to fill you.  Do not 
hurry, beloved one.  Do not effort.  You are simply call-
ing forth a feeling, a feeling to fill your entire being, just 
within this moment.  

Know within your entire being, beloved one, that you 
have just given your great unknown the gift of your choice.  
You have called forth the vibrations and patterns, the encod-
ings that reside within the fabric of your being, of feeling 
peaceful.  Next, simply breathe forth that which you have 
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consciously become.  You needn’t effort in your breathing 
forth.  simply breathe your breath into the great unknown, 
knowing that the encodings of peacefulness reside within 
your breath, knowing that such breathing forth is a gift 
to your unknown, and also knowing that you are in this 
moment creating the manner within which you will not 
only emerge but within which you will experience the dis-
covery of who you are, the real you.  this is your manner 
of choosing and of creating.  Perhaps you will now reflect 
upon our words and your own process, beloved one?

chooSing forgotten energieS

What if you do not have a real feeling of joy, yet you 
want to choose joy?  You might be asking or wondering 
how you can call such a feeling forth.  Perhaps you have 
been residing within frustrations and pain for a time and 
you have forgotten what real joy feels like, forgotten the 
flowing of those energies within your being.  that is not a 
crime, beloved one.  if this rings true for you, know that it is 
simply the effects of the remainder of your previous journey 
and your turning and changing, your preparing to emerge 
from the past.  Yes, some of your journey has been painful, 
has been a great struggle, and now you want to choose joy 
as the foundation for your continued emergence, your new 
journey and the forming of your great unknown as your par-
adise.  What can you do?

Beloved one, there are upon your earth many manners 
of being, many circumstances that can provide for you the 
experience of joy.  We will speak of them, of course, yet know 
that your mind will want you to experience what the old 
beliefs determined was joy.  Again, tell your mind to rest for a 
moment while we continue within this speaking.  What are 
some of the sources of joy for you?  How can you call forth 
the feeling of joy within your being when it has perhaps been 
a very long time since you have felt real joy?  We suggest the 
following manners, each building upon the other.

First, place yourself within water—that is, in your 
vocabulary, place yourself within a shower.  While the 
water is flowing upon your body physical, determine that 
you are washing away the residue of the past, that the 
waters are carrying from you the residue of the previous 
struggles, the previous unfulfilled manners and the pat-
terns of fear and discouragement.  such determining can 
take the form of a most simple statement, beloved one.  
You are simply directing what is occurring about you: a 
simple choice with little effort.

second, drink spring water.  third, walk in nature and, 
while walking in nature, cause yourself to view closely 
something in nature.  You could view a blossom, a leaf, 
water or trees; you will know when you are walking.  On 
another day, fourth, listen to live music.  Live music can 
be a friend singing or playing an instrument, can be what is 
called street music, can be music on the green, so to speak, 
or can be within a symphony hall.  Live music nourishes 
the cells, beloved one.  And yes, you are residing within 
your journey to call forth that which is of real joy within 

your being.  Fifth, on another day, receive a foot massage.  
On another day, sixth, enjoy what is called a comedy mov-
ing picture.  Be certain to allow yourself to laugh aloud 
without concern of being heard.  On another day, seventh, 
place a telephone call to a friend you haven’t spoken with 
in a very long time.  Listen to the sound, the vibration of 
your friend’s voice.  eighth, go with a friend to purchase 
a type of food that you can eat while you walk together 
in nature.  Ninth, ask yourself: What is joy?  research 
the meaning of joy and ask friends, and even strangers, 
what they would consider to be joy.  tenth, sit quietly and 
reflect upon your experiences.

then we will reveal to you that joy, real joy, is the bub-
bling to the surface of your conscious knowing: 

that which is called love,  
that which is called contentment,  

that which is called peace,  
that which is called laughter,  

that which is called companionship,  
that which is called synchronized sound vibrations,  

that which is called color, 
and that which is called movement within the whole.  

Beloved one, once you have reflected upon your actions 
and upon our words, we suggest that, once again, you go 
forth in the suggested manners.  You will be most amazed 
at your experiences.  remember to tell your mind that 
thinking about going forth a second time within the sug-
gested actions is not the same as actually going forth.

it is this manner of choosing—calling forth from the 
encodings that reside within the fabric of that which 
you are and are becoming—that delivers to you a most 
amazing journey, a most amazing cause and effect, all to 
embrace your emergence, all to embrace, with tenderness 
and care, your manner of discovery: the discovery of who 
you truly are.

continueD eMergence in 2010
Now we will speak of you within that which is called the 

year 2010 and beyond in this manner.  We are not speak-
ing of proposed events; more so, we are speaking of your 
continued emergence, what you can expect and how you 
can best proceed within the glorious continued discovery of 
who you really are.

there are those who would suggest that this emergence 
and discovery is difficult, that the upcoming times and your 
newness of being might be a struggle.  Yet we say to you, 
how can this be?  truly, how can this be?  if you would 
view the past—the journeys through the many events 
within your cause and effect—you would see difficulty and 
struggle, would you not?  Of course you would.  Hear these 
words:  those who would ask you to believe that struggle 
awaits you, that difficulties await you—that this upcoming 
time, to so speak, will deliver to you challenges that will 
test your courage and your abilities to remain focused or 
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that you will be residing within despair—those ones have 
not yet emerged themselves.  those ones are still residing 
within the old beliefs and patterns of their own previous 
survival, and those ones are interpreting what would be 
called the future by continuing to face the past while they 
believe that their glorious future is what you call “more of 
the same . . . only worse.”  We say to you most emphatically: 
refuse to listen or believe those words.  refuse.

then you might be asking,  “if all of those predictions 
and portents are untrue, then what can we believe?  What 
about the cause and effect as it continues to grow difficult 
for the many?  What about . . . ?” to which we would say 
the following, for the love of who you are and are becom-
ing:  As you continue to emerge from that which you have 
been, as you have been fulfilling purposes of old, you will be 
becoming more and more of what you might call the real 
you.  We recognize that you have heard those words before, 
perhaps again and again, yet they are true.  You might call 
this phase, “getting to know yourself.”  

chooSe Your oWn eMergence

Again we say, remember.  remember that all that you 
experience is choice.  What do we mean by choice?  You 
can easily choose exactly how you will experience your own 
emergence.  Do you hear those words?  You can wring your 
hands, worry and wonder who you will be, or beloved one, 
you can choose to view your own emergence with pleasure 
and discovery, you can choose to reside within joy, you can 
choose to reside within comfort, and you can choose to 
easily and completely adjust and align to all that you are 
becoming.  What are these choices?  they are the choices 
of refusing to be a victim to your own emergence.

Yes, it is true that your sensitivities will increase.  Does 
that mean that you will be injured by your own sensitivi-
ties?  Does that mean that you will be a victim to your 
own sensitivities?  How can that be?  it does mean that 
you will be more able to discern what is the correct vibra-
tion within which to reside; it means that, if you choose 
to participate within your own journey and not be sub-
jected to it, you will be able to discern which path is the 
best for you, which path will bring to you the greatest 
enjoyment within your own creative abilities and which 
path will deliver to you the opportunities that will give 
to you fulfillment—your personal fulfillment.  remember, 
beloved one, your personal fulfillment is not a crime, is 
not being selfish, is not unspiritual.  Your personal fulfill-
ment is what you have placed on hold until you could and 
have completed the purposes of old.  Your personal fulfill-
ment nourishes the whole.  Do you hear these words?

As you become more and more aware of the oneness 
of being, you will be able to know—rather than under-
stand—that your own enjoyment nourishes all beings, 
your own play nourishes the whole and your own fulfill-
ment releases the patterns of creative fulfillment into 
the whole where it vibrates and celebrates the awakened 
being residing within the unknown made known.  We say 

to you, do not allow any to suggest that your own fulfill-
ment is unspiritual or selfish; in the stead, know that your 
emergence now gives to you those choices.  these choices 
are what you might call major.  they are the choices for 
you, the choices of how you will go forth.  

celeBrAte Your WholeneSS of Being

Beloved ones, you have already participated within sac-
rifice, within suffering for the man, within delivering your-
selves upon the altars of those who would declare to you 
how you must be.  Now, during your emergence, you are dar-
ing to be, to choose, to go forth according to your own inner 
knowing, according to your own inner guidance.  Always, 
always listen to that inner knowing, your inner knowing.  
Although there are those who would continue to tell you 
how to be, refuse to follow such methods until you have lis-
tened to your own inner guidance, until you know for cer-
tain that the vibrations of such a journey are in alignment 
with your own natural inner synchronicity.

Of course you are accustomed to listening to such direc-
tives.  in the past, you have required the methods of oth-
ers.  Why?  You have placed about yourself that veil to the 
known, to the wholeness of being.  Why did you place such 
a veil?  to shield the magnificent truth from your knowing 
for the sole purpose of fulfilling that which you set before 
yourself, to fulfill the purposes of old.  You have now com-
pleted those purposes.  How do you know?  We say to you, 
the fulfillment of purposes of old is the signal for the begin-
ning of your own emergence.  the veil has been dissolved 
into nothing.  Again we say, fear not for such dissolving; in 
the stead, celebrate.  Celebrate your full ability to know, to 
discern and to be that which you have always been: a glori-
ous, wondrous lightbeing.

eMergence into truth

What is the real emergence during what you call these 
upcoming times?  it is your conscious relationship and 
knowing of truth, of oneness of being, of the recognizing 
of the illusion and untruth of separation from the whole.  
it is your recognition that the love that you have been 
seeking resides within your being, and further, the recog-
nition that it always has been residing within your being.  
it is recognizing that the peace that you have been seeking 
resides within your being and always has resided within 
your being.  it is recognizing that the fulfillment that you 
have been seeking resides within your being and always 
has resided within your being.

As the world begins to reside within the increased vibra-
tional frequencies, there will be the releasing of the old ways 
of those who have attempted to control the many.  those 
who have the abilities to embrace the whole and breathe 
truth within it will have a great effect upon the healing of 
the masses.  Yet we encourage those of you who hear those 
words and are already responding to their intent to heal 
yourselves first, to care for yourselves and to give to your-
selves those moments of inner peace and joy.

Rota, Miriandra: Expanded Conciousness, Embracing Your . . . 
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While there is the battle over health care for every liv-
ing being, we say to you: As you awaken more and more, as 
you emerge, and as the entirety of being responds to your 
awakening by increasing its incarnate vibrations, there will 
be—as there has always been—a union of one. And within 
that union does there flow forth what is called universal 
wholeness and spontaneous healing.

it iS tiMe for Your creAtion

there are those who are most concerned with the year two 
thousand and twelve, and they are most concerned because 
there have been those ones who have interpreted the cal-
endars and information of the past, interpreted for you and 
suggested how you would feel, how you would reside within 
fear.  Yet we say to you, those interpretations have been made 
within the sleeping unconscious.  Yes, there is and will con-
tinue to be change.  Yes, the calendars and predictions seem 
to end during that year.  Why?  Beloved one, it is time for your 
own creation, time for your own choice, time for your own 
full knowing of the oneness of being.  Hear those words!  

the reading and understanding of the calendars after the 
year two thousand and twelve require one who is expanded 
in consciousness and one who resides within the full know-
ing of totality of being.  the information, so to speak, that 
resides beyond the current, seemingly understood predic-
tions resides for those who can see and for those who can 
know.  Great truths have always resided in this manner.

then we conclude in this manner:  As you emerge from the 

past, embrace the full knowing of truth.  Your mind will want 
to journey within such truth, yet it will not be able to under-
stand what resides as new.  Your inner knowing will deliver 
to you those frequencies and vibrations that are most natural 
to you—that are and have been residing within the fabric of 
your beauteous being.  Fear not, beloved one, for who you are 
and who you are becoming.  Fear not for the experiencing 
of becoming.  in the stead, choose that journey as one of joy 
and delight.  Choose that journey as one of great discovery, 
and choose that journey as one of divine love, divine peace 
and divine wholeness of being.  All that you are releasing, all 
of which you are letting go, is that which has inhibited your 
deep inner fulfillment.  You are simply awake and awakening 
to who you have always been!  

Z            Z            Z

You have the slang vocabulary that says that the world 
is ready for you now.  in a manner of speaking, the world is 
ready for you now, and that lovely, beautiful earth is able 
to maintain its integrity of being while the most expanded 
vibrations reside upon and within her being.  Yes, the world 
and the earth are ready for you now.  those who are suf-
fering are ready for you now, those who have lost hope are 
ready for you now, and you—you are ready to love, laugh 
and play in order to breathe such nourishment into the 
whole.  What a grand plan you are participating in!  it is 
our great pleasure to be within the knowing of that which 
you are and are becoming.  Z

 The Year 2010: 

A Time of Transparency
 The Council of 12 through Selacia
 October 2009

I n the year 2010, it will become harder to hide truth.  
the walls that separate fact from fiction will weaken 
under the force of humanity’s emerging light con-
sciousness.  transparency will become the watchword 

of the times.  

What does this mean?  How is this relevant for you, the 
divine changemaker?  On a global level, it means that many 
of the disparities and dysfunctions of your world will come 
out of the shadows of ignorance.  As this happens, long-
standing and out-of-balance situations will be seen and rec-
ognized as detriments, even more than at present.  Likewise, 
universal truths about energy 
and the interconnectedness 
of all life will emerge into the 
mainstream with increasing 
speed.  there will be a grow-

keY PointS
to be a divine changemaker means to acknowledge • 
your divine heritage in all that you do.
“remember that humans have a distorted idea of • 
time. . . . to the untrained eye, the current turmoil 
may feel like a recent phenomenon.”
Finding your way out of the dark is a lot like being • 
a racehorse with its blinders recently removed and 
returning for the first time to open spaces.

seLaCia 
Santa Monica, CA

310-915-2884 
Selacia@Selacia.com 

www.Selacia.com
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ing sense of awareness across the planet that many things 
aren’t really as they have appeared to be for a long time.  

until fairly recently, mainstream thinking has been in 
a box wrapped tightly with string.  the year 2010 heralds 
a further loosening of the string around that box.  things 
outside conventional thinking that you have long believed 
to be true will receive noteworthy mention from unlikely 
sources.  Don’t be surprised when you hear that some high-
level public figures believe there is probably life on other 
planets.  Be prepared for announcements of cures for dev-
astating diseases.  some diseases may even be reclassified as 
researchers more fully understand how the body’s intercon-
nected energy systems work.  

the planet’s history will come under a microscope too as 
policy makers and scientists grapple with solutions to the 
world’s growing list of concerns.  People who were seem-
ingly unawake before will begin to connect with a desire for 
a more heart-centered life.  underneath that desire will be 
a remembrance that there is a spiritual force that is at the 
core of each being.  this is the divine spark that is within all 
life.  the early stages of this remembering typically manifest 
as a general discontent.  When the dissatisfaction grows suf-
ficiently, people begin to question more deeply and to ask 
for different things than they are used to receiving.  

unDerStAnDing otherS

this is being mentioned here so you will more easily con-
nect the dots when your friends, colleagues and loved ones 
begin to awaken and act differently than before.  You will 
of course delight in their waking up, yet their actions may 
seem bewildering.  

sometimes their questioning will be cloaked in nonsen-
sical debating or complaining.  it may appear that some of 
their irritation is because of something you did.  Oftentimes, 
what you did or did not do is only a catalyst for their discon-
tent.  so it’s not personal.  if you can remember this when 
you are thrown into the center of the other person’s wake-
up chaos, it will be easier for you to find your center.

During the year 2010, you will have ample opportunities 
to hone your abilities of discernment.  As the prevalence of 
transparency increases, you will have much to ponder and 
examine.  some of the truthful information coming to light 
will be packaged side-by-side with lies.  this means that 
part of what you are shown is true, but the overall picture 
may be misleading.  some who pretend to be transparent 
will present a mixture of true and not-so-true information.

to be sure though, the truth will come out on all things 
in time.  the veils of deception can no longer be held in 
place as the planet moves into a higher consciousness.  
the hidden—whether it involves the good, the bad or the 
ugly—will naturally become increasingly transparent.  

You AS Divine chAngeMAker

remember that you as a divine changemaker have come 
to earth now to be at the forefront of changes involved with 
shifting your planet into light.  to be a divine changemaker 

means that you are moving into conscious creation and 
taking back your power.  You are acknowledging spirit and 
recognizing that you come from spirit, and you are finding 
ways to return to the heart-centered beingness that is your 
true nature.  You are seeing that most people have forgotten 
their divine heritage.  You are observing how people have 
learned to be disconnected from each other and from the 
divine force that is meant to be the food of life.  

Because of your consciousness and earlier experiences, you 
are among those taking the lead during these times of plane-
tary crisis.  Keep in mind that being farther along on the path 
doesn’t make you special or better than anyone else.  How-
ever, your light and the ways that you express it can be of tre-
mendous help to others who are in the earlier stages of wak-
ing up.  Your light can also be a pivotal and beneficial force to 
other lightworkers traveling shoulder-to-shoulder with you.  
Your comrades need to know that they aren’t alone.  You give 
each other the reminder that this is a group effort.  You can 
help one another to move more easily through the chaos, and 
to stay sane; you can be the rock of stability for each other.  

the people in your energetic sphere of influence are fac-
ing similar challenges you face—great uncertainty, sweep-
ing changes, economic reconfiguration, ongoing chaos and 
strained relationships.  they face these things regardless of 
whether they are as prepared as you are.  in this lifetime 
and even in past lives, you’ve done homework and prepara-
tion that some other people are only now initiating.  Your 
advanced preparation will help you greatly in 2010.

One factor that’s helping you even now, more than you 
likely recognize, is that you have been introduced to many 
useful tools for coping; you have learned some basics about 
how to respond to life with intuitively guided reason.  You 
have discovered that the key to peace is to learn how to cre-
ate peace within yourself.  You know without a doubt that 
your relationship with spirit is the glue that puts all the dis-
connected pieces together.  

Now is the time to put all of what you have learned into 
action.  it’s important that you act on what you know.  Do 
this even when you feel that you don’t have all the answers.  
start from where you are and more answers will come to you 
as needed.  trust that your light-infused actions will make 
a difference in what happens next—in your own soul’s pro-
gression and in the future of your beloved earth.  

remember that humans have a distorted idea of time.  
it may appear as though no one was preparing for the great 
shift of life on earth.  to the untrained eye, the current 
turmoil may feel like a recent phenomenon.  this point of 
view runs counter to the way your universe really works.  As 
you will understand more and more, it’s really about cycles 
that are continually in motion.  the cycle of your earth’s 
current waking-up process has been gaining momentum for 
many years.  However, now there is a magnification process 
involved.  this means a much faster parting of the veils that 
have long kept people in ignorance.  it means increasing 
amounts of transparency involving all aspects of your soci-
ety.  this is significant.
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trAnSPArencY AnD the greAt Shift

the trend toward greater transparency has nothing to do 
with politics, religion or the desires of special interest groups.  
Likewise, it has nothing to do with what’s right or wrong.  
the movement into greater clarity goes hand-in-hand with 
the great shift of the ages.  this shift involves a thinning of 
the veils that have long kept the masses in the dark.  

Many of the world’s problems have been building 
for a very long time, yet only recently has this begun 
to become apparent to the general populace.  Likewise, 
the life journey for people incarnated on earth today is 
a continuum—a cycle of energy put in motion over life-
times.  there is a tendency each time, including this key 
lifetime, to forget what happened before and to have 
amnesia about one’s gifts and character flaws.  As remem-
bering is triggered, the individual response will depend 
upon how evolved the person is this lifetime and his or 
her state of consciousness when being confronted with a 
reality-shifting truth.

the demystifying of life, on the grand scale it is occur-
ring now, is unprecedented.  in no other lifetime have you 
been faced with reexamining so much about what’s real, 
what to pay attention to and how you fit in.  even if you 
are a seasoned lightworker, you can become anxious when 
discovering that your early life training did little to pre-
pare you for the level of unfolding now under way.  Go 
gently with yourself and with your human comrades who 
also are finding their way out of the dark.  it will be easier 
on some days, harder on others.  

the BlinDerS Are gone

in many cases, it will be a bit like the racehorse after the 
race—its blinders have been removed before being turned 
loose into open pasture.  sometimes the horse will respond 
wildly, running as fast as it can in the direction of freedom, 
yet having no specific destination in mind.  At other times, 
the horse will move smoothly and effortlessly into the open 
field, feeling confident and in good spirits.  On occasion, the 
horse will stand in place, immobilized and in a daze.  if feel-
ing sufficiently aggravated, the horse may rear up and kick its 
handler out of defiance.  if it is let loose with other horses, 
its herding instinct may come into play.  the horse will then 
follow the lead of the dominant mare.

People often respond similarly to the racehorse when 
faced with the need to make radical changes and answer 
questions without external guidance.  there’s a learned 
tendency to bolt away from restrictions, even if there’s no 
clarity about where one is bolting.  there could be more 
clarity if people had more experience and confidence 
accessing their heart’s inner wisdom.  With no intelligent 
plan, the person who bolts ahead is really no better off 
than before.  similarly, people often let fear become an 
immobilizing force rather than the catalyst to do great 
things.  Pack mentality is a serious obstacle as well.  this 
is especially true in times when people are feeling isolated 
and crave connection with others.

QueStionS to ASk in 2010
to avoid being like the wild racehorse in 2010, here is a 

list of ten questions you can ask on a regular basis.  Come 
back to these questions whenever you desire more clarity, 
more focus, more balance and more inner confidence about 
your path of light.

As i consider an issue or situation, am i looking at both • 
the relevant details and the big picture?
What is the key missing piece of information that will • 
allow me to have clarity about an issue or situation?
What is in my way of seeing what i need to see?• 
How am i sabotaging my own progress?• 
in what ways am i giving away my power?• 
What is the one change i could make in my life to rad-• 
ically shift out of past, rigid conditioning and into a 
more enlightened state?
As i consider the outer world news and prophecies about • 
2012, which things are really true, which are assump-
tions, which make me the most fearful and which cause 
me to feel the most hope?
How comfortable do i feel becoming more transparent • 
with myself, my loved ones and my outer world?
What am i afraid to know about myself?• 
Have i remembered today that i am a divine change-• 
maker, contemplating what that means in action?

You really have one choice to make when it comes to 
change.  Are you embracing your role as devine change-
maker or are you allowing yourself to be a victim of change?  
As you continue the journey of rediscovering your divine 
nature, we surround you with our love and blessings.  We 
are the Council of 12.   Z

Note:  This predictions’ message is provided annually to 
offer spirit’s view of these unique times.  As we near the 2012 
window, people have more questions than ever before.  There 
is a great desire for truth, and to see the false brought to light.  

As the Council of 12 speaks about here, we are indeed liv-
ing in a time of increasing transparency.  There is a momen-
tum of energy involved in bringing the hidden to the surface.  
Lightworkers all over the world have come to a saturation point 
with the lies—insisting that they discover who they really are 
and what these times are really about.  It’s no longer accept-
able to go along with the pack, even if that’s the more comfort-
able route.  

In this and other messages being published over the coming 
months, people in all stages of awakening will have validations 
that their path has purpose.  A new sense of optimism and self-
confidence can blossom within them too as they embrace a full, 
participatory role in the changes.  Consider for a moment right 
now how you want to participate in this great shift of all shifts.  
How can your background be used as a remedy for one or more 
people?  What do you want to offer?  How do you want to help?  
How do you want to evolve?  How do you want to remember 
your life in this grand cycle?
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The Opening of the  
Cosmic Window in 2010
Kar Dar Monka of the Ashtar Galactic Command  
through Commander Aleon

Greetings in the light of the most radiant One  this 
is Kar Dar Monka of the saturian Council, speak-
ing on behalf of the Ashtar Galactic Command 
and those on our ships at this time as we are end-

ing the spiritual energies of this time 2009.
it has been a year of many revelations in the skies above 

and within the crop circle formations that have been pre-
sented to you by the Ashtar Galactic Command and others 
within the christed levels of existence.  the spiritual ener-
gies now have been increasing tenfold as you have felt them 
within your being.  the year 2010 of your earth time and 
space will be a new chapter in your life as the human race.

SoMe Will exPerience Direct encounterS in 2010
Many have recorded orbs of light in formations in some 

of your countries around the world: in south America, in 
europe and in some of your Asian countries within the past 
three years of your earth time and space.  expect massive 
sightings of fleets of lightships within the new year to come 
as you transition away from the old energies of the past year.  
this will include the heart of what you call the united 
states on a more massive scale than ever before felt.  the 
spaceships are here now to present to the people of earth a 
knowing within that all is of peaceful intent and that we are 
your brothers and sisters from the farthest reaches of space.

As you will see in this year ahead, interdimensional and 
multidimensional beings will appear to each of you in a dream 
state and an awakened state.  so some of you will experience 
direct encounters in 2010 with those of the space command 
you are connected to since arriving for your spiritual missions 
on planet earth.  We feel it’s time for each of you to see what 
you have not seen before this time.  Many of you are here 
from different sectors of the universe and have come on a 

mission of great service to humankind.  Now the timing is 
right and the galactic energies are perfect for this to be a real-
ity on your world now.  the Ashtar Command never operates 
in a way that would create a God effect, meaning we are here 
to save you.  We are all within the same structure of love that 
you are and have our mission as well off earth.

in 2010 you will see something very different in the 
creation of the crop circles around the world.  You will 
experience encounters at times with beings of great love in 
various crop circles.  some of the new crop circles will be 
cosmic doorways for those of the christed levels to come to 
earth and interact with those who have been waiting for 
this to happen within current time and space.

the designs we will create in the crop circles will pres-
ent concrete information that those wishing to understand 
and decode will be able to at such a time.  these new crop 
circles will have a direct meaning and affect related to 2010, 
and each year after, you will be given through the crop cir-
cles’ encoded galactic information to help you as you enter 
the cosmic age of complete enlightenment of humankind.

the energy you get from the universe will be realized 
and has been by some of those in science on your plane-
tary world.  the understanding of free energy will be known 
before the end of 2011.  this is an energy that we of the 
many spiritual worlds beyond your earth use now and have 
for eons of time.

eArth iS entering into the freQuencY of love

Love is an important part of what is coming in 2010, 
going into 2011.  You have heard of the frequency of love.  
Planet earth is now entering into the frequency of love, 
the very foundation of life itself.  to allow oneself to be 
in this frequency and have your whole being surrounded 
by it within the body will allow you to expand your mind, 
body and spirit into a new 
cosmic consciousness and 
awareness.  Your vision will 
then be great as you con-
tinue into this new spiritual 
energy Mother earth is now 
entering.

keY PointS
expect massive sightings and direct encounters with • 
the coming of the new year.
Beings from inner earth and the children of light on • 
earth will help you flow into a new cosmic shift.
Meditation can help you align with this new cosmic • 
spirit.
expect to see many miracles with the coming of • 
these new energies. CommanDer aLeon

cmdraleon@aol.com
ashtargalacticcommanders.ning.com
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  the portals and vortexes around your planetary world 
are almost completely open.  in 2010, if you live near a por-
tal or cosmic vortex, expect to see beings of light and ships 
coming into earth’s atmosphere.  this is the time long-
awaited, the dawn of a new day and way for all who reside 
on Mother earth.  those within the inner earth, or what 
you call the Agartha network, will start sending energies 
and signals to the surface world in which you live. For the 
beings of light within the earth are also preparing for the 
reunification of one light and one people.

those within the inner earth have held the christed spiri-
tual levels for the earth for millions of years.  in 2010, expect 
to see some of these inner earth people in your visions and 
dreams at first, then telepathically connecting to you.

the children in 2010 and beyond this time will see and 
experience communications with those of us within the 
Ashtar Command who are currently off your world.  they 
will also have direct interactions and be given information 
to share with their parents.  Parents will be given under-
standing from the children of light who were born into 
these many families upon the earth.

the children are what we call the activators of the cos-
mic rays from above.  Blessed are the children who came 
at this time to help in the activation of humanity as we 
enter 2010.  the beauty of your being will be expressed 
more clearly as you flow into this new shift and frequency 
from the universe.

For many years before this, you have been given as much 
information as your bodies can hold.  the activation of the 
human DNA will become more apparent as you go into 
2010.  this is a cosmic doorway or bridge that each of you 
will walk across as you live on earth.  Once you make it to 
the other side, then you will see all that exists within your 
human and cosmic consciousness.  People on earth have 
reacted to what is coming in many ways.  Now those who 
are not yet aware of what is about to happen on earth will 
need your assistance and guidance in the coming years.

look to the colorS of Your SkY

i wish to speak about your atmosphere, which will be a 
guide as to the events to unfold on your planet as i said ear-
lier, regarding our ships or orbs of light.  Look for the colors 
of your sky to start changing and becoming more brilliant as 
the new year begins.  the new colors of the atmosphere will 
affect many who look at the skies above.  these colors will 
represent the rainbow of our energies, your space brothers 
and sisters.  A sense and feeling while looking at these skies 
will bring your inner senses to a more heightened state of 
cosmic awareness than ever before felt.

Many of you are feeling that you are ready for contact with 
us, and all is within as has been stated in the past divine tim-
ing—a plan, so to speak.  that divine plan is now upon all.  
the first part will be the sightings of the spiritual beings from 
other worlds coming in small groups and then larger groups 
of lightships, or what are called round orbs, very large within 
the atmosphere.  this will be in 2010 through 2011.

the second event that will be seen is some direct con-
tacts and landings in some locations around planet earth.  
We will be slowly disclosing our existence to all of human-
kind in this way.  the years 2010 through 2012 will see your 
media start to speak in the news of strange lights being seen 
around the world.  this will happen near 2011 and into 
2012 or before.

it’s important for each of you on the planet to integrate 
the cosmic rays coming into 2010.  By doing so, you will 
be better able to work on your spiritual mission within the 
communities you reside in.  Also, if you have crystals, place 
them in certain areas of your living space.  this will amp up 
your living area to a greater frequency and will also allow 
direct contact to happen.

On our ships, many times we operate within the crystal-
lized structures of light that exist throughout the universe 
and all creation.  My suggestion is to use what you call star-
seed crystals and those of your ancient Lemurian area.  so 
much is happening in the cosmos you reside in, and the 
time is now coming sooner than later that we will meet 
each other: not in 1,000 years, but very soon.

MeDitAtion AnD MirAcleS Within  
theSe neW energieS

Meditation will be on the rise in 2010, for many on earth 
will realize that within a silent meditation you will be able to 
come into alignment with your cosmic spirit now.  this align-
ment of the body will be an important factor for each one on 
earth now as time goes faster on your planet.  in meditation, 
you will get messages and information shared with you by an 
off-planet being of the Ashtar Command, the cosmic beings 
from where we reside beyond the earth spectrum.

You will also start to feel the planetary shifting within 
your solar system and the galaxy in which you live now.  All 
planetary systems will be affected by the christed rays com-
ing into the atmosphere.  Humans will transcend in 2010, 
and greatly after that all belief systems and ways of life will 
change dramatically as you get closer to the golden age of 
love and peaceful existence with all life that exists.  Mira-
cles will be seen in many places around earth as you live in 
these times ahead.  signs will appear that will finally signal 
our return.

Many miracles will be seen as you enter between the new 
energies of 2010 through the nearing into 2012.  some of 
the miracles will see people healing or the body in what we 
call a self-healing mode.  Also, cures for certain things will 
be revealed with your year 2010 and also within 2011.

Z            Z            Z

the cosmic window is now open.  Feel and experience 
the newness of life, for changes are coming that will be for 
the betterment of life for all of humankind.  Know that each 
of you is loved and always i am near.  this is Kar Dar Monka 
of the saturian Council of Planetary Worlds of Peace within 
the Ashtar Command, sending you blessings in the light of 
the most radiant One always.  Adonai.    Z
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Ushering in the  
Real and True Eden
St. Germain and the Council of Light through Molly Rowland

B eloved masters, you are entering 2010, the year 
of integration.  it is a time when things that have 
been considered always outside of you or condi-
tions of the world will be drawn into your being.  

You are being asked to become the temple and enthrone 
God in your heart and soul.  As you reach into the depths 
of yourself, you will begin to touch the expanded realms of 
higher consciousness.

the three energy of 2 + 0 + 1 + 0 = 3 is a triune of 
energy—God/Goddess/All that is.  You are the midpoint 
connecting with the earth essence and the celestial music.  
two is a partnership with higher consciousness and one is 
the all-ness—you becoming totally involved with every-
thing, not disappearing into it nor being wholly responsible 
for it but in delicious, delightful unity with it.  Breathe in 
the breath of belonging.  Breathe in the heady power of 
yourself aligned with people and nature and God.  Consider 
all of the sacred symbols that you have ever known and let 
yourself be filled with the magic.  Let yourself be propelled 
forward by that force into greater expansion, more won-
drous experience and more awakened awareness than ever 
before.  View the world as though you are miles above and 
totally a part of it all at the same time.  Feel the crisp, clean 
edge of total reason.  None of the foggy head of old confu-
sion is there.  Admire yourself and others without the guilt, 
shame or fear of old comparisons.  Notice that you glow, but 
even sweeter; notice that everyone else also glows.  

PrePAring for chAnge

this is a gift of your becoming.  You are not there, nor will 
you ever be there because there is no there.  that would be a 
limit.  You are great, grand, shining, beautiful and awesome.  
Now live it right this moment.  Let it be with you now!  For-
give thinking of this picture as a fantasy or a fairy tale—
“Once upon a time in a land far, far away.”  Feel the emotions 
and taste the sweetness of difference.  experience your real 
self now.  stop waiting for something to happen that will let 

you know that changes are occurring and recognize that you 
are the changes.  Make a difference now.  What are you wait-
ing on?  When do you think the “end” will come, and what 
do you believe will happen?  Are you waiting for the horror?  
Oh, dearest beloved masters, please do not give your precious 
energy to a dying past.  Face the brilliance of your most won-
derful creations.  Dwell on your dreams that you might bring 
them about now and now and now!  

When you allow the corrupted energies of the past to pos-
sess your mind and heart, you simply delay you magnificent 
future.  this is your allegorical sodom and Gomorrah.  take 
only what will serve you, look forward and do not let your ego 
pull you into reviewing the past.  Do not look back.  there 
is nothing where you have been that can shape the future 
you desire.  You have been too long away from love to find 
the source of creation behind you.  Open yourselves to the 
love that is greater than you can imagine.  it takes courage to 
make these changes, and this is where you are going.  Beyond 
2010, 2011 and 2012 is the eden that is real and true.  this 
is not a place where you are children being taken care of, but 
instead masters designing life in a wonderful, accepting and 
accepted way.  No one will be excluded.  All belong.

the world is caught in a final conflict.  the ego says, 
“You’ve heard that one before.”  there have been too many 
final conflicts.  this time there will be war until the major-
ity makes the choice to quit fighting.  When it becomes 
clear that war never won anything and that thousands have 
died to feed the power lust of the few, war will be seen for 
what it truly is—an absolute absence of love.  there are 
those who fight because they swear that they love, but it is 
not love to kill the loved ones of others in the name of car-
ing for your own.  All deserve to live and all deserve to be 
loved.  the past that held gods who took sides is dying.  Let 
unity, equality and healing be the standard around which 
you rally as you approach the end of illusions.

in the coming years, the 
old order will continue to 
attempt to keep business as 
usual.  the dichotomies of 
the illusion are becoming 
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more obvious, yet many still have their heads in the sand.  
Aquarius is a sign that sees so far ahead that many make 
fun of the weird ideas about some distant future.  “that can 
never happen; those changes are impossible; people cannot 
live like that,” they might say.  the Aquarian looks into the 
future and sees tomorrow as though it is now.  the illusions 
have created mistakes and misunderstandings that engender 
fear and inspire war because they are profitable to a few.  

A health plan that would protect the people would cause 
the insurance companies to have to be fair and honest.  
these companies are fighting for the right to continue to 
extract their “pound of flesh” for the mirage of protection.  
there is much conflict over a death panel.  Beloved mas-
ters, if you have paid for insurance you have been subjected 
to a death panel for years—“Do you have enough money 
to be considered worthy of wellness?  How long have you 
had this illness?  We cannot continue to pay for your treat-
ment because you are costing us money.”  this is just a con-
tinuance of the façade presented by those who have gotten 
rich by taking advantage of the weak, the ill and the ill-
informed.  Certainly, there is mistrust because you have for 
so long put your trust in those who told you that they were 
trustworthy rather than listening within yourself for divine 
guidance.  the illusory idea that appearances are truths will 
begin to burst like a bubble.  the old order teaches, “they 
dress like winners, they have all the right credentials and 
they say all the appropriate buzz words.  You don’t have to 
be awake or alert or present.  Just do what you are told and 
don’t ask questions.”  Dearest masters, the next few years 
will bring the changes that have been predicted for 2012.  
these changes are happening now because we love you.

the wars are strategy games—“Who is right, who is 
smarter, who is the better: man, country or organization?”  As 
you allow the frequencies of the New Age to imbue you with 
wisdom and compassion, the idea of having to fight for your 
good will becomes obviously ludicrous.  the same is true of 
the financial picture on the planet.  You are moving toward 
remembering how to create what you desire with your mag-
nificent imagination.  in the past you have, supposedly, been 
paid for your worth.  As you recall your divine self, you will 
accept that you deserve the very best and you will bring it 
into being for yourself.  Much of the misunderstanding around 
value will be dispelled as the truth emerges from the mist of 
delusion and disillusion.  Whether it is money, relationships 
or well being, you are capable of bringing all that you desire 
into manifestation now.  You can remember!  

the chAnging floW of tiMe

the world says there is not enough, but God did not cre-
ate a limited universe.  Now that the mind-grid has been dis-
mantled, the changes are occurring so much faster.  People 
who are not aware that they must wake up are acting without 
thought.  the need to be right is reaching epic proportions.  
Beloved masters, be well, be happy and forgive having to be 
right in difficult, burdensome places.  Your mind may still ask, 
“How can these tremendous changes happen?  What can i do 

to help things move more quickly?”  You may have noticed 
the distortions of time.  things are changing very rapidly, but 
to you it may seem as though time is standing still.  You may 
want to know what is going to happen next, but if we told 
you, you would change it, and it would not be as you thought 
it would.  You are coming into your own power to create.  
this power has always been there, but it has been abused for 
a long time.  As you release the fear of being different and 
accept that different is what you are, you literally change your 
cellular structure.  No one outside of you is pulling strings to 
make this happen.  You are discovering that it was you cre-
ating your lives all along.  revelation:  You are a co-creator 
with i Am and always have been.  

the “way-out” stuff of science fiction is all possible.  Not 
just the horrible or the violent or the dreadful, but the amaz-
ing, the beautiful-beyond-belief and the good that takes your 
breath away.  You get to choose what you create.  Pay very 
close attention to where your mind goes when it wanders 
and what concepts you entertain when your imagination 
is working.  Do this so that your creations do not surprise 
you.  Are you planning the painful downfall of those you 
dislike?  Prepare to meet the outcome yourself.  Be aware 
that you will reap what you sow.  the faster the time moves, 
the quicker you will meet the outcome of your thoughts 
and urges.  there is no such thing as an idle thought.  All 
thoughts are active and creative.  “i didn’t mean for that to 
happen” is an excuse, and masters require no excuses.  

the paradigms are changing, the rules are changing and 
the flow of time is changing.  there are warps, gaps and 
gateways in time that did not exist before.  there has been 
a lot of excitement about opening gateways, but very little 
consideration of what could come into your spaces through 
the opening.  Are you calm, centered and connected within 
so that you can meet those who are extremely different in 
looks, ideas and beliefs and not automatically want to make 
war with them?  We, the masters, do not always appear the 
way that the beliefs would have us look.  Can you love a 
man or woman who is down, poor or ugly?  You might think, 
“Well, masters aren’t like that.”  Do not be too sure.  You 
never know when Jesus might appear as a beggar, or any of 
the masters might be walking among you looking “too ordi-
nary to be a Master.”  What about you?  You are a Master.  
How do you look, act and speak?  there is really no rule but 
love as to how masters may look or conduct themselves.

As you move toward 2012, there is the desire that some 
magical event would occur and all of the trials of letting go 
of the past would be swept away.  truly, it could be almost 
that easy if you did not believe that the changes have to be 
hard.  Do you desire a perfect, easy life and yet cling to old 
habits?  sometimes we think to ourselves, “Oh, for just one 
more good fight or to get back or a bit of gossip.  One more 
drink, one more cigarette or one more fix.”  the old ways, 
thoughts, ideas, addictions and corruptions are dying, and 
you are being brought to a place where nothing that you 
have known operates the way you have understood it.  the 
more you allow higher energy of thought and action into 
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the ways of your life, the less the addictions attract you.  it is 
as though the whole world is spiritually going from alternat-
ing to direct current.  Alternating current is listening to the 
ego and then listening to God, and going back and forth in 
confusion.  Direct current is being constantly connected to 
source in love and trusting it.

truth iS A Shining PillAr

When will the war end?  initiatives have begun to de-
escalate, and the old order is resisting the possibility that 
things could actually improve without one hundred years of 
war.  the need to fight is like being in a house of mirrors.  
the cause of the war is a moving target that you can never 
really see—it causes fear, and fear designs its own reasons 
for battle.  there are men who love the intrigue of battle 
just as they would enjoy a chess game, and they do not step 
back to witness the horrors that their game causes.  When 
you are on the battlefield, any battlefield—work, relation-
ships, healing or war—your focus is on survival much more 
often than love.  You follow the orders and do what you are 
told.  War does not give more than a moment to entertain 
lofty thoughts, and individuality is only briefly rewarded, 
even when it is for the good of all.  the battle can pre-
vent great creations from ever being known.  those who, in 
their separation, can kill God’s glorious creatures are sorely 
wounded.  too many are being exposed to so much vio-
lence that human and animal life ceases to be precious.  Our 
desire is that you would heal your own wound and end the 
war that has raged within you for lifetimes.  

When will things change?  When you alter your views of 
life, the design of life will comply.  As it does, you may not 
be fond of the outcome because it can look and feel so dif-
ferent from what you are used to.  How will things change?  
How do you name the changes, for you are the creator of 
your own world that blends with the worlds of all others?  
What will it take to get them to change?  this will happen 
as you forgive seeing them as the enemy and realize that 
they are wishing for a positive outcome also.  it isn’t exactly 
how things will change as much as they can change for the 
best and highest good of all that is important.

is the president going to keep his promises?  One person 
can change the world by holding the intention that it can 
change, but it takes time.  When that intention is magnified 
by thousands who are willing to see changes for the good of 
the whole, then the intentions of that one person can lift the 
world up and hand it to God.  the fluctuations—brought 
about by the disintegration of illusion—are causing energy 
bursts.  some would simply call these sunspots, but these are 
much bigger and more encompassing, as well as what appears 
to be a tower-of-Babel effect that confuses information.  

truth stands like a shining pillar and has no war involved 
with it.  in order to hear the truth, humanity must learn to 
listen differently.  truth is heard in the center of the body 
rather than with the ears.  Much of the reaction that is 
being seen around the world is because all of the changes are 
overwhelming.  None of the changes actually stand alone.  

each and every change is interwoven with all of the others.  
rather than attempt to break the totality of change into 
little pieces, allow that God has a plan that is beyond the 
keenness of the finite mind.  everything that is occurring is 
moving toward a positive outcome.  Worrying—attempting 
to figure things out and trying to decide what to do to—
stops change and just adds to the burden.  it is all about 
energy.  if you desire to alter your future, change the flow of 
your energy.  Move it in channels of peace, power and pros-
perity, and be amazed at the outcomes that you bring forth.  

Because you are in the process of remembering, your powers 
of manifestation are increasing.  if you have some idea what 
is going on, it helps a bit.  But for those who are discovering 
their power and believe that it is evil or fearful rather than 
natural, life can become the “twilight zone.”  everyone is in 
Mastery 101, 202, 303 and up, even if they swear they did not 
sign up for the course.  What will 2012 bring?  the doomsday-
ers can see nothing good about it—only the end of the world.  
Beloved masters, we see unlimited possibilities and potentials.  
it is a turning point toward good.  When you are taught that 
there is nothing worth living for and that is enforced by each 
life experience, you begin to believe that that is all there is.  
We are attempting to put before you a different scenario.  Life 
does work, good does exist, you are magnificent and the por-
tals of higher good are opening to you now.  Will you move 
toward the future with heart and mind open, eyes shining 
with hope and promise, or will you close your eyes in the hope 
that you will not have to watch the end of the world?  either 
way, you will see what you design.  there is no right way!  

Z            Z            Z

the illusion is ending and what is real will come to pass.  
Clinging to the past will not stop the changes.  take any part 
of life that you might ask about and know that how you hold 
the energy within you will determine the outcome.  Look-
ing outside yourself to place blame for misfortune is a part 
of the illusion.  You absolutely must bring the changes to 
you, and you cannot do it alone.  it is about the multidimen-
sional weaving of energy flows—some might call it cosmic 
multi-asking.  You are being shown how to draw energy from 
numerous sources and resources to bring into being a future 
that you desire.  so it is, beloved masters, until we meet again 
in the future nows.  in the greatest of love, i bid you adieu!  i 
am your humble servant, the Lord st. Germain.   Z

rowland, Molly: Various, Ushering in the Real and True Eden
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Experiencing Lack and 
Abundance in 2010
Golden Arrow through Alexandra McColm Ward

G reetings to you, greetings to you indeed.  truly, it is a 
pleasure for us to be here with you, to communicate 
with you and to commune with you in this way.  it 
is truly a delightful experience for us.

What we would like to share with you all is that from our 
non-physical perspective, the turning of, or the coming into, 
that time frame of 2010, December to January, so to speak, is 
not climactic; it is not a frame of reference from one to another.  
From our perspective, time has no relevance at all.  What is 
relevant is your state of being, your state of belief and your 
state of observation about your life and your existence.  in this 
way, it does not matter if it is the year 2010, 2011, 2034, 1918 or 
2000 B.C.  time and age do not matter, for in actuality there 
is no such thing.  All of earthly existence on the planet, all 
physical existence, is in the moment.  this means that as you 
live your life—as you live that time capacity of minutes, days, 
hours, months and years—what is important is what you do 
with that life, what you believe about it and how you perceive 
those moments.  that is what is important.  

gloBAl vieWS of Deficit

Now, from a global view, all of you have different views, 
different concepts and different beliefs about what you call your 
economic condition on the planet.  For us, our observation is 
just “what is,” so to speak; it is what you all have decided is going 
to be consensus reality, yes?  Consensus reality is how all of 
you have decided to view something, to create and experience 
something.  At this time, you have the experience that all 
of you are viewing and experiencing in your own way, what 
we call “lack” from our point of view:  A lack of money, lack 
of energy, lack of enthusiasm and a lack of total, abandoned 

enjoyment.  You all have decided how you were all going to 
view life in this last year, and during this year, you have all 
decided to view it from a different perspective than you have 
from years before: 2004, 2005, 2006 and so on.  those years 
were fairly abundant, yes?  so now you have decided that you 
are going to view the opposite of abundance—the perspective 
of deficiency—and we would say to you, “How is that?”  We 
ask you how is it for you to view the opposite, the lack?  What 
has been your experience?

I prefer to see the other.

We understand.  How has the experience been of the 
viewing of the opposite of abundance?  How has it physically 
and emotionally been for you?

Well, there has been emotional distress accompanied with it, but I 
have learned, also, that it is my creation, so I’ve been working on 
reversing that.

Yes, and so let us use a blanket statement.  All of you on 
the planet have viewed your own particular life’s experience 
in the home, in the family and on the job, and you all have 
viewed your own life’s experience from a place of lack—just 
that view of it, and that is all.  Lack is what you all universally 
have decided that you were going to take a look at, but that 
experience of absence is a frame of reference, that’s all.

Now, with that simple concept, a concept that is not 
complicated at all, you all decided, universally, to take a 
look at the opposite of abundance, which is deficit: a lack 
in health, lack in finances, lack in job, lack in food—even a 
lack in living, if you take a look at some parts of the Middle 
east.  so since you’ve all decided to view the lack, here you 
are lacking in whatever form you are experiencing.  Let us 
say this about lack:  really, there is no such thing at all; it 
is just a framework of reference.  there has been deficiency 
available at any point, at any time for anyone throughout all 
of history and throughout all of 
your incarnations.  there has 
always been that dichotomy 
on this planet—the up and 
the down, the black and the 
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white, the abundance and the lack.  so now, in the last two 
years or so, you have decided to take a look at lack.  

controlS on reSourceS

Let’s look, just for a moment, at how it all began:  What 
we’ll call the manipulators of the planet from our view, those 
that put themselves in the position of control of whatever—
money, finances, drugs, hospitalization, health and all of that—
and those who have put themselves in position of making 
decisions—making determinations, making judgments and 
controlling outcomes—those individuals decided that they 
were going to manipulate the world’s economic condition, 
which controls the stock market, which in turn controls 
money, which in turn controls health, medicines and drugs. 
it is a domino effect, and all of it is related all of it is included 
and nothing is excluded.  On this planet, you call it a “trickle-
down effect,” we believe, meaning that it affects all.  

About those who were and are in, as they believe, 
“control” of outcomes on this planet—the big oil companies, 
those that are making the millions and billions—let us say 
this: for all of the lack that is around, there are hundreds 
and thousands who have not felt one bit of deficit at all, and 
those are the individuals that are in control, so to speak, of 
the resources of the planet.  they have not been affected 
by it at all, because, you see, they are the controllers.  And 
therein lies the experience that all of you are having on the 
planet—what is called lack.  

liStening to lAck

Now at any point in time, all of you can make the 
statement that you are not going to experience lack or even 
the feeling or the emotion of it.  At any point in time, you can 
look at your abundance and what is magnificent around you 
and in your life.  Let us say to you that those who have put 
themselves in the capacity of control and making decisions 
know that they are magnificent and know that there is no 
lack within them at all.  

so how can you then go about living your life as though 
there is no lack at all?  You can, because in actuality, there is 
not.  it depends upon how you look at it; it is how you believe 
about it, how you see it and how you observe it.  How is that 
going for you?  if you would like for your experience to be 
different, it is very simple indeed.  the difference lies within 
you, as it does with all things.  if you are not feeling well, 
make the determination of why it is that you are not feeling 
well, why is it that you are experiencing dis-ease.  What does 
this feeling have to do with how you believe about you?  

Globally, we would say that the interaction that you all 
are having on the planet with lack is because you decided 
that this was the way you wanted to perceive life.  so what 
is lack showing you?  if you have lack in your body, your 
body is telling you something, yes?  if you have lack in your 
finances, this is also telling you something, yes?  if you have 
lack in your belief system—or even believe that there is such 
a thing—why is it that you are believing in this way?  What 
is there for you to see about you?  this has nothing to do 

with anyone else at all; you just all have come together in a 
consensual reality to agree that you are going to experience 
and look at the state of lacking.  

All right, let’s look at it:  What does it mean to you?  Maybe 
you have lost your home to foreclosure; maybe you have lost 
your job when a company went out of business.  Maybe you 
have experienced lack in the framework of a family member 
who has left your family, who has died and moved on.  All of 
that is a picture of lack, yes?  And we would say that in that 
entire picture, in all of that—losing your home, losing your job, 
not having enough money, not having enough food, someone 
close to you dying, leaving you—there is a gift contained inside 
of it.  in all of those experiences, there is the opposite of lack 
that is there staring you in the face, and that is abundance.  

chooSing to See ABunDAnce

so we would ask all of you how you could change and 
turn around this consensus reality that you live in called 
lack.  Our answer to you, from our non-physical view, is that 
you look just at your own life.  it does not matter what any 
other person thinks or feels and believes about their life 
and themselves; it does not matter to you at all.  it is how 
you think, how you believe and how you perceive your life 
to be.  And if you perceive your life from the view of lack, 
that is exactly what you will experience and what you are 
experiencing.  so to turn it all around, it is up to you to see 
the abundance—to pick out the gift, the miracle and the 
abundance in every part of your life.  instead of looking at 
what is missing, look at what you have that is abundant.  

see the gifts in your life.  if you are someone who is living 
on the street, you are called homeless from the perspective of 
the rest of the world, and yet we would say to you that most 
who live on the street do indeed see the many gifts that they 
have.  it is a gift to them not to have the responsibility of a 
home—not to have the financial responsibility of having a 
home or paying rent.  Ask them, and they will say that to 
them, being homeless is very well a gift to them and that it 
is what they prefer; if they did not prefer it, they would have 
something different, yes?  

How can you go about seeing the abundance, seeing all of 
the aspects of you that are abundant?  We say it is as simple 
as an intention and a declaration, and even without the 
intention and declaration, it is easy to see the abundance 
that each and every one of you has.  You have chosen life on 
this planet, in this body.  What a gift that is!  You are here 
to expand and grow, to evolve.  What a gift that is, yes?  so 
an appropriate intention for you to declare would be, “We 
intend and declare to see the abundance in everything in our 
life, to see everything that we have and that we experience 
from a place of abundance.  We bring that view to us now 
and forevermore.  thank you so much, and so it is.”

chAnging conSenSuS reAlitY

From our perspective, lack does not exist.  From our 
perspective, from the view that we see of all of you on the 
planet, there is no lack at all.  All of you are abundant in every 
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way and in every aspect of your life.  so, we ask you, what 
is it that you are experiencing that is abundant?  List your 
abundance on a piece of paper: get into a quiet, meditative state 
and list everything that is abundant in your life—anything 
at all and everything at all.  List all of those things that you 
know that you have abundance in.  this could be one page or 
two pages; it could even be three or four pages.  

List all of those things that you experience and have, and 
let us point out a few:  You have eyesight, you have hearing, 
you have a beautiful body, you are able to get around, to walk, 
to move around, you have a belief that you are abundant and 
you have a belief that you are here on this planet for a very 
big reason.  it was not an accident or a coincidence at all that 
you were born and have this life that you are experiencing.  
You did this: good job, well done!  

if you have a job, you have the gift of a wonderful job.  see 
the greatness in it, the abundance in it.  if you have a family, 
see the gift and the abundance in your family.  if you have 
a home, see the abundance that you have in that home and 
in everything around you.  You have a roof over your head, 
so say, “thank you very much.”  You have a beautiful home: 
“thank you very much.”  Or you have a beautiful room to 
live in: “thank you very much.”  List all of those things in 
your life that you are abundant in, and each day that you 
wake up and every night when you go to sleep, take a look at 
that abundance, take a look at that list, take a look at your 
life and see the greatness in it all.  

As you see your abundance, it spreads throughout the 
universe.  When you spend your time and your moments 
during your day looking at your abundance, will there be 
any time at all to sink into the perception of lack?  We 
think not.  As each one of you count your blessings, so 
to speak—as you see the abundance, the greatness of your 
life, spending the time and energy to put yourself in that 
place of seeing your abundance, being in it and being with 
it—that is what expands universally, that is what expands 
throughout the planet.  We say to you that many of you do 
spend your time looking at your abundance, looking at your 
blessings and looking at all the things that you have in your 
life that are gifts.  Many of you are already spending your 
time doing that, and the energy of the planet is, indeed, 
accelerating and changing.  

the gift of lAck

However, it has indeed been a gift for all of you to view the 
opposite of abundance, what you call the lack.  that has been 
a gift.  Let us say this to you, as a blanket statement to all of 
you, that you are the gift.  Whatever you are experiencing—in 
your body, in your home, in your family—it is a gift for you 
to remind you of who you really are—this grand, creative self 
being.  How much better can it be than that?  You are God, 
experiencing life in human form.  so let us ask you this:  
As God, do you choose to experience abundance or lack?  
it is truly up to you.  From our view, from our perspective, 
you all—regardless of who you are, where you are, where you 
inhabit part of this earth—have created the experience of 

viewing and observing what it is like to have lack.  
Now there are people in many parts of this world and 

of this planet that experience lack all the time but do not 
feel that it is lack at all.  it is what their life is all about; 
it is just living.  You would view it as a lack, because you 
have a beautiful home and a beautiful family.  You are living 
in abundance, so you view what they are experiencing as 
definitely deficient, but they don’t experience and view 
it at all as lack.  so, as you can see, it is dependent upon 
personal perspective.  it is up to you to view yourself and 
your surroundings as you desire them to be.  it is as simple as 
that.  if you desire to see it differently, state, “We intend and 
declare to observe and view our surroundings and our life 
from an abundant view only, and we bring that view to us 
now and forevermore.  thank you so much, and so it is.”

the choice iS YourS

We come from a place, a belief system, that is only 
abundant.  We do not experience lack in any form.  this 
is our view; this is who we are.  We have come to extend 
our invitation to you all on the planet and this readership 
to experience life on this planet from an abundant view, 
and it is our purpose to share with all of humanity that 
intentions and declarations are what changes energy; 
they are what change solid to liquid, from static energy 
to mobile, heightened energy—to openness, to flying and 
to experiencing all that is magnificent on this planet to 
experience.  We have created the intention and declaration 
that is universal law, from our perspective, to help humanity 
to aid humanity, to change your surroundings, the belief 
systems of your life’s work, your life’s living and your daily 
mundane life, for this is who we are.  

From our view, we understand all that you create, all 
the experiences that you see from a place of lack.  We 
understand—truly we understand—because we are viewing 
it as you are experiencing it and creating it.  it is all right.  
that is who you choose to be in this moment of now, and 
we say to you that you can choose differently in the next 
moment of now.  What it takes is practice; practice telling 
yourself how abundant, how magnificent and how great you 
truly are and going about taking action of that.  

so we say to you all, how would you like to see and 
perceive the year 2010 to be for your life?  each one of you 
has a different view.  truly, it is up to you, and if it is not 
going the way that you would like it to go, change it with your 
intention and declaration to be exactly how you prefer it to be.  
Do not be concerned about anyone else.  Do not worry about 
your neighbor or about your ruling governments; you just be 
concerned with you.  Go about living your life as you desire it 
to be, and watch how that expands out from you.  

so we say to you all, see the grandness in each moment, 
in each day that you create your life.  see the grandness in it 
all, because you as the Creator do, indeed, create grandness.  
see the good in all that you are.  Live that.  And so we will 
leave the body at this time and offer to you all blessings, 
peace, harmony and joy.  so be it!   Z
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The Tipping Point
Simion through Jill Mara

W e are simion, the evolutionary Collective of 
seventh-dimension lightbeings.  this com-
ing year of 2010 is bright with possibilities 
for your evolution.  We see a rising intensity 

of focus among the bearers of light on your planet.  there is 
a strong wave of probability that involves many souls on a 
path of enlightenment that will pave the way for humanity 
and Mother earth.  the potential is there, and this is uplift-
ing news for your world and many beyond.  Many will join 
and assist in brightening the vibration of your system in this 
coming year.  

We see 2010 as a tipping point.  if there is a time to 
put forth your efforts and shine your light, it is now.  the 
openings to cosmic energy points and beings that can aid 
your journey are acute.  the frequency is also heightening 
to allow individuals to tap into their true soul light and shed 
the veils that have kept them from springing forth with 
their unique gifts.  the year of 2010 is a time of magical 
discovery and increased sensitivity for those who attempt to 
open themselves to their potential.   

SuggeStionS for nAvigAting 2010
the trials and tribulations of the last several years 

can be transformed into awakening in 2010 that leads to 
ever-accelerating vibrancy in the following years.  this 
increase can push your species and planet into the next 
dimensional shift as early as the predicted 2012, but much 
depends on how each individual soul takes on their part in 
sharing light from their source.  this coming year is a time 
to shed the perception of trouble and strife and exchange 
that vision for one of transformation, growth, sharing and 
envisioning the new reality that you are striving for.  this 
is a year for letting go of the old and preparing for a new 
you and a new experience of reality.  We suggest you do 
the following to make the best of the insurgence of high 
frequency light this year:

Acknowledge what is holding you back from being true 
to your path of light.  Ask for guidance in releasing these pat-
terns once and for all.  Allow yourself freedom from the fears 
that keep you from being true to your soul’s desire to share.

go for it! Whatever your soul has been aching to do, 
be and share of itself, begin or continue to do it no mat-
ter how absurd, silly, impossible or risky it appears to your 
rational ego self.  take steps toward shining your particular 
creative spirit no matter how simple and insignificant your 
self-doubt makes it out to be.  Follow the quiet part of your 
being that knows what to do.

be prepared to flow with synchronicity.  Being too rigid 
with plans will not work with this new energy.  You must be 
willing and able to let go of expectations for particular out-
comes.  Paths of light may meander in an unforeseen way, so 
be ready to flow with your intuitive senses and look for the 
silver strings of light within seemingly challenging or unex-
pected circumstances that alter your original motions.

use your imagination, please! You have an amazing abil-
ity inherent in your imaginative natures.  tap into the magic 
and power of your imagination.  imagine your soul is sharing 
its unique qualities and imagine what that would look and 
feel like.  imagine you are already sharing the enlightened 
soul that you in fact already are.  Your imagination is always 
a doorway to the core level of creational being.

See the light in others and give them the gift of yours 
in all your interactions.  simply imagining others filled 
with a spark of creation will change your relationships and 
allow you to see the potential in your meetings.

Keep the vision of an uplifting future alive.  When you 
feel down or fail to see how the human race will ever realize 
the error of its ways, switch gears.  refocus on the lightbear-
ers and all the amazing work they are doing, along with all 
the guidance that is available from other beings.  Bring your 
attention back to the light within, its power of transforma-
tion and its ultimate ability to rise above any turmoil.

Pay attention to your soul perception sensations 
as outlined below.  Practice becoming more aware and 
sensitive to these signals.

Seven Soul PercePtionS 
to AcknoWleDge

the ability to sense with 
your soul perceptions will 
evolve with practice.  At 
first it involves a great deal 

keY PointS
in 2010, the availability of cosmic energy and guid-• 
ance is especially acute.
“We assure you that if you begin to give some atten-• 
tion to these out-of-the-ordinary perceptions, you 
will be encouraging your soul to communicate on 
another level.”
Much that was once hidden in the past will be • 
revealed in 2010, and though some revealed secrets 
may appear negative, they contain the foundation 
for amazing transformation. JiLL mara

jill@simion7d.com
www. simion7d.com 
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of trust in senses that you previously would not have paid 
attention to, and therefore did not develop for the most 
part.  We would like to outline some of the sensations so 
you may recognize them.  We encourage you to take note 
of when you sense in these ways, no matter what level of 
development you are at presently.  For some of you, these 
may already be developed, while others may be merely 
on the verge of trusting or just noticing such sensations.  
When you feel or notice the following, acknowledge it.  if 
you can, allow yourself to flow with the sensation to see 
where it may lead.  Any or all such perceptions may be 
your soul speaking to you.  Of course, you may think you 
are going crazy, but you will feel and be quite sane.

Visual anomalies, such as colors or clouds in your vision, • 
brightness around people or objects, shapes appearing 
in your line of sight and blurry or tunnel vision.  these 
can be signs of connection with another dimensional 
perception or indicate a path or topic to be pursued.
Out of the ordinary sounds, such as ringing or voices • 
in your head, especially sudden and unexpected mes-
sages that seem illogical and random.  sounds in your 
ears can be a way of getting your attention.  take 
heed of what is happening when you experience this, 
as well as any peculiar message that seems completely 
out of the blue.  Your soul and guides will purposely 
catch you off guard so that a message stands out from 
the usual noise of your brain.
Buoyant sensations that draw you to a place or situation • 
inexplicably.  this would be a light feeling, not heavy 
and burdensome, but free and floating.  if there is a heavy 
sensation, stay away.  But if it is buoyant, go with it.
repeated visions and imaginations of people and situ-• 
ations.  Allow yourself to follow a vision mentally to 
see where it takes you.  Often images that repeat have 
some special meaning for you or are trying to tell you 
something important.  
unpleasant feelings in your gut.  these sensations can • 
be warnings of lower energy interference and call for 
mental and spiritual protection.  Feelings of nausea, 
headache or other unexplained physical sensations in 
a place, or around certain people, can be warnings that 
negative frequencies are intruding or that you are over-
loading your circuitry and need to step away.
tingly surge of energy in your body, often in the hands • 
or top of the head.  this is an indication of connection 
to source light.  take note at these times of what you 
are thinking, doing or associating with.  it will always 
mean you are on a connected frequency.
intuitions about people, places or events.  trust the odd • 
and seemingly unknowable.  At least listen and observe.  
You will never give your soul a chance if you do not lis-
ten to what you know that appears to be unknowable.

We assure you that if you begin to give some attention to 
these out-of-the-ordinary perceptions, you will be encour-
aging your soul to communicate on another level.  the sen-
sations will increase and become a valuable guide by which 

to navigate.  the more aware you become of your soul and 
its connection to various frequencies, the more likely you 
will create with power and intention.  When your soul is 
placed in charge, you will be in the flow of light transfer-
ence.  this energetic flow is where creativity can flourish.  
When you put your soul in the driver’s seat, you will be able 
to create without the preconceived limits that you previ-
ously had blocking your way.  

When you follow the sensations describe, you will be on 
your way to allowing your soul to take charge.  You can then 
fly through blockades on a personal and global level.  As you 
imagine the boundaries dissolving between you and objects 
in space and time, your soul is set free to create something 
new.  imagine your present life without all the blocks you 
have placed upon it.  What would you create?  Before you 
can be or create anything new, you must be able to imag-
ine and feel the new reality.  And you must trust the sensa-
tions that lead you to become more than you are.  Nothing 
was ever created without first being imagined and tested.  
Allow yourself the freedom to embark on a journey of soul 
discovery that you never thought possible before.  stretch 
beyond your fears, insecurities and doubts, and follow the 
signs of your soul.  use your new connections and ultrasen-
sory perceptions to assist you in creating a new, soul-mind’s-
eye vision for your future, starting now.

A YeAr of DichotoMieS

there will be two dynamics at play in 2010 and beyond.  
One is the breaking down of old patterns and abusive man-
ners and systems.  the other will be the core-level rebuilding 
of the consciousness that governs your behaviors and organi-
zations.  While the old is slowly—or quickly in many cases—
falling apart, there is an undercurrent of reformation.  this is 
not a political or economic rebuilding, although those will be 
transformed as a result.  the movement is within individuals 
who are raising their vibration and using their increasingly 
powerful intentions to reshape the meaning and purpose 
behind all transactions.  in other words, the new world view 
is being created from the inside out, instead of from the out-
side in.  therefore, it is not nearly as apparent as the tumultu-
ous, exterior events.  the internal spirits of human beings are 
adding to a snowball effect that will eventually overtake the 
lower vibrational octave and replace it with an entirely new 
frequency earth.  stay within this flow and you will rise like 
a feather to an enlightened perspective.

We predict that 2010 will be a time filled with dichoto-
mies.  there will be a flip side to all that is occurring.  While 
communications will be breaking down for denser frequen-
cies, relations between those at a lighter frequency will be 
accentuated.  Communications among and from lightbearers 
will be important and enriched in this year.  We encourage all 
of you to take advantage of this energy and share your ideas.  
Many who were previously closed off will be open to new per-
spectives.  this is true in all fields of study and within all cul-
tures.   reaching beyond cultural and academic boundaries 
will be possible this year for those who reach out and pursue 
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Lotus Fire
www.hotpinklotus.com

A Dark Train Passing
Archangel Gabriel through Lotus Fire

Greetings, precious ones.  the time has come for you 
to listen carefully to those of us in the expanded 
realms.  Much has occurred during this past year 
that has to do with extruding your rNA/DNA, 

stretching it and pulling it as though through a small opening 
in order to make the same material stretch out longer.  this 
most intense extrusion occurred near the end of August and 
beginning of september in 2009.  it was most uncomfortable 
due to the stretching or expansion of your rNA/DNA so that 
you might begin to step into your multidimensionality.  

the enD of the DArk

As you know, this multidimensionality has been seriously 
limited for millennia due to the infection of the dark, which 
is being cleared from the planet and its astral plane even 
now.  Many of you are working without conscious aware-
ness, assisting to clear this darkness on the inner planes 
while you think you are sleeping.  We thank you for your 
efforts.  Your help in clearing these last lingering dark ener-
gies is much appreciated, for they interfere with your world 

in ways of which you are largely unaware.  the fact that 
global peace is still lacking in your world has much to do 
with the machinations of these dark energy signatures as 
they put up their last resistance to being transformed.  

Yet the end of the dark is in sight:  From the expanded 
realms, we can see the end as if we were in the air and view-
ing the far end of a train, one that you can only see from 
the side as you metaphorically are stuck on a road in traf-
fic behind a crossbar.  From your vantage point, there is no 
end in sight, but from ours there is.  Much gratitude is due to 
those who are heroically, consciously clearing the dark while 
awake to end its interference in your lives and in your world.

cereMonieS BeneAth the eArth

Many have begun to discover, honor and take advantage 
of caves within the earth.  this is just the beginning of what 
will become a major trend in your culture, as you return to 
Gaia—the womb of earth, your mother—honoring her and 
celebrating her glory.  the act of returning to the womb by 
going into caves and holding ceremony, particularly cere-
mony that includes sound and music, will begin to increase 
in your spiritual practice.  

in particular, you will use auditory resonances that are 
focused with the intent of 
giving back love to your 
mother the earth and reso-
nances that carry the intent 
of healing and of calling 
upon loving energies in 
the expanded realms.  this 
will be to the benefit of the 

keY PointS
the time is coming very soon when the dark times • 
that have infected this planet will pass away, like a 
long train passing in the night.
the passage through the darkness will be assisted by • 
starbeings and other extraterrestrials who will begin 
to communicate more openly with humankind.
New appreciation for earth will bring healing and • 
harmony through the wisdom of plants and mycelia 
as human beings recognize their place on the planet 
and continue on the path of ascension. 

discussions.  Get out and speak your mind this year—you may 
just be heard because you have the potential to influence key 
people on your path to the benefit of humanity.  

SecretS exPoSeD

Much will come into the forefront that was hidden in 
the past, including such areas as uFOs, psychic phenom-
ena, healing miracles and government cover-ups.  these 
unveilings may not be presented as such, but will be 
inconspicuously or inadvertently exposed on purpose or 
accidentally.  regardless of the motives and means for the 
revelation of hidden knowledge, the information will be 
bold and cause stirring in many fields of study.  there will 
be a number of shocks and seemingly unbelievable new 

discoveries and exposures this year.  Watch for these in all 
areas of life.  

Again, there will be two sides to the story.  Many secrets 
will appear to be awful, but hidden in the circumstances will 
be amazing transformations that change underlying dynam-
ics.  these changes will happen on a small and very large 
scale.  Look for them in your own lives, your communities 
and the world.  there will be drastic differences in the way 
events are interpreted.  We recommend that you look for the 
meaning and the potential bright side to all changes and take 
the new knowledge to its highest level.  this is a time for 
much learning to occur and great discoveries to be put forth 
on your planet.  Make the best of this fantastic year and it will 
be a tipping point for personal and earthly evolution.   Z

Mara, Jill: Simion, The Tipping Point
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earth and all its inhabitants.  this tendency will be growing 
worldwide.  these are powerful sounds and will be received 
by the earth and resonated back to you from the earth in a 
way that has not been possible in millennia.

Like sleepwalkers, most of you have been completely 
oblivious to the fact that there are realms beneath the sur-
face of the earth.  You have stumbled along on the sur-
face as if blinded to the fullness of All within, and there is 
indeed much fullness within the earth.  this planet has a 
natural healing resonance, particularly if you are in a cave 
inside the earth.  

Part of your sleepwalking has been orchestrated hypnoti-
cally by a frequency put out by many beings currently resid-
ing within the earth to prevent your entering and “pollut-
ing” the space they inhabit with your vibratory cacophony.  
As you heal, it becomes more appropriate for you to enter 
the earth, and it will be welcomed more as time goes on.  
salt caves will be especially significant for conducting heal-
ing ceremony, but almost all caves will be positive for heal-
ing of all concerned.  sacred space clearing may be neces-
sary in only a few caves.  

living off of PrAnA

More attention will soon be paid to food.  People will 
find new ways to nurture their bodies.  it will become 
more apparent that live food, which has a measurable aura 
because it is alive, nourishes the lightbody, while cooked 
food, which is by definition dead, and has no aura, cannot 
feed the lightbody.  there will continue to be a growing 
trend toward eating live food.  this refers to live plants; this 
does not indicate in any way raw animal matter.  

Additionally, more people will begin to live strictly from 
prana and gradually begin to stop eating food and begin to 
live on light itself.  there is a strict protocol for making this 
transition to living on light, and we are not suggesting you 
try this on your own and starve to death, but techniques can 
be found by doing research on your internet to find those 
who have made this transition to living on light and prana 
successfully.  Learn from them how to make the transition.  
they can teach how to release food and slowly replace it with 
prana from the sun.  there is a reason you have the type of 
mitochondria that you have.  You were made of light, and 
you are designed to live off of light; there is prana in Light.

 extrAterreStriAl contActS reveAleD

More of you are becoming aware of communication from 
your guides, angelic beings and helpful, extradimensional 
beings from other densities and realities.  some of these are 
starbeings, meaning that they have reached a level of expan-
sion in their density that allows them to comfortably exist 
on and within stars rather than planets.  Many of you use the 
term “dimensions” when the more correct term is “densities”; 
it is important to your understanding for you to make this 
distinction.  Many starbeings are communicating with earth 
beings to assist in this shift, as they have experienced many 
such shifts themselves.  More and more, the starbeings will be 

bringing messages to certain ones of you.  these messages will 
be especially helpful in bringing new forms of healing and 
sacred ceremony as well as techniques for easing the transi-
tion into what you term the higher frequency of ascension.

expect more disclosure from various governments about 
massive secrets that have been kept from the public, includ-
ing alien bases underground, reverse engineering from cap-
tured crafts, alien bases on the far side of the Moon and trea-
ties and pacts between aliens and governments.  so-called 
“aliens” connected or tied to these admissions will be found 
to be tied to certain multinational corporations that have 
been blocking the release of this information to keep humans 
entangled in their clutches.  One of the techniques has been 
a Machiavellian attempt to control the world’s food supply.  
this attempt at control of food supply will fail, and it will be 
these same aliens whose presence has been so stoutly denied 
who will assist with the reverse genetic engineering of the 
food plants of earth.  this will clean up the food plants and 
anything living that has had its genes altered by feeding upon 
these GMO plants.  the Grays will help with this.  

When we speak of starbeings and aliens, we are speaking 
of very different groups of beings.  starbeings are very much 
more evolved in their level of frequency.  the Grays, or aliens, 
cannot live inside stars, yet they do have a certain high level 
of technological advancement and a different frequency than 
Homo sapiens.  there is much variety among the “not you.”  
the Hathors of Venus will be coming in more prominently 
to teach sound Healing.  the Ankenash, a group from sir-
ius-B, will be continuing to bring in eDiNA energy medi-
cine through this channel, and there are many more groups.  
each group has its role, and all want to help humanity during 
this time of profound emergence.  Human frequencies will be 
raised to communicate with these beings, not the other way 
around.  they will not step down their frequencies to be per-
ceived but rather will step up yours.

AlliAnceS forgeD With WiSDoM keePerS

expect an alliance to begin to be forged between the 
indigenous wisdom keepers and those in the West who are 
capable of disseminating information globally and instan-
taneously.  When the time comes for this information to 
be disseminated, it is important that the wisdom keepers 
have access to immediate worldwide communication.  they 
know they need the West.  in 2010, the West will begin to 
know how much they need the indigenous wisdom, and an 
official alliance will be forged.  this will be in the highest 
and best good of all humanity.  

More members of Western civilization will begin to con-
tact the spirit world in the ancient way, by making ceremo-
nial use of the indigenous wisdom of both the plant kingdom 
and the mycelial kingdom.  these are shamanic teachers who 
hold ancient wisdom in sacred trust.  Westerners have often 
unfortunately gotten these teachers confused with addictive 
substances, although they are quite the opposite.  

Plant teachers are medicinal in nature and can heal 
physical and emotion illnesses.  the withholding of these 
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sacred medicinal teachers from humanity has resulted in 
the mass insanity that pervades much of this civilization.  
this insanity is evidenced by the addiction to oil, for exam-
ple, which is apparently destroying the very earth that sus-
tains all human existence.  

heAling froM PlAntS AnD MYceliA

Yet there is a wave coming from Gaia that will allow 
enough key people in Western civilization to experience 
this form of healing, effecting change in the entire culture.  
Art and music do not reflect the culture; art and music 
create the culture.  When these people, the transmitters of 
culture, continue to interact with the consciousness with 
the sacred teachers in ritual ceremony, the culture will 
begin to change.  

this change will reverberate out across the planet and 

heal her people.  As said in the beginning, we already see 
the end of the train from the expanded realms.  the train 
symbolizes the powerful destructive force that you see at 
work in your world today.  the plant and mycelial kingdoms 
will play an enormous role in healing the planet.  these 
kingdoms are more powerful than you can imagine.  

Much of what is occurring at present is part of a natural 
cycle that the plants and minerals understand better than do 
humans.  sadly, many people are still tricked by the illusion 
that their conscious minds are the be-all and end-all of evolu-
tion and that, given enough time, the human mind can under-
stand everything.  this prevents them from embracing their 
larger beingness, which exists in the spirit world.  Yet be heart-
ened, as we see even the last of you emerging from that fog 
soon.  We hold you in highest regard and wait with open arms 
as you continue on the ascension path, precious ones!  Z

Fire, Lotus: Archangel Gabriel, A Dark Train Passing

keY PointS
Your heart will bring you solace and comfort in • 
these shifting times.
You need to provide yourself with opportunities to • 
feed your soul.
Your bodies are shifting and changing along with • 
Mother earth.
You must be available to release old energies in • 
order to embrace the new.

therese Dorer
Kamloops, British Columbia

250-578-8437
tdorer@shaw.ca

www.crystalclearinsights.ca

It Is in the Simple that  
You Will Find the Divine
Mother Mary and White Buffalo Calf Woman through Therese Dorer

A highway of light leads to a garden trellis covered in roses of all 
colors: red, white, yellow, peach and pale pink.  Standing at the 
entrance to this garden is a beautiful vision of a woman dressed 
all in white with her hands extended in a gesture of inclusion and 
sweet unconditional love.  As I allow my body and mind to be still, 
I hear the words that are spoken and draw closer to this magnifi-
cent being, whom I have come to know as Mother Mary.

W elcome, all children of the world.  Come 
closer to my heart, dear ones, and enter 
into this spiritual garden of uncondi-
tional love that i have prepared for you 

with devotion and intention.  i understand that you are in 
a period of huge change upon your Mother earth.  i ask you 
to trust that i am here with you as you transcend.  i have not 
left and will continue to hold the space of unqualified love 
for you as you make this journey upon your planet.

Your heArt iS connecteD to Your Soul

today i wish to speak of your heart.  it is through your 
heart brain that you will find solace and comfort in these 
shifting times.  Your heart is connected to your spirit, and 
your spirit is connected to your soul.  imagine your soul is a 
huge collective of wisdom as bright as the sun that shines 
light upon your planet.

Without the sun, you could not reside upon your planet.  
the sun provides light and warmth for the plants and ani-
mals; the whole circle of life is dependent upon light.  it 
is the light that sustains your existence upon the Mother 
earth.  You are truly children of the light.

the same is true of your soul.  Without this huge collective 
of wisdom and knowing, you could not exist as a conscious 
being.  At a soul level, every incarnation you have ever had, 
every emotion, intelligent thought and nuance, is collected 
and honored.  Your soul can be compared to the brightest star 
in the heavens, for it shines bright and luminous.

extending from your 
soul is a gossamer filament 
of light.  this strand is 
your spirit, and at the time 
of your incarnation, your 
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spirit entered your body directly into your beating heart.  
With your first breath, you anchored the light of your soul 
into your bloodstream.  Once anchored, the heart began 
to pump this lifeblood through your body, which carries 
in your DNA the soul wisdom from all eternity.  this soul 
wisdom can be called your divinity and feeds your body, 
mind and soul.

in 2010, You Will Be  
ASkeD to folloW Your heArt WiSDoM

Without this spark of divinity, you would not exist on 
any level, not in human form or in the perspective of the 
larger consciousness of the universal realms.  Your soul is 
infinite and eternal, and the essence of its wisdom resides 
in your heart.  so paying attention to your heart wisdom is 
imperative for these shifting times.

Following your heart allows you to connect directly to 
the vast wisdom you have amassed from every lifetime you 
have had on this earth and as an infinite being of the cos-
mos.  the wisdom of the heart always comes from your emo-
tions, desires, intuition and knowing.  i ask you to trust this 
unequivocally, for it is truth.

this year of 2010 is one of huge power.  When you add 
the numbers two and one in the year, you get the number 
three, and this gives you a key to the power of this year.  the 
triad has always been a powerful force and is the basis of the 
pyramids, which are energy vortexes upon your planet.  i 
direct your attention to the power of three in relationship 
to your body, mind and soul.

Over the millenniums, the grand experiment has been 
to integrate the soul and body, and have the mind as the 
director of the human experience.  this allows the spirit 
to have the form of a body to taste, smell, hear and cre-
ate a reality in which to experience the world in a per-
sonal way.  But the body also allows you to experience the 
collective.  Living in a community, you experience rela-
tionships of your extended family or your larger commu-
nity.  these relationships are your greatest teachers while 
in human form.

this experiment of coexisting upon the Mother earth 
was a collective decision by each of you who are reincar-
nated upon the earth.  You all agreed that it was impor-
tant to experience life in a form that would provide you 
with an opportunity for physicality.  i remind you of this, 
for i observe that you may have lost sight of the experiment 
and the importance of the collective consciousness in shift-
ing into the new paradigms that are essential for your well-
being as the planet unfolds.

the Mother earth is shifting, and as you are a child of 
the earth, it is essential for you to understand that you are 
shifting into new paradigms as well.  At a heart level you 
already know this, and so we come back to the reality of this 
year of 2010 where you will be asked to follow your heart 
wisdom.

there are angels, spirit guides and ascended ones wait-
ing to be of service for all of you.  these enlightened ones 

only need to be asked, and they are available to connect 
with you directly.  they will come forward in dreamtime 
and when you go into stillness and prayer.

three golDen keYS to folloW Your heArt

i encourage you to provide yourself with opportunities 
to “feed your soul.”  As you do, you open up and expand 
your DNA, aligning your energy with the divine ones and 
expanding your angel wings so that you can soar even 
higher.  Yes, you are all angels upon the earth who have 
forgotten your true form.  We are so excited to see that you 
are curious, eager to connect in a more direct way with the 
energy and strength of the divine ones.

Notice for yourselves what feeds your soul, what whis-
pers your name.  Where do you feel complete?  What direc-
tion do you wish to journey forth into?  What dreams are 
left dormant that you would desire to bring to fruition and 
completion?

Please do not give up on yourselves, my dearest ones.  Do 
not go into despair or confusion.  these times you find your-
selves in are ripe with opportunity for change, and you are 
stronger and more powerful than you can imagine.

there is a force field of love available to you, and i offer 
you three golden keys to allow you to follow your heart and 
help you to remember the angels you are.

1. the first key is your breath, which allows you to feel 
the divine force field that is all around you.  it cocoons you 
like a thick blanket of love and intention.  You could not 
survive upon the planet without it to provide you with the 
sustenance that is necessary for your well-being.  it is in the 
air you breathe, so when you focus on your breath and call 
this universal love into your heart, you can fill your body, 
nurture your soul, and relax your mind.

2. the second golden key of gratitude brings you into 
present time, which is the only reality you have.  this helps 
you to disconnect from the frenetic energy of projecting 
into the future and belaboring the past.  i encourage you to 
connect directly to the energy of sweet gratitude; as you do, 
it will feed you with the nectar from your soul.  it will help 
you to gain perspective on your life and your place within 
the larger collective, remembering that what you do at a 
personal level affects the collective.

3. the third golden key is the art of allowing, opening 
up your heart to acceptance and receptivity.  this is of the 
upmost importance: trusting and understanding that you 
are one of a kind in the whole universe, honoring that your 
journey upon the Mother earth has a purpose and you can 
make a difference, and allowing yourself to receive and give 
unconditional love.

i offer you these three powerful keys to the opening of 
the doorways to the divine: your breath, gratitude and the 
art of allowing.  these are the simple yet powerful messages 
of support i provide this day.

Children of the earth, i thank you for this opportunity 
to touch your lives and ask you to trust that i am with you 
when you call.  i am Mother Mary.  
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As I ponder the words of our sweet Mother Mary, I hear in 
the distance the sound of the drum, like a steady beat that comes 
louder and more present to my consciousness.  I then see a circle 
of elders, indigenous grandmothers in a circle.  Emerging from 
the circle is White Buffalo Calf Woman.

Message from  
White Buffalo Calf Woman:

Shedding the Old

W elcome, rainbow children of the Mother earth.  
We are pleased to be heard this day.  With the 
power of the drum we come to you and ask 

you to feel the drum in your heart, which connects you to 
your sweet, eternal, cosmic Mother earth.  Your heart beats 
strong and sound in your chest, and we ask you to align this 
vital organ to the heartbeat of the Mother earth.

Your Mother called you here from a soul level to walk 
upon her belly, taste her sweet nectar of air, water, fire and 
earth.  these are the elements that make up the Mother 
and your body.  it is important to honor your body; it is a 
composite of stardust that has formed in a miraculous way 
to be unique unto you.  Your body is made of the same mat-
ter as the earth and will return to the earth when your spirit 
chooses to go home.  so as your sweet Mother earth is going 
through changes and shifts, you may be noticing that your 
bodies are also shifting and changing.

SuggeStionS for 2010
i offer you three suggestions to help you as you go into the 

year of 2010 and the unfolding of the new consciousness:
1. Allow yourself enough sleep.  this will be essential, 

for in the nighttime your healing angels are able to come 
and cleanse your body and mind, and reconnect you to your 
soul—allowing you to connect to a strong dream body.

2. Discern the food you put into your body.  i suggest 
it be as pure and connected to the Mother earth as pos-
sible.  Any time you can eat food grown in your garden or 
close to your home, you will receive the most life force from 
the food and from the origin of the food, Mother earth.  i 

ask you to be grateful for your food and to give thanks to 
Mother for her bounty.  As you do this, you bring yourself 
into reciprocity with your Mother.

3. Take time to play upon this beautiful benevolent gaia.  
she is full of playful energy and will sing to you with the 
sound of the creeks and streams, caress you with her breeze, 
kiss you with the warmth of the sun, and rejuvenate your 
body, mind and soul.

i come forward today with the energy of the elders.  i 
extol you to call upon your heritage, your personal grand-
mothers and grandfathers, knowing that each of these souls 
incarnated upon the planet with intention and brought 
with them wisdom from their soul.

You Are the oneS You’ve Been WAiting for

there is so much support for you, rainbow children.  We 
encourage you to trust and know you are the ones you have 
been waiting for.  As you call upon the grand ones who have 
gone before, you are also calling in your past lives.  You 
wrote prophecies you are now living.

this year of 2010 is one that will bring new revelations 
on a personal level, peeling away more of the old stories 
and negative energy that you may be carrying on an indi-
vidual level.  this shedding might be uncomfortable, but it 
is essential.  You must be available to release the old way of 
engaging in the world in order that you can receive the new 
energy, which is a clean, clear energy of transformation.

i bring your attention to the serpent.  this old and 
ancient energy can be called upon during this process.  the 
serpent sheds its skin, and in the process of growing back, 
the new skin transforms.  the new energy will be very quick 
and instantaneous, so as quickly as you can think up a new 
idea, you will notice that the universe is ready to answer it.  
remembering the energy does not discern for you negative 
or positive—that is your job, so you want to be clear and 
uncluttered from negative thoughts.

the three steps i have suggested might feel simple, but it 
is in the simple that you will find the divine, aligning your-
self with the Mother earth to ground yourself and allow the 
heartbeat of your being to connect to the heartbeat of the 
Mother. thank you, rainbow children, for hearing my words.  
Walk in beauty.  i am White Buffalo Calf Woman.  Z

DELL MORRIS, THE COWBOY HEALER

Renaissance of Quantum Healing
Awakening of a Rebirth in Quantum Healing

Increase Your SEXUAL ENERGY!
Turn Back Your BIOLOGICAL CLOCK with

Youth and Vitality!
Heal Your Personal Relationships, Pets,  

and Your Life!
Learn about Dell’s Powerful, Life Changing Healings and Workshops 

Visit www.dellmorriscowboyhealer.com or Call Chari Grenfell 541-848-7491

Dorer, Therese: Various, It Is in the Simple  . . .
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T he year 2010 is a year in which a lot of your spir-
itual work will bear fruit.  At the same time, if 
you have avoided certain issues, they will prob-
ably come up as well.  We have always put a lot 

of emphasis on clearing and cleansing, whether you do 
that through prayer, meditation, chanting, yoga, inquiry 
or other methods.  the cleansing of your energy systems 
is what is important.  that does not mean you have to be 
in perfect health, always happy and never bothered.  You 
can have health problems, relationship problems, finan-
cial problems and all kinds of other issues.  What we are 
talking about is inner strength.  

the year 2010 will be rocky for some, but if you are a 
lightworker and have done your best, do not worry.  those 
people who have been stubborn and have refused to look 
at issues or forgive certain people who have held grudges 
and nurtured negativity, should watch out, however.  We 
tell this to you, dear lightworkers, because you will be 
needed.  You will be surprised when the most hardheaded 
people will turn to you and say: “Now, you do that medi-
tation every day and it helps you.  Could you teach me?”  
You will be in demand.  

Will some lightworkers move on?

some will, but many will stay.  there is much oppor-
tunity for growth, even for advanced souls.  the den-
sity of this world can be a challenge that can help you 
strengthen your spiritual muscles.  some lightworkers 
have had enough and want to go to other realms, and that 
is okay.  Many, however, feel they want to move on, but 
their soul whispers in their ears: “stay; there is more to 
learn here.”  Living on earth right now is an incredible 
opportunity, even though it may not feel that way when 
your back hurts, there are bills to pay and there is catastro-
phe on the news.  

SloW DoWn AnD finD PeAce

some of you feel overwhelmed, so slow down but do 
not give up.  Fruits will come: the fruits of joy, equilibrium, 
peace and calmness.  there will be times when the body 
will hurt and a neighbor will quarrel with you, but you will 
feel peace.  the mind will say: “Oh, i should be upset right 
now” or something like it, but you will be in peace.  that 
is what it is about: not getting thrown by circumstances—
and yes, maybe the next day you get upset—but the sense of 
peace, of equilibrium, is there for you.  underneath, there is 
peace—even if you forget.  

the year 2010 supports this sense of peace underneath all 
the chaos and frustration for those of you who have worked 
so hard—those who have prayed, meditated or chanted and 

those who have been honest with themselves and observed 
your thoughts with love and discernment.  You have eradi-
cated conditioning, or at least a big part of it, and that has 
made it easier for peace, your true nature, to shine through 
even when you are angry.  emotions will still come and go, 
but you won’t be so attached to them, and they won’t sway 
you so much.  You might even later laugh at some of the 
things you said when upset.  

there will even be more looseness with your anger or 
sadness.  You will not be so identified with it and, at the 
same time, you will not be trying to suppress it.  that less-
ens the emotional intensity, which is good.  Your friends, 
or at least those who have also released conditioning, will 
also be easier to deal with.  the attitude will be one of 
“live and let live” rather than “i am right, and you have 
to submit to my will or opinion.”  You will still meet the 
latter kind of people, but by now you know how to not get 
caught in their drama.  

oPPortunitY for Service

“there is nothing to do” is the mantra of some.  it is 
true on an absolute level, but in duality, action needs to be 
taken, and meditation or energy work are a good example of 
such actions.  it is true that, as your frequency rises, you will 
pause more and more before 
you do anything.  “there is 
no problem, really” will be 
your first impulse, and then 
an action will follow and 
you will do something that 
is of the highest good for all.  

anina DaVenPort
AninaDavenport@earthlink.net

AninaDavenport@gmail.com

Hold On to the Light
Saint Francis through Anina Davenport

keY PointS
this next year will be a wonderfully productive • 
year for lightworkers, as much of your work bears 
the fruit of balance, joy, peace and tranquility.
As you continue to release your conditioning, • 
remember to slow down and to help others to 
do the same as they come to you for help and 
healing, seeking harmony in your interactions 
with others.
seek peace and divine light in your thoughts • 
and your choices of spiritual guides, looking for a 
lightness and soothing spirit.
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928-776-1717
PO Box 4074 

Prescott, AZ 86302 
davidmiller@groupofforty.com
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keY PointS
the year of 2010 is a year of preparation for the • 
transforming energies of 2012.
“the starseeds will finally begin to integrate their • 
third-dimensional lives with their higher, fifth-
dimensional connections.”
Planetary cities of light will play an important role • 
in the reconciliation energies of 2010. 

Reconciliation  
Of Polarizations
Juliano and the Arcturians through David K. Miller
27 September 2009

Greetings, i am Juliano.  We are the Arcturians.  the 
year 2010 represents the key year for the approach 
of the 2012 energy.  Our research indicated that 
2012 is really a turning point for humanity rather 

than a time of cataclysm.  there are many important issues 
that are facing humanity and humanity’s relationship to the 
earth.  these issues are so important that if they are not 
resolved in the most favorable and highest energy, then a 
downfall for humankind's existence on this planet is likely.  

the good news is that there are many seeds of positive 
change that can still be planted.  We see that 2012 repre-

sents a marker.  All seeds of change necessary for the con-
tinuation of the evolution of humanity must be planted and 
incubated between now and 2012.  We are referring specifi-
cally to the Mayan concept of the winter solstice in 2012, 
approximately December 22.  there is this period that still 
remains on the planet in which positive changes and can 
be manifested and instituted.  Changes begun in 2010 have 
the possibility and the probability of reversing many of the 
“irreversible issues” that seem to face humanity.

these issues that need to change are now manifested 
through polarizations and are also seen as conflicts.  these 
conflicts are manifested not 
only in man’s relationship to 
the earth, but also in social, 
political, economic and 
spiritual matters.  this year 

the year 2010 will have much opportunity for service 
work for lightworkers.  People will be willing to pay for 
spiritual counseling, energy work, bodywork and so on 
because they will now see the benefit.  Many people’s 
minds have sped up to such levels that it has become pain-
ful for them.  You will be asked to help people to slow 
down and release some of the stress.  thought work will 
be popular—anything that helps to release old beliefs and 
thought patterns.  energy work and music and insight will 
all be put together in sessions for people, and they will 
look to you lightworkers.  

I have heard that chanting mantras benefits nature.

 Not just nature—it also benefits other people, your 
house and the spirits around you.  All are benefited.  Don’t 
let others tell you that this is a waste of time.  if you are 
sensitive, you can feel how the atmosphere gets purified 
by such chanting.  Your energies also become purified by 
chanting or listening to chanting.  People will come back 
to prayer, chanting and meditation.  What else will cure 
the restless mind?

finDing PeAce in Your thoughtS

Does it help to watch your thoughts?

Yes, but do it lightly; don’t get attached to them.  they 
are just thoughts.  Let them come up, watching them come 
through like clouds on a summer day, but don’t take them too 
seriously.  One problem with therapy is that sometimes peo-
ple get hung up on certain thoughts.  so remember that they 
are just thoughts.  A good therapist will teach you to observe 
your thoughts but not to take them too seriously, and a good 
therapist will have some lightness about her or him.  

How do I know a spiritual teacher is good?

Do you feel peace after seeing this teacher?  Has your 
mind been bathed in the soothing glow of divine light or are 
you more restless?  that’s the test.  

Z            Z            Z

We want our lightworkers strong and happy.  Don’t buy 
into the news or the newest craze.  Hold on to the light.  
Yes, it is not always easy, but you’ve come this far.  Much 
good will happen for you in 2010.  Z

Davenport, Anina: Master Saint Francis, Hold On to the Light
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becomes the year in which the beginnings of the reconcilia-
tions of the polarizations must and will occur.  You will see a 
major change politically in the world in 2010 because many 
of the world leaders reluctantly are seeing that the difficult 
changes must begin.  Leaders will begin to see that there is 
no longer time or room for postponing things.  they will see 
the wisdom of reconciliation and pay attention to resolving 
polarizations.  Polarizations that are unchecked and unre-
solved will begin to manifest more dramatically in 2010 
as open conflicts.  these open conflicts will give political 
world leaders the strength and the courage to begin to make 
the changes necessary for reconciliation.

fifth-DiMenSionAl energieS

in a sense, 2010 can be looked at as a year of reconcili-
ation of polarizations.  this is also true for your personal 
issues and development.  Many of the starseeds have polar-
izations in their personalities.  Many have polarizations in 
their personal life, which now—with the energy of 2010—
will provide the opportunity for reconciliation.  On the one 
hand, the starseeds now feel the fifth-dimensional energies 
and experience the wonderful spiritual light that has come 
to the planet.  i want to emphasize that never before have 
there been so many spiritual beings and high spiritual energy 
on the earth.  Never before have there been so many spiri-
tual masters on the earth.  Never before have there been so 
many spiritual teachers.  Never before have there been so 
many opportunities for spiritual groups to work and perform 
their soul missions on this planet.

this has come at a time of great population expan-
sion—the high numbers of spiritual teachers and workers 
on earth are still small compared to the intense world pop-
ulation.  this too represents a polarization.  On the one 
hand, you have the obvious conflicts between many politi-
cal groups nationally and internationally.  On the other 
hand, you have a stronger contingent of spiritual light-
workers who possess great spiritual tools and energy.  A 
small group with spiritual truth and that holds connec-
tions to the higher light in the fifth dimension has the 
power to dramatically affect the world energies.  this is 
why we are optimistic about 2010—we know that the spir-
itual forces on this planet are becoming stronger, and the 
starseeds themselves will begin to reconcile their spiritual 
energies with the third-dimensional energies.  this will 
allow the starseeds to finally begin to integrate their third-
dimensional lives with their higher, fifth-dimensional 
connections. 

One of the major, personal reconciliations of 2010 is to 
balance work and daily life with the spiritual energies.  this 
represents true spiritual mastery—the ability to work in the 
third dimension with fifth-dimensional energies, enabling a 
transformation and an evolutionary leap in the third dimen-
sion.  in order for the evolutionary leap to occur, higher 
energy spiritual beings must integrate and reconcile fifth-
dimensional energies and fifth-dimensional perspectives into 
the third-dimensional life.  

PlAnetArY citieS of light

Many starseeds have asked:  “What do we do about poli-
tics?  is it necessary to become politically involved?  What 
do we do about poverty and suffering?”  the year of 2010 
is a period of reconciliation of higher energies with third-
dimensional energies.  therefore, 2010 is the appropriate 
time to become involved in a spiritual, fifth-dimensional 
way with these difficult but important political issues that 
must be reconciled.  these include those issues of the 
earth—its environment and changes.  All of the changes, 
especially the earth changes, are still amenable to human-
ity’s influence up to and including the 2012 turning point.  

Humankind is finally going to learn and believe that there 
is a relationship between people and the earth.  the earth 
has been signaling them; the earth has been communicating 
with humankind.  these signals and these communication 
links will become more obvious and more accepted in 2010.  
this communication includes crop circles.  Crop circles them-
selves are part of earth’s effort to communicate to human-
kind.  the earth and inner-earth energies are connected 
to higher, fifth-dimensional galactic energies.  remember 
that the earth communicates with humans; it doesn’t do so 
through words but instead through symbols and energies.

Of course, one of the shared concerns of humans and 
the earth is the weather.  the weather now can be viewed 
more realistically as part of the earth’s attempt to commu-
nicate to humankind.  When we look at 2010, it is going to 
become more obvious what the nature of these communica-
tions are and what the meaning of these new weather pat-
terns are from the earth.

the Arcturian starseeds are working to create planetary 
cities of light.  Planetary cities of light are enclaves on the 
planet that are devoted to holding fifth-dimensional ener-
gies.  these cities are an important step in the planetary rec-
onciliation that will be happening in the year 2010.  in these 
planetary cities of light, there will be more communication 
with the earth; each of these cities will be holding fifth-
dimensional energies in order to anchor higher conscious-
ness.  the goal of 2010 is to anchor the higher consciousness 
into the evolutionary linkage of humans, so that the next 
step of human evolution can occur and be sustained.  that 
evolutionary step has to do both with higher consciousness 
and the relationship of higher consciousness to the planet 
earth.  this energy will be anchored and expanded in 2010.  

Z            Z            Z

Finally, our evaluation of the different scenarios of the 
economy and of the political and social situations revolves 
around this idea of reconciliation.  Also be aware that the 
reconciliation often begins after a period of polarizations 
and conflicts.  Many of the conflicts that are already obvious 
to you in 2009 will become more dramatic in 2010.  How-
ever, these conflicts and polarizations will finally be able to 
be resolved and reconciled.  You personally—as starseeds—
will also feel the power of this reconciliation between your 
higher self and your earth self in 2010.  i am Juliano.   Z
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Beginning a Massive  
Shift Toward Feeling and 
Heart-Centeredness
Edgar Cayce through Bente Hansen

G reetings.  Greetings.  As you well know, i always 
am delighted to respond when you ask me to 
speak.  You have even defined the topic!  that is 
interesting, for as you know, it is my tendency to 

discourse on topics that i know are of relevance to the large 
audience that these messages reach.  Yet within the defini-
tion or the scope of the topic you have provided, there is 
much opportunity to address many of the subjects or areas 
that are dear to me.

As always i find it interesting that there is so much focus 
and attention addressed to knowing what is going to hap-
pen.  it is this timeless human desire to know that all is 
well and that all will be well, the desire to know in advance 
what is likely to unfold in order to be better prepared for 
that unfoldment.  Yet in reality, for most people, many of 
the situations that arise in their lives do so unexpectedly, 
often with no obvious forewarning.  this is due largely to a 
lack of awareness or because their interests are so focused in 
the future or the past that they overlook the signs of what 
is occurring in the present moment.  However, enough of 
that!  the topic is “2010 and Beyond.”

tiMe AS You knoW it iS coMPreSSing

As we near the end of 2009, i know there will be many in 
this readership who will be saying, “Oh, what a relief—2009 
has been an eventful year.”  For many it has been calami-
tous, for others it has been challenging, and for some there 
have been so many incidents, issues and situations that 
have arisen that 2009 could readily be viewed as the year in 
which life took control.  By this i mean that rather than the 
individual taking control, the tables have been turned and 
life, the events of life, the unfoldment of issues and situa-

tions, have determined what has occurred during 2009.
in actual fact, what has really taken place is that there 

has been an escalation in the energies that are affecting 
human evolvement.  As such, these energies are increas-
ing in intensity and are bringing to the surface for each and 
every individual many opportunities for letting go of old 
belief systems and limiting attitudes and perspectives, fears 
and resistance.  the year 2009 has afforded splendid oppor-
tunity for magnificent spiritual growth.  All this is leading 
to the transformation of human consciousness.  Yes, this 
you well know, but many of you were not aware that the 
journey would be this uncomfortable.

time as you know it is compressing—compressing in 
such a way that you will find that no sooner does one thing 
happen or one event occur in your life, then you have no 
time for reflection, no time to ponder, to think about it or 
to even respond, before another event occurs, then another.  
All these incidents and issues that occur, one after the other 
after the other, are not occurring because you are meant to 
be overwhelmed.  they are occurring to support your ability 
to live in the moment.  As you learn to deal with each issue, 
you will find that your focus becomes more present.  in that 
present focus, you will soon find yourself feeling more cen-
tered and stable, able to give attention to whatever crisis, 
issue or situation is drawing your attention.  As you become 
more focused and able to do this, you will find that the 
many issues or chaos that occurs will become less and less.  
Oh, these past few years, since the turn of the millennium, 
have indeed been intense.

For many, life feels as though it is driven or experienced 
at top speed.  Visualize yourself driving a vehicle.  When 
you first get into your vehicle, you warm it up gradually; 
whether your vehicle has 
automatic or stick transmis-
sion is irrelevant.  the vehi-
cle warms up gradually until 
such time when it gets to a 
speed where it builds up the 

keY PointS
As time compresses, you’ll find that you become • 
more focused in the present and thus more centered 
and stable.
this inner transformation humanity is undergoing is • 
leading to a state of heart-centeredness and feeling.
there will be many changes in society in the coming • 
years, but the greatest changes will come from within.

Bente hansen
845-454-1248

Bhansen9@hotmail.com
www.dynamicenergyhealing.net
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revs and is able to drive effectively in top gear.  in terms of 
your lives and experiences, you are now functioning in top 
gear.  there is less time for inner reflection.  the moments 
for you to look back and plan forward are decreasing, and 
this is of necessity.  What has begun will continue in order 
to support you through a significant transformation.

huMAnitY iS unDergoing A MASSive PArADigM Shift

Let us now explore how this transformation is unfolding.  
From many perspectives, life seems to be challenging, if not 
chaotic.  there is no doubt that there are many individuals 
who are wondering just what they have signed up for.  they 
are questioning their reasoning for being here at this time.  Yet 
on a deeper level, this is as it is meant to be.  For those who 
understand the dynamics of the transformation, i know you 
are excited to be here.  You will walk your journey in a state 
of feeling focused and centered, knowing full well that all is 
unfolding and transpiring in a way that is shifting humanity 
gracefully and confidently to another way of being.

Humanity, as such, is undergoing a massive paradigm 
shift.  there is no other way to express it.  this is the shift 
that all souls who are in body have chosen to experience—
such gallant beings, such courageous souls, knowing full 
well that your journey this lifetime would be the culmina-
tion of many lifetime journeys.  in undertaking this particu-
lar lifetime, you knew you would be healing the suffering, 
pain and karma of all prior lifetimes.  Not only that, you 
also have embodied to support this beautiful planet as she 
too undergoes a major transformation.

the transformation of which i and many others speak is 
not about an external transformation; it is an inner trans-
formation.  it is a transformation that is leading to a state 
of heart-centeredness.  Heart-centeredness is a way of func-
tioning that is very different to how most people are used to 
functioning.  Over the past several thousand years of your 
civilization, the predominant means of functioning has 
been through the mind.  the mind has been greatly valued 
and has been viewed as the tool by which one gauges one’s 
success, one’s intelligence and one’s functioning within a 
very linear world.  As you move into 2010 and beyond, you 
will find a significant and, at times, a halting journey—a 
journey where you will be hesitant, possibly even reluctant, 
to become more heart-centered.

the year 2010 will provide many opportunities to become 
more feeling and to work with those feelings.  in many 
instances, this will mean that the feeling response will over-
ride the logical response.  this will also mean that the feeling 
response will gradually become more acceptable and more 
valued within society.  it is very easy to focus on the feeling 
response when calamity and disaster occur; there have been 
many of those opportunities in recent years.  However, there 
are now upon this beautiful planet many clusters of lightbe-
ings who are emitting this heart-centered feeling with such 
powerful resonance that the affect of this resonance is begin-
ning to be felt by those who have not previously understood 
or even connected with their own state of feeling.

chAngeS in fooD PreferenceS

in shifting to a heart-centered and feeling approach to 
life during the coming years, you will find greater aware-
ness within the population for the need to respect all who 
inhabit this planet.  this includes the animals.  Many of 
the animals who are grazed and raised for food are kept in 
abysmal conditions.  they are deprived of their birthright 
and instead have been put into bondage to humanity’s need 
for animal flesh.  there will be a slow but gradual shift in 
human consciousness around this.  those who advocate 
eating a non animal diet will begin to exert greater influ-
ence.  this is also largely due in fact to the shifting aware-
ness that is occurring within the general population.  As 
the awareness shifts, there will also be greater consciousness 
and increasing sensitivity.

Already many people are finding that there are changes 
in their food preferences. Many are finding that their bod-
ies desire foods that are natural, that are not contaminated 
in any way—foods that are light and that support the body 
rather than weigh it down or damage the body in any way.  
the movement toward vegetarianism will be a slow one, 
but it has commenced.  You will begin to see a marked 
increase in the demand for wholesome, healthy, non-con-
taminated foods.

the issue of water will be on the agenda in the com-
ing years.  Potable water for underdeveloped countries will 
become a dire priority.  the signs indicating there are prob-
lems in this area have been self-evident for some time.  How-
ever, due to changing climatic conditions, potable drink-
ing water will become a main agenda item for many welfare 
agencies.  Be prepared for some amazing technologies that 
will support the restoration of the dirtied waterways.  these 
technologies are already available and there are more on 
the horizon.  Within the next few years, you will see that all 
individuals, regardless of where they live, will have access to 
quality drinking water.

the reSurrection of coMMunitY

As you well know, there is significant reporting and focus 
on such human-made structures as the economy and the 
housing market.  these are merely undergoing a restruc-
turing process.  this is not to minimize the discomfort and 
concern experienced by many as they observe their real-
ity crumbling.  it is obvious that there are many in the 
world who have deep-seated issues around money.  these 
issues reflect the concept of scarcity.  Due to the restruc-
turing that is taking place in world markets—economic, 
agricultural and other—the creativity and the innovative 
spirit of humanity will once again rise to the fore.  Where 
there is a declining economy, there will be resourcefulness 
within communities.

Communities will once again spring up in a way that 
has not been seen for some time.  Over the past few hun-
dred years, the mass congregation of individuals in large 
cities has created a whole host of problems.  As a result of 
this mass congregation, it has become obvious that many, 
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many individuals are out of touch with the seasons and the 
cycles of nature.  there has been a loss of independence, 
and many of the ancient skills have been put to one side.  
During these times of restructuring, there will be a gradual 
reemergence of the concept of community: of sharing, of 
bartering, of finding ways to make do.  All of this is to fos-
ter the feeling of oneness.

there will always be those who will choose to remain 
mired in the old reality.  it is these who will have greater 
difficulty in adjusting, for whether or not one subscribes 
to the concept of paradigm shift and changing times, 
regardless of one’s determination to maintain the status 
quo, there is and continues to be a shift: a shift in con-
sciousness, a shift in awareness.  this shift has far-reaching 
implications for all areas of life, for all aspects of life, for 
everyone upon the planet and for earth herself.  this shift 
is magnificent; it is vast.

As there is more heart-centered feeling and interaction, 
there too will be a shift in what is acceptable to a com-
munity and what is not acceptable.  it will take some time 
for many of the current structures to be modified in order 
to accommodate this shift in consciousness.  However, the 
beginnings are there.

SignificAnt chAngeS in eDucAtion AnD religion

Already within your communities there is much dissent, 
questioning and unrest around many of the institutions 
and their practices that have been acceptable until recent 
times.  education is one such institution.  the young who 
are now being born are not necessarily adapting too well to 
many of the structures that have been established within 
the education system.  these young ones require a different 
type of education in order for them to reach their potential.  
Already many parents are aware of this.  Currently, these 
parents are investing considerable energy and time to sup-
port their children during their formative educational years 
because they can see that the current educational structures 
are not providing what is needed.

in time there will be increasing pressure by the parents of 
these exceptional young ones.  this increasing pressure will 
result in changes to the education system.  these changes 
are long overdue and will be met with resistance, but the 
resistance will be futile.  so gradually there will be a shift 
toward an education system that supports the child where 
the values and creativity inherent in the child will be hon-
ored, nurtured and allowed to grow.

Another institution that will undergo significant change 
is that of religion.  there is no doubt that a great injustice 
has been perpetrated upon the people by those who initially 
controlled religion.  As more and more information is made 
available as to the true origins of humanity, there will be 
great response and reaction from those who uphold tradi-
tional religious beliefs.  there will be much conflict in terms 
of debate and discussion.  there will be denial, but there 
will be evidence that, when produced, cannot be refuted.  
so many of the religious institutions, if they are to survive, 

will undergo a dramatic change.  they will become less dog-
matic and less confrontational.  there will be less judgment 
and ostracism.  there will be increasing acceptance and tol-
erance, and more of the spiritual qualities adopted.  in this 
change, individuals will feel more empowered through their 
own divine connection to the great source.  this process 
has already commenced and over the next few years will 
accelerate.  this will result in great headline news.  there 
will be scandals; there will be upsets.

Yet all this is merely leading to awareness that all is 
one.  From hereon in, after this great change, there will be 
no more killing in the name of religion.  there will be no 
more judging.  there will be no more denying.  religions 
will come to coexist peacefully.  this has not happened 
upon this planet for over 2,000 years, but that great time is 
coming.  it is indeed something to be excited about.

For those who have this awareness and understanding, 
do not hide your light.  Do not deny your knowing.  share 
it freely at every opportunity.  there are many, many in this 
world who are seeking, who are not fully satisfied, whose 
needs are not met by the faiths to which they espouse.  so 
for those who hold the light, now is the time to speak your 
truth.  Oh yes, you will find resistance, you will find denial.  
But now is not the time to hide your light.

You are not here to become a spiritual zealot determined 
to convert others to your belief systems.  You are here to live 
your life as a spiritual being.  through your very actions and 
words, you have the means to communicate the power that 
is held when you are a lightworker.  Now more than ever is 
the time for all lightworkers to be seen, to be heard, and to 
have their vibration felt by those in need of it.

the greAteSt chAnge Will coMe froM Within

the coming years promise much change within every 
level of society.  the greatest change, as i have already said, 
will come from within.  these changes include:

Letting go of old dogmas and beliefs• 
No longer aligning yourself to any particular sect, • 
religion or organization that is not heart-centered
Allowing your thoughts to be clear and pure• 
Learning to appreciate what you have and living in • 
gratitude
Feeling and becoming one with All that is• 

the time of isolation and separation is rapidly coming 
to an end.  those who are of the light are the way-showers 
for those who need a guiding hand.  Be strong during these 
times of change.  Feel your center.  Feel your heart.  When 
you feel your heart, allow all your actions, emotions and 
intentions to come from a place of feeling—a feeling of 
heart-centeredness.  that is the major change, and from 
that all other changes will follow.  Be alert to the many 
small changes, for they signify that change is occurring 
on a much larger scale.  i extend many blessings on your 
journey.  You are courageous souls, and you are achieving 
miraculous outcomes already.  Farewell.  Z

Hansen, Bente: Edgar Cayce, Beginning a Massive Shift . . . 
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Cosmic Pulse Ascension Symptoms for 2010:

Intense Cellular  
Regeneration!
The Blue Ray Beings through Shekina

Y ou have passed through a cosmic gateway in 
earth’s alignment to the galactic center.  You are 
in the great purification.  Very powerful energies 
of cellular regeneration and rejuvenation are tak-

ing place at a core level of your being.
this alignment has pushed many of the lightbearers and 

starseeds to the edge of their foundation.  the power of the 
cosmic pulse of light has strengthened, ensuring that you 
are heading in the right direction no matter what the situa-
tion appears to be.  (44)

this year you will make a choice that will affect your 
future and the direction of your life path.  this will be a gift 
from the gods and your soul in completely taking back your 
divine power.  You will know which way to choose, for your 
heart and your body will tell you loud and clear!

it is time for you, the lightbearers/starseeds, to take a 
stand in your sovereign right as true cosmic beings of the 
universe.  You will be called into the service of the light 
as many of you have been waiting.  Your ultra-sensitive 
empathic natures will now be one of your most precious 
gifts and treasures.  You will begin to feel assured in your 
true essence and who you came here to be. (33)

coSMic PulSe AScenSion SYMPtoMS

Past health issues will leave for good.• 
More than ever, you will be called to work together in • 
groups and partnerships.
You will have more support in your work and highest • 
purpose.
there will be powerful emotional releases.• 
Core issues will resurface.• 
You might experience difficulty breathing, alerting you • 
that you need to expand, let go and slow down.
there will be times of not eating much and times of • 
being very hungry.

You might need to eat meat and lots of protein, and • 
then need lots of fruits, vegetables and grains.
there will be periods where you need to spend larger • 
amounts of time alone.  this time is to serve you to be 
in your own energies and vibration.
You will experience extra sensitivity to the electromag-• 
netic frequencies of tV, computers, electricity, thun-
derstorms and so on.
You may not be able to speak or think.  You are being • 
recalibrated at a higher level, and this is an adjustment 
period that will end shortly.  As star lightbeings, you are 
accustomed to communicating telepathically and kineti-
cally and need times to be in this way for balancing.
You might experience extreme fatigue from purging • 
and raising your frequency.
You may find yourself retrieving lost aspects of your self—• 
your humor and lighter joyful and playful aspects.
You may have the feeling of a dense energy around you • 
that is lifting.
You may feel your heart awakening and focusing on • 
higher love.
You might hear a crack sound that comes from the cen-• 
ter of your chest.  You are literally expanding your phys-
ical heart energy in your body.
You may feel anxiety.• 
there will be times of increased body heat, similar to • 
hot flashes, where you are burning through layers of 
issues and karma.
You can expect the unexpected and miracles.  energies • 
will be constantly shifting, recalibrating and rearrang-
ing, going one way and then quickly and sometimes 
suddenly the other, until settling occurs.
there will be greater power in consciously direct-• 
ing your intention and 
energy into the no-time 
dimensions for acceler-
ated healing and mani-
festation.
You will receive new • 
guides.

keY PointS
this is a time of great purification as powerful • 
energies of cellular regeneration and rejuvenation 
are taking place at a core level of your being.
As a result, this year you will experience a variety • 
of ascension symptoms in your everyday life, in your 
dreams and in the esoteric realm.

sheKina Patru
561-667-4565

shekina444@yahoo.com 
www.shekinaspeaks.com
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there may be symbols, images, sacred emblems and geom-• 
etry that come to you to instantly expand your conscious-
ness, connecting you to your ascended self. (333) 

SYMPtoMS in Your DreAMS 
You will experience:
Powerful dreams• 
Dreams of death and dying• 
encountering loved ones who have crossed over and • 
meeting old friends
Old family issues and dynamics that create powerful • 
emotions of healing and releasing

Death is the shamanic and alchemical process of new 
birth signaling to you that you are ready to shift into a 
higher expression of who you are and that you may do more 
work in traveling through the dimensions and realms.  this 
also signifies that there is greater power in your dreamtime 
and in your waking state to dream, create, gain insight and 
direct your highest good.

eSoteric coSMic PulSe Shift SYMPtoMS

Past lives are suddenly in your awareness and may lead • 
to discomfort and anxiety in your body.
You have strange and unusual thoughts not of your own.• 
You experience extreme fatigue from light sessions with • 
your higher guides and star family.  By now, many of 
you know when these higher light sessions are taking 
place.  You feel so tired that you need to rest and lie 
down for no apparent reason.  You might lose track of 
time, and that is when you are being worked on.  some 
of you may even be taken on lightships.  
You may see a haze in the room, see sparks of light or • 
feel, hear and sense a greater influx of light.
there may be disconnection from your birth family.  • 
Many will reconnect to their earth families once some 
time has passed at a healthier and higher level that is in 
greater alignment with your true self.  All blue rays and 
many lightbearers will go through this at some time.
You may receive your spiritual name that will bring a • 
greater aspect of your divinity and sacred gifts.
You may speak in the language of light or hear sacred • 
melodies and tones, especially after you have visited a 
sacred site or been in nature.  this language of light is a 
higher language of creation and your soul.  (11:11)

hoW to helP With the Shift

Know that all these symptoms and energies are not who 
you truly are but that they are moving through you.  Work 
with your sacred tools and rhythm and flow of Creator-
source.

Connect with dolphin energy through pictures and • 
meditations.  see yourself playing and swimming with 
them.
exercise through walking, movement, dance, yoga that • 
is gently flowing, rhythm and motion.  Many starbeings 
and blue rays go through a stagnant period where they 

do not like to exercise but wish to be still and medi-
tate more.  some gently flowing movement is vital to 
health and being in the body.
Connect with the sky, ocean or large bodies of water • 
for expansion, better breathing and letting go.  if you 
do not have this nearby, listening to an ocean or water 
CD can have the same effect.
Drink the sacred living waters of life.  Charging your • 
water will increase its frequency and provide greater 
hydration for the cells of your body.
take your glass of water with both hands, saying: • 
“Father/Mother God, Holy spirit, empower and restore 
these waters to the sacred living waters of life, raising 
it to the highest frequency for my embodiment now.”  
Feeling in your body, anchored to the heart of Gaia, ask 
for the cosmic pulse and feel the cosmic pulse through 
your body and to your heart and out to your hands to 
the water, pulsing into the water.
Create your sacred haven and altar where you live, where • 
you can always go to increase your divine power and sta-
bilize your energy fields through the shifting times.
Be expressive within yourself, to yourself and for • 
yourself.
use flower essences and bring flowers to which you • 
are intuitively guided into your home, next to the area 
where you spend most of your time.
Wear colors and bring colors to which you are drawn • 
into your home.  Colors are the frequencies’ spectrum 
of the light.
Make art!  Being creative will help you to stay in the • 
rhythm and flow of Creator-source.  Creativity is the 
Creator energy.
Write and journal.• 
sing, tone and listen to flowing music.  Certain music • 
has healing frequencies that have been created at a 
higher level to assist you in healing, transmuting ener-
gies and staying in the flow.
take a break from your routine.  this allows for the • 
energy to come in.  there will be times when you will 
not be able to work as long as you used to or do exactly 
what you did before.  Listen to your own body rhythms 
and intuition; you will get more accomplished in the 
long run.
Learn, know and sense how to be in the rhythm and • 
flow with your body in relationship to earth’s magnetic 
grid.  these sacred movements from the ancient civi-
lizations and star realms are a lost art, waiting to be 
awakened in the lightbearers and starseeds.  Being con-
nected with earth energies will be vital to your ascen-
sion and balance.  touch the earth every day and allow 
your connection to strengthen.
Check in every day.  How does it feel in your body to • 
be in the divine flow of Creator?  even though you may 
have a schedule and work, make checking in a highest 
priority, allowing yourself and your life to unfold in new 
and inventive ways.

Shekina, Patru: The Blue Ray Beings, Intense Cellular Regeneration
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remember, the old rules do not apply anymore.  Now 
more than ever it is time to put yourself in divine align-
ment, allowing the cosmic pulse to flow through you.  it is 
time that you let go of all you have learned from the systems 

of earth that no longer serve your true essence and beauty.  
All of God and creation are reaching out to you in light and 
love.  We are here in great force, serving and empowering 
you. We are one!  (13)  Z

A Year of the Mighty: 
A Year for Heroism
OMA through Frankie Z Avery 

T he year 2010 is going to be a mighty year.  People 
are going to have to use their might and step into 
a framework of heroics in order for their lives to 
work.  it is no longer a choice.  For the Year of the 

Mighty to work successfully, people will have to be at their 
best.  they will have to look out for their neighbors, and 
they’re going to have to be kind and concerned about their 
neighbors’ children—whether those neighbors live next 
door, live in the next town or live on the other side of the 
world.  in this Year for Heroism, a hero is anyone willing to 
be inconvenienced enough to move out of their corner of 
comfort and safety, look outside and embrace the world.  A 
hero will ask, “What can i do to make this world one inch 
better, safer or lovelier?”

the year 2010 will also be a time of great opportunity, 
and yet people will come together to invoke their best, their 
most heroic and their most concerned selves.  Now is a good 
time to seek safety in the ultimate evolution of the many 
instead of perfection in the protection of the few.  it is no 
longer time to protect the few while disregarding the pain 
and dissatisfaction of the masses.  We see concern about 
kindness and goodness, about caring for and of one another, 
as the most positive aspect of human nature.  that concern 
is adapting you well to the new lights that are coming into 
your planet.  New energies are taking embryonic form on 
your great planet.  Yes, new light and new energies are com-
ing and must have time to gestate.  

neW energieS Begin to SurfAce

Are these new energies of the nature realm?  Are they human?  Are 
they ideas?

they are all of these.  the transformation has begun in the 
world of plants with the angels of plant life, if you will.  You 
saw them many, many years ago in the magnificence of stone-
henge.  Devic energies always begin to prepare the earth and 
the consciousness of the earth before climate changes occur.  
since you are very shortly going to face worldwide food and 
water shortages, the consciousness of the earth will be pre-
pared and willing to take care of it.  Do you see?  

the new energies have begun in the plant world, where 
the angels of plant life are becoming stronger and beginning 
to vibrate once again.  the energy is contagious, and because 
it is of spirit, not matter, it begins to affect humanity.  it is 
beginning to awaken more consciousness in humanity and in 
animals.  “A rising tide raises all ships,” But if it had started 
with humanity, it would have been quelled immediately.  so 
a generation awakening will see the world differently and 
think differently, with much more environmental conscious-
ness than they have had before.  One evolutionary step is the 
consciousness of the existence of a world of plenty in which 
one or two people don’t take everything for themselves.  

liSten to Your heArt

universal upheaval will be occurring in 2010.  Not only 
is it a time to be mighty, 
but it is also time for an 
upheaval.  People around 
the world are going to 
demand peace and act upon 
those demands for change, 

FranKie Z aVery
Knoxville, TN

865-933-3564
www.OMAGroup.net

keY PointS
While it may begin with some challenges, the year 2010 • 
will be a year for mighty changes and heroic actions.
these changes, brought about in part by youth • 
movements in mass communication and the internet, 
will bring about massive positive shifts in the global 
economy and the way that humans approach the 
environment.
if you listen to the song of the heart, this coming year • 
will bring amazing opportunities to take actions that 
will assist, strengthen and bring help to many.
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mostly in peaceful ways.  How wonderful it would be to 
hear the cry:  “Let there be no war!  Don’t make war to 
defeat war.”  this will happen.  

For the rest of 2009 and for the new year of 2010, if you 
can turn your heads away from the voices of the hateful 
few, you will have many opportunities to choose what path 
you want to take.  there will be many differing energies 
entering into the first half of the year; the faces of “love 
thy neighbor” will contrast distinctly with the “take care 
of yourself only” faces.  You could call that the face of love 
versus the face of hate.  Attitudes will take on very distinct 
and disturbing properties, but they will no longer be resting 
in the shadows.  No longer will there be questions of what 
to do, of what is the right action versus what is good for the 
privileged few and destructive for the many.   

the many of you who care, who choose to live, work 
and receive from the heart and not from emotion will see 
perfection, unity and the path of right action.  remember, 
children, that what you call emotion is always in the head.  
if you can, listen to the rhythms and song of the heart as 
opposed to the loud, braying voice of the head.  the head 
will always tell you why it is good to take care of yourself 
first and make sure you have the biggest piece of pie.  the 
head tells you why you must build fences and walls and 
then stay cowering behind them.  Your heart, on the other 
hand, tells you why it is wonderful to release the boundar-
ies, the borders and the walls that you build.  When you 
are in your heart, you are in a true state of living and love.  
Always, always you can listen to the song of the heart.  
this coming year brings such opportunities to take many, 
many right actions that will assist, strengthen and bring 
help to many.  

heroeS in AfghAniStAn

Will we be able to bring more troops home this year?

You will be able to get out of iraq, but it would appear 
that more troops are needed in Afghanistan for the safety of 
the world.  right at this moment, Afghanistan is the lynch-
pin, a safety stop from world mutilation.  the soldiers that 
you have there right now are saving the world from a hor-
rible destruction.  

So the soldiers in Afghanistan are heroes of the rest of the world?  

Yes, absolutely.  We would give a much more fire-and-
brimstone prediction for the next year were you to move 
the troops out of Afghanistan.  Having troops there is the 
greatest wedge between safety and the destruction of the 
world—just a thought.  

What would be the most supportive thing that could be done for the coun-
try and people of Afghanistan by people who are not there with them?  

everyone could send a brick to build a school!  Mail a 
brick with which a building could be built with a wonderful 
cafeteria in it.  Feed the people.  educate them.  And make 
sure the women are fed and educated like the men.

BreAking the Silence

We have said many times that the most dangerous virus 
that resides on your planet is silence.  in this year, a vocal 
subset of society will arise around the world, thanks to the 
use of cyber- and telecommunications.  the uniqueness of 
the internet will bring erasure of borders and boundaries 
and unite many young people.  Have you not heard of the 
Children’s Crusades?  in europe in 1212, the idea of adults 
sending children into unknown territory or battle caught 
everyone’s attention.  

in 2010, you are going to have a young people’s crusade 
begin because of the internet.  this technology will be 
developed by hackers and wonderfully inventive people.  
such technology will permit people of all races and eth-
nicity to communicate without the interference of gov-
ernments or countries seeking to subject people to silence.  
A children’s crusade will rise as voices from all over the 
world begin to sing in harmony.  What will they harmo-
nize about?  they will be harmonizing about peace, about 
health and about the safety to evolve as you want.  they 
will harmonize about the freedom to perfect your mind 
through learning and in ways you never before imagined 
were possible.  

One of the wonderful inventions coming to the public 
in the next few months are computer games that will open 
up new avenues in the brain when played.  Developed from 
theories similar to those upon which programs like Brain 
Gym® are based, they will teach how to balance touch, 
sight and other faculties.  the actual physical minds of peo-
ple will begin to open up in areas of mathematics, language 
and the perception of beauty.  this has never before hap-
pened on this planet.  is that not wonderful? 

corPorAtionS BecoMe More huMAnitAriAn

Another blessing from the use of the internet will be the 
lifting of curtains hiding child labor.  Children in the under-
developed countries have always been used for slave labor.  
Corporations know about these labor practices—even peo-
ple know this and governments know this—and yet they 
nod and go on, acting as if they don’t know.  Children are 
being used to reclaim dangerous chemicals from junkyards 
of discarded technology.  As that is exposed, the makers of 
technology from every country in the world will begin to 
build, advertise and promote the safety of their products 
and their freedom from pollution.  

Living up to slogans like “Free Can Be Wonderful” will 
make companies do good things.  When it is more profitable 
to do what is right for the world and for individuals, com-
panies will finally become humanitarian.  You will see busi-
nesses succeeding only if they have an environmental or a 
humanitarian leaning.  No longer will it be wonderful to 
advertise as some did and yet go about being as destructive 
as they want.  Current change will increase dramatically 
in the coming year because young people in colleges will 
communicate with each other and put the word out to the 
world: the dangerous, destructive or secret will not be safe 

Avery, Frankie Z: OMA, A Year of the Mighty . . .
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in the coming year.  remember, it is a year of the mighty, 
and even the smallest can be mighty.  

ADvAnceS in MeDicine

We have often spoken of technology repairing the spinal 
column.  that is becoming reality as nanotechnology becomes 
more and more available.  Laboratories in countries such as 
Belgium, Luxembourg and France have developed technolo-
gies using nano or microscopic devices that will restore spines, 
vision and hearing in some patients who heretofore would 
have been paralyzed, blind or deaf their entire lives.  

evolutionary medical processes will be found through 
the use of stem cell technology that will bring the masses to 
absolutely gaping awe in the coming year—not just stem cell 
technology, but its offshoots.  What evolves from this?  Ways 
to replicate the density of bones!  retaining strong bones is 
a big problem, not only for older people but also for people 
adventuring into space, because the human bone demineral-
izes when it is in a weightless environment.  technology and 
medicines will restore that.  such science is good for space 
technology and for those with health problems such as osteo-
porosis and other bone-degenerating diseases.  

Work done this coming year will allow you adventures 
beyond the planet and take you to limits as yet unheard of 
in your land-bound world.  You will see people within the 
coming years be able to leave the planet.  People will be 
able to live uncompromisingly with strong bones well into 
their nineties after the discoveries of this coming year are 
made.  No longer will becoming old from the discomfort of 
degenerated bone material be a cause for sadness.  inven-
tions are coming up that will replace the mineralization and 
the strength in bones, so keep a look out for that.  

iMProveMentS in the gloBAl econoMY

Will the world economy improve?  

Yes.  Beginning in september and October of 2010, the 
world economy will be back on the rise as opposed to “get-
ting less bad.”  You will actually begin to see a positive 
growth pattern again.  it will be another year, but remember 
that it will be a quick year.  the very difficulties you faced 
in 2009 and into the beginning of 2010 are going to save 
your planet in the coming years.  the unemployment that 
you see right now is the very thing that is going to motivate 
people and governments to take action good for the planet.  
You will see unemployment in your own country becom-
ing so top heavy that the only way to find work for people 
will be to employ them in businesses that are helpful, not 
destructive, to the environment.  

Once upon a time OMA made a comment that said sim-
ply, “the wealth of the world is dependent upon the health 
of the people.”  Because of the pain of unemployment and 
lack of health care, governments, people and companies are 
becoming motivated to take actions that are environmen-
tally sound and safe.  in doing things that are good for the 
planet, they will thereby do good for the people.    

the crisis of planetary warming is going to reach apo-
gee in July of next year, but because of the consciousness of 
the environment, it will begin to turn around.  so as global 
warming reaches apogee, you will see a world change.  this 
way you won’t have to worry about having a house in the 
middle of the ocean.  

Protecting the environMent

Do drought conditions change some?  

Drought conditions are going to be furious until septem-
ber.  then you’ll see the drought conditions in areas like 
central texas and in some parts of the southwestern united 
states improve greatly.  As we have said, people living in the 
southwest should drink only bottled water for the coming 
year.  Any place in a drought area should confine their water 
intake to waters that have been brought in from other areas.  
some water tables are becoming so low now that it is quite 
dangerous.  When you start finding dinosaur toenails in your 
drinking water, you know that you have reached bottom.  

OMA has always said that the wealth of the planet is 
dependent upon the health of the people.  this is going to 
be proven true more this year than ever before.  remem-
ber that 99 percent of the living space on your planet is in 
the ocean.  the ocean has been affected by your polluting 
for decades and is about to spit back at you.  it is about to 
demand that you care about what is living in the ocean and 
no longer kill, poison or try to eradicate the goodness in it.  
if you kill the plant life in the ocean, you kill the oxygen 
on the planet.  We often speak of the rainforest because you 
can see that.  if you don’t live by an ocean, you don’t think 
about it.  But if you kill your oceans, you kill your oxygen.  
it is that simple.  Life stops.  Life came from the ocean, and 
it stops at the ocean as well.  it is possible that a huge fish 
kill will happen that will awaken the world, the scientists 
and the corporations, for it is time to actively cleanse the 
oceans.  [Now for those of you who are feeling sorry, the 
fish will have volunteered.]  soon you will see a wonder-
ful, wonderful renunciation of the poisons and toxins going 
into the oceans.  

Again, as voices in cyberspace emerge, finally rumblings 
will become a great shout that will be heard calling out to 
protect the environment, especially the everglades in your 
country and the rainforest abroad.  there will be a great 
density of voices saying, “We wish you to keep our planet 
alive and healthy.  We are making it our responsibility to 
see that the best that can be done is done.”  it will also be 
good to hear a great voice raised for the protection of whales 
and seals.  there will actually be a cease and desist order 
written for the hunting of the whales and the slaughter of 
seals, because of raised and mighty voices.  Once again you 
are beginning to hear the words that life is preferable to 
murder.  this is lovely.

remember, in 2010, the Year of the Mighty, even the 
smallest can be mighty.  Children, we bid you all a joyous, 
wonderful and mighty farewell.  Z 
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Use Your Creative  
Power and Watch the  
Miracles Happen!
The Novenian Masters through Nanci Paluzzi

G reetings!  it is our pleasure to be with you on this, 
your day, and to speak with you to remind you of 
the transformation that is occurring upon your 
planet at this time.  it is also a time of transfor-

mation on a personal level so that you will begin to perceive 
your interconnection with all of life.  You will begin to feel 
and practice this philosophy of life.

AlloW the chAnge in  
conSciouSneSS to AWAken Within You

this transformation is occurring with many, many indi-
viduals on a personal level throughout your planet.  this 
is a time when there are enough individuals who are reso-
nating this vibration of interconnection, of appreciation for 
each life form and the gift and wisdom that each experi-
ence brings into your world.  it is because of this that great 
changes are beginning to happen across your planet.

this change of consciousness is one that begins on a per-
sonal level and reverberates in waves outward from that one 
individual.  so we say to you, allow it to awaken within you.  
Allow it to come forth in your daily activities.  Feel the joy 
that it brings.  Begin to go through your life with this new 
perception, with this knowing that you are connected to all 
life.  Begin to realize that, in fact, you are an expression of 
life itself and that you are never parted from that expres-
sion, that creative force that is the divine within all.  When 
you do this, you will look out on your world with new eyes.  
You will live each moment for what that moment has to 
offer.  You will respond to your experience by focusing on 
your connection to all of life and its beauty, the beauty that 
is your experience.

PAY Attention to eArth’S nAturAl cYcleS

For those of you who might be struggling with bring-
ing this forward into your life experience, we would say 
to you, pay attention to the cycles of life.  Pay attention 
to those cycles found within your natural world, earth’s 
cycles.  Allow yourself to align your own life with these 
natural cycles.

We would say that in this new year, in this cycle of 
slumber as the earth sleeps, below the surface there is 
much happening.  there is much preparation for the com-
ing spring.  so this is also a time for you personally to con-
template what it is that you want to create in your new 
year.  through introspection you can begin to nurture 
those concepts, visions and ideas in order to bring them 
forth in this new season of growth that will begin during 
the spring equinox of your coming year.  During that time 
of growth, allow your creativity to expand in each inter-
action that you have with your world.  Follow the natural 
cycles of the earth.

through this period of growth, allow yourself to expe-
rience the creative force within you and you will see that 
miracles will happen.  Within each moment you will be 
practicing the creative process that is your birthright.  You 
will realize the magnificence of who you are and of all of 
life that is creation.  You will realize that what you choose 
to focus upon is what you will bring into your experience.

As you move into the time of abundance, the time of 
growth and the summer solstice, you can rejoice in what 
you have brought forth with your creative abilities!  You 
can appreciate the creative powers that exist within all life.  
Following the rhythm of the earth, you find as autumn 
approaches yet again that the earth shares all of the abun-
dance and prepares once 
again to fall into the slum-
ber of preparation for the 
coming of the new cycle.  
so we say to you, pay close 

keY PointS
the current transformation in consciousness • 
begins on a personal level and reverberates out-
ward in waves.
Pay attention to earth’s natural cycles this year as • 
they are reflected within you, and you will begin to 
recognize your own creative power.
Acknowledging your interconnectedness with all • 
life will bring you peace.
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attention to those cycles within you and you will begin 
to recognize your own creative power.  this will bring to 
you that which you desire, that which you need.  it is your 
responsibility to recognize and take hold of the creative 
power of life!  Join together with all of life to celebrate 
these rhythms and cycles, and to acknowledge and con-
sciously use the divine force that is your connection with 
All that is.

With interconnectivitY coMeS PeAce

in these times of great change in the systems of your 
society, you may decide to consider the value of a more 
self-sufficient lifestyle.  it will be most beneficial for you to 
consider where your food and the essential goods that you 
use on a regular basis come from.  it will be very important 
to have a local source for your food, food that is healthy 
and fresh.  Get to know the resources that are in your local 

community and get to know your neighbors.  Consider the 
interconnectedness of you and all the life forms in your 
neighborhood and around the local area where you live.  
this will be of great value to your physical existence in 
the coming years.

it is important to allow yourself the opportunity to 
appreciate the abundance of life.  spend time in the natu-
ral world so that this appreciation of life can grow stronger 
within you.  Do this and you will find that as you listen to 
the wind singing through the trees and the waves crashing 
upon the shore, and as you feel the sunshine upon your face 
and the dew in the morning grass under your bare feet, that 
you will feel a peace come over you that goes beyond all of 
your understanding.

Allow yourself to bathe in that peace.  Hold that peace in 
your heart as you walk through your daily life, and you will 
create the change that you wish for upon your earth.  Z

A Journey of Love: 
States of Allowance
Nademus through Brenda Hill

Good day, entities.  A fine day it is to speak of what 
you term to be your future—your creation of 
the moment to be sensed, participated with and 
experienced in.  What is termed to be the future 

includes moments beyond your awareness of the present in 
that fictional space you call linear time.  indeed, i speak 
of the future in such a way in an attempt to have you lit-
erally shake off the idea of future and realize the omnipo-
tent moment.  to utilize the moment—the power moment 
of now—you literally enable truth and reveal to yourself 
the power of love in the creation of reality.  Your collective 
view of creation still tends toward the idea about the real-

ity of your creator-ship that lends credence toward a potent 
vision of yourselves as creators—a rather impotent view 
from your pure sense of being.  But take heart.  this is not 
a statement of dismal failure, but rather a notation of your 
position on the verge of making a huge leap, a shift in your 
assessment of self.

Your assessment of self has been so colored and predeter-
mined by the faculties of knowledge that have adorned your 
world for eons.  Now is the time for your future to arrive 
into the moment with the full force of revelation that it 
was always so.  in other words, your future—as you know 
future to be—has always existed in the potential of choice 
in the now moment.  Heretofore, your choices have been 
rather predetermined through the collective agreement in 
assumption.  speaking of assumption reveals a notion of 
thought, a notion of creation, that has stood as a stumbling 
block to your advancement 
and your individual awaken-
ing.  You have been so col-
lectively concerned with the 

keY PointS
“You have been so collectively concerned with the • 
mechanics of creation that the elegance and ease 
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mechanics of creation that the elegance and ease of cre-
ation mysteriously slipped by you—just out of grasp.

love SPeAkS to AlloWAnce

Alas, these times of self-deception are finally behind your 
collective backs.  No longer are you to believe the words 
of creation to be creation.  the imprint of essence rises to 
meet the awakening god in you, and words become a shallow 
representation of what you now know in the depth of your 
hearts—you are love.  Do you feel this splendor?  Do you 
experience the purity of love to its fullest?  Are you prepared 
to exercise love in the upcoming expressions of creation?

i ask you these questions because the coming times, what 
you term your near future, are stacked with opportunity and 
potential for the love you are to be honored, exercised and 
utilized in full-body awareness.  it is not a time for words 
and the shallow belief in words to take precedence through 
default thinking and default choosing.  it is a time for full-
fledged brotherhood to emerge through deliberate inten-
tion and focus.

What does this mean?  When one recognizes love in 
oneself, one realizes it is not a commodity to be doled out, 
nor an energy of relational quality to fulfill and complete 
you as an individual.  Love speaks to allowance as a brother 
and engages with acceptance—acceptance of differences, 
acceptance of uniqueness and acceptance of the inherent 
value of all life.  

You have been reared in an environment of variation 
with millions of species cohabiting upon your lush plane—
in the oceans, the air, on the land and within.  You have 
initiated incredible states of allowance for such variance as 
a matter of course.  Your cohabitation with other species 
comes rather naturally to you, and quite frankly, you assume 
an ease in doing so.  that is just the way it is here on earth, 
and it is an exquisite vision.

But even this ease of species allowance has not stopped 
the prejudice of race, color or status in humankind.  it has 
not made peace in many regions of your world a viable 
option.  some of you kill beloved species, insects for exam-
ple, without a second thought.  so how can i say that you 
have turned your backs on self-deception?  How can i say 
that you know you are love when that love is not being 
expressed in full in all situations?  How?  it is easy.  i am 
not basing this on empty words or even on empty-hearted 
actions reflecting prejudice and intolerance.  i am basing 
my declaration that you now know you are love on the shift 
of awareness that has charged the ethers with the passion 
and excitement of emerging truth.

entities, beloved entities, once you cease living through 
words, statements and beliefs about reality, your true essence 
is revealed in its purity.  And the shift that is occurring 
throughout your globe is a resurgence of connection and 
oneness—first on deeply personal levels, then extending 
sequentially to family, community, state, nation and globe.  
the impact of this awakening is likened unto a wave of light 
passing over the land, enlivening it to truth and potential.

love: A WorD turneD eSSence

i speak of this enormous capacity to love and to be 
love.  this capacity shall have a magnanimous opportu-
nity to express itself in short order.  Do you realize that love 
expresses within personal and collective boundaries?  soon 
it shall become available to test your clarity about boundar-
ies and parameters through the delivery to your conscious-
ness of your true place in the galactic field.  You are soon to 
be faced with enormous revelations of who you are—your 
origins and your purpose upon this world at this potent time.  
the universe has much to show you and there is enormous 
potential and opportunity to test your mettle, your resolve 
and your level of awareness of being love as you come face-
to-face with your space brothers and sisters.  

Love is the unifying thread in this tapestry.  Having it 
strong and pliable allows for what will undoubtedly appear 
shocking at the outset but turn to unfettered excitement 
as truth unfolds before your eyes.  A slide into anger and 
outrage for having been kept in the dark about this is a 
potential direction you may feel entitled to follow.  How-
ever, i suggest you think not of what limitations have 
squandered great potential heretofore, but rather how this 
knowledge can now unite humankind into a momentous 
shift of awareness.

Yes, love will be the defining glue that binds in appropri-
ate measure the galactic cultures and species into a formida-
ble partnership.  Love—when you truly live it and express 
yourself through it—nurtures this species allowance pattern 
that shall make for you a partnership of strengths.  But just 
as you now have parameters and boundaries in your current 
expression, you will want to exercise these attributes with 
your newfound and rejoined brothers and sisters.  

species allowance shall need to extend to an infinite 
variety of appearances and proclivities, all of which are 
individuated aspects of the one.  Allowance for those who 
have held you captive to untruths for eons may seem impos-
sible to employ; however, if you extend this act of forgive-
ness, you free yourselves to live and thrive in a soon-to-be 
open environment of universal life.  Doing so will unfet-
ter your consciousness from the fear that has debilitated it 
for what seems an eternity.  Your inclination will likely be 
to open with such great gusto—once the initial intimida-
tion is replaced by excitement—that you may be reluctant 
to find your experience contained in any way, particularly 
by putting boundaries upon it.  it is wise to do so no matter 
the challenge it may be.  Boundaries and parameters are a 
statement of honoring your individual sovereignty, which is 
something that is newly awakening in many of you.  they 
do not separate, but rather utilize and represent the state of 
wholeness to which you express.

it is important to understand that opening to a greater real-
ity calls for you to express boundaries and parameters from 
the perspective of love rather than the inclination to separate 
and exclude as ego so clearly dictates.  ego is experiencing its 
last stand in the waning days of conflict for conflict’s sake.  
Anything ego can do to elaborate upon the theme of separa-
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tion, which fuels its life, it will do.  Not to mention that the 
ego would go a long way to confuse you on the meaning of 
boundaries and parameters.  so recognize when the love that 
you are is seemingly displaced by fear.  if you begin to see and 
acknowledge difference, variety, change and revelation as a 
frightening movement from the tried-and true-reality you 
once gave words to, then that it is a false notion designed 
to confuse and extract your power from you.  Know that you 
will never feel whole, rich and complete viewing anything 
from, or through, the eyes of ego.

Please allow me to bring more clarity to this idea i have 
been espousing on words.  Words reflect a level of mean-
ing as defining attributes of occurrence, emotion, relation 
and thought.  these meanings take hold with the energy 
based on your own level of awareness and consciousness.  
the higher your consciousness, the deeper meaning a word 
can have.  As a means of pragmatism, there is a general 
assumption that word meanings stabilize society.  Words 
can convey with simple elegance an idea about reality, or 
they can string together in vile corruption against unity.  

But the words are chosen, understood, utilized and accessed 
through consciousness.  Because of the variance of mean-
ing that words convey based on levels of consciousness, the 
resulting assumptions can hold an element of separation—
ego’s greatest tool.  Know there is one word that is so far 
beyond a word, it is an essence.  that word is “love,” and 
that essence is the foundation of life.

Z            Z            Z

it is the essence of love that communicates beyond limi-
tation into the arena of spirit.  And it is through united 
spirit and soul that your awakening selves are fostering a 
great shift of consciousness that shall take you beyond 
words and into that place of light that truly defines who 
you are.  You are on a journey, a journey of love, and the 
ride is spectacular.  enjoy every loving moment of it; when 
you do, you arrive moment by moment at your destination 
of home.  You are greatly loved in all you do.  i am Nade-
mus.  i bid you adieu.  With God you Are, and i Am.  so be 
it.  indeed.  We are one in love.   Z

keY PointS
“Your reality is the result of the forms that represent • 
the collective consciousness of your specific society.”  
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Choosing Connection to 
Usher in Change
Vywamus through Dorothy Bodenburg

What is the theme for 2010?

T he theme for 2010 is choice.  Humanity is always 
looking for something to change in a specific time 
span.  there is an illusion that time has the abil-
ity to hurry up desired outcomes, but time is irrel-

evant in the continuous human drama.  it is only useful in 
describing events in a defined context.  the understanding 
of human nature and how man interacts on planet earth is 
a continuous experience.  it is an experience that demands 
choices in order to survive.  each second, hour, day, month, 

year, decade, century and millennium has provided a time 
and space for man to choose, react and respond.

every choice and decision has consciousness.  And 
consciousness, like all energy, is a continuum of moving 
vibratory matter that makes connections with like kind.  
these connections of vibratory matter connect, coalesce 
and become perceptible consciousness.  As you connect to 
and process the unlimited levels of consciousness that are 
available to you, your interpretations become more con-
crete.  Your interpretations move from awareness to form.  
there is a process or slowing down of energy to construct 
a structure that moves from the “aha” to visions, inspi-
rations, imaginations, concepts, thoughts, instincts, emo-
tions, feelings and actions.  
All the steps in process-
ing and interpreting con-
sciousness have a structure, 
that creates a form.  Forms 
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are the implementation and application of your personal 
interpretation of consciousness.  they result in all the 
ideas and concrete ways that create your reality.  

they are the houses you live in, the food you eat, the 
culture you create and the institutions that organize peo-
ple and resources.  Your reality is the result of the forms 
that represent the collective consciousness of your specific 
society.  that is why the diversity of countries is so inter-
esting to observe.  However, in observing these countries, 
the different beliefs that come from the consciousness of 
people in the country still do not consume all the poten-
tial and possibilities for humanity.  even if you take all 
of history—from an evolutionary perspective of man to 
the present—there is so much more that is available to 
humanity.  that is the hope for the future.

What consciousness of humanity is charged with energy now?

Humanity is investigating different forms of connection.  
People are making choices of the multiple ways to connect 
to themselves, friends, family, communities, states, nations 
and the world.  Because of technological advances such as 
the internet, cell phones and WiFi, the opportunities for 
connection is unlimited.  Of course, how opportunities are 
expressed and played out is still under the providence of 
human nature.  No longer can governments hide abusive 
and restrictive policies that infringe on human freedoms—
the consequences from these erroneous choices are easily 
known to the world.  New possibilities for those afflicted 
emerge through the reaction and feedback by other nations 
and individuals.  the world leaders have to make choices 
about how to respond to an injustice.  expansion of con-
sciousness is available as the bedrock of change.

the internet also provides a means to gain informa-
tion and use it maliciously with the intent to harm others 
and make gains only for selfish needs.  Like all forms, the 
application has light and dark.  it is the choice of people to 
decide what they want and how to connect to the environ-
ment that they interact in.  every single person chooses to 
connect with self, others, society, different beliefs, resources, 
nature and all that is upon the earth—all that exists is a 
connection.  And every connection changes and shifts the 
consciousness of the planet.

How do you define connection?

Connection is the integration of polarities.  it is one 
aspect of a polarity identifying a commonality with the 
opposite polarity—then another aspect, and another, and 
on and on it goes.  the act of connecting becomes an inter-
weaving, which arrives at a mass point where there is a con-
figuration of consciousness that integrates and encompasses 
the present collective consciousness of man.  think of the 
many issues that are being connected in different ways on 
earth right now—individuals versus institutions, rich versus 
poor, religion versus a personal higher being and tribalism 
versus democracy.  so many rigid systems are being chal-
lenged to explore different ways to connect.  Whether you 

view polarity as light/dark, separation/unity, male/female 
or either/or, all are limitations.  Connection is the creative 
principle in action.  it is the act of expansion by experienc-
ing and experimenting.  Connection is the process of bring-
ing potential and possibilities into reality.  

BriDging connection AnD coMPetencY

How do we make new connections?  

Humanity in the past has experimented with societies 
that were dominated by either patriarchal or matriarchal 
perspectives.  Connection is the prime, motivating fac-
tor of the feminine, receptive power.  therefore, the femi-
nine power within women and men is being activated to 
broaden the understanding of connection.  the mascu-
line, dynamic power within men and women is compe-
tency.  Now is the time for a movement toward integrat-
ing the motivations of the feminine/masculine polarity.  
this means integrating and building a new structure for 
the expression of connection and competency.  Connec-
tion represents “the why” and competency represents “the 
how.”  Why and how should people of the earth connect?  
Why and how should humanity engage in new ways with 
the wisdom of the earth?  Why and how can human-
ity accept the ever-changing earth?  Why and how does 
humanity accept the interrelationship of consciousness in 
all forms that exist on this beautiful planet—in this spec-
tacular cosmos?

Humanity is now in the transition of using the dynamic 
and receptive powers in a different way.  the masculine, 
dynamic power is expressed through competency.  in the 
past, competency was explored, experienced and expressed 
through achievement.  Building, producing, conquer-
ing, accumulating, ruling, and expanding power are all 
expressions of the masculine, dynamic power.  “i want to 
build something and then i will find a reason, justifica-
tion or rationalization for it.  i will find a reason to build 
something”—these two statements contain the priority and 
thrust of the dynamic power.  the concept of building or 
producing is the motivation, and the reason is secondary.  
However, humanity is witnessing some of the fallout and 
dark side of competency first—the dynamic energy charg-
ing ahead without the why.

right now many institutions such as the financial 
markets, politics, corporate-controlled media, interna-
tional corporations and governments that were originally 
driven by dynamic power have lost power.  the intent of 
dynamic power toward competency drove the initiative to 
make institutions the bastions of controlling power over 
the masses.  think of what you eat, wear, think, how you 
work, where you live, what you do—to mention just a few 
ways that you are driven into conformity by institutions.  
it was too unbalanced with the dynamic power that was 
expressed through authoritative, absolute and either/or-
type thinking.  Possibilities were used up, and the form 
from competence-driven mentality became the institu-

Bodenburg, Dorothy: Vywamus, Choosing Connection . . . 
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tions that are now no longer able to cope with the chal-
lenges of the world today.  

the possibilities, which include the light and dark expres-
sions, have played out.  institutions coordinated resources 
and personnel.  the products and services offered by insti-
tutions expanded the human experience.  this was done 
by attracting individuals and convincing them that work-
ing on part of a project had more merit than working alone 
on the whole project.  institutions could offer support by 
amassing sums of money with which to develop ideas.  

However, this system of bringing together individuals in 
groups and separating job responsibilities has a dark side.  
it sets up separation between groups, such as the techni-
cal division versus the marketing division.  For institutions 
to work, the conclusion was that a hierarchy of power was 
necessary to get the production or service to fulfill its mis-
sion.  Job descriptions further separated workers from oth-
ers within the institutions.  What was considered necessary 
for efficiency, hence profit, did not support or value human 
connection for exploration of possibilities.  the institu-
tional model wanted individuals to conform to the author-
ities who controlled the institutions.  Little patience was 
reserved for those who performed or related in ways that 
were not sanctioned by those in charge.  this negation of 
the value of the individual and the stifling of organization 
set up the institutions for abuse.

this abuse comes first from the separation of people 
and groups within the institutions—the ranking of those 
people who are important and essential for managing the 
institutions and those that sustain the institution.  top 
management had its own agenda, which did not include 
others.  the top management team versus the workers and 
the powerful elite versus the limited-power masses con-
tinued this separation in the institutions.  Connections 
between the experience of the rank-and-file and the laser-
beam thrust of the top management were artificial, dis-
couraged or nonexistent.  the desire of institutions to 
compete for power through expansion in the global mar-
ket became a necessity to keep up with the standards 
of the new world players.  this dynamic thrust blinded 
those who are responsible for their institutions, and abuse 
became rampant.  that is what happened during 2007, 
2008 and 2009—the dark and abusive demonstration of 
the dynamic energy.  

connecting to coMPetencY

the masculine, dynamic energy charging like a bull is a 
powerful thrust of energy.  Power is intoxicating; it makes 
men and women feel bigger than their normal self.  it is easy 
to get caught up in that illusion.  However, without con-
nections to new and different energy fields—different con-
sciousness levels—the laser beam of energy eventually stag-
nates and dissipates.  At some point, the realization of being 
separated is felt.  think of it as a shooting star—streaking 
across the sky is the main and whole experience.  When the 
energy for streaking is used up, there is no option but to fall.  

Fear becomes felt.  Fear and separation ultimately stagnate 
an energy field, which then destructs.   

What is needed is the consciousness of connection 
to be used as the driving force with the lessons learned 
about competency.  the connection between resources 
and needs is an example that we will use.  First, the need 
is identified and then the logistics are plotted.  the sys-
tems that need to be organized or built should be done in 
a competent way—intention first connects with what has 
to be done, establishing skill sets and competent ways to 
fulfill the need.  What distinguishes connection and com-
petency, pairing equally together, is the clear vision and 
purpose of what needs to be created with the respect for all 
involved.  respect for self and others and appreciation and 
recognition for the values of each individual create the 
optimal environment for making choices that are for the 
benefit of self and others.  Participants in a venture that is 
transparent and competent bring a sharing of power, skills, 
energy and fulfillment with financial benefit for all.  Con-
nection used as an intention is a demonstration of shared 
power between different forces.  Competency can now be 
used to build a system that is strong and flexible.  using 
connection and competency supports a system that infuses 
higher levels of consciousness and keeps an energy field 
fertile, adaptable and expansive.

experimenting with different motivations for connec-
tion and reflecting on the outcomes of these connec-
tions provide fertile ground for the receptive and dynamic 
energy within to establish a new working relationship.  
since connection and competency—the application of 
feminine and dynamic power—became a possibility avail-
able to humanity, there has been a reaction by many to try 
and stop, prevent or make difficult any change.  this has to 
be sorted out by each individual for a critical-mass amount 
of energy to affect the world.  the relationship between 
receptive and dynamic power, between connection and 
competency, is at the focal point of all world events.  

How do you combine connection and competency in individual lives?

the deepest need within the human psyche is the need 
to feel connected.  think of people around you and notice 
how each one has a different perspective on life, and they 
are therefore compelled to act differently.  While human 
psychology may or may not understand the full significance 
of the need for connection, it certainly gives many explana-
tions as to why one person can function more easily in the 
world than another.  the first demonstration of connec-
tion is the child in the womb, which is sharing a space with 
the mother.  energetically and vibrationally, the child with 
its soul history, the mother’s soul history and present-life 
history has to make connections with the spiritual, mental, 
emotional and body planes.  if enough of the connections 
cannot be made, the pregnancy will not come to fruition.  
the connection of one energy field changes and rearranges 
all energy fields.  Birthing a child is an example of con-
nection and competency working together.  From birth on, 
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there are multiple and never-ending connections that are 
made as a child becomes an adult, an elder and passing over 
at the end of life.  

the connection to all parts of self—the light, shadow 
and dark—is essential for growth and expansion.  Once you 
accept all parts of yourself, there is an infusion of energy to 
the parts that were denied, repressed and undiscovered.  it 
is like a light is turned on illuminating the neglected part.  
And now that it can be seen, you can choose to develop a 
relationship to that previously unknown part.  You now are 
using more of your total energy field to connect to yourself, 
to others and to your environment.  Make it a point to ask 
yourself to reveal all parts, so they may eventually be con-
nected together to create a whole.  

think of the magnitude of connections.  see them as 
strands of optical filter and ask your soul to show you your 
configuration of connections, which becomes your energy 
field.  this intricate energy field is interdependent with 
All that is.  therefore, just saying an affirmation—with-
out a corresponding emotional vibration and a represent-
ing action—does not work.  While it may be your starting 
point to say an affirmation, the vibrational intensity and 
congruent consciousness must exist in the spiritual, emo-
tional, mental and physical bodies for real change to take 
place.  this congruency between all parts of self within a 
specific consciousness level requires an attitude of won-
derment—wondering what life would be like with an ever-
changing and expanding perspective.  Wonderment is a 
soul attitude of change while ambivalence and anxiety are 
lower levels of consciousness that are found at the ego and 
personality levels.  

Connection makes growth and change possible.  the 
act of connecting is the creative process, the state of being 
and the life force.  if an individual can view every connec-
tion that is made within a lifetime and see how one con-
nection influences another, that person would understand 
the complexity and the uniqueness of each human being 
on this earth.  

A Shift iS Being SeeDeD

What is happening in the world during 2010?

Humanity’s challenge during this year is to deal with 
a shifting energy field that is the result of the decrystal-
ization of rigid institutions that became polarized.  the 
uncertainty about institutions that lost credibility, and 
hence power, is felt as anxiety flung around the earth.  
People’s sense of well-being is challenged, and choices are 
being made about trying to sustain or change policies in all 
aspects of life.  so much energy is available for creation—
new ways to connect.  

All closed systems are being bombarded by the ques-
tions and challenges of individuals who have become disil-
lusioned by the global economy that has benefited interna-
tional corporations disproportionately to individual people.  
A shift in ideas and power is happening, as it has so many 

times before in the world.  How you choose to respond to 
change will determine the ease of your life as you know it.  

earth movements, extreme weather and food shortages 
will cause people to reassess what has meaning in their 
lives.  While the earth changes may be difficult because 
institutions have difficulty changing fast enough to meet 
present challenges, they also will be an opportunity for 
humanity to reevaluate how it chooses to live.  Personal 
responsibility, self-initiative and self-mastery are the attri-
butes that will become more and more important through-
out 2010 and well into 2015.  Choices, choices and more 
choices—no matter how big or small—will determine the 
quality of one’s life.  

these choices must come from a trust within self and 
a trust that your soul is a guidance system that is the 
main event.  the soul adapts to whatever consciousness 
level you are ready to explore and utilize.  Creativity will 
become enhanced as you practice making choices and 
learning from the consequences of these choices.  the 
purpose of your life is to discover what brings you joyful 
vitality.  Connection to your soul allows you to identify 
what allows the soul consciousness to flow through you.  
Your job then is to become as competent in those activi-
ties that you have identified.  

there will be new discoveries from the ocean that will 
provide solutions to some diseases and energy needs.  A 
shift to a more harmonious relationship to the earth is also 
being seeded this year.  With these new discoveries, the 
world power will change—depending on which countries 
and corporations can utilize and develop the benefits from 
the discoveries.  that means there will be more regional 
fighting and an increase of terrorist activities—the demon-
strations by people who back terrorist attacks are from those 
who hate humanity and seek to control vast numbers of 
people.  the fear that is rampant today—from the anxiety 
and uncertainty of the world condition—is human-made 
and serves those who want to accumulate more power.

What is the hope for humanity?

the earth is fine just the way it is.  it has the energy to 
support any and all expressions and experiences that human 
beings want to explore.  You have a choice to participate 
in the fear or to participate in the path of hope for human 
evolution.  every reality is available now.  Humanity has 
freedom to be and live the way it chooses.  there are those 
who will live from fear and react to others who are also in 
the fear vibration.  And there will be others who are living 
lives that bring miracles.  the earth energy is powerful and 
plentiful—all realities and all choices can coexist in this 
same field of time and space.  As people’s vibrations shift 
and change from the choices they make, they create new 
bodies and new ways to life on planet earth.  Choose from 
the highest consciousness level you can perceive and create 
forms that represent that consciousness.  You are stronger 
and make more of a difference in the energy field of this 
planet than you can ever imagine.   Z

Bodenburg, Dorothy: Vywamus, Choosing Connection . . . 
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keY PointS
Both local and global economies are currently • 
undergoing forms of purification that will, once they 
reach a point of critical mass, effect a quantum shift. 
the purpose of the current “recession” is to correct • 
mistakes in the way the economy plays out both as a 
whole and in the collective mindset.  
With the purification process now underway, • 
positive values can be reflected in a more direct and 
less inflated manner so that sustainable growth may 
begin once more.
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Conventional Reality: 

Economic Forecasts for 2010
Master Djwhal Khul through Kathlyn Kingdon

Beloved students, as we look forward to the coming 
year of 2010, it promises to be an interesting, if com-
plex, year.  After bantering about with some of my 
friends on the spiritual plane, it seems i have been 

“nominated” to construct for you an outline of what you may 
expect in the coming year as it pertains to conventional real-
ity.  since other teachers will be offering you predictions for 
spiritual possibilities, i will try to give some guidance that will 
be helpful to you in the areas of the financial and economic 
sectors.  Please know that i hold forth for a wonderful year of 
transformation for each and every one of you, and may you 
rest in a peaceful heart, no matter what 2010 brings.

econoMic gloBAl PurificAtion

As we noted last year at this time, the world is undergo-
ing a type of purification that offers transformative poten-
tial to the lower frequencies in both financial and economic 
sectors.  You could say that this has been, and continues to 
be, a type of light activation focused upon greed and cor-
ruption.  While the process may be underway, we have not 
as yet reached the point of critical mass that can effect a 
quantum shift.  indeed, this process may continue for sev-
eral years, since the relative density in these two areas is 
substantial, flowing somewhere under the radar for much of 
the collective conventional mind.

since the industrial revolution, Americans have exuded 
optimism in virtually all areas of life.  However, since the 
economic meltdown that erupted in september of 2008, 
Americans are exceedingly angry at the way the u.s. gov-
ernment has handled (or not handled) the challenges of the 
past year in their behalf.  Former levels of collective hope 
have been replaced with collective cynicism.  Dreams have 
been overshadowed by disillusion, and the collective cour-
age of the nation (formerly an inspiration to other nations) 

has been ousted by reactionary blame.  As suggested by 
Frank Luntz in his column for the Los Angeles Times,  
september  27, 2009:

Americans in the unhappy majority are struggling 
to keep their jobs as million-dollar bonuses are being 
awarded at companies their tax dollars bailed out.  
they’re watching Congress showcase the partisan 
spectacle we now blithely confuse with “government.”  
they have learned (with good reason) to distrust 
their leaders, their institutions and even their own 
positive values in a culture that has turned coarse and  
critical. . . .  From scandalous personal behavior 
to bailouts of everyone and everything except the 
hard-working middle class, Washington is seen as 
the source for America’s mistakes. . . .  employers 
resent the lack of loyalty and commitment from their 
people; employees resent the lack of job security and 
the need to work longer and harder for less. 
While anger and resentment run high, it is also impor-

tant to remember that in times of global purification, it nec-
essarily becomes unlikely that the prior states of financial 
and economic sectors will simply return.  indeed, this is a 
time of rewriting the script, so to speak.  it is a time of bring-
ing forth a new reality.  thus, do not cling to the notion 
that the economy of the bubble era, as it is sometimes 
called, will return, or “recover.”  While you may find your-
selves to be the targets of the media’s massively projected 
messages that u.s. shoppers can save the economy, that is 
highly unlikely—particularly in the coming year.  in truth, 
millions of jobs are gone for good, which certainly does not 
bode well for any immediate economic turn-around.  

even a partial market recovery is not likely for at least 18 
to 24 months, and while the economy may, in fact, lose 10 
to 20 percent of the GDP, this is not a time for mental pre-
occupations of disaster.  You will not be forced to literally 
grow all the food you eat yourselves, nor make all your own 
clothing, nor return to a bartering system as the dooms-
day proponents would have 
you believe.  While things 
will undoubtedly change, it 
is important to stand firm 
in your understanding that 
earth is moving forward, not 
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backward.  thus, replace any and all your disastrous obses-
sions with forward-looking, innovational thinking.

it must be understood, however, that the recession or 
depression (however you see it) must continue until it 
comes to an end.  While that process may not be as rapid as 
many desire, this is a classic case of the old saying, “it takes 
as long as it takes.”  the purpose of recessions or depres-
sions is to correct mistakes, both in the playing out of the 
economy as a whole and in the collective mindset.  indeed, 
the bubble-era mentality must go; its purposes have been 
served, and its relevance now outdated.  With the purifica-
tion process now underway, values must be reflected in a 
more direct, less inflated, manner.  in this way, sustainable 
growth may begin once more.

More BAnk fAilureS thAn rePorteD

At the time of the writing of this article [toward the 
end of september], the number of banks that have failed 
in the u.s. in 2009 is at 95, bringing the two-year total to 
120.  it is very difficult to state exactly how many more 
bank sacrifices will be required to clean up a host of ques-
tionable banking practices on the part of those who fos-
tered a whole trend of poor banking decisions.  to date, 
the FDiC—government insurance paid for by banks to 
secure the accounts of their depositors—has lost some $52 
billion, and i would estimate that this is about half the 
total cost in insurance claims that will be paid on behalf of 
failing u.s. banks before the crisis is deemed over.  in the 
meantime, since the FDiC is nearly broke, it will have to 
find ways to generate more money if it continues to stand 
behind the deposits of u.s. citizens, as promised.

the federal government is determined to do its part to 
keep the general populace from finding out just how many 
banks have failed.  You may have noticed that the media 
has all but quit reporting bank failures in the u.s.  While 
the logic behind this tactic has been to avoid the creation 
of mass panic and a run on the funds now held in banks, 
such certainly is not a tactic of transparency.  Many of the 
problems for banks with regard to what has been termed the 
mortgage crisis still remain, since many banks have under 
reported their foreclosures, following suit with the federal 
government’s under reporting of bank failures.  Here again, 
it is not likely that the extent of the foreclosure trend will 
be fully revealed until well into 2011.

What has appeared to stave off many banks from failure is 
a scheme hatched by the Federal reserve, or “Fed.”  Here is 
how it works:  the Fed lends money to banks that, in turn, 
lend it back to the Fed.  this keeps banks happy, since they 
make money on trades that are virtually risk-free.  in fact, this 
is what accounts for much of the “profits” of banks, which are 
being used to propagandize the masses into believing banks 
are turning viable profits these days.  Additionally, the fed-
eral regulators are also happy, since they hold that nothing 
is safer in the vaults of banks than ample supplies of u.s. 
treasury bonds.  since it appears that the financial sector is 
once again turning a profit, investors are happy.  Further, the 

Fed is happy since it appears able to finance its deficits.  the 
problem with all this, as you are likely to discover in 2010, 
is that it is not a sustainable recovery.  Clearly, it is impos-
sible to construct any kind of lasting recovery on debt and 
games of appearance.  A glaring example of what i am 
talking about here occurred in the auto industry.  the fed-
eral government used part of its borrowed money to give 
the industry a boost.  However, now that the Cash for 
Clunkers program is over, car sales dropped radically to 
a twenty-eight-year low when the government closed its 
doors to the auto-incentive business.  When the fourth-
quarter reports are revealed sometime in early 2010, it will 
become obvious that the auto industry stimulus did not 
really make its way into the economy as a whole.

if you look at the statistics for unemployed late adoles-
cents and young adults, ages sixteen to twenty-four, you 
will discover that they have never been so high since the 
post-WWii era.  While the government figures claim that 
roughly 25 percent of the people in this age group are unem-
ployed, other independent surveys claim as high a rate as 52 
percent.  the government’s figures do not include young 
people who are not looking for work.  even so, this statisti-
cal spectrum reveals the highest levels of unemployment for 
young members of the work force since roughly 1948.  

WitneSS reAlitY But Don’t DeSPAir

statistics aside, there are clearly some issues flying about 
in conventional reality.  While it is important to be aware 
of the conditions existing “out there,” it is also important to 
remember that conventional reality is engineered and run by 
the collective karma of the people who comprise it.  in other 
words, it is important to recognize the conditions afflicting 
conventional reality, but it is not necessarily a powerful thing 
to accept these conditions as your personal reality.  You will 
be better served in your spiritual journey to see yourself as 
witnessing conventional reality, but not being formed by it.

since your service to the planet is accomplished within 
conventional reality, it is clearly important to understand 
how it is conceptualized by the masses.  However, it is also 
important to realize that the conventional reality is subject 
to the very forces it generates or creates.  if you can witness 
what appears to be going on without caving in to despair or 
compromising your good nature, then you will be ahead in 
the game of life that is now playing out.

indeed, the current job crisis is really experienced, and 
your recognition of that fact can generate compassionate 
responses on your part, whether toward yourself or toward 
others.  since current u.s. statistics show there are approxi-
mately 14.5 million people officially unemployed, and only 
2.5 million job openings, that means that for every six people 
looking for work, there is one job to fill.  You can look for the 
figures for unemployment to escalate in 2010, but what will 
also begin to take form is a new wave of innovation, which 
will likely have its peak in the years 2012 to 2014.

in a normal economy, the financial sector provides a use-
ful function.  it facilitates pairing up the people who have 

Kingdon, Kathlyn: Master Djwhal Khul, Conventional Reality . . .
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money with those who need it.  the financial sector has, 
at least for a thousand years or so, been filled with hype 
and not a little pretentiousness.  the models used by recent 
financial analysts have been flawed, since they were limited 
only to the past 25 years, which were “boom” years.  Mar-
ket analysts, real estate analysts and financial analysts of 
the past few years have operated as if economies only have 
“boom” years.  Now, however, we have entered a recession 
or depression—a natural occurring phenomenon to correct 
the mistakes and misjudgments of the bubble era.  

exchAnge rAteS in the gloBAl econoMY

it is highly doubtful that correcting the global financial 
and economic issues at large will leave the dollar unscathed.  
in fact, as we near the end of 2009, u.s. dollars are being 
perceived as a “funding” currency in the currency trade.  
Leveraged speculators can borrow u.s. dollars in the short-
term money markets at near zero interest rates.  this money 
is then used to buy bonds in higher-yielding currencies, such 
as the Australian dollar or the euro.  it is likely that this 
trend will continue into 2010, which will have the effect of 
driving down the exchange rate for the u.s. dollar, which 
in turn will drive up the demand for gold.

indeed, it is only due to manipulations by Wall street 
and Washington that the u.s. dollar has held up as well 
as it has.  However, these manipulations are unsustainable, 
and you can expect to see the u.s. dollar slip in its global 
strength.  While this will prove profitable for exporters of 
agriculture and energy products and specialized manufac-
tured goods, it will work in just the opposite fashion on all 
imported goods.  On the down side, the weakened dollar 
will drive capital outside the u.s. and into economies that 
will pay an actual return on their currencies.  this will likely 
weaken the u.s. dollar even further by mid to late 2010.

conSoliDAtion of BAnkS

You have seen the consolidation of big banks in 2009, 
and it is likely that you will see more consolidation in 2010.  
With government encouragement, large banks will become 
larger and more interconnected.  the u.s. government is 
not about to allow its large financial institutions to crum-
ple, and in 2010 the extent to which the financial sector is 
bolstered by the government will likely be clearly obvious.  
even though there has been much ado about the repayment 
of the tArP funds, it is unlikely that the taxpayer will real-
ize a full return on the $700 billion “investment.”

the year 2010 will demonstrate more losses on large 
loans for u.s. banks.  While large loan losses in 2009 were 
roughly double those in 2008, they will continue to be 
written down and charged off at banks around the coun-
try in 2010.  the shifting needs of a country in economic 
distress will be a contributing factor to new loan failures 
in 2010, and the balance sheets of banks will continue to 
shrink due to older loans being paid back quicker than 
new loans being made, loan charge-offs and government 
mandates that banks create larger monetary buffers.

chAngeS in creDit AnD SecuritieS

the Federal reserve now claims it will pull out of the 
mortgage-backed security market in March of 2010.  How-
ever, since this is roughly the same time that the second 
wave of ArM resets arrives, it is unlikely that the Fed can 
extract itself from the mortgage-backed security market at 
that time.  since there is no financial entity prepared to 
step up and take its place, the Fed is not likely to find its 
way out of the sticky wicket as neatly as predicted.  

After a long period of credit growth, credit for the pri-
vate sector is not shrinking.  this trend is not likely to shift 
in 2010.  the consumer culture of the u.s. is in a state of 
breakdown, and economic activity is likely to remain weak 
through much of 2010, as hiring, revenues and even prices 
continue to weaken.  it is likely that budget deficits will 
continue to increase for several years, which is likely to 
exert a negative effect on the economic power and political 
influence of the u.s. in the global arena.

Of course, it is just such deficits, or the expansion of 
global credit, that has brought about the current world-
wide recession.  there will eventually come a time to “pay 
the piper,” and high levels of inflation are likely to occur, 
although not likely in 2010.  in the meantime, unemploy-
ment will hover around 10 percent, and workers are likely 
to face declining wages.  When the u.s. can no longer 
sell off its debt, the Federal reserve will likely step in to 
“monetize” that debt.  this should further exacerbate ris-
ing inflation.  the year 2010 should see the rise in value of 
all precious metals, particularly silver and gold.  Consumer 
debt will continue to contract during the first half of the 
new year, but growing federal debt will offset its net effect.  
Given the increasing federal debt, and the falling of value 
in paper currencies, the atmosphere is right for escalating 
prices in precious metals.  this should be apparent before 
the middle of 2010.  

there is likely to be a “correction” in oil prices through 
the final quarter of 2009 and the first quarter of 2010, but 
oil prices are likely to begin rising after the first quarter 
in 2010.  since it has recently become known that the 
saudis do not have the oil resources they have declared 
to the world, 2010 will see a great emphasis placed on the 
resources held in the oil sands of Canada.  Look for natu-
ral gas prices to move upward in 2010 and continue to do 
so.  While the future of green technology is very promis-
ing for the planet’s future, it will not break out in 2010 
as predicted, due to the need to create new and different 
infrastructures to support this coming technology.

DeveloPMentS in fuel technologieS

As for the car of the future, it will be neither the hybrid 
nor the hydrogen fuel-cell car.  these two engine types are 
expensive to build, and each has its own particular prob-
lems—the hybrid engine’s fuel efficiency has already been 
surpassed by the newer variety of conventional engines and 
the fuel cell mandates the costly production of hydrogen.  
the engine of the future is most likely the diesel engine, 
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Seeking the Future
Onereon through Jeff Michaels

A s above, so below.  the future is of interest to 
those in the realm of spirit and you in the phys-
ical realm also search for knowledge regarding 
coming events.  We offer you some glimpses 

and also some perspective concerning both the visioning 
of the coming days and guidance for how to think and 

feel.  in terms of prophecy, we must remind you that the 
future is malleable.  Your personal choices affect not just 
your own future course but also that of those around you.  
Choose your life wisely.

the Shift toWArD hArMonY

Many spiritual beings made positive choices during the 
harmonic convergence and the harmonic concordance.  
Now as we move through to 
the peak of the coalescence, 
there is a greater tension on 
the planet.  emotions espe-
cially are running high, and 
many are not open to speak-
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keY PointS
On the path to harmony on earth, there is presently • 
a growing tension that will translate into action 
throughout the globe.
Changes in the world and changes in you in 2010 • 
will lead to greater unity.
Don’t get caught up in the fear surrounding 2012, • 
as the harmonic convergence and concordance 
replaced the concept of a destructive apocalyptic 
shift.

which has already undergone significant changes and will 
undergo more.  the europeans have already produced a die-
sel engine that is quiet and clean, and 2010 should see even 
greater improvements—mostly in cleaning certain particu-
lates from the fuel.  Further, new technologies are arising 
that will demonstrate that the manufacture of diesel fuel is 
no longer dependent on fossil fuels.  New breakthroughs in 
the lab show that diesel fuel can be made from coal, plant 
matter—biofuels— and even used cooking oil.  

Liquefied coal will become one of the biggest technolo-
gies of future years.  in its liquefied form, coal is clean and 
is a very efficient fuel.  While it is likely to take more than 
another year to accomplish, you can look forward to some 
kind of combination of hybrid and clean diesel technology 
within the next few years that will far surpass the levels for 
clean emissions now set.

the Chinese will become world purveyors of a new form 
of nuclear plant for generation of electricity that far surpasses 
the existing standards for safety and efficiency.  the year 2010 
should see their prototypes, which will likely be snatched up 
by power companies all over the world.  in these new reactors, 
the threat of “meltdown” has been completely eliminated.  
they will produce clean and inexpensive energy, which could 
have a profoundly positive impact on global warming.

A neW AnD BAlAnceD reAlitY

thus, my dear friends, 2010 is categorically a beginning 
point in the creation of a new reality on earth.  Of course, 
the shifts that must occur will certainly take more than a 

single year.  even so, if you are awake and determined to 
be part of the solution for the planet, you will begin to see 
various forms of transformation coming to the planet this 
year.  While it may be a bit tempting for the ego to dwell 
upon the shifts that may prove somewhat uncomfortable, 
do not fall into the trap of taking them out of context.  
indeed, purification is not always easy or fun; even so, it is 
unquestionably necessary in order to secure a higher vibra-
tion for earth.

Give 2010 your best effort in becoming a witness for the 
unfolding purification of earth.  in all ways, seek to rise 
above taking life personally, and always offer your calm con-
sideration to the process at hand.  Know that you are living 
in a time highly charged with profound potential.  While 
you may not be able to know the potential up front, you can 
bear witness to the unraveling of the old systems, with their 
penchant to foster greed and corruption, and the birthing 
process of a shared reality that is new and balanced.

indeed, i wish you well in your journey through 2010.  
As you learn to remain wakeful, you contribute to the 
planet’s overall wakefulness.  As you dedicate your life to 
greater personal balance, you offer the possibility for plan-
etary balance as well.  recognize that you have taken birth 
in order to be of some usefulness during this time of rapid 
planetary shifting.  Walk with insight, look for grace and 
breathe new life into a planet now undergoing spiritual 
purification.  May you succeed in all your endeavors, and 
may you continually give thanks for the opportunities that 
arise to greet you.   Z
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ing in a clear and fair fashion with others of differing views.  
this tension will translate into action throughout the globe.

rather than an escalation into large-scale violence or 
social unrest as has happened in the past, the result will be 
more subdued and the effect will be more immediate.  the 
direction the planet is heading in is one of greater peace 
and unity, but there still needs to be further reduction in 
old thought patterns and belief systems.  events will unfold 
within the next one hundred years that will ensure this 
occurrence.  the choice of the family human is this:  Be 
surprised by and forced into change, or look forward with 
anticipation and embrace the new world.

From the realm of spirit, we see that the latter choice is 
the more probable one at this time.  this might be difficult 
to believe from the standpoint of the family human, espe-
cially in light of current events.  We remind you now that 
you have chosen to be here at this time.  You prepared for 
this eventuality.  We acknowledge that it is more difficult 
than initially visualized, but this demonstrates that there 
are limits to vision even within the spiritual realm.  How-
ever, there are few limits to what can be accomplished when 
humanity teams with its spirit companions.

SoMe uPcoMing chAngeS in 2010
We will offer you some specifics for the near future.  We 

again remind you that the future is changeable, but these 
few examples are more certain than most.

several nations on the African continent will begin to 
come together in a unified way.  Old tribal differences will 
begin to erode in the light of new thought.  Much of this 
will be motivated by economics, but the underlying force 
will continue to come from the women in these regions.  
We point you again to rwanda.  this area holds a source 
of much of the energy of the history of the family human.  
this societal change will be health-initiated as well.  Knowl-
edge is spreading in this region, and we see a different light 
reemerging from the women and their children.

the unity will be challenged and may not succeed at first 
attempt.  Other nations will continue to fail to act in sup-
port of the populations there.  it will be left to strong new 
economic entities rather than archaic governmental sys-
tems to further spread the energy of growth to these regions.  
Wireless communication will be instrumental, and there 
will be new systems that arise from the actions taken.

Wireless systems have already begun the changes that 
you will observe in China.  A collapse of sorts will begin 
within the interior of this vast nation.  this is not a rebel-
lion in the old style; it is more a separation of old ways.  the 
vision of Western culture gives rise to many questions in 
the population of this region.  they do not seek to dupli-
cate the consumerist approach to life, but they do seek 
the abundance that can become available when unneces-
sary rules and restrictions are eliminated.  there is a theol-
ogy regarding the state.  Like the old religious theologies 
of europe, this too must undergo scrutiny and adaptation 
when exposed to new light.

the 2010 chAngeS in You

What was the once revered and worshipped is now being 
surpassed by truly spiritual beings.  We do not speak of any-
one in particular.  instead we simply say that you should 
take a moment to look in the mirror and reread that phrase 
“truly spiritual beings.”

this too is a prediction—the realization of your innate 
spiritual power and the acceptance of the responsibility that 
you have to continue the creation of the future.  it is not nec-
essary to invite you to take this action.  the truth is, there is 
nothing that can prevent you from acting on this fact.

Let us take note now that you are not spiritual leaders.  
You are leading spiritually.  the difference is the same as the 
old ways versus the new light.  in the past, people looked for 
someone to follow.  they sought rigid rules and responded 
to punishment as if this were something that a god or gods 
would do.  the new way is experiential.  it is personal, and 
no one can instruct another in how he or she communes 
with the spirit realm.  Judgments are put aside in favor of 
exploration; rules are taken down and examined.  they are 
replaced by spiritual principles.

in each of the changes, we predict you’ll see that the 
guiding energy is one of unity.  there is a seeming lack of 
this force in the earthly realm today, but this is simply an 
indication of how entrenched the old archaic rules are.  We 
do not speak of an apocalypse here, not in the sense that it 
has come to be known.  We do speak of an apocalypse in its 
original meaning: the bringing of light or the unveiling of 
truth.  this points us to one final prediction.

chAnging the PASt

Do not be caught up in the many words that attempt to 
give fear to the time of 2012.  Many will seek to capitalize 
on this and draw others to them with promises of secrets to 
be revealed.  Many will seek to acquire financial gain on the 
basis of claims of understanding of ancient thoughts.  We 
tell you now:  No one knows the full import of the civiliza-
tions that left the markers for this time of 2012.

those that speak truth do not seek to explain old ways.  
rather they guide you in paths of peace.  they do not ask you 
to follow or re-create old beliefs.  rather they encourage you 
to find great joy in the present days.  they do not require the 
study of old cultures that acted in primitive lower-vibrational 
ways.  they indicate to you the opportunity for self-examina-
tion and powerful spiritual growth based on loving yourself 
and radiating love outward in all directions.

even the past is malleable.  How we view different events 
changes as we gain distance and perspective.  some thoughts 
and ideas have been hidden and suppressed, whereas oth-
ers have been promoted as absolute right.  these are the 
thoughts that are in transition now, and they are the most 
difficult for people to release.

understand that “that is the way things always have 
been” is not a true statement.  those words are designed to 
justify stasis.  in a universe where diversity is the only real 
constant, any effort to make things stay still will not be met 
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with success.  Maintaining old orders or behaving as if new 
thoughts or recently attained knowledge does not exist or 
have value will ensure that a person will have a difficult 
time in the coming years.

Willingness to reexamine and alter your perceptions 
strengthens your ability to grow.  A being who will look for-
ward is more likely to avoid obstacles and stumbling blocks 
than one who only looks to the past for guidance.  We have 
said, “it is all new now.”  A brief scan of recent years will 
quickly demonstrate this when compared to a century ago, 
yet this does not invalidate all that has come before.  there 
is a continuum, and all events build to other actions.

Seeing the future

the harmonic convergence and the harmonic concor-
dance replaced the concept of a destructive Armageddon.  
they instead revealed the true meaning of the term “apoca-
lypse.”  the shift that is occurring will finish the energy of 
those times and leave things altered beyond what can be 

imagined.  Would it surprise you to know that this all began 
some 200 years previously?  Look back to the time numbered 
as the 1700s, and note the attempts by many to release them-
selves from old ways and old thought.  Note the rise of tech-
nologies that supported this energy.  Note how during the 
latter portion of the 1900s personal freedom fueled the devel-
oping technology.  this has not ended; it has intensified.

the vision of what spirit and spirituality meant was 
slowly replaced and altered from vast hierarchies to per-
sonal vision.  this must proceed.  it is something that moves 
faster with each passing year.

We remind you now:  the future begins with you.  if it 
is to be a future of loving, peaceful beings, then you must 
love yourself and feel peaceful within.  No exterior force 
will grant you this state of mind.  Being in a physical form 
may limit your spiritual power, but it does not prevent you 
from exercising your true spiritual nature.  the actions of 
love, joy and peace are the key to energizing your spiritual 
life now and always.  Z

Realizing a New  
Collective Reality
Michel through David Reid Lowell 

T he world is much more interconnected than you 
think.  What we will speak to are the coming 
events that will shape your quality of life.  Be pro-
active in your own considerations.  Your internal 

environment reflects on your external environment—per-
sonally, socially, nationally and globally.  What you are see-
ing now are the results of detoxification.  We will always 
show you many perspectives of truths, as time is always con-
sistent but the destination is highly malleable and has many 
variables associated with it through your personal awareness 
and thoughts.  We remind you that you create through love.  

We would also remind you that the thoughts you have form 
the realities you experience.  Where your thoughts lead, 
your physicality follows.  You each have the ability to take 
formless energy and collapse it in upon itself, creating a tan-
gible physical substance that gives form to the energy that 
had been your thought.

ADJuSting the leArning cYcleS of the collective You

so you are asking us to predict, which, as you know, is 
not as important to us as it may be to you, for with each 
moment in time—within each dimensional, shifting frag-
ment that coalesces into an actual reality—there are many 
changes that happen.  time is ongoing, so your perception 
of time is what defines it.  Now, in saying that, you must 
realize that the inconsistency within this process is your 
ever-shifting framework of 
belief and thought.  With 
each shifting thought that 
becomes a belief, the out-
come changes within that 
standard of time.

keY PointS
these times are painful for many, but they are part • 
of the learning cycle of humanity; not much will 
change until you yourselves choose to change.
For benevolent change to happen, you must move • 
away from a fear-based reality, respecting boundar-
ies and forgiving those who hurt you.  
these next three to four years will prove to be • 
the most exciting time of your life if you choose 
to approach life with balance, living within your 
means and embracing the free will that gives you 
the power to create your reality.  

DaViD reiD LoweLL
774-573-9349

davidrlowell@gmail.com 
www.davidreidlowell.com
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Of course we must then advise you that not only is this 
playing out in your third-dimensional reality, but it is also 
being played out in the collective “you” that exists on vari-
ous dimensional levels at the same time as your present, liv-
ing representation of yourself.  each of these “yous” acts out 
and lives a life that represents one of these shifting realities.  
the question then becomes:  Which one of you is influenc-
ing the world of the other?  We have spoken to you about 
this before.  there is an absorption of awareness that the 
collective has redistributed throughout itself when one of 
the beings that represents you dies within the framework 
of its reality.  

so what we share with you is malleable; it can self-
adjust.  it is part of your learning cycles of karmic debts 
balanced against the hopefulness of your emerging soul 
presence.  if you think some of your knees are skinned 
now, then prepare.  the thing about skinned knees is that 
they heal over time, even though they may smart and be 
sore.  the pain reminds you to remember not to do what 
you had done to skin your knee ever again.  People forget 
their history.

econoMic PAtternS

We do not see many changes.  things will remain as they 
are, and those who “have” will have to learn that even they 
have to realign their thinking.  there are no safe and guar-
anteed investments.  Not in anything.  When you invest, 
do so for the joy of the process.  the gold standard and the 
cost of minerals will continue to increase, especially dur-
ing the winter season, and then they will reduce again.  As 
a whole, commodities that are based on the needs of peo-
ple are something to consider.  the banking and finance 
industry will relax.  there will be some longer-term fallouts 
going into the winter and spring seasons as notes and loans 
that are based on fifteen-, thirty- and ninety-day cycles will 
become increasingly delinquent.  

the retail holiday season usually sets the financial 
trend for the following year—in this case, 2010.  sales 
will go down in the soft side of retail by 18 to 24 percent 
on year-to-date figures, and hard lines or durable goods 
sales—where people will invest and spend—will be off by 
5 to 10 percent of year-to-date figures.  this means that 
during the spring of 2010, there will be deep sales to take 
advantage of, and later, going into the summer of 2010, 
there will be continued closing and bankruptcy of larger 
box stores that filled niche areas, again adding to unem-
ployment, as many employers will contest unemployment 
funding, affecting the home markets.  in short, the retail 
markets for 2010 will get hit.  

Community banks that are under $600 million in 
assets will slowly see gains over their modest month- and 
year-to-date figures, which have been averaging $20,000 
to $80,000, given the areas and locations of the banks.  
Now the problems will come in with developer loan and 
investments.  Larger land developers will start defaulting 
this winter-spring season, and that will mark the true bot-

toming of this financial crisis.  Banks, especially commu-
nity banks, will become a good investment starting in late 
2010 as they gain solvency.

in the late winter-spring season of 2010, there will be 
greater increase in oil and gas prices throughout coasts of 
the American continent and throughout coastal europe, 
except in italy and the united Kingdom.  the money and 
securities exchange that they have in place with Libya and 
Venezuela have been brokered and will serve them very 
well.  italy already has off-shore drill sites, and other coun-
tries are beginning to do the same.  

the united states economy will continue to slip, and 
there will be double-digit unemployment, especially in 
urban areas and throughout the heartland.  in the late end 
of June until late september of 2010, there will be a three-
month spike in hiring.  Going into late summer and fall of 
2010, there will be another major downturn in the propped-
up economic markets with sudden decline in the tokyo and 
London exchanges and the American Dow.  Financial insti-
tutions that had been propped up will see sell-offs in order 
for them to try to self-stabilize.  

reAl eStAte trenDS AnD geogrAPhic chAngeS

By fall to winter of 2010, the real estate markets will take 
another hit in the development area.  Developers who had 
been able to stay themselves will take a deep hit on spec-
ulative developments; throughout the united states, this 
means the Las Vegas area, areas in New Mexico, Florida, 
California and the Gulf area.  Miami and other areas on 
the coastline of the North American continent will see 
changes.  taos, New Mexico, Albuquerque, Mount Lemon 
and Palm springs are going to see a huge influx of invest-
ment and an increased standard of worth, especially in hill-
side, mountain areas and green areas.  

the impressions we see are buildings that are empty with 
losses yet to occur.  the real estate market has yet to bot-
tom out, as it is still deciding what it will become.  Many 
are hanging on to that which needs to be let go; to move 
forward you cannot cling to a past that has had its time.  
Again, that time will come, but not until 2013 will you see 
the gains that you saw three years ago in February of 2006.  
How things can change in three to four years!  

there will also be significant topographical changes 
in California through the Lake Mead area and Las Vegas, 
Nevada that will involve heat, sun, fire and a shifting and 
the opening of land.  From where the heat rises, the waters 
fill and the land mass rises to become that which is beyond 
the control of humankind.  By the summer of 2010, there 
will be increased storms in California, both in the ecology 
and economics of the state, and speaking of the Gulf areas, 
another rough season is ahead for them, so they should start 
prepping in advance for rains and flooding.  Placements of 
concern: the great bridge that spans and the dam that holds 
back the rivers that sustain life in arid regions.  

there will be increases in produce prices, and because 
of the changing weather patterns on the earth, many areas 
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will see a loss of jobs relating to this industry.  You will have 
to tighten your belts.  But again, this will pass.  this is not 
anything that prior generations have already survived, but 
now the economy is global.  the u.K. is already sensing this 
and that is why it is making its own deals to ensure its oil 
flow, much as italy has already done.

the places of huge increases of growth worldwide are the 
Portuguese coastlines and italian countryside as well as the 
Cognac and Champagne regions of France.  the euro will 
become the international currency exchange standard, and 
the American dollar will begin its decline as the monetary 
standard.  some middle-european regions, as well as scan-
dinavia, will see an increase in values and desirability.  if 
you are planning on spending in europe, save ahead and 
plan ahead.  south America will stay much as it is, with 
the exception of rio de Janeiro and san Paulo, Brazil and 
Buenos Aires, Argentina, which will become much like to a 
new rome or Paris; they will see a boom period.

WiSe inveStMent oPPortunitieS

the times of unlimited spending you knew in the united 
states during the 1980s won’t begin to return until early 
summer 2011; but watch out, because they won’t be stable.  
the stability you are all inquiring about will not really reaf-
firm itself until september through October of 2012.  Be 
patient until then and do not make any sudden or urgent 
financial changes.  then start to initiate your changes.  

this period of time will be a healing time.  it is a time of 
release, and when things are released, well needless to say, 
a huge purge comes.  this huge purge has not yet fully hit.  
in your markets in America, the standard cost of living will 
increase.  rents will increase substantially—up to 33 per-
cent, especially in urban areas like New York City, Philadel-
phia, Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles and san Francisco—so 
invest now.  if you have been waiting to invest, then now 
is the time.  You will be fine.  Do not worry about not hav-
ing enough or failing.  You are designed to succeed and to 
reach a level of self-success that, in some words, will “bog-
gle” your mind.  Buy now; this is the period for you to grow 
your investments.  Once late 2012 to 2013 comes around, 
you will be pleased that you did.  

even though we can give the alignment of energy now, 
it will not be until 2014 that the new economy will emerge 
and a period of true calm and solvency will result in full sta-
bility.  You have the next five years to use these peak-and-
decline cycles to your advantage.  insurance industries will 
see positions locked into place, and larger swiss investment 
and insurance companies will hire and employ people who 
are older, multilingual and have experience in a cross sec-
tion of management profiles.

keePing WAtch

By summer there will be a lightening of spirit, except 
where the American president is concerned; there will be 
an increased level of discontent regarding his on-point mes-
sages.  sadly, it seems more than likely right now that the 

united states will become engaged in the iranian conflict 
with israel, and we will remind you that history has proven 
that any war in Afghanistan is not winnable because of the 
topography of the land and its primitive nature.  We are 
concerned about a conflict in late 2010; October, Novem-
ber and into December is a time to be very vigilant regard-
ing entering into any conflict.  if this process is engaged, it 
can have very long-termed and serious consequences affect-
ing most of europe and the Middle east.

the former soviet nations are selling nuclear submarines 
to the highest bidder, and why do you think that is?  so that 
the purchasers can simply dry-dock them?  these things are 
acquired so that they can be used.  these are the areas to 
watch in the Middle east: iran, Libya—because of the son of 
its leader and his agenda and rising power base—syria and 
Kuwait because of their oil money and collective power-
base and their ability to manipulate others, Afghanistan 
and the non-winnable war, iraq—because of resentments.  
india—because of its desire to have status—and then the 
money indexes of the tokyo exchange, the united states 
exchanges and the toronto stock exchange will also be the 
ones to watch carefully.

the united Kingdom has propped itself up with a recent 
infusion of monies.  For investment, we would say that the 
euro and the Canadian indexes will be stable.  real estate 
investments will be and remain stable in Montreal, toronto 
and British Vancouver.  France, italy—the tuscan region 
and northern italy—and of course the united Kingdom will 
remain stable, for now.  there may be a backlash that will 
occur in late 2009 and throughout 2010 in the u.K.

MeDicAl DeveloPMentS

Medical advancements in HiV and AiDs are already 
in the works.  By mid-2010, a new series of trials will begin 
that will lead to a huge breakthrough that will not cure the 
disease, but it will shut it down, allowing infected people 
to have otherwise normal life-expectancies.  in the area of 
autism, new breakthroughs in treatments will lead to other 
classifications of the criteria and genetic treatments, lessen-
ing its effects.  those who explore youth with bio-identical 
hormone replacement therapies in clear topical creams, com-
bined with organic diets, restricted meats and dairy and ozone 
treatments may also see positive results.  

We also have told you about hybrid viruses and men-
tioned them in prior seasons.  You will begin to see this 
process unfold with the H1N1 virus.  Airborne viruses will 
become more like retro-viruses that can readapt them-
selves to changes within their hosts so they [the viruses] 
can survive.  A new strain will emerge in the late spring of 
2010 and reemerge in early fall of 2010.  sudden changes 
in environments and topographies will accelerate as you 
move toward 2012 and into 2013, and warming trends will 
escalate the storms in warmer tropical areas and seas, so 
there will be an increase in flus and viruses, because new 
pathogens will be released and carried on air waves across 
the continents.  

Lowell, David: Michel, Realizing a New Collective Reality
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tAke AccountABilitY for Your collective AWAreneSS

Our thoughts in spirit are that there was a knowing or 
awareness of the American 9/11 attack before it occurred.  
Did you ever see your president reading to school children 
prior to that or even after that?  the choices that were made 
regarding it came out of a series of probabilities that were 
equally as tragic.  there are events that are so tragic they 
remain forever etched in the soul life of the species itself.  
When people react out of pain, fear or vengeance, the out-
come is as sorrowful as the event itself.  

We in spirit are deeply mournful over the continued loss 
of life that has sent too many to an early transition.  Many 
times people, you—humankind—need a reason to vali-
date your actions when most of the time, they were already 
planned out.  What is there about Pearl Harbor or when the 
united states used massive atomic weapons against Naga-
saki and Hiroshima in Japan that your history has proven 
out?  that atomic bombing, the equivalent of over 20,000 
tons of tNt, flattened the cities, killing tens of thousands 
of unknowing, innocent civilians.  

think about what you call the north-eastern corridor.  
All the major cities of Boston, New York and Philadelphia 
and even Washington DC are literally within driving hours 
of each other.  How many military bases and radar systems 
are in that area?  even now, administrations are already 
designing ways to manipulate your reality.  When you find 
out about something, it is usually much later in the process, 
which is why your accountability for your collective aware-
ness is so important.  You cannot just passively let people 
make your choices for you. 

Moving froM Anger to heAling  
remember that these are cycles—just cycles of learn-

ing.  We have sense of a growing fear that is among some 
of you.  Your minds are sending out such a vibrational cry, 
and many here in spirit are working to amend and heal the 
tentative errors in political judgments we see happening.  
You have made deals with those who have not maintained 
or honored those deals.  there are those whose souls have 
come back to learn, and yet they have again become 
caught up in the cycles of power and ambitions.  there has 
been too much senseless loss of life; we see those coming 
across to spirit and know that many are electing to effect 
a quick turnaround, coming right back in to this existence 
to ensure that life will be valued. 

 Many will become peace leaders, healers and activists 
who will chart a new course for your awareness, beginning 
in the years 2029 through 2030.  Humankind has a his-
tory of not forgiving; it lets its anger and pain take control 
over its ability to reason and live well.  Who has not made 
errors in judgments or mistakes?  Learning to forgive will 
heal yourself and then others.  Again, we are coming from 
a practical point of view, as we can see things well laid out 
from our perspective.  You need to think in a sensible and 
practical way.  there will be wars, far worse than what you 
have recently known, but you learn from loss.  

unfortunately or not, you are involved in places where 
life has little if any value, for there is no standard of qual-
ity, just the need to survive, like rats:  Another day of living 
has little meaning to that which has no basis in dignity, and 
they so learn to resend that which, to them, has what they 
have not and what they feel has been denied them.  

in some countries, you can do anything.  You are truly not 
limited, only as limited as your own fears and beliefs, blaming 
this one and that one—blaming events of a past that has long 
been buried and have memories of their own.  this is such a 
loss for all, but this is the way you learn, and only then will 
you begin to change.  Great civilizations have gone and come 
and still live within the land you have only scratched the sur-
face of.  they watch, and they wait, indeed.

creAtive freeDoM AnD leArning to SteP BAck

the American president will have to enforce much of 
his agenda; if not, he will lose the respect of many coun-
tries that you will need as allies, and the remaining years 
of his term will be lost.  But again, these things are in play 
long before they come to light.  He is not aligned at this 
time for another term; people are fragile and he is mov-
ing too quickly toward change.  He should step back and 
relax his agenda, but the momentum has already been set.  
When people face change, they retract; it is an unknown 
that makes them worry.  Oftentimes, slow and steady wins 
the race.  Life is about the allowing of others, about respect.  
it is also about learning to pace yourself in a stride that will 
carry you with ease.

People will announce who they are.  they may only 
announce it once when you see their true nature.  We often 
tell you about these celebrities you find so much fascination 
with, but this time we will not, for these newer ones are not 
yet of interest to us, as they are fabrications rather than the 
embodiment of the creative process.  For art to become art, 
the creators must release themselves from their own control 
and let the essence of their non-filtered design flow freely 
and unrestrictedly through them.  Art is a mindless action.  
it is formed when the person ceases to be, and the energy 
of their creative process remains.  Oftentimes, the two exist 
within contradiction to the other.  Like night and day, they 
manifest unknown to the other part.

So WhAt noW?
As far as scandals and deaths—of course there will be many 

more, but this is what your society is shaping itself toward 
with its lack of a moral connection to your own actions.  
“Why, what is the big deal?” you say.  And there you have it: 
your collective way of thinking is shaping a world that is edg-
ing toward self-induced change, for only at the edge can you 
think of other alternatives and better ways of being.  

When we speak to you, we will not talk down to you nor 
spell things out—we never have, and we will not now—as 
this will deprive you of your own learning process.  Not too 
long ago, we were asked about students and masters.  You can 
see this relationship within your societies and economies.  
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Masters make the choice.  they know that there is a chance 
they may succeed or not, and they know that it becomes their 
burden.  When people look to leaders, they look to them to 
lead, not to ask questions of their followers.  For the student to 
become the master, one has to risk taking charge of one’s life 
and destiny.  Within all things there is the ability to do well, 
to succeed, but you have to be willing to see the patterns.

Life as you know it will become increasingly localized.  
the joy of living will be found in the everyday moments.  
there will always be that more attractive person, the larger 
house and the people who seem to have more and to be 
more than you, but it is the same for them.  When is enough, 
enough?  When will you realize that you have collectively 
created the world you know, with its worries and problems?  
“tell us how to fix it,” you say.  “tell us what will happen, so 
we can prevent it or make good use of it.”  And we have, and 
we will again and again, but there are no shortcuts.  there is 
no golden key to make you more than you already are.  Only 
you can do that.  Your thoughts create your reality.

chAnging PercePtionS of tiMe

the Mayan Calendar ends in 2012, and that event hall-
marks a change in the Pleiades star cluster.  this also marks a 
change in the awareness that you are not the only beings here 
upon this planet.  During this change from 2009 to 2012, part 
of the beginning of a three-year cycle of energy, there will 
be some topographic changes.  We have spoken about this 
before, setting the tone for an increased probability of sudden 
and abrupt weather changes.  to be told is pre-told.

Now, Venus, Mars, saturn and Jupiter and the rotation of 
the earth around the sun will all slightly be nudged, changing 
their elliptical orbits.  During the solstice of the six months 
prior to the spring and fall equinoxes of 2010, 2011 and again 
in 2012, you will begin to become aware that your perception 
of the movement within time is something that is already 
being changed, and as you move into this final adjustment 
period, some of your own kind will already be able to move 
forward—but, alas, not yet back—in time.

thoughts, reality and the movement through time are 
malleable, constantly changing each of your individual des-
tinies.  this movement is not about a specific date; it is 
about a specific way to perceive time.  there are already 
many projects that are being worked on relating to time 
travel.  this is not about going back, but moving forward 
within it.  the process is rather simple, as it has to do with 
the speed of light:  if you bend light, you can first send infor-
mation back, but each thing you touch is changed, and that 
changes the outcomes.  

the microscopic collapse of atoms creates small worm 
holes, and this is part of the issue with the ongoing Large 
Hadron Collider project:  What if when these atoms col-
lide and split, creating a worm hole or a black hole, it grows 
exponentially?  the project, as we see it, may be faulted, 
and it may be reinitiated in mid-2010.  Our concern is 
your development of black energy.  You define this as such 
because you do not yet fully understand the rift that occurs 

when atoms split and energy fuses at light speed.  these 
rifts, in modified form, are one-way time or dimensional 
travel occurrences, but this is something we have already 
spoken too much about, because you are too close.

AS ABove, So BeloW

the beginnings of your life and societies about 4,000 years 
ago have been watched by those dimensional beings that still 
shift and orb in and out of your world.  these days and cycles 
are meshing and becoming one.  More and more, you are see-
ing how your thoughts are globally manifested.  the weather 
will become more severe, and you should pay attention to 
this because of the shifting of the planetary bodies—Venus, 
Mars, saturn and Jupiter—that even affects the rotation of 
the earth around the sun, causing changing patterns.

As you may or not accept, there is and has been non-
human life coexisting with your species.  By August of 2010, 
there will be a release of previously protected information 
that will begin to reveal the truth of your origins and that 
you are not alone.  the merging of species is what much of 
your reclimatization is about.  this is also what the recent 
“ice” bombing of the earth Moon was about.  

those that you consider deities will re-ascend from 
within—not from outer space, but from within and beneath 
tortuguero, Costa rica.  Many are already among you in 
seats of power that are trying to work with spirit to con-
tinue the healing of your planet, for the passages within 
are where the orbs transmute their dimensional represen-
tations of the physical to take on human-like form within 
your plane of reality.  

the amazing discoveries that await you are the ones that 
are already in play—ones that you cannot focus on because 
you do not see the actual world you live in.  the sayings “as 
above, so below” and “mind, body, spirit” have been intro-
duced into your vernacular for a reason.  You consume your-
selves and your environment, and so it will be thousands of 
more years before you begin to get to the point where many 
of you claim you are already at—truly enlightened.  

eMBrAce Your free Will

Not too much will change until you yourselves choose 
to change.  Beneficial change happens when you respect 
boundaries.  this means not coming from a fear-based 
reality but instead learning to forgive the people that hurt 
you.  When you hurt someone, you are hurting yourself.  
When you wrong someone, the harm is done even more 
to yourself than to the other person.  What will change is 
your awareness.  

You can choose.  You can decide.  You can carry hate 
and anger and try to trick out your life to your advantage, 
or you can release your fear, contempt, jealously and anger 
and forgive.  if you knew exactly what you had done, if you 
realized who you had been, then how could you choose 
to demonstrate your desire to become more, to re-evolve 
back to the pure sense of life that you emanate from?  the 
universe and soul collective are fair; that is why some 
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of you can connect to non-physical beings for guidance 
and knowledge, and that is why you have a sense of “déjà 
vous,” which is the experience of thinking that one has 
been oneself before.  But it is singularly your own mind 
that creates your personal monsters.  

the final thought we will leave you with is this, and it is 
for a reason:  What is different between the Christ energy 
and the antichrist energy?  ego.  Consider those you have 
given power to, and ask how this may pertain to them 
and how you so easily delegate your own authority with-
out question.  Finally, realize that these things are nothing 
more than blips to us.  Life is ongoing; yes, you will die, 
and yes, you will no longer be as you are or retain the “you” 
that is now, but your very energy, your soul and spirit, will 
continue on.  the hardest concept for you is that death is 
only a renewed beginning, that you have within this life the 
chance to do it right through your free will.  

You come in without an edge—no premade plan or 
cheat sheet—just you and the hope to live and live well.  
At times, you may get a glimpse or a feeling that something 
is as it had been, or you may feel you know another person; 
you can sense a familiarity, and then it eludes you.  Why 
is this?  so your soul can learn.  if you only knew how, you 

could manipulate your existence into what it is you think 
it should become; the universe, the collective soul aware-
ness, has set in motion a way of becoming, and that way is 
achieved through learning and becoming ascended by and 
through your own free will.  

Z            Z            Z

By this time in 2010, most of you will be having an easier 
life if you have learned to live within your means.  Be mostly 
prudent.  Be compassionately forgiving.  Become increas-
ingly tolerant and patient.  the ability to live well is always 
within your means.  But you have to choose to allow your-
self to do so, and this often comes by making hard choices.  
sometimes when you make the right choice, it is easier than 
you would have thought.  Healing begins within.

enjoy these moments.  these next three to four years will 
prove to be the most exciting time of your life.  so much is 
to be learned and to be gained.  We in spirit celebrate your 
life.  We acknowledge your learning path and the struggles 
you go through.  rest assured that there is only the experi-
ence, without judgment or condemnation.  Live well and 
know that there are those working with you for your own 
benefit and long-termed prosperity.  Z

Creating the Future 
Through Divine Love
Galactic Frequency Council through Catherine Richardson

N ow is the time of year when many of you look to 
the future.  What will the new year bring?  How 
will it differ from the past year?  Many of you 
are asking yourselves, “What can I do to break 

out of old patterns and create something new?  How can i 
avoid the pain of the past year while expanding on its posi-

tive experiences?”  Many of you will make New Year’s reso-
lutions that impose discipline and restrictions upon your-
selves, and many of you will quickly break these resolutions, 
as you have in years past.

Your future iS Your choice

there’s nothing wrong with this ritual, strange though we 
find it.  But we suggest a different approach.  We have said it 
before and we’ll say it again: Your future is your choice.  Many 
of you don’t really believe this.  Many of you have followed 
the advice of some spiritual and metaphysical teachers about 
creating your future through 
the power of intention—
through thoughts, affirma-
tions and vision boards, for 

keY PointS
this coming year is about truly remembering and • 
becoming who you are as a creator, realizing that 
your future really is your choice.
in order for you to do this, you must first acknowledge • 
that you exist in all dimensions and that your soul 
encompasses universes, raising your vibration to 
ever-higher levels by embodying the energies of 
divine love.
As you raise your vibration, your goals will inevitably • 
change and transform, and you will change the 
future in a new and exciting way. 

Catherine riCharDson
PO Box 3283

San Diego, CA 92163
858-220-0374

www.TruthJoyLove.com
Catherine@TruthJoyLove.com 
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example.  Others have been taught that you simply need to 
match the vibration of that which you desire.  Yet many of 
you still get the same old things in your lives.  You still feel 
trapped by forces outside of yourselves and dependent upon 
fate and upon other people’s choices.  

Why does this continue to happen?  Are these teach-
ers lying?  Are they confused?  Are they creating what they 
want by taking your money?  the answer is no; for the 
most part, their information is quite sound.  But it is only 
part of the equation.  the truth is actually simpler than 
most people realize.  Creating through intention is how 
God creates.  in order for you to do this, you must step 
into your godhood.  All the hullaballoo about 2012—this 
is what it’s really about: becoming and remembering who 
you are as God-Creator.  

How can you both become and remember simultane-
ously?  it’s quite easy, because in the creation space there 
is only right now, with all things happening simultaneously 
and all beings, entities, energies informing and sharing with 
one another in one massive ball of hot, hot energy.  Dimen-
sions and time are meaningless in this space.  it is where 
creation forges and re-forges itself infinitely.

SculPting the future

this is probably not the first time you’ve read about 
claiming your power as co-creator of the universe.  in fact, 
you have probably read about it again and again.  But how 
does one actually do it?  How does one actually step into 
his or her godhood?  How does one enter into the creation 
space and sculpt the future?

Gods create with their whole being—their entire souls—
in all dimensions.  that’s the difference, and that’s it. 
in order for you to do this, you must first acknowledge that 
you also exist in all dimensions.  this may be a difficult 
concept for you to grasp, since you only experience your-
self in three dimensions, with only occasional glimpses of 
the possibilities of a multidimensional existence.  some of 
you have experienced the adventure of astral travel—not 
just to other locations within the third dimension, but in 
traveling to dozens of other dimensions.  You accomplish 
this simply by raising your vibration through meditation 
and then letting go of the body.  A god, however, is aware 
of his or her multidimensional presence at all times, not 
just during meditation.  

Another aspect of creating with your whole being is in 
realizing that you are a vast, multidimensional energy for-
mation without clear boundaries.  You are not in a con-
tainer.  You can expand yourself outward as far as you 
please, so that your whole being— your soul—encompasses 
universes!  to do so requires a very high vibration, but it 
can be done.  Jesus did it often, as have other humans on 
the earth.  the ability to do so is essential when creating 
as a god creates.

Anyone can raise his or her vibration to this level by 
embodying the energies of divine love, for divine love is the 
highest vibration in the universe.  Divine love is the true 

subject of today’s channel, because, when fully embodied, it 
is the most powerful force in the apotheosis process—that 
is, the process of becoming a deity.  

unDerStAnDing Divine love

Love is a frequency that is widely misunderstood by 
humans.  there are many types of love, just as there are 
many corresponding frequencies of love, and almost all of 
them are misunderstood.  We define love as follows: the 
energy that allows for each soul to fulfill his or her soul con-
tracts.  in other words, the energy that allows us each to 
evolve in whatever way we choose.  it is the energy that 
allows us freedom and the energy we use to allow one 
another to choose freely.  it is actually the opposite of what 
many people think it is.  it is not something that binds us to 
one another; it is something that frees us.  

A mother’s love for a child means a willingness to allow 
the child to make its own choices.  the protection that the 
mother provides for the child is also a form of love, because 
it enables the child to mature physically until such time 
that it can make its own choices.  As the child matures, 
guidance is provided—but not forced—in a parent-child 
relationship that is loving.

A romantic relationship that is loving is one in which 
either party can choose to leave at any time.  this would 
seem to negate any need for commitment, but the opposite 
is true.  it takes deep commitment to the development of 
another’s soul to be willing to allow that soul the freedom to 
leave you.  What is not part of a loving relationship is con-
trol, limitation or fear.  this does not mean that it is wrong 
to ask for sexual fidelity to be part of a romantic relation-
ship.  it simply means that attempting to force such fidelity 
on another is not a loving act.

true love BringS freeDoM

Many acts that you think of as loving, such as giving 
money or food to the poor, may or may not be loving.  Giv-
ing money or food to others freely, without attachment to 
what is done with it, is a loving act, but if such things are 
given in an effort to control the recipients in any way, then 
it is not a loving act.  With the former, the intent is to 
provide more choices for the recipient; with the latter, the 
intent is to control.  this is true even if you think you know 
what is best for the recipient.

the most important love is self-love.  it is true that you 
cannot honor others without first honoring yourself.  the 
way of expansion is to honor your choices and freedom to 
choose before honoring anyone else’s.  self-denigration or 
self-denial is not love.  in honoring yourself, you honor your 
godhood.  it is only from this place of divinity that you can 
honor others.  if you choose to move out of duality and into 
unity, then you will understand that all are one, and honor-
ing one honors all.  But this always begins with you.

Love is not about sacrifice.  Love is about devotion, but 
devotion to the principle of freedom.  Allowing others the 
freedom to choose does not mean you have to completely 
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disengage from them.  You may interact with them in a 
number of ways and share many things in a completely 
loving way, so long as you do not attempt to take away 
their freedom of choice.  Why would a god need to con-
trol anyone else?  Why would a god need to be controlled?  
We can each create what we truly want.  it never has to 
be contingent upon another person, unless you choose it 
to be.

Many other frequencies are mistaken for love.  sexual 
energy is often mistaken for love.  enjoying one another’s 
company and feeling a deep connection or kinship to oth-
ers is often mistaken for love.  Being afraid of being away 
from someone is very commonly mistaken for love.  some 
of these frequencies are very powerful and not to be dis-
missed, but they are just not what we define as love.

creAting through intention

As with all energetic frequencies, love is divine love if it 
emanates from an awareness of one’s own godhood.  Divine 
love is the highest frequency in the universe because out of 
it comes the utmost respect and reverence for every being’s 
path.  this is our guiding principle on the Galactic Fre-
quency Council.  it is the guiding principle of many over-
seeing bodies in the universe.  it is challenging to hold this 
frequency on earth at this time.  We are here to assist those 
who choose to embody divine love.  simply ask for guid-
ance, and we will provide it.

Once you achieve the ability to embody and emanate 
the frequencies of divine love, then you will be able to 
create and re-create the environment in which you evolve 
simply through intention.  in other words, the future will 
no longer be veiled to you, because you yourself will cre-
ate it as you go along.  Do realize, though, that as you 
raise your vibration, your goals will inevitably change and 
transform, just as you have transformed.  You will change 
the future in a new and exciting way, and, as more humans 
join you in this vibration, the vibration of the planet will 
also ascend.  

Again, this is what the excitement surrounding 2012 is 
about.  the year 2012 is an approximate date that you as 
inhabitants of earth have set for yourselves for returning 
to your godhood.  We will discuss 2012 in greater detail 
at a later date, but keep this in mind, because it is cru-
cial:  Ascension is still your choice.  While the energies 
are coalescing for this planetary transformation, it is still 
completely up to you.  

Z            Z            Z

We urge you to make some decisions in this New Year.  
Do you want to participate in the ascension process, or 
do you want to continue as you have in the past?  Do you 
want to feel controlled by fate, or would you like to steer 
fate itself?  Please think it over.  We’re waiting to hear 
from you.  Namasté.   Z

A Time to Create  
Peace in the World
Quan Yin through Shelia Shumate
18 September 2009

M y beautiful children and wonderful beings, 
the earth is changing, you are changing, 
and it’s important to have compassion and 
understanding for what’s happening on 

earth.  this is a time to assist in creating peace on earth.  
With a lack of understanding, many things are happening 

that are confusing, frustrating and misleading.  it is impor-
tant for each of you to connect to a higher realm of con-
sciousness, to see from the higher perspective in order to 
not get caught up in fear.

everything is in a divine plan and all lightworkers are here 
on earth at this time to hold 
the energies of empathy, sen-
sitivity and kindness.  there 
are those who are in fear, and 
as you all know, fear begets 

keY PointS
“this is a time for tremendous growth for the planet • 
and yourselves.”
to create a peaceful world, you must first envision • 
that world and believe in it.
By allowing guidance and support from the spirit • 
world, you will find your strength.

sheLia shumate
928-442-2312

justbecreations@hotmail.com
www.justbecreations.com
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fear.  At this time we need the compassion for all situations 
and for all people.  this is a time for tremendous growth for 
the planet and yourselves.  each of you is blessed with the 
ability to hold the love and be tolerant of those who are lost 
in unawareness.  it is a time to create peace in the world.

Let us remember when we observe others acting in a way 
that seems cruel, hateful or hardhearted because of their 
situation or the world’s situation, that this is the time to 
remember your attributes within: your compassion, your 
ability to be sensitive and your thoughtfulness.  You can 
make a difference in their lives, which in turn makes a 
difference in the world.  each time you are patient with 
another, you help the world.  You bring about more peace.  
each time you show goodwill, you help the world.  Many of 
you are helping so much during this time on earth by not 
getting caught up in other troubles or dilemmas.  instead, 
you are being grounded and coming from your heart to lis-
ten, to be supportive and helpful.

viSuAlizing A WorlD of PeAce

there is a lot of judgment happening throughout the 
world, and your friends, neighbors, coworkers or family 
may be caught up in it as well.  Are you finding your-
self getting caught up in thinking other people should 
or should not be doing what they are doing?  Maybe you 
think others could make better choices.  Do you feel you 
are right and others are wrong?  What is your role in this?  
How can you help the world?

if you examine yourself first and give energy to that and 
make changes, rather than giving energy to what others are 
doing or saying, you will be helping the world and others.  
By staying out of judgments, you are contributing to a bet-
ter place to live.  stay focused on serving others rather than 
being served.  stay focused on giving rather than taking.  stay 
focused on your positive traits, as this will benefit you.  You 
make the change and others will learn by your example.

take a moment and visualize a world of peace.  What do 
you see?  some of you might see a world where neighbors are 
helping neighbors, an abundance of food, an understanding 
between leaders and individuals, clean waters and streams, 
respect for all living things.  Whatever you see, know that 
it is helping you and the planet.  in a world where there is 
a respect for all living things, there is so much love, beauty 
and joy in it that it creates peace.

Let’s just dwell on the word “peace.”  envision a place 
where there is no disturbance, a place where it is quiet, 
and a place where there is serenity.  Notice if your mind 
becomes calmer.  As your mind flows into this energy, 
notice how your body feels.  experience your surroundings 
at peace: your home, your office or school, places you go.  
to create peace and compassion in the world, you must 
first see it, feel it, and believe it.  Find the time to sit and 
hold your environment and then the world in peace daily 
and preferably at the same time.  Of course, if you can find 
the time to visualize more often throughout the day, the 
better for yourself and the world.

no MAtter the SituAtion,  
You cAn MAke A Difference

the planet is changing, you are changing, and healing is 
taking place.  You are probably aware that you have chosen to 
be here at this time and have this experience on earth.  every 
action you take, every word you speak, every thought you 
think, is either helping to heal you and the world, or it is not.  
As you become aware and observe yourself, you will see if you 
are bringing about healing energy, compassion and peace, or 
contributing to the fear and negativity on the planet.

No matter what the situation is around you, you can make 
a difference.  You have the choice to be loving and kind or 
not.  You have the choice in every moment to come from a 
higher state of awareness and consciousness.  By doing so, 
you are helping to make positive changes in yourself and the 
world.  if you find yourself getting caught up in a negative 
situation, the moment you become aware of it, bring your 
thoughts back to what you want to see in the world: com-
passion, peace, joy, healing, or whatever seems to be appro-
priate for you at the time.  Feel the energy of what you want 
to see in the world, and then make conscious choices.

focuS on WhAt You hAve

even though many of you might be going through difficult 
times, just know there is support, guidance and love in the 
spirit realm that you can call upon.  it helps to focus on what 
you do have rather than focusing on what you don’t have.  if 
your financial situation seems bleak, visualize a positive out-
come and ask for guidance from your higher self.  Give thanks 
for what you do have: you may have your health, your home, 
your pets or your family.  there are hundreds of things you 
could be thankful for.  say them to yourself or out loud; it can 
change your vibration from gloomy to sunny.

Your angels, guides and spirits are here to help during 
unfortunate times.  if it is your health you are worried 
about, focus on the parts of your body that are healthy and 
give thanks for that.  if it is a family member or relationship 
that has your concern, turn that situation over to a higher 
power and trust that whatever happens is in the divine 
plan.  see the good in others and see the best in your cir-
cumstances.  if it is the world situation causing conflict 
within, have faith and assure yourself that God, universal 
Mind, Higher intelligence or whatever name you choose 
to use is behind it all.  By allowing guidance and support 
from the spirit realm, you will begin to see how powerful 
you are and how best to overcome your challenges and 
help others to overcome their challenges as well.  No mat-
ter what situation you find yourself in, the more you stay 
in peace, the more you help others achieve peace.

the spirit world is here to assist wherever needed.  We 
hear your prayers and your cries; we are there for you.  We 
are here to comfort the sick, to help the lost and the unfor-
tunate ones.  We are here to protect, guide and give hope.  
trust the process and know there is a brighter future com-
ing.  there is new life on the horizon, and what a glorious 
time it will be.   Z
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Your Spiritual Body
Amma through Cathy Chapman

My dear ones, i want to share with you a secret 
that is truth:  You have everything within you 
needed to navigate the coming times.  the 
human being was created in such a way that 

you have energy centers throughout your body.  i am not 
talking about just the chakras, the meridians, the aura or 
even encodements.  i am telling you that every organ—
every part of your body down to each individual cell, down 
to the parts of the cell, down to the very atoms and mol-
ecules—has an energy center that you can connect with.  
You consider your body a limitation.  it is not.  Your body 
is a vehicle so amazing that you cannot, with your current 
belief systems, even begin to imagine what it can do and 
where you can go.

coMe BAck to the BoDY

Many of you do not stay within your body.  some of you 
have allowed your spiritual meditation and growth to take 
you out of your body.  You have done this because you did 
not know any differently.  these trips you take are won-
derful experiences of the potential you have.  Come back 
into your body and learn how to travel in ways you can 
only now begin to imagine.  there is a mistaken belief or 
understanding that the body has nothing to do with spiri-
tuality.  You believe your body is only the physical vehicle 
in which your soul rests.  

My dear ones, it is not just a collection of cells.  it is an 
intricately designed energy system.  What i have been teach-
ing you since i began coming through this one is how to dis-
cover the power of the energy system that is your body.  the 

key to this is the heart source.  For those who are new to 
this concept, you go into your heart source by entering the 
front and back of the heart center, the front and back of the 
brow center, connecting the heart to the brow with a beam 
of light and moving that beam of light up to the center of the 
universe and then down to the center of the earth.  i teach 
you this because, when you are fully in your heart source, you 
activate the millions of energy centers within your body.  

Why is that important?  My dear ones, have you heard of 
the Adam Kadmon?  i know many of you have.  the Adam 
Kadmon is simply a concept for you.  it is the ultimate 
body.  the Adam Kadmon can teleport, time travel, man-
ifest, shape shift and be connected to infinite awareness.  
the Adam Kadmon is ageless and timeless.  it is a physical 
body and can be your physical body, but you cannot have an 
Adam Kadmon if you do not stay within your body.  there 
is a synergistic effect between the energy of your personal 
spirit and your physical body.  All you need to know is how 
to use your consciousness, your very self, to activate what 
has been so magnificently woven into your body.

living in the neW

What does the innate power of your body have to do 
with what is coming and what is already occurring?  the 
old is passing away.  that you know.  Before the old can pass 
away, it has to break down.  that includes your old beliefs 
and those understandings that have supported you in the 
life you have lived these many years.  if you wish to live 
life in the new and vibrant manner you dream, everything 
that is old must pass away.  Are you familiar with the say-
ing, “You must put new wine into new skins.  New wine in 
old skins will burst the skins”?  the beliefs you hold about 
the body, consciousness, the world, yourself and even spirit 
must pass and change, must transform.  

using another analogy, you must think outside the 
box.  You must live outside the box of your current beliefs 
and understandings.  each belief, each understanding, is a 
boundary, a limitation.  there are no beliefs within infin-
ity.  infinity simply is.  As long as you are in your body, you 
will experience limitations.  
You will be in a box.  the 
choice is whether you will 
be in the small, constrictive 
box you are currently within 
or whether you will be in a 

keY PointS
As changes occur in the world around you, remember • 
that you, as a remarkable being of love, hold within 
you the power to assimilate and facilitate these 
changes.  
the physical body is not just a collection of cells; it • 
is an intricate energy system through which you can 
transform into the Adam Kadmon.  
the more you are in your heart source, the more • 
you will be able to assimilate the transformative 
energies coming onto the planet, strengthening your 
awareness of the infinite being that you truly are.
“When you are able to view the wounds of the past • 
while you are in your heart source, you will be able to 
transmute the low vibration energy of woundedness 
into the higher vibration of appreciation and 
acceptance.”

Cathy ChaPman
713-681-2400

cathychapmanphd@gmail.com
www.OdysseyToWholeness.com
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box so expansive, you cannot find the limitations until you 
decide to leave this amazing body and amazing lifetime.

the more you are in your heart source, the more you are 
able to access the powers within your body that have been 
carefully hidden.  the more you are in your heart source, the 
more you are able to assimilate the transformative energies 
coming onto the planet.  the combination of the incoming 
energies, the heart source and your own personal spiritual 
practice will transform your body into the Adam Kadmon 
and your awareness of the infinite being, the love incarnate, 
that you truly are.

energY centerS in Your BoDY

Here are some of the secrets hidden within your body 
that are now ready to be utilized:  Your brain has amazing 
potentials within it.  You have heard it said that people use 
only 5 to 10 percent of their brain.  these other aspects of 
the brain enable you to access and work in dimensions other 
than this current one.  When you meditate, you activate 
energy within the brain, turning on the potential within 
your physical brain.  Your vision, as it were, widens and 
deepens.  Your awareness of the energy around you expands.  
You are able to gather information in ways other than from 
your five physical senses.

You have been taught for years about the importance of 
being in your heart.  Are you aware that the heart itself, the 
physical heart itself, also contains powerful energy?  it con-
tains energy centers that can transform your physical body, 
strengthening and expanding your energy field.  When you 
connect the heart and the brain together, you are forming 
a synergistic energy that surrounds you.  the simultaneous 
activation of the heart and brain energies through the heart 
source increases your vibration to the level needed to acti-
vate more energy centers within your body.

think of it this way:  in your plant world, there are seeds 
you simply scatter upon the ground and they will germinate.  
there are others that must be within the soil.  still oth-
ers only germinate in the presence of intense heat, which 
opens the hull containing the seed.  Your body contains 
energy centers activated by the energy of your heart cen-
ter.  Other energy structures are activated by the energy of 
your third eye.  still others can only be activated through 
the intensity of the synergistic elevation of vibration that 
comes from being in the heart source.  Finally, there are 
energy structures that are activated through the combina-
tion of the heart source and your intention.

Not only the heart and the brain, but all of your organs 
and cells have an energy center.  You could say that each 
organ and each cell has a soul of its own.  Your body is a per-
fect metaphor of the Oneness.  Your body is a whole, and 
there are individual organs and body parts within this whole.  
Within these parts, there are individual personalities, as in 
cells.  using the body as an analogy for the Oneness, do you 
notice how your whole body feels out of balance when one 
part is not doing well?  Metaphorically, that happens in the 
Oneness.  Notice that i say “metaphorically.”  

the energy of the Oneness—and i’m going to call it the 
group energy—is affected by the parts within it that hold 
a lower vibration.  When you remain in your heart source, 
the energy spreads throughout your body and awakens dor-
mant potentials within you, expanding the energy beyond 
your body to other personas within the Oneness.  this is the 
service that you can do.  When you remain in a high vibra-
tion state, that energy goes out from you like heat waves, 
like currents, and it affects other people, assisting them in 
raising their vibration.  

Your SPirituAl groWth

Your personal practice in coming to know who you truly 
are as an infinite being is crucial to these new times.  With-
out you, the transition will be more difficult for all upon the 
planet.  Your conscious utilization of the energies coming 
into the planet, in conjunction with your activation of the 
heart source, will aid the transitions you are all undergoing.  
this is not a passive experience.  You cannot just wait for 
the highest vibrations of the energies to come.  if you do, 
you will feel extreme discomfort.  Do your personal work 
raising your vibration by releasing any low vibration result 
of any emotional wounds.  

Be concerned about your spiritual growth.  When i talk 
about being concerned with your spiritual growth, i am 
speaking of only your spiritual growth.  spiritual growth 
does not include judgment of others.  You will find that 
as you grow, expand and come into who you truly are, the 
more detached you can be.  Detachment means you have 
no judgment about anyone, anything or any event.  Make 
choices for yourself based upon the motivation that comes 
from within you.  in other words, you may choose to not 
stay in a marriage, change your friends, change your job or 
your profession.  Do that for yourself, however, not because 
you are judging someone or something else as “less than.”  

some people have the mistaken understanding that 
working for your personal growth is a selfish experience.  
that is not true.  As you grow, as your vibration rises, the 
vibration of the whole rises.  every growth, every healing, 
every detachment you do raises the vibration upon this 
planet.  unless you are specifically called to be concerned 
about the growth of others, there is no need for you to worry 
about anyone but yourself.  Your spiritual growth naturally 
involves other people.  

As you grow, you learn detachment.  Detachment is the 
letting go of the wounds of the past and the people of the 
past.  Any pain, any anger, any fear you continue to hold 
lowers your vibration.  As you grow, as you detach from the 
past, you release others from the constricting energy of your 
judgment of them.  When you release the past, low vibra-
tion energy is transmuted.  As the energies intensify over 
these next few years, the wounds of the past will rise from 
where you have them buried within you.  For some of you, 
this has already been occurring.  You must release the low 
vibration energy which is hiding within you.  Your goal, as 
these wounds reappear, is to look at them, bless them and 
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release them, seeing the one who wounded you as the beau-
tiful being of light that he or she is.  

the more you practice doing this in your heart source, 
the easier it will become.  When you are able to view the 
wounds of the past while you are in your heart source, 
you will be able to transmute the low vibration energy of 
woundedness into the higher vibration of appreciation 
and acceptance.  You will be able to see the beautiful light 
contained within everyone—and, dear ones, i do mean 
within everyone.

StrAtegieS for the coMing tiMeS

so how do you handle these coming times, as well as the 
time you are now in?  

remember that the old has to break up and pass away.  • 
if you continue to be aware of that necessity, you will 
let go.  the pain comes in trying to hold onto the old—
the old beliefs, the old identities, the old attachments.  
All that is hidden is surfacing so they can be released 
and so you can let them go.
Be fully aware that every person in your life is there by • 

plan and design.  each one is fulfilling his or her role 
perfectly.  Have appreciation for them and their roles.  
Without them, you would not be who you are today.  
remember who you are.  You are an infinite being, cre-• 
ated from love and consisting of love.  You are love 
incarnate, and everyone around you is love incarnate.  
remember that you have the power of choice.  You • 
may hold on and be in pain, or you may release and 
discover joy.  
Learn to be in your heart source.  Learn to activate all • 
the energies hidden within your physical body.  Learn 
to talk to every part of your body and gather informa-
tion.  Learn to connect one to another through the heart 
source.  Allow yourself to become the Adam Kadmon.
there is only love.  there is nothing to fear.  step into • 
the flow of that energy.  

Dear ones, this is my message to you.  Yes, things are 
changing, and you hold within you the power to assimilate 
and facilitate these changes.  You are a remarkable being of 
love.  remember that you are love.  i am Amma, the divine 
mother.  i am your mother, and i know you are love.   Z

Teleportation through the 
Pure Heart Chamber
The New Ascended Masters through Maurene Watson 

M asters, for centuries there has been talk about 
the loss of the innocent heart and its con-
nection to the memory of who you really are.  
Your societies write novels, make movies, 

defame love and brag about its foibles.  Why is their power 
to remember—as to why you’re here—so critical?  Why 
would powerful, manifesting creators hide their hearts or 
need mediators to source their own love?  Why is so much 
love turned inward in unworthiness, or too much love 
turned outward in over-worthiness?  An authentic and ten-
der heart knows that nothing else matters.  

When all hearts become real, full of joy and strong again, 
then each will certainly have wonderment in relationship 
with the new world and a full vessel of love to create from at 
all times.  this is because the heart knows that its spirit will 
never let it go without.  A genius heart gentles the mind, 
the self and is its own validation—without the need to prove 
itself to itself, to hold itself against the flame of another to 
be valued, to be first or to be right.  Being a better steward 
of one’s own and others’ love can only come from a true 
heart.  to love everything and all life is to truly live and cre-
ate!  All tears, fears and bruises are wiped away every time 
love and honoring are chosen.  A heart that loves all its 
experiences is truly free and 
conscious because it knows 
that love will re-sculpt, or 
begin again, in every situ-
ation, no matter what the 
journey requires.

keY PointS
“A conscious human heart is really a sun chamber • 
that balances the creator-destroyer energies through 
sun-source love.”
“Yes, you came to master a matrix universe, and • 
you will return to a quantum sovereign sun that has 
mastered polarity evolution.”
“However far your tender heart travels, you know • 
you will come back changed.”

maurene watson
 585-383-0829

www.trafford.com/06-2771

www.trafford.com/03-0615
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Your inner heArt Sun

in this 2010, you will disappear so deeply within your 
new experiences of heart creation that you will feel like 
you have finally begun to live for the dream you originally 
came to earth for in the beginning.  in your own way, you 
will share and experience the secret of your greatest free-
dom—the return of the origination point of your source(s) 
through the blue-black hole sun chamber in your heart.  All 
your miracles, your new creations, meditations, relation-
ships and joy will come and go, teleporting from this place 
as you begin to precipitate your dreams—where choice will 
become creation.  You have never experienced this secret 
in a multiconscious, universal, DNA cell body before.  this 
chamber includes an endless chain of sources linking cre-
ation to creation—an endless chain of creational marriages 
and families creating anew.  All your source suns are talking 
to each other and helping you choose new creations from 
multiple options of experience in a heart moment, where 
every single human life form is as important as another and 
must play its role.

this secret heart begins to reveal itself when the soul 
frequencies spin the physical cells, like you’re in a seashell 
being pulled into your heart.  Many of you report that your 
meditations turn into a spinning vacuum suction, like water 
going down the drain as you travel through a wildly puls-
ing heart, moving into new images of love for your new 
world.  You report feeling like you’re in a black-blue color 
or still-point stasis.  some have suggested that it feels like 
you’re birthing through lifetimes.  When a black hole heart 
becomes conscious, it ignites itself into a blue flame cham-
ber to birth all of your “yous” as one.

Well, you have finally experienced your own mystery 
school secret.  A conscious human heart is really a sun cham-
ber that balances the creator-destroyer energies through 
sun-source love.  this inner heart sun has been your ulti-
mate cloaking device, and we will discuss its requirements 
for body teleportation.  this application directly serves you 
in deleting old lifetimes, creating new lifetimes and chang-
ing your reality and your body at will.  You are learning to 
travel inside out, through your heart sun’s blue-black hole, 
out through the inner earth sun’s black hole to your new 
universes.  Black holes keep the love of the creator and 
destroyer energies in perfect balance—cosmic sun black 
hole chambers, birth solar suns, galactic suns and planetary 
sun families.  in the center of each is the source entity or 
spirit heart.

BlAck hole SunS

You emerged from particle-antiparticle creation from the 
center of many suns’ black hole creation chambers.  You 
lowered yourselves in vibration frequency to create a new 
free will polar matrix universe with a multiple, flexible 
DNA fractal intelligence for all life hidden in the solid, liq-
uid, atomic and subatomic states of your water molecule.  
When a sun gives birth, it spews different fractals of con-
scious love water, which is the embryonic vacuum sac for 

all life.  A leaf sees its source as the oak tree, a pup sees 
its source as a seal, a human baby seeks mom’s love and a 
mini-black hole star may look to its galactic sun as its parent 
source.  these black hole parent suns had to keep their love 
balanced in each dimension they created without harm, dis-
tortion of essence, divorce or abortion.  

Black holes have multiple functions and will change 
functions in your new universe.  every time you enter your 
heart from now on, something new will be born, changed 
or recycled instantly.  these chambers allow you to tele-
port and delete lifetimes.  they allow you to create new 
lifetimes, create new particle-antiparticle DNA fractals and 
create new suns or universes.  You can also recycle every-
thing back to its original source, bend and curve time light, 
create white holes, resolve polarity matrices, experience 
multiple holographic fields and change past event horizons 
or agreed-upon perception points.  they can also reverse in 
on themselves to balance creator/destroyer cycles. 

Now you can understand that many of your suns became 
reverse or distorted black holes that turned in or collapsed 
in on themselves as fragmented or creator-destroyer mem-
ories.  this is too much love turned inward or outward 
in over- or under-worthiness.  this is akin to constantly 
being thrown out of your own bodies.  this is why many 
of you had aspect bodies, soul families and creator families 
that felt soul shattered—like you had fragmented memo-
ries all over the universe.  that is also why many of you 
experienced the distorted cross-seeding of your four king-
doms’ blueprints.  

Creator and destroyer energies from your fractal pat-
terns are a part of your main studies here.  When you 
source creation in your heart, it looks like two spiraling 
hearts becoming conjoined in a torus, as if Adam and eve 
were sharing their half of the apple in the Garden of eden.  
When you created, you never intended for a crystal to be 
a reptile, a human to be a tree or a dog to be a mountain.  
it is one thing to make a human child in a chamber of 
love, and quite another to create the child and abuse it 
for your own needs.  this is akin to living off your own 
creations instead of setting them free to become their cre-
ational purpose, which we could call soul.  so when oth-
ers come to you, they may need your assistance to release 
these old creator-destroyer memories that hide the heart 
in shadow still.

Your mystery schools, governments, churches, matri-
archal and patriarchal races, and your renegade ets have 
been arguing over this information for millennia.  All of 
your great pyramids, star gates, star ships, inner earth sun, 
human brain heart and your DNA crystal-diamond skulls 
are powered though these black hole vacuum chambers 
where fractals of starseed sperm and ovum create.  Yes, you 
came to master a matrix universe, and you will return to a 
quantum sovereign sun that has mastered polarity evolu-
tion.  Already you are on your way to greet your new solar 
system sun at the galactic center, or what many of you call 
the golden age.  You’ve learned that your bodies are the liv-
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ing cell replicas of the pure essence fractals that made up 
all life from the center of your sun’s black hole.  You are the 
living love of the starseeded human angels who learned how 
to seed, guide, steward, enlighten and harvest new civiliza-
tions throughout the cosmos without doing harm.  using 
this black hole technology in many different forms will free 
humanity from eons of enslavement.

Benevolent entAngleMent

right now, you’re all spawning off from your old origina-
tion points of consciousness as new sources.  so we could 
say that source is calling for its new return.  Conscious-
ness is love’s magnet, coming to know itself again and again, 
and it is merging your atomic body back into the subatomic 
body field.  that means in this moment, all source black 
hole suns are calling all their creations, fragments, parts, 
pieces and selves in all kingdoms back home to the one love 
and the one life.  this is balanced love in all new fractals, 
cells and bodies.  the cosmos is impelling its next sun heart, 
calling for new “white hole” universes to birth in freedom 
based on the mastery of free will.  Whatever was created—
plant, reptile, a thought form or a grain of sand—must find 
its source creator, master or slave.  And is that not any one 
of you gods who dwell upon the earth now?  Presently, you 
are humanity’s new guides to help those who must quickly 
sort themselves out to see who goes through the wormholes 
into the new universe.

For those of you going into the new universe, this brings 
up the issue of benevolent entanglement.  You understand 
through your gamma sun brain now that you are one within 
the all of life and will serve each other—build the new uni-
verse in the sharing of your gifts and through sourcing your 
own blue hole heart creations.  the heart rules again and 
your heart body will teleport back and forth until the old 
universe can no longer feel or see you, and you seemingly 
disappear or fold up into higher and higher consciousness.  
But you will create without a creator-destroyer conflict, and 
this freedom alone will feel like you’re actually physically 
flying in your creations.  

this ancient, militant creator-destroyer became built 
into the matrix through reverse mini black hole creations 
where choices were just different forms of slavery disguised 
by power sources outside the inner soul source of a creation.  
thus, this infected the marriage system, causing an anti-
love program.  Your multi-diamond gamma ray body, with 
its protective reflectors, has put an end to this through its 
vacuum flame chamber in the heart, which generates new 
DNA and new dimensions in and out of the heart’s blue 
needle hole.  so you are no longer creating or lost inside 
another’s source matrix, since all cell body memory can 
return to its source.

this is why mutual new holograms, or new over-soul 
families, are creating all the New earth ecosystems together 
while stewarding the New Children.  there is room in the 
heart to receive new fractals of music, sound, art, nature, 
technology or mathematic light patterns of multi-triangu-

lation points of many heart vectors sharing.  they come 
together in imaginative, desired, intended, freewill miracle 
action moments of creation.  in sharing the orb sun spheres 
in your heart, you will disappear more and more from 
matrix experiences because you will move beyond fractured, 
refracted or fragmented light love into tantalizing choices.  
then others must reflect off your beautiful heart sun or find 
their own black hole in which to incubate their soul.  Now 
you can understand how the unconscious shadow heart 
finally becomes conscious.  

Your golDen Age DreAM BoDY

Again, this is black hole technology that recycles all to 
its next frequency or returns it to its original source.  this 
returns black holes to their balanced, zero-point energy to 
generate new dimensions.  We are not promoting black 
holes as another religious dogma, but instead as a light phys-
ics understanding of direct manifestation from source love.  
it means the black hole in your heart can recycle anything 
in its blue-black violet flame chamber to usher in your new 
life.  Your bodies will continue to raise their frequencies 
until they become their own free sun hearts with the ability 
to create independently of any other god in the New earth 
group experiences.  

some of you have called this cosmic consciousness, an 
ascended master or fulfillment.  When your orb has finished 
living all its flower of life patterns, then it is free to travel 
the universes and interact as heart consciousness, choosing 
and changing the body at will to accommodate the experi-
ence.  Your pure, conscious heart body can create any desire 
or reality you choose because it is patterned after a sun’s 
blue-black vacuum chamber, and it remembers full-body 
consciousness that can never again be separate from its own 
experience.

so how do you travel and generate new dimensions in 
this golden age dream body of yours?  How then does the 
starseed of spirit, or solid-state holy water molecule, tele-
port into a gaseous, super-fluid state like gems and precious 
metals melting together in liquid light?  this happens when 
the hypothalamus or your plasma-gate gland, which fuses 
star material, turns on its switch to cycle the heart’s black 
hole in order to create in its anti-graviton vacuum chamber.  
We have said before that this happens because the multi-
dimensional pineal and pituitary cells forms a base multi-
eight-cycle brain wave spin, and this allows the hypothal-
amus to activate the autonomic nervous system to allow 
spirit to run the body.  the vagus, or spirit nervous system, 
takes over the functions of sleep-rhythms, hormones, satis-
faction, mothering, maternal instincts, weight, blood pres-
sure and thirst.  it begins light conversion of mass into more 
fluid body states where your sun body quietly travels inside 
its seashell on scalar wave torsion fields—electrified heart 
plasma fields.                           

this turns your body into a blue-hole plasma reac-
tor, which sits in an antigravity vacuum inside your own 
heart.  this model will replace nuclear reactors, which 
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destroy atoms because plasma-fusion energies can repli-
cate or fuse your subatomic cells into new creations.  But 
when you want to teleport, you travel through your body’s 
heart sun—through the center of the inner earth black 
hole sun—where particle-antiparticle are one.  And then 
you can go out on holographic timeline curvatures, loops, 
event horizon wormholes or multiple potentiates, which 
originate in the plasma anti-graviton fields that travel 
exponentially to your heart frequency every time you cre-
ate.  so you will begin to travel through your own heart 
and through the blue-hole in the inner earth sun and then 
out again.  eventually, when your orb no longer has need 
of spiraling eight tetrahedrons—new soul fractal geometry 
to create in the multiple universes—you will be free to 
travel in your own sun orb again and come and go in all 
the new universes.  You will even visit matrix source suns 
if you desire.  An orb or seashell body has its own inner 
blue-hole, which acts as its own interdimensional, anti-
gravity body ship.

trAveling With gAiA

Gaia is in her new marriage with all her source suns.  
she is gradually changing her electromagnetic chemical 
activity over to the plasma core, which is raising the fre-
quency deep in her inner sun core.  she is birthing new 
planets, stars and suns from her blue hole chamber through 
you as she sheds your dense memory veils through earth 
changes.  Presently the Van Allen photon belt around 
your planet, which looks like two spiral hearts conjoined, 
keeps her poles stable as she shifts her magnetosphere into 
the higher heart.  this will shift out the old-earth elec-
tro-field as the plasma core births.  Gaia’s spirit continues 
to detoxify her polarity skin body and stabilize her spinal 
poles and tectonic or cranial plates, just as you are through 
your spinal heart brain.  

Now you are traveling with her as the new midnight sun 
at the center of your new universe as Gaia aligns with the 
galactic, solar and cosmic suns to birth your multiple uni-
verses.  the only requirement for this journey is that you 
be pure of heart!  Now you understand why your bodies 
are powerful, free energy sources that are powered by the 
cosmic, solar and planetary suns.  these suns feed light fre-
quencies into the magnetic field around your universe and 
directly into your own heart chambers.  Your spirit’s body 
genius, who folds up the third- and fourth-density frequen-
cies, has walked you into your new universe frequencies.

this will put extreme pressure on old, unconscious, con-
trolling or reverse black hole earth technologies that have 
tried to twist the DNA, or turn heart against heart.  Many 
of the tech communications around your planet must be 
updated to keep up with your heart’s new model for New 
earth technology by using conscious technology or plasma 
magnetics of a fluid heart!  this is already being shown in 
your satellite and computer systems, which have to update 
every few seconds to keep up with new sun cycles.  Humans 
with unconscious heart technology may rapidly begin to 

forget you, forget who they are or go through a cell death 
process.  Again, all sources are calling back all their cre-
ations due to this awakened cycle.  Any entity, energy or 
fragment that is not fully soul infused or soul purposed must 
also migrate to its source as well.  

imagination is travel, is it not?  imagine yourself in your 
heart’s blue spark as you travel through the source of your 
planet’s blue chamber—transmitted on magnetic waves that 
are not carrying any mass or energy, only liquid light infor-
mation, and cycling at speeds ten billion times the speed 
of light.  Flying and levitation travel combine like riding a 
bicycle on ocean waves—love after love.  it is like surfing 
gravity gradients while trying to find the magnet at the top 
of every crest wave to hold on to before your vacuum heart 
conch inside the wave takes you out to sea again.

Your orb levitation, or magnetic spin field, gener-
ates and plays with new rainbow fields within others’ 
new designs as you pass through horizon libraries.  the 
heart shuttles wormholes to exit and enter universes after 
looping or stringing light waves in different dimensional 
potentials—though planets, galaxies or other system suns 
and using the vacuum conch of the body’s heart to return 
in just seconds.  then, you seem to flash—appear and dis-
appear—in light wave patterns of information in millisec-
onds, which grounds you back in your heart to perform the 
most simple of tasks!   

As the generators for the intention fields of new dimen-
sions are all around, you venture shielded in your heart’s 
cloaking device against lower frequency electromagnetic 
fields.  A vaster magnetic field can reveal a new life choice 
or entrance point.  this is so you do not get caught in the 
past, but can view it through your shielding while interact-
ing with all the highway arcs of choices around you.  Your 
frame flash images encounter mini black hole creations, 
shimmering laser light rays, changing dimensions, the melt-
ing and solidifying of various star liquid materials and tem-
peratures that do not disturb your radiant field.  You might 
see memory ghost fields of the past as massless spinners of 
flickering sensations, but know they are no longer part of 
your reality, for you are no longer locked in a past.  

Z            Z            Z

However far your tender heart travels, you know you will 
come back changed.  And what you observed will also have 
changed.  Whatever you create is not locked in, and it can 
be changed again and again through your conscious heart 
that has limitless freedom.  Did you enjoy the center of your 
new galaxy and ride out on a comet’s tail?  Did you redi-
rect an asteroid so it does not collide with your orb field?  
Did you notice the light field chambers of new heart suns, 
new heart worlds or new universes?  Now you can continue 
on your journey, experiencing one multiple lifetime after 
another while still inside your own heart vehicle.  so this 
2010, let your heart become lighter and lighter until the 
touch of a finger lifts the sky—you hear the hum in the 
inner earth and join her in her heart.   Z
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Liberating the  
Divine Feminine
The H-A Energy channeled by Tony Neate

A s we gradually embrace the Aquarian conscious-
ness, there will continue to be quite significant 
changes that will affect everyone on the planet.  
the collective energies representing the light 

were unable to successfully deal with the Piscean energy, 
and they unfortunately allowed the shadow to bring about 
an age of fear, control and putting down—an age of the 
ego expressed predominantly through the masculine.  this 
imbalance is creating a number of problems for people who 
are now not sure how to move forward.  

so, looking forward into 2010, i must highlight the two 
most significant characteristics of the Aquarian personal-
ity that need to be developed:  the first characteristic is the 
return and assimilation of a strong feminine energy that will 
break down the need for tribal law, restrictive cultures and 
religions that seek to control people, put them down and 
force them to believe in a god of judgement, a god of punish-
ment.  the second characteristic is the need for each human 
soul to find their individual responsibility, particularly in 
response to the power structures on this earth.   

reSiStAnce to the incluSion of the feMinine

the combination of the feminine and the masculine 
working together is essential for planetary harmony, and 

you are seeing this renewed feminine emphasis at work in 
all countries.  But before the more sensitive feminine ener-
gies can flow smoothly into all areas of your lives, many 
of the male dominated systems and structures need to be 
reformed or dismantled.  

Next year you will see women trying more strongly to 
assert themselves through institutions that have been tra-
ditionally dominated males so that the obstacles to this 
renaissance of the unrestricted feminine participation in 
society can be removed.  this will, however, arouse the 
masculine to become more belligerent than it already is.  
the incarceration of Aung san suu Kyi, the elected leader 
of Burma, who wishes to see freedom and democracy there, 
highlights the difficulty for women standing for high office 
in many countries.  

the Anglican religion, faced with rapidly diminishing 
church attendances, is grappling with divisions between 
those supporting movement to elevate women priests to the 
position of bishop and those resisting this movement.  in 
the American episcopalian branch, there are much more 
liberal attitudes, but there is disquiet there also.  there will 
be renewed calls for a split.  it is not a ludicrous proposition 
to suggest that the Catholic Church could have a feminine 
influence working alongside the Pope, but the resistance to 
this will be immense, as there will also be in the behavior 
of those reactionary forces within islam determined to keep 
women in their “place” and out of sight.  

clASh of the SuPerPoWerS

the aggressive male ego is particularly evident when 
looking at international affairs, and the activities of what 
you call the “superpowers.”  the Cold War is over, but some 
of the attitudes that accompanied it remain.  With inter-
nal economic problems reining in the American influence 
worldwide, you are blessed with a new president committed 
to reconciliation.  the sup-
port for him from the spirit 
world is very profound.  He 
knows that he has to take his 
time and that confrontation 
is rarely appropriate.  He 
is waiting for the moment 
when the people can say, 

keY PointS
As the age of the Aquarian consciousness comes • 
into being, the imbalance between masculine and 
feminine that was created during this last age will 
begin to be resolved.
During this time, each human being needs to find • 
their own individual responsibility in response to 
the power structures on this planet.
On an international level, the nations of rus-• 
sia, China and the united states of America will 
undergo great transitional periods as they move 
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feminine consciousness.
While the reactions to these transitions may be full • 
of resentment and resistance by some at first, light-
workers can assist in the process by responding with 
unconditional love, forgiveness and respect and 
emphasising the need for freedom from old con-
cepts and ideas. tony neate
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“Yes, we support you in this.”  if he tries to do things ahead 
of time, then there will be a battle, and he will have to 
struggle to assert his authority.  He understands this.

No, when looking for the most likely imminent clash 
between cultures, the danger point i see is between China 
and russia, the two major proponents of the philosophy 
of communism, an important but misunderstood political 
idea—not least of all by those who have tried to implement 
it.  America is a comparatively new country; russia, not-
withstanding the upheavals that have taken place since the 
fall of the Czars, is a comparatively old country.  Much of 
russia’s internal misuses of the communist principles were 
based both on an insecurity in relation to the western power 
bloc and to the fact that the imperialistic past could not be 
shaken off so easily.

World events are showing that russia has a great deal 
more to face than most countries, and she has taken a retro-
gressive path that has been forced upon her by the conduct 
of those who have ruled her.  When a country is forced to 
take an extreme view, the tendency is for the pendulum to 
swing to the other extreme, as you have seen with the rise 
of the russian Oligarchs.  if russia is going to succeed in the 
world, she must learn to moderate her views and to accept 
other ways of approaching life.  

the eSoteric SignificAnce of ruSSiA

esoterically, russia had and still has a great karma to 
perform in the development of the world.  Looking far into 
the future, i see a very different russia from the state you 
know today.  Many further blows will be rained on her 
that will cause her to change her ways entirely.  to the 
observing occultist,  this will prove very interesting and 
will explain the debt that this country owes to the world.  
the type of role she will play in many years’ time will be a 
modifying one, a very placid one, and i feel that russia has 
the chance to make the greatest advance of all nations, 
because the tremendous repercussions and upheavals she 
has suffered will, in the long run, prove extremely benefi-
cial to her development.  

Communism, as an ideal, could be far more spiritual 
than many other paths if it were ethically adhered to.  it has 
many commendable facets, but it is necessary to face the 
fact that the active forces in the Piscean age would not have 
allowed any type of humane collective rulership its proper 
implementation.  in view of the path russia has pursued in 
its evolution, it is not surprising that its astrological ruler-
ship comes under the sign of Aquarius, for this is a sign that 
tends to jump ahead of its time, and its humanitarian type 
of thinking would easily produce an ideology that could be 
subverted by those of a controlling disposition.  

the path of evolution that russia has taken has been of a 
violent nature over the past century, and one of the greatest 
conflicts russia will have to face is the influence of China  
who engineered a form of communism entirely unto itself.  
As with many ideals, there is often a discrepancy between 
the original motive and what is carried out at lower levels of 

the order, and it is the force of the masses that will be signif-
icant in this country, as it always has been.  in the Aquarian 
age, it will no longer be possible to control them.

the eSoteric SignificAnce of chinA 
China is a country with a great heritage.  it is strange 

that, in a land as large as the present gigantic republic, there 
has been a great culture that has molded at various times by 
some profound philosophies throughout the ages.  unfortu-
nately, the privileged elite who were capable of understand-
ing the philosophies very rarely carried them out.  Here is a 
nation with a heritage and wisdom that could make its con-
temporaries look like newborn babies; yet, despite all these 
philosophies, the web of materialism has stretched slowly 
but surely across its lands and the old order was replaced by 
a new, powerful and extremist regime.  

the philosophies of China have been its strength and its 
weakness, for in their outlook they provided the answer to 
all things—except, perhaps, that man should be an individ-
ual within himself.  thus they failed to make contact with 
the average citizen.  revolutions have occurred from time 
immemorial in this land, and there is still bitterness among 
the citizens themselves and toward many other countries of 
the world.  As she goes forward now, there could well be the 
tendency for China to subdivide into smaller units.  

China has always been feared because of its numbers and 
it would be true to say that the westerner has held the Chi-
nese in awe, fascinated by but not understanding the differ-
ence in the outlook of the oriental mind.  i would say that 
although the economic domination that China is trying to 
impose on the world will have to be faced eventually by the 
united states, it will not be just yet.

No, it is a violent clash between China and russia that 
we in spirit are all working to avoid.  tensions in the world 
are high enough without the risk of a spreading conflict 
where, if the savagery and the barbaric intent that still 
lurks behind the present regimes is unleashed, that con-
flict could easily, at this delicate stage in the world’s evolu-
tion, tear asunder the foundations of all known sympathy 
and civilization.  i am not predicting this, you do under-
stand, but i do need to mention that the attitudes that 
China is bringing to the world form one of the most tender 
spots in this anatomy of tension.  it must be nursed with 
great care.  the seriousness of this situation cannot be too 
strongly stressed.  

the eMergence of chinA

China came into being at quite a different time in the 
evolution of your planet from any other nation.  At dif-
ferent periods of earth’s history, spirits have come from 
other planets to assist in its evolution.  As the genetic or 
physical evolution of the human body has progressed, so 
has the type of spirit that has incarnated and experienced 
life through the medium of that physical shell.  From this 
you can see that the development of Homo sapiens depends 
upon the type of vibration of the spirit incarnate in the 
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physical body; in turn, the vibration of the spirit depends 
upon the sphere of evolution from whence it came before 
it entered the human shell.  

One example of spirits from other spheres incarnating on 
this planet to give it a little help forward was when the spirits 
from the planet Venus incarnated on earth and slowly created 
in Homo sapiens an independent will to develop, thus causing 
the Atlanteans to grow from the Lemurians.  Much later on, 
another branch of Lemurians formed the beginning of the 
Chinese civilization.  it was into these physical bodies that 
certain spirits from yet another planet incarnated, causing 
the evolutionary variation that has built up into the Chinese 
race.  these spirits came from a planet with a much heavier 
vibration than Venus: the planet Jupiter.  Now, the vibra-
tion from Jupiter is one that finds the planet earth difficult to 
negotiate, and when a spirit from that particular planet tries 
to experience life through the medium of a physical earth 
body, it has to adjust considerably to find a balance.

When i say that the Chinese, as a race today, are predom-
inantly of the vibration of Jupiter, let me be quite clear here; 
this does not mean that every Chinese person has had an 
incarnation on Jupiter.  i am talking about something on an 
esoteric level.  in the universe, there are an infinite number 
of spirits—each in its own individual stage of evolution—
seeking, finding, growing and learning wisdom.  spirits tend 
to group together just as human beings do, and in that group-
ing they find strength.  Within their own group—and they 
may be in varying stages of evolution within the group—
they have characteristic common denominators, and thus 
they develop a group personality, ego or spirit.  that group 
becomes, in my terms, a form of vibration, which is what i 
mean by the influence of Jupiter in the Chinese people; it 
symbolizes a heavy, slow-moving vibration.  Very often, spir-
its of Jupiter in the physical bodies of earth experience great 
difficulty in accepting life; they fight or rebel against it and 
often appear introverted, for they are people who think and 
meditate a lot.  

Although the wisdom, philosophy and esoteric side of 
these spirits have been subdued, free will is being reawak-
ened, and people are beginning to realize that a physical 
life can be enjoyed—a fact that most spirits on the vibra-
tion of Jupiter find difficult to accept.  the sooner the 
Chinese emerge from this collective state of thinking, the 
better, for it could form a trap for them, especially if they 
become too serious in their rush toward modernization.  
they are a very dogged race and they must watch that this 
doggedness does not become further misdirected into nar-
row, nationalistic channels as they become more western-
ized.  it is within their karma as a nation to rise a great deal 
in the course of this planet’s future, but to attempt to rise 
too far under their present administration could present 
many dangers, for they need a more balanced, practical 
approach if they are to become a truly great nation.  they 
have the tradition and they have the potential, but they 
only have experience of extremes and find it difficult to 
put their finer thoughts into practice.  

this is a country that will assume a complementary role 
in the world’s evolution, serving as a balance with other 
forms of national thought and expression.  China has subju-
gated itself for too long.  i am all for a harmonious balance 
between the east and West, and this is something that will 
eventually come about once this phase of materialism has 
played itself out.  When it does, there are many who will be 
greatly surprised at what emerges.  

the coMing YeAr

However, we are looking at more immediate concerns, 
because when the feminine energy quickens in the hearts 
of those who are not receptive in both russia and China, 
the shadow will surely appear.  When you send out heal-
ing internationally, the energies between China and russia 
need to be given a lot of love to create peace and coopera-
tion, not war and control, for they can both be very control-
ling countries.  to some degree this will be played out in the 
united Nations, where they both have a veto, and in Mon-
golia.  A tense situation is likely to develop soon.

indeed, the world as a whole must rise above the manip-
ulation of thought and action involving retaliation that is 
so often carried out in the name of freedom and progress; 
this calls for more enlightened thought and direction from 
the world leaders.  Just as russia has to deal with its deeds 
of the past, all the other countries that have had empires 
will have to allow elements of the past to come forward to 
be addressed.  No country that has had widespread power 
and misused it can usefully come to the fore again in world 
affairs until that karma has been worked out.

Personally, i would not be prepared to back any present 
form of government system as the better one to encourage a 
spiritual outlook, because i feel they all need a considerable 
amount of adjustment before they could really bring about 
a balanced and compassionate form of government.  the 
greatest hope for engendering this understanding lies with 
societies and bodies outside the political field.

AcceSSing the heArt of the uniteD StAteS

Next year, to enable this increased emphasis on the femi-
nine finding a much more effective balance with the mas-
culine, you will have to deal with reactions to it—not with 
force, not with anger and not with resentment.  You will 
have to deal with them with unconditional love, with for-
giveness and with respect, emphasising the need for free-
dom from being locked into old concepts and ideas; this 
includes many members of the scientific community who 
are caught up in purely material concerns.

in the united states, where the divine feminine cer-
tainly needs to become more active and persuasive and 
more sensitively balanced with the masculine, it is neces-
sary for those committed people who work with energies 
to access the heart power and dispense it throughout the 
country.  the obvious place would be to draw on the ener-
gies of the highest heart chakra point located in the center 
of America, where it should be active but where, unfortu-
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keY PointS
You have been stuck in a third-/fourth-dimensional • 
form of mind control for many lifetimes.
A new band of higher-frequency emotional pat-• 
terns and thought forms now hovers above the 
negative band.
it’s time for you to step fully into self-mastery and • 
write a new galactic contract.

The Positive or the Negative Path?

Decision Time Is Now!
Archangel Michael through Ronna Herman

B eloved masters, there are two streams of col-
lective-consciousness thought forms surround-
ing the earth at this time, instead of one swirl-
ing maelstrom of negative thought patterns that 

have, up until now, made up the aura of the earth.  this 
negative band of distorted energy is an accumulation of 
many thousands of years of fear, hate and self-serving inter-
ests and actions.  it has created the shadow side of the broad 
spectrum of light and shadow, the illusional world in which 
humanity has existed since the fall into what could be 
termed a semiconscious state of awareness.

Most of humanity has been caught up and stuck in a 
third-/fourth-dimensional form of mind control throughout 
their many lifetimes, for they have been ensnared in the 
beliefs of their forefathers: racial, political, cultural and reli-
gious.  Many dear souls have hardly ever had any original 
thoughts of their own.  the negative mass-consciousness 
belief system is all about doom and gloom, unworthiness, 
strict rules and dogma that discourages original independent 

thinking and that has kept everyone in a state of guilt, fear 
and inertia.  this has been called the “herd state,” whereby 
everyone looked to their religious and ruling leaders to tell 
them what to do, think and be.

every great religion began with inspired teachings from 
a great master who was given specific wisdom teachings to 
impart to humanity.  they were overlighted by and under the 
direction of our Father/Mother God, and during their lifetime, 
the concepts were adhered to and remained pure.  However, 
upon the transition of the master, over time the teachings 
became distorted and were changed to suit the selfish inter-
ests of those in charge.  they veered from the inspired truth 
and wisdom teachings that were designed for that particular 
era to assist the masses in developing a personal relationship 
with our Father/Mother God as they strove to attain a certain 
level of self-mastery and enlightenment. 

We have said before that you are very brave to step out-
side the popular belief system, the collective consciousness 
of humanity, which has been a prison of sorts for so long.  
We know you have been 
criticized, scoffed at, ostra-
cized and maligned in this 
and many other lifetimes, 
beloveds.  However, we 

nately, you can find some of the most extreme aspects of 
light and dark.  

this has caused the guardians of that great power center 
to close it down, denying access to all but a few of the most 
committed people who can balance their sensitivity with a 
strong inner resilience so that renewal can take place.  it is 
an area where there are still many people who are addicted 
to the gun culture, who would shoot first and ask afterward.  
But it is also, most significantly, an area where Native Amer-
ican reservations were concentrated.  the people incarcer-
ated there were so harshly treated that the agony and anger 
is still alive in the atmosphere.  

so i would like to introduce a different approach to the 
heart chakra for you by reminding you that within each 
chakra there are representative energies of all the others—
the heart speaking from the throat, for example.  i would 

suggest that workers for the light concentrate their efforts to 
strengthen the heart chakra of the u.s. by working through 
the throat chakra at Virginia Beach and accessing it from 
there, either through mind energies or by being personally 
present there.  this is an area that has been well treated by 
those true seekers who have visited over the years.  it has 
a purity that will allow the heart energy to be accessed and 
used in an appropriate way.

i would suggest that this work of balancing the feminine 
with the masculine be intensified during the coming year, 
for as the overall energies become adjusted to being much 
more feminine, this will gradually allow new levels of sen-
sitivity and new levels of understanding and openness of 
mind into the American character.  it will also bring about 
a much gentler attitude to the things that are happening on 
the planet, and that will best serve the greater good.  Z
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wish you to know that even though you may presently be in 
a minority, your numbers are growing by leaps and bounds.  
Many of what have been called “New Age concepts” are fil-
tering into the minds and conversations of the masses, and 
the belief in angels and interaction with the beings of light 
from the higher realms is no longer totally discounted as it 
has been in the past.

You Are here to AttAin BAlAnce

the good news is that there is a new band of higher-fre-
quency emotional patterns and thought forms circling the 
earth above the negative band.  this band of energy is filled 
with light, hope and a strong desire for self-expression and 
mastery.  Gradually, the crystalline grid system is encompass-
ing the earth and the Creator-consciousness band of light is 
growing stronger every day as more and more of you access 
the cities of light and become conveyers of the adamantine 
particles of creation.  the masses are beginning to question 
their leaders and are holding them accountable for their 
actions.  More and more people are beginning to question 
the dogmatic rules and restrictions of organized religion and 
are seeking their own higher truth by alternative means.

We understand that a great majority of earthly souls are 
in the throes of pain, suffering and uncertainty.  unfor-
tunately, the majority of people do not take heed to the 
chaos of the times, which has been created by excessive 
and imbalanced thoughts and actions.  the karmic laws of 
cause and effect are returning to the “sender” that which 
they have created much more quickly than in the past, so 
that it can be rectified and requalified.  For every soul on 
earth at this time, the most important life task is to strive to 
return to balance and harmony within both the inner and 
outer worlds of existence.

those of you who agreed to come into physical incarna-
tion at this particular time brought with you the major les-
sons or imbalances in your physical/mental/emotional bod-
ies that needed to be harmonized so that you could begin 
to work compatibly with your soul or higher self.  You have 
come into this lifetime to balance your masculine and femi-
nine natures using the divine will, power and authority of 
the Father Creator, but also to integrate the love/wisdom, 
compassion, nurturing and creativity aspects of the Mother 
Creator.  You came to experience the earth and being fully 
in the physical body while integrating spirit into your physi-
cal being and consciousness.  You are here to balance knowl-
edge and communications, to learn through intuition what 
your own truths are, and to live those truths as an example 
for others, as well as to learn the balance of communication 
skills—when to speak and when to hold your silence—and to 
be nonjudgmental, learning that each person is on his or her 
own individual path and has his or her own lessons to learn.

it iS tiMe to reclAiM Your Divine Birthright

For those of you who have listened to the whisperings 
of spirit and who have stepped onto the path of enlighten-
ment, it is time for each of you to remember that the earth 

is not your home.  You are on assignment here.  You are 
from far-distant star systems and galaxies and possibly even 
other universes.  it is time for you and the many faithful war-
riors of peace/light to know how magnificent you are and 
how brave you were to answer the clarion call to descend 
into the density of this earthly experiment.  the events in 
your galaxy, solar system and on earth are quickly moving 
forward, and great change is in the offing.  therefore, it is 
important that you focus on what is right in your world and 
not get caught up in all the negativity and fear that is spew-
ing out into the ethers.  remember, you give energy to that 
upon which you focus your attention.

it is time for you to step fully into self-mastery and reclaim 
your divine birthright.  What would you like to become?  
What would you like to do?  You have the ability to become 
or create anything you can envision as long as it is in har-
mony with your divine blueprint.  You have wondrous light 
packets of information stored within your sacred mind just 
waiting to be called forth.  As you build and perfect your 
pyramid of light in the fifth dimension, you will find that 
your creations will manifest more and more quickly. 

teaching by example is one of the most effective ways 
to show others how to become masters of their own des-
tiny.  Always ask for the highest outcome and for the good 
of all—you will not be led astray.  We know it is not easy to 
step out of your comfort zone, for you have allowed others 
to make you doubt yourself and your abilities.  We ask you 
to be a brave example to those around you:  those who are 
stuck in the cultural beliefs and limitations of the collective 
consciousness of humanity.

each of you has experienced life many times in either 
a male or a female body.  You have also experienced the 
physical vessel in a great variety of races, forms and cul-
tures.  Beloveds, when you judge others, you are really only 
judging yourself, for you have experienced most all of the 
many facets of earthly existence.  it is a great privilege to be 
allowed to incarnate on earth, and there has always been a 
list of millions upon millions of souls waiting to experience 
the physical reality that the earth has to offer.

You are no exception, for you were anxious to experience 
earthly creation in as many ways and expressions as possible.  
therefore, as the veil of illusion is gradually lifted, you begin 
to develop great understanding and compassion for those 
who are stuck in the pain and suffering of the third-/fourth-
dimensional distorted reality.  Beloveds, we are asking you to 
become a brave example for those around you.  As you dare to 
step out and claim your mastery, others will follow your exam-
ple.  Call on us, and we will assist you in your endeavor.

Many of you are experiencing a divine discontent as well 
as dramatic life changes at this time.  things that used to 
bring you pleasure no longer satisfy, and you may have lost any 
common interest with many of your friends.  this is because 
your soul self is nudging you to move forward, to expand your 
vision and to take control of your destiny.  You must let go of 
preconceived ideas about the structure of your life.  You must 
let go of beliefs that keep you stuck in a binding set of struc-
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tural boundaries.  Letting go gives you the power to expand 
your consciousness and your picture of reality.

the higher your vibrational patterns become, the more 
fluid the time-space continuum, or the sequence and tim-
ing of events, becomes.  structures become habits that bind 
you to the illusion of the third/fourth dimensions.  Do not 
become attached to the structured life you have created.  
it is important that you are willing to change your life to 
include new concepts as you expand your vision and aware-
ness of the potential of the future.  Never forget that you 
are cocreators: either of pain, suffering and limitation, or of 
love, joy, peace and abundance.  the choice is yours.

During theSe tiMeS of AccelerAteD evolution,  
You cAn MAke A Difference

My brave warriors of peace, it is time for you to write a new 
galactic contract.  Be very clear and deliberate in stating what 
it is that you would like to do.  We stress again:  Anything 
you can envision, you can manifest, and we have given you 
the wisdom teachings and the method to do so.  However, 
you must make the effort, radiate the love you feel in your 
heart and share the wisdom you have gained over your many 
lifetimes.  Your reward will be the light in the eyes of those 
around you and the joy they express as they too allow the 
integration of spirit to create miracles in their lives.  the vio-
let fire of transmutation—through the energies of beloved 

Archangels Zadkiel and Amethyst, and under the direction 
of saint Germain and his divine complement, Lady Por-
tia—is being showered down upon the earth and humanity 
to assist in these swiftly changing times.  the power of the 
seventh ray will greatly increase in strength in the com-
ing years as you move deeper and deeper into the process 
of ascension.

it is not by coincidence that so many brave souls chose the 
seventh ray of transformation as their soul ray for this life-
time.  in the higher realms, you were aware that it was to be 
the overlighting ray for the planet earth for these next 2,000 
years of evolution/transformation.  see this blessed energy 
blazing up and around you, radiating out in ever-widening 
circles as you join others in helping to lift the consciousness 
of humanity back into the frequencies of love/light.  remem-
ber, during these times when the evolution of the earth and 
humanity are being accelerated, you can make a difference.

Many of you are disturbed by all the negativity and injus-
tice around you; however, deep within you know that the 
great changes taking place will eventually be for the better-
ment of all.  Be assured that you can be an instrument for 
change.  stand firm in your integrity and allow us to assist 
you to fulfill your mission and to nurture you with our love.  
Allow your radiance to shine forth for all to see.  Know that 
you are loved profoundly, and you are under my protection.  
i am Archangel Michael.  Z

keY PointS
“Many people will be called to simplify their lives • 
as an intuitive and voluntary action, or through a 
seemingly forced and uncontrollable set of circum-
stances, or both.”
We can utilize quantum reality in order to recon-• 
struct external forms by changing our inner lives.
“Current-cy means not spending most of your time • 
in the past and the future, as is typical in the world 
of duality you are leaving.”
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Moving Forward  
With “Current-cy”
Divine Wisdom through Annie Konovitch

A ll aspects of money, material things, social, 
governmental, and all other structures and 
systems—from the macroscopic down to each 
individual—have come into the forefront 

of focus and will not be leaving for at least sixteen years.   
A new cycle has begun over the last several years regarding 

these things, and you will be given circumstances that will 
allow all aspects of them to be transformed.  

As 2010 approaches, those most conscious among you 
have an opportunity for more peace through this transition 
by understanding what is happening and by pro actively and 
deliberately working with the energies.  No doubt you have 
seen the very obvious signs of this trend in our country, the 
world and in your own individual experience. 

the QueStion of  
ProSPeritY

Many of you who had 
abundance and wealth are 
now “losing” your material  
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possessions or voluntarily giving them up.  those who 
thought they did everything right by going to school to 
get a good education, getting good jobs, saving money and 
investing are losing their houses, assets, seemingly stable 
circumstances and even their income.  Many of you have 
encountered never-before-experienced situations of won-
dering where your next meal will come from and having 
to enlist help from family, friends or government systems.  
there have been turmoil and shock from this leveling 
off of wealth.  this has been a major trend, especially for 
healers who often experience things before others in order 
to assist by helping other people through.  From having 
had the experiences first, these healers among you glean 
the insights and put them into an expanded perspective 
in order to help others make the best and most productive 
use of the energies.

still others among you have found new prosperity as your 
dollars can reach farther in a seemingly struggling economy, 
and you are now faced with the question of what to do with 
your extra money in a dubious economic time.  Many of you 
are just now getting to have the experience of owning your 
own home.

the year 2010 will only bring more of these topics of 
money and material things—the views of them and relation-
ships to them—for you to explore.  Many people will be called 
to simplify their lives as an intuitive and voluntary action, or 
through a seemingly forced and uncontrollable set of circum-
stances, or both.  What is Money?  How effective is our cur-
rency, and would a new one help solve the current problems?  
How many things do you need to be happy?  What does own-
ing a house really mean?  Can you really own a house?  these 
questions and countless more will be at the forefront of your 
philosophers’ and pioneers’ minds in 2010. 

uPDAting Your internAl Structure

When a new level of richness is created in the lives of 
the conscious ones, you will no doubt use those resources 
differently than you would have a couple of years ago.  this 
is part of the unavoidable transformation of the idea of 
money.  As conscious healers, knowing that this is occur-
ring will help you respond to the inner nudges inside of 
you on this topic.  Another one of the arenas of inevitable 
transformation includes systems and structures.  the break-
down of stodgy and unproductive systems will continue cre-
ating energies of chaos, and you have the option and oppor-
tunity to transform them into the continued momentum 
to create better systems.  it is important to understand that 
all the work you have been doing as healers—individually 
and collectively—is part of creating the breakdown of the 
current systems, as they are only external projections of our 
own internal, collective psyche.  

We live in a quantum reality where what is inside 
is projected outside.  it is universal law.  As we change 
what is inside, the outside projections—structures, insti-
tutions, systems and so on—have to disappear, collaps-
ing under their own weight so that a true picture of the 

new, collective psyche can accurately be projected.   
it will be necessary, readers and teachers of energy, to focus 
on the empowerment of yourselves and others by continu-
ing to put energy into the inner changes that will help cre-
ate the necessary outer changes.  Do this instead of buying 
into the victim mentality that something is happening to 
you—to us—because of the systems.  For instance, instead 
of feeling frustrated and helpless about the current health 
care or seriously flawed government system, know that they 
only represent extraneous and obsolete parts of your egoic 
structure that you can dissolve in yourselves.  And help oth-
ers to do the same until enough of a critical mass is reached 
to shift the outer reality.

As humans, you need an egoic structure to be in a form, 
your body, but you also have many personality matrices that 
have accumulated from this and past lifetimes that are no 
longer relevant or helpful.  it is these outdated parts of your 
internal structure that you have been diligently working on 
healing through your focus on your path. 

it is interesting to note that if you make a list of prob-
lems—with the government or any other major structure 
in society—that same list describes the adjustments to be 
made to the egoic structure.  For example, the govern-
ment or a big corporation might be too big, unproductive, 
have too much power or have parts of it that are obsolete 
and no longer relevant to the current society or current 
circumstances.  All of these things are also true about the 
many layers of personality—the egoic structure.  By using 
the countless tools available to clear out these obsolete 
programs from the psyche, you can and will assist in co-
creating better—more streamlined, relevant and respon-
sive—structures around you, both in your immediate and 
global environment.

exchAnging control for “current-cY”
A major, underlying energy with all of these changes is the 

issue of control.  As things continue to come up that seem 
completely out of your control, relinquishing your percep-
tion of control is necessary.  remember that what you can 
most control is your outlook and perspective on the things 
happening to you; this is pivotal to effectively integrating the 
lessons being offered to you.  By maintaining an empowered 
outlook of positive change and co-creation—submitting to 
“thy will” not “my will”—the third chakra tension associated 
with the changes of this time can subside.

remember that your job is not what feeds you.  it is 
source that feeds you, and this is another necessary prin-
ciple for you to keep in mind in order to help you experi-
ence these changes gracefully.  You have the opportunity to 
really live the ideas you have been intellectualizing all these 
years.  these ideas are focused around the one truth—all 
you need comes from the divine and your connection to it, 
not from your partner or job.  Any perceptions of lack of 
money, love, happiness, etc. is really a mirror for disconnec-
tion from source. really embodying this principle is what 
the focus of 2010 and beyond is about.
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in summary, 2010 and beyond is really about a new 
“current-cy.”  Our monetary systems are crumbling as debt 
is a constant in our collective reality, which is really an 
external projection of the law of karma that is intrinsic 
to the third-dimensional world of duality.  We will expe-
rience transcendence into higher dimensions where the 
law of karma, debt and the old world of currency are truly 
a thing of the past.  A new currency built on current-cy is 
being created.

Current-cy means not spending most of your time in 
the past and the future, as is typical in the world of dual-
ity you are leaving.  it means being connected to spirit at 
every moment and always having what you need in each 
moment without worrying about past experiences and pro-
jecting those energies into the future.  it means being in 
the present moment where all things are taken care of.  

the more you find yourself in the present moment, the 
more you will see that the previous back-log reality—lists 
of things to do, piles of stuff to be dealt with, being in 
debt, being behind, being everywhere but in the present 
moment—will dissipate.  the method to create and give 
of the new current-cy is the same: the present.

there are many tools, and new ones coming in all the 
time, to assist with this new current-cy.  some timeless ones 
include all forms of meditation and breath-work.  Another 
one that has done wonders for many is a book about a sys-
tem titled The Marriage of Spirit by Leslie temple-thurston 
with Brad Laughlin.  ultimately, clearing out your mental 
and emotional space regularly allows for deeper, conscious 
communing with the divine.  Whatever method you are 
drawn to is the mechanism through which you will con-
tinue to be leaders and pioneers of the New Age.   Z

James tyBeronn
www.earth-keeper.com

tyberonn@earth-keeper.com

keY PointS
the granite dome in the hill country of texas • 
known as enchanted rock is the heart of a balanc-
ing vortex, known as the return of the Dove, that 
is assisting the emergence into greater potency in 
preparation for the planetary ascension.  
“the return of the Dove has the role of bring-• 
ing higher-dimensional feminine energy into an 
area that has had an imbalance over the past 500 
years.”
Not only does this vortex have a special mission • 
to balance energies, but it has, for millennia, been 
directly related to the higher quality of life and 
sense of well-being in this region.

Enchanted Rock: 

Heart of the Dove
Archangel Metatron through James Tyberonn

G reetings, i am Metatron, lord of light.  i greet you 
once and always in unconditional love.  And so 
we speak this moment of what may be termed 
the “Heart of the Dove.”  During the winter sol-

stice of 2009, the Heart of the Dove will be activated into 
parity field.  At the spring solstice of 2010, it will join with 
the Head of the Dove in the crystalline activation of the 
cosmic trigger.  

Masters, we tell you that quickening changes are occur-
ring throughout the planet, and among the most relevant 
of these changes is the balancing of the planetary energies.  
Areas that are considered overly industrial, overly corporate 
or overly dictatorial are being immersed in a softening energy.  

this is indeed a crucial aspect of the return of the Dove [bal-
ancing vortex in texas], for indeed the Dove brings in a gen-
tle nurturing, one that is termed feminine and is thus the bal-
ance of the masculine overage.  Ascension is harmony, and 
harmony bequeaths symmetrical balance within the polarity 
of the planet.

feMinine BAlAnce

Let us be clear, however:  While the influx of feminine 
energy is necessary to achieve energetic equity on the planet, 
do not misinterpret that feminine energy is better than mas-
culine.  rather, it is what is needed to balance the current 
overage of masculine.  You see, Lemuria was out of balance 
in an overage of feminine energies, and masculine flows were 
fluxed into that area at that time to achieve parity.  so we tell 
you, dear ones, that the desired energy of the planet is one of 
balance—neither male nor female, but of balance.  

in truth, the ushering in of the crystalline age raises the 
planet within that which is termed the fifth dimension to 
an accessible field of non-
gender and non-duality.  You 
see, crystalline energy is zero 
field, and as such, certain 
nodes on the planet are now 
being activated.  these will 
serve to bring the balancing 

Konovitch, Annie: Divine Wisdom, Moving Forward . . .
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frequencial fields into synergy for the crystallization of the 
planet.  You must understand that the unified crystalline 
field is the epitome of balance; indeed, it is a non-dual, non-
polarity frequency, and it is zero field.  

One such node exists within the hill country of texas.  
Dubbed “enchanted rock” by the local inhabitants, it is a 
unique and potent energy source that is being activated in 
the previously described role of planetary balance.  it serves 
as the capstone of the hill country vortex.  enchanted rock 
is indeed the epicenter of a powerful vortex-portal complex 
that is being vaulted in megastatus in what is termed the 
return of the Dove.  it can be said that enchanted rock is 
the “Heart” of the Dove, for it is intricately involved in soft-
ening and balancing the energy within this critically impor-
tant area of the Americas.  the dove energy is feminine, 
but it is better said to say that it is nurturing and balanced.  
Humans assign genders to attributes that in higher dimen-
sions are not gendered at all.

PAritY cAliBrAtion of genDer

We tell you that those seekers who visit and do ceremony 
on enchanted rock are capable of balancing their fields 
into parity calibration within its unique inner field.  that 
is to say that those who are overly masculine in frequency, 
as well as those who are overly feminine in frequency, can 
achieve harmonic stasis and proportion within the immedi-
ate vortex of enchanted rock.  

Now, enchanted rock is natural sacred geometry.  it is a 
half-sphere dome, not unlike a massive version of what caps 
many of your sacred geometric churches in europe.  How-
ever, it is a dome that covers a full square mile and is com-
posed of unique, violet-pink granite that is over one billion 
years old, as such it is among the oldest domes on the earth.  
How could it not be sacred?  We tell you that it is a living 
cathedral, with a mission!

the heArt of texAS

the hill country region is in itself a very unique area in the 
heart of south central texas.  As the channel has told you, 
this specially coded land is a somewhat triangulated region 
of approximately 200 miles on each side.  this encompassed 
region has a uniquely condensed energy field that is much, 
much higher in frequency than the surrounding area.  sensi-
tives in the area can easily discern the subtle nuances in the 
energy that create a sense of well-being.  

this field is plastically fed by a webbing of hydrolines and 
a major telluric ley line that traverses from the Yucatan into 
san Antonio and Austin as it encircles enchanted rock and 
the waters of New Braunfels.  it can be said that every river 
and stream within the aquifer-fed area is in fact a hydro ley 
line.  Masters, such energy fields exists in pockets all over the 
world.  they are indeed special, they are alive and they are 
absolutely involved in the ongoing graduation of the planet.

the return of the Dove vortex in the hill country of 
texas, as we have said, is under a special mission of bal-
ancing energies.  Yet in fact it does more than just that.  

indeed, it has for millennia been directly related to the 
higher quality of life and sense of well-being of the trian-
gulated hill country region.  

it is this very energy that has drawn intellectuals, artists 
and free thinkers to this area.  it is why the area is noted for 
its quality of life, universities, artists and musicians.  the har-
monic frequency of this energy field is uniquely conducive to 
creativity, especially music.  Are not Austin, Kerrville and 
Luckenbach renowned for their music venues and festivals?  
is san Antonio not recognized for the cultural and artistic 
expression in the area you refer to as the “river Walk”?

indeed, the water that flows throughout san Antonio is 
very beneficial; it is charged from the earthen spring pools 
of a potent ley energy aquifer.  it creates a plasmic field 
that brings a joy and tranquility, and it is why the area is 
considered so “charming,” to use your vernacular.  You see, 
this water is exceptionally ionic and carries an electromag-
netic charge that is very beneficial for both the physical and 
etheric bodies.  the aquifer-charging zones, or springs, found 
in New Braunfels, san Antonio and Austin are exception-
ally powerful and healing, and yet they also promote exu-
berance and well-being.   

AtlAntiS in texAS

the indigenous have always recognized subtle energies of 
the living earth, and so the Native Americans of southwest 
texas were well aware of the energy of enchanted rock.  
they recognized and held the lavender granite rock in awe, 
as did the Atlanteans before them.  

Yes, we said, “Atlantean.”  You see, this part of texas was 
indeed habited by Atlanteans in outposts along the land 
bridge that connected Atlantis to the Yucatan.  even then, 
the enchanted rock was recognized as a natural ampli-
fier, and thus the leys that ran through the pyramids of the 
aquifer-enhanced Yucatan were connected to the aquifer-
enhanced areas of the hill country.  in fact, the cave laby-
rinths below the Yucatan still connect into the hill country 
as well as the areas of santa Fe, Grand Canyon, Lake tahoe, 
shasta, Arkansas and sedona.

there was a small pyramid located very near enchanted 
rock that was used ceremonially for the calibration of crys-
tal skulls in alignment to the energy of the granite dome 
cathedral.  the pyramid was aligned between the energetic 
field of Yucatan and the complex near Galveston island. 
the energy of enchanted rock remains very much attuned 
to that of the crystal skull, the thirteenth paradigm pattern 
of the divine human.

crYStAlline StructureS AnD leY lineS

Your geologists have correctly told you that enchanted 
rock is actually the obtrusive portion of a massive, ancient 
lava (magma) flow.  the greatest part of enchanted rock is 
actually below the surface, and when magma is held under, it 
solidifies more slowly into coarse-grained rocks with larger, 
visible crystals.  these are intrusive, or plutonic, rocks—
of which granite is the most common example.  some of 
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the finest examples of crystals—such as quartz, topaz and 
tourmaline—are formed from chemicals that have been dis-
solved in solutions within rock cavities.  Here, they have 
both space and time to grow.  enchanted rock is, in a sense, 
a massive grouping of crystals, and it most certainly con-
tains hollow pockets of prolific quartz crystals. 

Now the electrics you refer to as ley energy, or ley lines, 
are a great part of the dynamic of enchanted rock.  in this 
area, the ley energies are intertwined with the more femi-
nine hydroline ley energies.  this affects the manner in 
which they are absorbed, amplified and conducted by the 
mineralogy and shape of the physiographics of enchanted 
rock.  Granite, as the channel has explained, contains a 
high concentration of quartz.  this mineral compound is 
quite unique and is known to be a transmitter, receiver, 
amplifier and conductor of current.  Very few materials 
can match the energy transmission of vitreous quartz, 
especially in the ultraviolet and infrared ranges.  We tell 
you that quartz also stores energy and high-dimensional 
light.  Quartz is capable of converting energy to elec-
tricity.  Granite domes and conical and pyramid-shaped 
mountains also have this property of energy conductivity 
and storage.  the conical shape influences the manner in 
which the energy is conducted.  

the differentiating characteristic of enchanted rock is 
that it is a natural capacitor.  Granite enhances this abil-
ity, and the domed shape of this living stone allows for the 
dual charges, integrating them in microbalance.  it is there-

fore capable of infusing beneficial electromagnetic and light 
energy to all who go there.  this transference occurs in very 
low amperage, suitable for human physiology in such a way 
that the physical body is balanced and restored.  this charg-
ing is congruous—evenly distributed throughout the physi-
cal body.  the etheric body, the chakric system, is also bal-
anced—and robustly so.  the geometrics of this area are 
spherical—thus the balance—but a tetrahedron and hex-
agonal matrix are enclosed within the sphere.  

Z            Z            Z

this region of the united states particularly benefits 
from the balancing vortex, for it is emerging into greater 
potency in preparation for the planetary ascension.  the 
return of the Dove has the role of bringing higher-dimen-
sional feminine energy into an area that has had an imbal-
ance over the past 500 years.  in the scope of North Amer-
ica, this energy is being fed into sedona, Monterey, santa 
Fe, shasta and tahoe in the west, and Atlanta, New York 
and Carolina in the east.  enchanted rock is connected 
globally and hemispherically in this role.  it is the manifold 
apex of numerous triangulated fields on a massive scale that 
includes uluru, the tor, table Mountain, samaipata and 
sinai.  the year 2010 holds much in store in the crystalline 
activation of the cosmic trigger, and the Dove is integral to 
this activation.  i am Metatron, and i share with you these 
truths.  And so it is.  Z

keY PointS
in the coming year, you will develop new connec-• 
tions between yourself and spirits you have known.
Your senses will begin to shift and play new roles.• 
With this shift, you will come closer to where your • 
spirit yearns to be. ViCtoria tunnermann 

victorialt@embarqmail.com

Gifts of the Coming Year:

Mending the Gap That 
Brings Us Home
Octavia through Victoria Tunnermann

G reetings, beautiful ones!  there is much to dis-
cuss in so limited a time, so we will get right to it.  
it is a new time in your sense of the word.  there 
has been much discussion of the coming shifts 

and access to other planes.  Let me explain that although 

there will be changes with these introductions, the most 
profound will come in the form of openness to spirit.

coMMunicAtion Will 
floW BetWeen WorlDS

some of you are sensing 
it now; others will know it 
when it comes.  there will be 
little separation between the 
physical selves you inhabit 
and the spirits of those you 
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have known.  there will be communication between your-
selves and those who have passed from this physical world, 
as well as those who have not inhabited physical bodies in 
quite some time.  understand that this will not be simple 
communication with a few hints here and there.  Certainly 
not!  this new connection will envelop you with love and 
light so that parts of your brain that had not been fully aware 
or developed until now will suddenly be charged.

the spark will cause an opening, an understanding.  the 
best part is that you will not even realize anything happened 
until after the fact.  Communication will flow through in 
such wonderful ways, and one day you will contemplate this 
and realize it has been happening.  A part of you will won-
der why you never did this before.  For you see, your mind 
will begin thinking as it should at this higher level.  Your 
potential for access will increase, and your internal systems 
will connect with spirit in the ways they had before you 
chose your current existence.

individuals whom you have connected with on this earthly 
plane will be there with you again.  You might not under-
stand at first the way the energy is aligned for them to appear 
physically.  they may have to show themselves as they had 
been physically in order for you to feel that they are with you.  
But as your brain undergoes the required energetic charge, 
the ability to recognize the true self in spirit will manifest.

At first, you will hear them.  the vibrational level you 
are able to accept has been raised.  You are in tune with the 
universal spheres and language.  Buzzing and high-pitched 
noises will be heard at first, followed by word fragments as 
your mind pieces together the translation it is now capable of 
comprehending.  Do not be concerned that this will interfere 
with your own thoughts, as these connections will have their 
place in the understanding brought about by higher energies.  
Willingness to accept these energies has been in your code 
from the beginning of your journey, so this will not come as 
a shock to your system.  instead, it will be accepted as a wel-
come device, giving you a feeling of being that much closer to 
the home you once acknowledged.  Once this acknowledg-
ment comes, there is great celebrating in the world of spirit!  
For we all welcome you, as you welcome us—with love.

color Will tAke on neW MeAning AS  
Your SenSeS Are chAngeD forever

Be aware that hearing is not the only form of communi-
cation that will flow more easily for you.  You will feel and 
see emotion as light and color.  this color is not the same 
as the aura of which much advancement has been made.  
rather, it is color that has traveled from the spirit to fill 
your world with its presence.  such beauty is more available 
to your world, filling the spaces of darkness and revving the 
places of denseness to the proper vibrational level.

it is like dropping color into a can of black paint.  Little by 
little the black fades.  At first it is muddy, as your earlier con-
nections might have seemed.  But given enough saturation, 
the muddiness becomes vibrant, eventually taking over the 
blackness.  Yes, this does require quite a bit of color, but this 

is the gift of the universe that you have pulled toward you for 
so long.  it is arriving now, without any more delay.

Color will take on new meaning as it becomes widely 
accepted through the sense of touch.  energies and the 
charge of your emotional states will manifest their own col-
ors.  suddenly you will realize that you can reach out and 
touch them.  their substance will be similar to the natural 
clay in your earth but slightly different, as the properties 
associated with its denseness will not be present.  Your per-
ception becomes that much closer to the energy of spirit 
as the definitions associated with the five physical senses 
begin to overlap and play new roles.

What you used to know becomes an idea that you won-
der about.  it is no longer a truth for your being; it is filed 
in the mind as a potential whose path was diverted.  As you 
move closer to spirit, we see this happening more and more: 
the ability to let go more easily in order to fulfill higher 
vibrational goals.

it’S the Beginning of A Whole neW WorlD

this coming year, as you know it, marks a time when 
your senses will be changed forever.  there is no going back 
once you have made this shift.  You have come closer to 
where your spirit wishes to be, so there would be no reason 
for it to move in a backward direction.  this progression, 
only to be followed by reversal, can be very harmful to the 
spirit who has been seeking the higher vibrations of home.

However, there will be those who choose to stay in the 
denser vibrations.  these individuals do so for their own 
reasons, some of which are laid in place so that they might 
secure a much needed understanding of the physical.  they 
are not ready to allow their physical brains access to the 
changes that are available, and they should not be forced to 
do so.  each of you needs to progress within the journey you 
have set for your spirit.  What is not accomplished with this 
coming shift will be accomplished with subsequent shifts.

the access to such energies does not come along once.  
there have been similar energy changes in your past, and 
there will be more in your future.  spirits who have chosen 
to embark on their journeys at times of great shifts, often do 
so for the energy available to them.  However, there are oth-
ers who chose their journeys as a slight step toward the next 
one.  they are not ready to make a huge leap right now, but 
being present during such a shift can give them the tools 
they need to enter a lighter field during the next one.

As an individual who has chosen to work more closely 
with spirit, you are making a remarkable change for yourself 
and the planet!  You are setting the stage for all those indi-
viduals who will make the next shift, and you are opening 
the way for spirit to bridge the gap that had existed between 
worlds.  Your shift will come most intensely over the next 
year (in your time) as you work within a new world—a 
world with new understanding of color, light and love, and 
a sense of connection.  this is the world of the spirit inter-
woven with the physical world in ways that had previously 
been unknown to your earth.
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You will soon be living with open communication to the 
world of the spirit, and you will remember the energies all 
around you.  earthly energies, otherworldly energies, energies 
that have previously been human—all of these will converge 
in the new world as it develops.  What some could not come 
to believe will be all that is.  there will be less wondering 
over truths and more realization that all is truth.

Be aware that this world is changing for you.  Know when 
the changes come that they are as they should be.  they are 
our creative desires that had been scattered to the universe 
by those seeking to mend the separation between physical 
and spirit.  these wishes are now being fulfilled in the most 
exhilarating ways!  enjoy them as they present themselves.  
they have been waiting a long time to be acknowledged.  Z

keY PointS
Your health and well-being are not a matter to be • 
fearful or full of panic about.  this is an opportunity 
for your faith to shine.
Be aware and informed of the health hazards present • 
in your everyday life and guard against them by keep-
ing your life simple and free of unnecessary stress.
the strength of your faith and the healing energies • 
of the Circle of Grace will help you on the path to 
true health, giving you back all of the powers that 
fear-mongering may have stolen from you.

eDna g. FranKeL
PO Box 62

Blue Bell, PA  19422
215-653-0339

edna@beyondreiki.com
www.beyondreiki.com

The Year of Global Choice
The Brotherhood of Light through Edna Frankel

G reetings, dear ones, from the Brotherhood of Light, 
the ancient order of Melchizedek.  Welcome, once 
again, to our energies of divine love and light.  We 
are so much closer to you than you realize; we 

watch over you to guide and protect you on your path.  No 
matter how dark things may seem, please remember that all 
physical life is transitional and that your bodies are temporary 
but that your essence, your souls, are forever eternal.  

in these last days before the millennium shift of 2012, you 
have many good channeled sources for predictions regard-
ing politics, science, natural events and a host of other top-
ics.  through this channel, we focus on information about 
holistic alternatives for health and well-being.  Discussing 
future events, however, can be confusing and misleading 
unless you have knowledge of past and current events that 
affect and direct those future predictions.  As one of your 
greatest statesmen, Winston Churchill, once said, “the 
longer you can look back, the farther you can look forward” 
[www.churchill-society-london.org.uk].  

Defining iMPortAnt terMS

You have already seen many predictions come true in 
regards to weather events, politics, the stock market crash 
and the ensuing global financial turmoil.  But what about 
the forecasted spread of new, virulent diseases?  those too 
are already here, dear ones.  some you may be aware of, 
some not.  First off, we would like to define what the scope 

of these illnesses truly is, for it is vital to define the words 
being misused by your news-reporting media.  

in a prior article, we discussed the words “ethics” and “mor-
als,” since their meanings have become obscured over time.  
Here, we have chosen the words “endemic,” “epidemic” and 
“pandemic,” because your current level of news reporting 
doesn’t seem to know the difference, and they tend to be used 
interchangeably.  this only serves to add fear atop of fear to 
the general population.  We are not passing judgment here 
on the news media in general; we seek only to clarify the 
information you are receiving so that you can make up your 
own minds about what is right and good for you.  remember, 
fear blocks you at every turn and in every decision.  Acting 
out of fear gives away your personal power.  the definitions 
for the three words, according to Dictionary.com, follows.

endemic—Adjective: natural to or characteristic of a 
specific people or place; native; indigenous; (as in) coun-
tries where high unemployment is endemic; belonging 
exclusively or confined to a particular place; (as in) a fever 
endemic to the tropics.  

Noun:  an endemic disease; an endemic plant or animal.
epidemic—Adjective: a disease affecting many persons at 

the same time; spreading from person to person in a locality 
where the disease is not permanently prevalent; widespread.

Noun:  a temporary prevalence of a disease; a rapid spread 
or increase in the occurrence of something (as in) an epi-
demic of obesity (or) an outbreak of a contagious disease that 
spreads rapidly or widely.

Pandemic—Adjective: (of a disease) prevalent through-
out an entire country, continent or the whole world; epidemic 
over a large area; general; 
universal (as in) pandemic 
fear of atomic war.  

Noun: a pandemic disease.

Tunnerman, Victoria: Octavia, Gifts of the Coming Year . . .
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the PAnDeMic Picture

Cancer occurs in many forms, but is not considered a 
pandemic illness because it has not been found to be trans-
mitted from person to person.  since 1981, there have been 
over 25 million deaths from AiDs, and over 33 million peo-
ple are now sick from the AiDs pandemic.  in the great 
influenza pandemic of 1918, 25 percent of the u.s. pop-
ulation died within the first year.  Global estimates range 
from 50 to 100 million deaths.  By contrast, the current 
wave of avian flu has killed approximately 260 people since 
2003.  sadly, huge numbers of domestic fowl were killed and 
many poultry farmers went out of business because of fear 
spreading through many countries based on misinformation 
reported in the news.   

seasonal flu is not considered part of the pandemic pic-
ture.  it is considered a “widespread endemic disease that 
is stable in terms of how many people are getting sick.”  
[according to en.wikipedia.org/wiki/pandemia] since sea-
sonal flu mutates in form each year and vaccines are pro-
duced using the prior year’s form, regular flu shots have a 
built-in failure rate that is skewed by statistical reports.  His-
torically, diseases such as syphilis, cholera, smallpox, typhus, 
polio, tuberculosis, measles, malaria and leprosy have been 
successfully combated by consistent vaccinations in most 
Western countries.  still, many third-world countries see 
outbreaks of these older diseases because they do not have 
the financial means to vaccinate their entire populations.  

Other factors such as natural mutation, global warm-
ing, over use of antibiotics (including those injected into 
cows and chickens), DNA tampering for biological warfare, 
GMOs, HAArP  and artificial cloud seeding have led to 
the potential for new, vicious strains of illnesses that you are 
experiencing now, such as sArs, MArsA and red tide.  
When these new strains defy your current medical resources 
to combat them, you are faced with new pandemics that 
spread quickly through human-to-human contact.

hAlting the cliMAte of feAr

One aspect of weather anomalies that most people do not 
recognize is the climate of fear created around new diseases.  
Dear ones, as we mentioned earlier, giving in to fear results 
in the herd mentality that governments, drug companies 
and insurance companies count on to boost their profits at 
the expense of the general public.  For example, you could 
learn much from the last outbreak of swine flu that occurred 
in 1976.  Yes, the swine flu pandemic that you are facing 
now is not new!  

in 1976, there was an influenza outbreak at a u.s. mili-
tary base that caused a soldier’s death and spread through the 
facility.  Back then, thinking that they were dealing with a 
swine flu-type outbreak similar to the devastating 1918 influ-
enza, the government decided to launch an expensive pro-
gram to inoculate the American public.  the good news was 
that the feared influenza never materialized; the bad news 
was that the vaccinations had serious side effects.  By the 
time (approximately) 50 million people received the shots, 

hundreds had developed reactions such as the normally rare 
Guillain-Barré syndrome or other neurological issues.  in 
some cases, these even proved fatal.  this is a cautionary tale.  
Given the information at hand at the time, those in charge 
were acting in the best interest of the general public.  

Medical decisions such as these are difficult enough to 
make without adding politics and politicians into the mix.  
As you can see by the current American debacle over health 
care coverage, what is best for the people has been lost to 
political posturing, bipartisanship and the behind-the-scene 
manipulation of big-business interests.  Worse yet, current 
estimates indicate that it will take another three to four 
years before any resolution is seen.  in the meantime, health 
insurance companies are free to raise their rates and con-
tinue the unfair practices that will exclude millions more 
from having adequate medical coverage.  

StoP tAMPering With nAture

Dear readers, you may be thinking by now, “so, what’s 
your point?  tell us something we don’t know!”  Okay, our 
major message here is to stop tampering with nature!  if 
you look at the broader picture, you will see that there are 
many indicators leading to a sad conclusion.  Your global 
food supplies have already been tainted with chemicals and 
GMO tampering.  Your attempts to control the weather will 
only lead to a severe backlash as the planet strives for bal-
ance.  Your quest for alternative fuels would have already 
succeeded if not for the intervention of the huge oil con-
glomerates.  All of your current problems can be traced to a 
handful of greedy, short-sighted individuals who have qui-
etly usurped the power of “we, the people.”

in regard to the current swine flu pandemic, what experts 
are finding now is a percentage of illness and death com-
parable to seasonal flu numbers.  even though the second 
wave of this illness has spread globally in less than two 
months, those who have died had other clinical factors 
affecting their health, such as age, obesity and other pre-
existing conditions.  We advise you to step away from your 
fears and decide objectively if the new vaccine being offered 
is necessary for you and your family.  

simple yet effective preventative measures can truly help 
avert the potential for swine flu contamination.  A good mul-
tivitamin plus vitamins C and B complex will help boost your 
immune system, which is the body’s natural defense against 
illness.  Adequate sleep, lots of clean water and food, even 
the frequent washing of your hands will safeguard most peo-
ple from this contagion.  On the other hand, those in high-
risk jobs and situations must evaluate their individual risk 
and follow the path that feels right for them.

the MYSterY of MorgellonS

We have explained in many prior articles that your level 
of awareness depends on your perspective and your frame-
work of reference.  Dear lightworkers, the more you know, 
the higher you can go!  What if there was an illness brewing 
in the global population that was not terminal, but making 
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people so sick that they lose their ability to think clearly, thus 
losing their jobs, their quality of life and even the support 
of family, friends and the medical community?  What if we 
were to tell you that this disease has been around for several 
decades or more?  What if this disease mutates so quickly that 
it even changes symptoms in the same host body?   

sadly, this is not a predictive statement, but a descrip-
tion of Morgellons disease.  Our main word to describe 
this disease is “bioengineered.”  Dear ones, this is an ugly 
chemical soup so illogical that even Mother Nature would 
be embarrassed to claim it as a product of natural selection.  
the CDC has not yet found proof that Morgellons is a dis-
ease, because it is only one of 200 or more illnesses being 
investigated that fall under the category of arising from an 
“unknown pathogenic source.”  

the scientists researching this illness are bewildered to 
find both animal and plant cellular material mixed with 
GMO and red tide particulates, chemtrail droppings and 
brightly-colored plastic structures, none of which should be 
present in humans.  the symptoms are so varied that most 
people affected don’t know that they are carriers.  the incu-
bation time also varies, depending on the person’s level of 
health.  the source vector is as yet undetermined:  Does 
it come from a tick bite or a plant?  is it being spread by 
human-to-human contact?  Much of the information on the 
internet is confusing and contradictory, posted mainly by 
suffering victims or those trying to make money on them.

MiSDiAgnoSiS AS DeluSionAl PArASitoSiS

the CDC has teamed up with Kaiser-Permanente in 
California to do the basic research on the subject since the 
epicenter of this contagion began in san Francisco in 2006.  
the worst-hit states are California, texas and Florida with 
over 14,000 registered cases in the u.s. and thousands more 
in countries around the world.  While the verdict is still out, 
more harm has come from another area of medical practice:  
Psychiatrists have rushed forward to label Morgellons as 
“delusional parasitosis.”  they are misdiagnosing and mis-
treating Morgellons sufferers as schizophrenic, alienating 
most all family support, which these people so desperately 
need.  they are being prescribed the wrong medications for 
what most doctors insist is an auto-immune disease, claim-
ing that Morgellons victims are creating the symptoms all 
by themselves.

simple logic dictates that no delusion can be common 
to so many people around the world who are exhibiting the 
exact same physical-particulate symptomatology.  Yes, people 
are reporting that they feel like bugs are crawling and biting 
them under the skin.  that alone could be compared to the 
Dts, but as to the rest, the list of symptoms is long, scary and 
so varied that it is difficult to navigate and find the truth.  
some people start with losing copious amounts of hair, others 
develop trouble swallowing or chronic fatigue or mental fog.  
the skin lesions take longer to surface, but are exceedingly 
painful, involving burning and itching.  the scabs slide off 
easily, causing the lesions to expand rather than heal.  

the “matchbox syndrome” that psychiatrists claim is 
part of the delusion further deprives these victims of the 
help they need.  When you get a tick bite, don’t doctors 
tell you to bring in the tick so they can tell what bit you?  
that’s just common sense and accepted medical practice.  
But when people show up with a collection of such a variety 
of (identical!) particles and beg their doctors for help, most 
are being dismissed as crazy.

PotentiAl virAl cAuSeS

Here we offer an historical similarity between Morgellons 
and chronic fatigue syndrome.  Before chronic fatigue 
was determined to be a viable illness, those sufferers were 
labeled as depressed, lazy or just plain liars.  in October of 
2009, a study was released stating that an infectious virus 
called XMrV was found in the majority of cases.  While 
there is still no effective treatment for chronic fatigue, the 
discovery of the XMrV retrovirus is a great leap forward in 
understanding this illness and helping those suffering from 
it.  XMrV is in the same family as the HiV virus, and alters 
the host’s genetic material for life.  eventually, you will dis-
cover the same link to Morgellons disease.

While all of this is going on, has anyone realized that 
your blood supplies are now tainted with Morgellons?  Yes, 
the same thing happened with the HiV virus, and many 
innocents who were not having unprotected sex or shar-
ing drug needles became victims of AiDs.  since there is 
a growing percentage of people who have Morgellons but 
don’t realize it yet, many have and will continue to donate 
blood, thinking that they are helping others.

Dear ones, knowledge is power.  We state here that 
Morgellons is a parasitic infestation the likes of which has 
never been seen before.  the life cycle is very complex, tak-
ing on at least a dozen forms, all of which carry the genetic 
information to re-infect the host.  this parasite nests in 
joints, muscles and glands, creating masses of thin, clear 
worms that look like nematodes (worms commonly found 
in soil).  Morgellons thrives in people with acidic pH lev-
els, sapping the body of sugars and carbohydrates.  it causes 
the host body to crave those foods, which are nutritionally 
insufficient for balanced health.  in addition, victims of this 
disease develop insomnia, depression, anxiety and panic 
attacks.  this emotional damage further weakens the host 
body and slows it down, giving the parasite even more fuel 
on which to feed and grow.  

PoSSiBle AlternAtive treAtMentS

since this is a free-will planet and we are sworn not 
to interfere directly with your lives, we cannot simply 
hand you a cure.  But we can suggest directions for your 
research: salt and silver, for example, are two things that 
adversely affect this parasitic life form.  Nutrasilver is a 
holistic solution of pure silver suspended in a dark-brown 
medium that will render Morgellons inert (not to be con-
fused with colloidal silver solutions, which are clear).  
there has been good success with this product in combat-

Frankel, edna: the Brotherhood of Light, The Year of Global  . . .
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ing the mental fog of chronic fatigue and in healing skin 
lesions, but it is an expensive product (because of the sil-
ver content), and if you stop taking it, the Morgellons will 
return in three weeks.  

MMs is also being tested against this illness, so far with 
less conclusive evidence of success.  We do recommend 
bathing with a quarter to a half cup of MMs in the bath 
water, as it causes the skin to expel many particles, threads 
and worms near or on the skin surface.  Also, rubbing a 
simple 10 percent salt solution on the skin daily or rubbing 
wet skin with a mineral salt roll-on deodorant stick will kill 
surface particles and help to heal the lesions. 

the symptoms of Morgellons are so varied that even 
doctors who are aware of this condition have trouble diag-
nosing it.  some people don’t develop skin lesions, but have 
bouts of intense itching and burning on different parts of 
their bodies.  in some cases, either one person or the whole 
immediate family is affected, leading researchers to conclude 
that the contamination vector was a one-time environmen-
tal event.  Other cases seem to indicate that living in a con-
taminated space could eventually spread this disease, fur-
ther fueling the fear of human-to-human contagion.

let coMMon SenSe PrevAil

We offer this information in the hope of educating the 
public; it is not meant in any way to cause you fear.  if this 
condition were easily contagious, Morgellons would have 
already become much more well-known by now.  the most 
susceptible segment of the population is those with com-
promised immune systems, especially people sick with other 
diseases.  We counsel you to put aside your fears and allow 
your common sense to prevail.  

in order to do this successfully, you must step away from 
the Western model of conspicuous consumerism and align 
yourself with the priorities of a simpler life.  Now that you are 
facing the realities of global financial failures, it is paramount 
not to embrace the fears so prevalent in your current events.  
As we said earlier, fear robs you of your personal power, allow-
ing “big business” to poison your air, water and food, keeping 
you sick and milking your resources through a health care 
system that only treats your symptoms, ignores the source of 
your illnesses and penalizes you for getting sick.

We remind you that the earth is a freewill zone; you 
always have choices.  take responsibility for exercising 
those choices!  For example, if enough people cancelled 
their health insurance and said, “We will not pay you for 
coverage just in case we get sick, we’ll pay the doctors if and 
when we need them,” then the health insurance industry 
would fall like the house of cards it truly is.  this fear-based 
model has gone awry, and it needs to be corrected.  so what 
is the true cure for all of your ills, from the physical to the 
emotional, mental and spiritual levels?  

fAith iS the true heAler

the answer is faith, dear ones, pure faith.  since the 
beginning of this millennium, we have been patiently teach-

ing you the Circle of Grace.  this natural cleansing system, 
already present within each and every one of you, is the 
path to self-health and gives you back all of the powers that 
fear-mongering has stolen from you.  We have taught you 
the three basic layers that require daily clearing: first the 
current level of everyday stress and strain, then the chronic 
layer of built-up blockages, and finally the genetic layer, the 
deepest layer, that you can attain to clear and cleanse your 
bodies back into balance and health.

the real cure for all of the diseases we have mentioned 
is reaching that genetic layer, “enlightening” your DNA to 
fix those broken and damaged codes, which is the last step 
of the ascension process and the key step to achieving your 
lightbodies.  Yes, back to our favorite subject—healing!  
You all have that innate potential to rise above any and all 
third-dimensional density and clear out that debris.  Fear 
and faith are like two conflicting matrices, both available 
to you.  Which life matrix do you choose?  Ah, that is the 
ultimate question, is it not?  You have a children’s story that 
exemplifies this issue called The Emperor’s New Clothes.  the 
adults in this story were afraid to speak the truth, though it 
was plain to see.  A child spoke up, declaring, “Look, the 
emperor is naked!”  so, put in simplistic terms, we ask you:  
Will you continue to deny the clear evidence before you?  
Or will you stand up and make that higher decision out of 
faith, not out of fear?  

the first place to start is by denying the language of fear.  
that language is filled with violence and virulence, and it is 
being spoon-fed to you everywhere you turn, from your tVs 
to your grocery stores and even your schools and places of 
business.  As we explained in the Circle of Grace material, 
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all emotions—good and bad—fall into two major catego-
ries: fear and love.  Can it be that simple?  Yes, dear ones, it 
can be, if you choose it to be so.  the choice is—and always 
has been—yours to make.  

Z            Z            Z

Your language falls short of expressing how much we truly 
love you.  All love is the true expression of God’s energy, 

and since we are all within the great body of God, our love 
for you is all-encompassing, unconditional and eternal.  We 
so yearn to reach out and hold you, to hug you, to soothe 
your pain and fill your hearts, minds and souls with love.  
Please, choose to let us help you!  And remember, we are 
so much closer than you think—a heartbeat away, a breath 
away—for we are, in the true reality of spirit, all one.  We 
are, in all love, your Brotherhood of Light.  Z

steVe rother
PO Box 34838

Las Vegas, NV 89133
702-871-3317

Steve@Lightworker.com
www.Lightworker.com

keY PointS
the current health care system will limit any sus-• 
tained economic growth in the u.s.
For many countries on the world stage, 2010 will be • 
a defining year.
the year 2010 will see the start of a huge increase in • 
technology on earth.
the next three years will have a great deal to do • 
with determining humanity’s course.

The Countdown to Ascension: 

You Are Entering the  
Final Phase
The group through Steve Rother

Greetings from home.  We share with you a view of 
2010 as seen from this day.  Please know that, as 
in all of life, you have free choice in all matters, 
including changing the outcome of your reality 

at any moment.  We offer these as a way of helping you see 
yourselves and re-member what you already know.

econoMic recoverY in the u.S. AnD the WorlD

the economic condition of the world will continue to 
improve overall.  there will still be setbacks throughout the 
year as further corrections are made to the systems of each 
individual country.  But, in general, it will follow a process 
of three steps forward and one step back.

the united states still has not corrected many of the 
problems that led to the fall as it was predicted several years 
ago.  the system was running well balanced until the mid-
twentieth century when many of the financial rules were 
changed as safeguards were abandoned to allow for faster 
growth.  these shortcuts have led to a wide separation of the 
rich and the poor, and have not yet been acknowledged, much 
less corrected.  For this and the reason below, we say that the 
recovery of the united states will fall far behind the rest of 

the world this next year.  it will display many false highs and 
lows, but overall sustained growth will be minimal.

there is also one event coming that may have a large effect 
on the economics of the world.  in 2010, there will be at least 
one important disclosure about secrets held within the gov-
ernment or related agencies within the u.s.  How this news 
is perceived by global consciousness will determine how fast 
the united states recovers from this reset.  reductions in 
debt and spending can correct the immediate challenges, but 
thus far these are moving in the opposite direction.

PoliticS AnD eventS on the WorlD StAge

the countries of Brazil and China will now step further 
onto the world stage.  india will soon follow but has several 
base issues it will first need to deal with.  Both Brazil and 
russia will begin developing renewable resources and tech-
nologies, and over the next ten years, together they could 
be capable of feeding the rest of the world.

President Obama is a politician who has learned to 
channel.  You could easily see this in the debates around 
his election.  He would start to answer a specific question 
and would end up channeling an incredible response, which 
not only answered the question but also covered the larger 
more important items.  He 
got very good at respond-
ing to questions and spon-
taneously channeling in this 

Frankel, edna: the Brotherhood of Light, The Year of Global  . . .
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fashion but is now having a very difficult time applying that 
same channeling in the new environment he is in.

You have here a man who walked into a near impossible 
job.  Currently he is attempting to approach his work with 
a do-no-harm attitude.  in 2010, this will come to a close 
and he will begin taking stronger stances and making tough 
choices.  As a human, he will make mistakes, so just expect 
them.  Accordingly, he will also make even more enemies, 
but this is the only time he can make any real change.  in 
the next year Barack Obama will find ways of applying his 
channeling to the system and embrace new ideas that will 
help him once again see the bigger picture.

Health care in the u.s. went from an art to an industry 
over the past fifty years.  the wheels of this industry will 
keep a stranglehold on a recovering u.s. economy.  the 
u.s. will not find real change in their health care until the 
power is taken from the insurance companies and the doc-
tors are freed to do their real work.

the two-party system in the u.s. continues to polarize 
an already overpolarized country.  in 2010, the polarization 
techniques that have always worked in humanity will begin 
to loose their grip, including the fear-based techniques used 
so often to manipulate elections.  As the manipulators 
begin to lose their grip, they may push even harder, and if 
they do, they may actually force the emergence of a strong 
third political party in time for the 2016 and possibly even 
the 2012 elections.

North Korea will push the comfort zones of several coun-
tries but will hold out for the best bargaining position in its 
play for world power.  At the time of this writing, there are 
still two clear ways this can go:  First, Korea will react to world 
pressure and stop its nuclear program, getting the best it can 
bargain for.  Alternately, it could come to the bargaining table 
and find a lack of programs, funding and general interest, and 
thus may actually stay on that path and become a nuclear 
power.  Currently, it is leaning slightly toward the latter.

iran will continue to see undercurrents of mistrust in its 
government, and although the dissenting voices are dying 
down, they have been heard by the world.  Although it does 
not appear that the government will step down in any way, 
iranians will no longer support their leader except by force.  
An internal wave of disruption has begun that will have an 
effect.  this is the first time it will be seen live as it happens, 
due to the technology now on your planet.  thus, there are 
no more secrets!  As a result, what takes place in iran will 
be an excellent example of people taking back their power 
from leaders.  it will put every world leader on notice.

A new bond between all countries will form, but espe-
cially with russia, the u.s. and the eu as they battle a 
common problem facing all of earth.  it will come to the 
attention of the world in 2010 that water and the distribu-
tion of it will become of immediate and utmost importance 
to all earthlings.

the year 2010 may usher in some very defining years for 
israel, turkey and india.  each will begin new directions 
that will determine their direction in the world over the 
next twenty years.

A huge increASe in technologY on eArth

the year 2010 will be a somewhat lazy start to a huge 
increase in technology on earth.  the technology drop of 
July 2009* was very successful, and thus there will be break-
throughs in several areas that have been capped at a ceiling for 
some time.  stem cells and the miracles around them will be 
more commonly known to all humans as the stories of what is 
possible start to circulate.  Further developments in the area 
of medical prosthetics will uncover a deeper understanding of 
how the body works.  eyesight will be further helped as you 
develop new uses of lasers.  these discoveries will fan out and 
end up helping many humans over the years ahead.

Public and economic pressure will produce the first real-
istic possibilities for alternative energy vehicles.  Forerun-

*technologY DoWnloAD: A coSMic event

[Sedona Journal of Emergence! May 2009]

We have spoken many times about 
the balance between technology and 
spiritual evolution.  the level of tech-
nology on your planet is determined 
by the level of the overall—or col-
lective—vibration of all humans on 
earth.  there have been many times 
on earth where new technology was 
literally dropped on this planet by 
other life forms.  Although this was 
usually done in an honest attempt to 
help humanity evolve, that technol-
ogy did not work.  it worked for the 
other life forms, but it did not work 
for you.  Quite simply, it did not work 

because the collective vibration of 
humanity was not high enough to 
support that technology.  

there is a rather large download 
of technology that is coming to this 
planet between July 21 and 22.  if 
the vibration on those days is high 
enough to support it, it will immedi-
ately take hold and grow.

Do you re-member what your lives 
were like without computers only a 
few years ago?  Harnessing the tech-
nology of computers was a huge step 
that has, to some degree, affected 
nearly every facet of your daily lives.  

this next step could be twelve times 
as powerful as the last one.  Not only 
will computers change radically, but 
technologies that have been in the 
collective thoughts of humanity may 
now quickly manifest.  some of these 
have been in the collective thoughts 
for many years just waiting to acti-
vate.  those technologies never man-
ifested before because the collective 
vibration of humanity was not high 
enough to support it.  We get to tease 
you this day with one of the many 
things that may happen as a result of 
your own evolution. . . .
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keY PointS
Companion animals help you process turbulent or • 
repressed emotions.
Animals experience many different permutations of • 
body/spirit interactions just like humans do.
Human/animal interactions will expand and • 
grow stronger with the ascension of the planetary 
consciousness. hannah BeaConsFieLD

hbeaconsfield@yahoo.com

Animals and Ascension
The Pleiadian Light through Hannah Beaconsfield

T he ascension process you are experiencing is plan-
etary in its dimensions.  All species, elements and 
energies on earth are changing and receiving an 
upgrade in consciousness.  We would like to turn 

your attention to the animals with whom you share the 
earth, especially your pets who are taken in as members 
of your families.  You are aware of the changing attitude 

toward pets, which has expanded dramatically in the past 
century.  Many animals went from utilitarian elements in 
an agricultural society to creatures treated like children or 
siblings in a family.

PetS helP tAke on Your life chAllengeS

During the twentieth cen-
tury, human consciousness 
en masse began to expand, 
allowing for more empathy 
and communication to flow 
between peoples who for-
merly considered each other 
foreign, and by extension, 
to include a growing sensi-

ners are electric- (battery) and hydrogen-powered vehicles.  
the industry and supply chain are all gearing up for hydro-
gen, as it keeps them in the loop.

in 2010 there will be the discovery of new develop-
ments in the wireless transmission of digital data that will 
open huge markets for communication and video on the 
web.  Later this will lead to the development of technolo-
gies capable of projecting very realistic three-dimensional 
images, marking the end of computer screens forever.

Major jumps in computer technology are just ahead as a 
result of the technology drop in July.  New human interface 
devices will be introduced during 2010.  Although we doubt 
that any of these new technologies will be fully incorpo-
rated into any production models, you should have at least 
heard reports that something big is on the horizon.

As humanity evolves, you will begin to see how much time 
and energy you are spending on security.  the preoccupation 
with security will lessen as humans learn to live beyond fear.  
the seeds that have been planted with the technology drop 
will start to work their way into computers.  the need for 
security will be replaced with a healthy transparency built in.

the Beginning of More eArth chAngeS

Weather will begin to show new patterns and push the 
boundaries of what was normal.  the natural distribution of 
the energy you call water will start to shift.

the earth, who was comfortably on a dead-end course with 
destiny, has now shifted realities.  Many of the forces you acti-
vated to end the game called earth are still in motion.  the 
weather-pattern and climate changes humans will see over 

the next ten years will be unequaled.  You will see the begin-
ning of these in 2010.  the earth has changed course the 
same as humans.  the only difference is that humans can turn 
in an instant and it takes the earth longer to make the turn.

the new hologram of earth is ahead of schedule.  We 
have stopped speaking of it, as to place it fully into col-
lective consciousness would pull form to the energy at 
this point.  this would create a new earth in form as well 
as energetic structure, actually creating a new planet.   
it is important to keep this creation pure energy so that 
it can overimprint the original hologram of earth.  Know 
that it is waiting and ready.

the reWiring of huMAnitY in the  
countDoWn to AScenSion

the rewire of humanity is well underway. the pineal 
crystals in humans are awakening.  in a few years, this will 
reach a critical mass as every human learns to live with at 
least some telepathic abilities.

Humanity is entering the final quadrant of the count-
down to ascension.  the next three years will determine 
more of the direction of the experience of humans than 
you could ever know.  the game of free choice is in full 
evolutionary swing, gaining speed every day.  the time lag 
of your creations is very short, and humans are learning to 
live fully empowered lives.  the only potential block is fear.  
Our highest hope for humanity is that 2010 is the year that 
humans get sick and tired of being afraid. 

treat each other with respect, nurture one another and 
play well together.  espavo.  Z

rother, steve: the group, The Countdown to Ascension . . . 
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tivity toward domestic animals.  this opening to animal 
consciousness is nowhere near ideal in your current situa-
tion; however, there are many more individuals who openly 
communicate with animals and large portions of your soci-
ety who actively support understanding, appreciating and 
improving the circumstances of animals on earth.

those of you who have dearly loved companion animals 
are the ones opening the doors of communication with ani-
mals and are the ones most likely to become aware of how 
animals are expanding consciousness with the ascension 
energies.  Many pets who are emotionally attached to a per-
son or a family will interact in a way to take on some of the 
life challenges of that person or family.

A family divided against itself might have a dog who 
chooses to transition when the family is deep in conflict.  
By doing this, the pet “takes a death” for the family, releas-
ing the energies that were “killing” the family as a harmoni-
ous unit.  then the family situation begins to improve.

Companion animals will often act out emotions that their 
person or people have repressed and to which they cannot 
give release.  they will sometimes take on symptoms and 
“share” an illness with their person in order to assist him or 
her.  On a more positive level, animals often provide much 
needed unconditional love for people and sometimes even 
energetic protection in this time of chaotic energies.

All eArth life exPerienceS A  
fluiD floW of SPirituAlitY

People often ask us if their pets have souls and if they 
have a continued life after death.  We will paint with a 
broad stroke and tell you that there is a spiritual extension 
to every element of the material world.  even rocks have a 
level that is part of the spirit world.  there can be a unified 
spirit pool shared by all the members of a herd or a flock, 
and there can be very individualized animal spirits animat-
ing some of your pets.

You have been exposed to the concept of souls walking 
in to human bodies that have been left by the spirit that 
came into the body at or around the time of birth.  there 
are many other permutations of body/spirit interactions: 
braid-ins, blend-ins, stand-ins and other combinations.  
the concept of rigid body/spirit connections is one cre-
ated by human societies to counter the insecurities of a life 

laced with illusions and separation from the God-source.
All aspects of earth life have a fluid flow of spiritual-

ity, and your companion animals have the same malleable 
body/spirit interactions available to them as humans do.  
the relationship between humans and companion ani-
mals can have elements that are very rare between one 
person and another.  An individual closely bonded with 
a pet can project a fragment of his or her own spirit into 
the pet, and the two will work together, sharing the chal-
lenges of the life.

extending this concept, the human spirits of loved ones 
who have transitioned or are simply separated on the earth 
plane are able to project a spirit fragment into a loved pet 
in order to continue the connection and/or be present for 
protection and guidance.  the fragment of a loving grand-
parent who has transitioned could be projected into the 
family dog because he or she still wishes to look out for the 
grandchildren.

Yes, animals have spirits and can even have the experi-
ence of a spirit exchange (a walk-in).  A cat who has died 
and who was tightly bonded with its person could enter into 
an “agreement” with a new cat adopted from a shelter for 
their spirits to change places, or the beloved cat spirit could 
reincarnate as a new kitten.  the relationships of humans 
with pets have a simplicity and clarity that is not easy to 
attain between one person and another.  Life on earth is not 
easy, and the connections between people and their animal 
companions bring support and blessings to both species.

All the attributes of people/animal interactions we have 
just written about will be growing stronger and expanding 
with the ascension of the planetary consciousness.  the rec-
ognition of the communications that go on between humans 
and animals is growing, and a greater conscious awareness 
of how you interact and help each other is part of the ascen-
sion expansion.

Ascension energy is a unifying force.  You are witness-
ing unifying forces all around you.  even with reactive dark 
energies of divisiveness, the unification of all levels of your 
planetary elements can no longer be ignored.  this com-
ing together of disparate energies is a step on the path of 
unification with the God-source.  the expansion of con-
sciousness and unifying interactions between humans and 
animals is another part of this process.   Z

the first part of this book discusses what you call love. Love is the most powerful energy--you are made of this energy, so when 
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Do You Know Where 
You’re Goin’ To? 
Stephanie Clement

D iana Ross plaintively sang these words in 
Mahogany, a film released in 1976: “Do you 
know where you’re goin’ to?”  I know I still 

ask myself this question from time to time, and 
astrology has provided many answers—as well as 
a lot more questions.  Sometimes it helps to know 
exactly where you are headed so that you can make 
a brilliant plan for how to get there safely and hap-
pily.  This month, the lunar eclipse on December 
31 shows us a picture of both the end of the month 
and the year.  This chart indicates where we have 
been heading all year, so let’s take a look at the 
eclipse to measure our progress.

Take aim for The fuTure

The lunar eclipse, coming as it does at the very end 
of the calendar year, provides us a closing snapshot of 
astrological energies.  At the same time, it acts as a 
stepping-off place for next year, because it represents 
the ending of one cycle and the beginning of another.  
More precisely, the lunar eclipse provides a moment 
of awareness of what we have found and what we 
may have missed.  Aside from the Sun opposing the 
Moon, the eclipse chart’s closest aspects are Mercury 
to Mars and Mars to Saturn.  Mars and Saturn are two 
indicators of career and business.  Saturn reveals the 
career that best satisfies each of us, showing us both 
where we start out and where we desire to finish in 
our careers.  Mars shows how we can get from start to 
finish in terms of energy.  The tension between these 
two planets at the time of the eclipse reflects what 
many people have felt this year.  Our best efforts have 
not borne fruit as we desired or planned.

The Mercury-Mars quincunx suggests ways to 
adapt to conditions.  More than that, this aspect 
indicates that we must adapt if we want to continue 
on a path toward success.  We have to find new and 
better ways to say what we want, sell our products 
and provide services to others.  Some of the most 
successful people this year have learned to embrace 
change, to find out what the world really needs and 
wants, and then to provide it—all without losing 

sight of their personal paths and goals.
These are big challenges!  With a month to go 

before we reach the finish line for 2009, let’s con-
sider what we can do to get as close as possible to the 
desired final outcome.  Mercury and Mars provide us 
with just the help we need.  Both planets retrograde 
this month, giving us time to review our progress, 
revise our thinking and revive our enthusiasm as the 
holidays approach.  And it’s definitely not too late 
to make significant changes!  Another very helpful 
planetary combination involves Jupiter and Neptune 
coming together on December 21, just hours before 
the solstice.  They mark the darkest time of the year in 
the northern hemisphere with an abundance of feel-
ing and imagination.  We sense the potential to shape 
our futures with wisdom and devotion to purpose.

Last month, when Saturn squared Pluto, we all 
faced difficult challenges.  Now we test the results 
of our actions.  Did we do as well as we thought?  If 
not, where did we fall down?  If yes, can we con-
tinue to do even better?  The eclipse will show each 
of us just how far we have come.

read The SignS

Cardinal Signs:  If you have the Sun, Moon and 
planets in Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn, you 
feel the potential to move into a new phase of your 
life.  You sense that thought is the key to the future.  
Planning is not your favorite part of life; you prefer 
to be on the move!  Now you know your direction 
and you have the means to get rolling.

Fixed Signs:  With the Sun, Moon and planets 
in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius, you sense 
that you are already on the move and can afford 
to take time now to check your map and adjust 
your course.  The early going requires major effort.  
You are so clear within your own mind about what 
needs to be done, 
but you sometimes 
lose something in 
translating that into 
action.  Yet you are 
moving now, and 
that is a very positive 
thing.

Stephanie Clement
stephanieclement@q.com

P r e d i c t i o n s
Don’t let the prophecies, ancient or modern, trap you in a box of fear and futility.  Change the dance by becom-
ing the light that you are — the light that continues through and beyond the box into the adventure of forever.
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Mutable Signs:  The Sun, Moon and planets in Gem-
ini, Virgo, Sagittarius and Pisces relish the chance to plan 
for the year ahead while completing this year’s projects 
and activities.  Insights pop into your head about how to 
tweak little things to improve a product, a writing piece 
or a relationship.  Ideas also enrich your future plans.

Five Golden Rings  
In December

Get a golden ring for each of the five weeks of Decem-
ber!  While December isn’t really five weeks long, we 
always seem to need extra days to fit everything into our 
busy schedules now.  So let’s think about having five 
weeks and seek five golden moments this year!

Plan Well in ring one

The first five days of December pivot on an emotional 
point.  Creative impulse is the name of the game.  You 
win if you pay attention to your own creative impulses, 
work with people to satisfy theirs and share jokes in social 
settings.  The month begins on a compulsive note.  Social 
calendars are jammed with the important, not so impor-
tant and downright unnecessary activities.  It’s not too 
late to repair the mess.  There will probably be one day 
when you would have to create a clone if you really were 
to get everything done, but otherwise you can agree with 
family, associates and friends by rearranging a couple of 
things.  Use these first few days of December to plan.  You 
and everyone around you will be glad you did.

imaginaTion aWakenS in ring TWo

From December 6 to 12, you discover that last week’s 
efforts begin to pay off right away.  You gain clarity about 
what is most important to you, and you discover that you 
can move mountains in at least one case.  The end-of-year 
results you want so much are right in front of you in the 
form of that internal tension that tells you that you are 
on the verge of something great.  You could press forward 
like a steamroller, or you could decide instead to move 
through each moment of each day steadily and certainly, 
assured that you have thought of everything that can be 
thought of.  Yes, there will be surprises.  However, this 
week brings imagination to the forefront, allowing you to 
put out fires at work and tend the hearth fires at home.

find oPTimiSm in ring Three

By December 13, you have gathered all the important 
strands together and you are ready to braid events and 
people into a pattern of holiday activities.  And what a 
braid the universe offers now!  The creative focus is on 
imaginative, almost magical healing.  Chiron, Jupiter 
and Neptune join their intelligences together to create 
unique moments of healing.  The world has a chance to 

immerse in the optimism that has been lacking recently.  
People generally seem more receptive to the message of 
the holiday season now, and joy can be found in formal 
activities as well as casual or private moments.

refine your PlanS in ring four

Starting on December 20, the whole atmosphere feels 
more tightly organized than usual.  Your keen awareness of 
the demands of work and social life puts you right where 
you need to be.  Plan to work closely with a female who 
may be communicating from a great distance, and a male 
who takes her suggestions and runs with them.  An older 
individual provides the starch to stiffen your resolve.  This 
person is secretly one of your strongest supporters, but you 
may never hear that from him or her.  Just know that it 
is true.  Mars retrograde in Leo on December 20 allows 
you to retrace steps in order to complete tasks or refine 
work.  Now is a good time to try on your tux or party dress 
so that you have enough time for alternations if they are 
required.  Check menus and be sure you have the spices 
and trimmings you need.  Confirm reservations now.

Mercury retrogrades on December 26 in Capricorn.  
The best-laid plans may undergo serious changes now.  
Hopefully work demands will not interfere with social 
activities.  Only the most dramatic events can spoil 
your mood.  Handle any upsets at the most practical 
level.  You may not be able to resolve every difficulty, 
but sticking to the practical removes endless emotional 
reactions from the equation.  Remember that the target 
is the eclipse on December 31.  

You decided long ago which goals you want to ful-
fill.  Reassess your position on December 26 with those 
goals in mind.  Set aside issues that can wait until later 
and focus on family conversations and personal aspira-
tions.  What began as a very tough year for many of us 
can conclude on a festive, creative and positive note, 
because problems have been solved and change has 
been embraced.  One other thing this week: people talk 
a lot, but you don’t have to believe everything they say.  
Consider practical information.  Disregard gossip that 
can only bring the general mood down.  

finiSh STrong in ring five

The week of December 27 probably produces con-
siderable stress.  Mars and Saturn force us to look at 
career and work during a week when we would nor-
mally vacation and enjoy end-of-year holiday cel-
ebrations.  One sure way to relieve the pressure is to 
spend time in group activities.  These can be games 
with family members, church activities or other social 
events.  You may plan your own holiday party between 
Christmas and New Year’s.  Invite everybody.  Sure, 
some people will be out of town, but the group you 
assemble will experience the warmth of friendship and 
love that you inject into the festivities.
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Ring (Week) One:  Your partner 
provides intelligent ideas to support your 
goals.  You also get an emotional boost 
from a friend who sends cheerful greet-

ings filled with news.  This gives you just the energy 
you need to put the finishing touches on a creative 
project.  Enlist the help of an associate on December 
3 to save time.  Packaging your masterpiece can wait 
until December 4 or 5.

Ring Two:  Circumstances allow you to capitalize 
on the work of associates.  A career associate drops 
information in your lap about a potential job, so have 
your resume ready.  On December 10, two people 
chime in with ideas that make your task ever so much 
easier.  Emotional awareness centers you at work, even 
while your mind is half-focused on new possibilities.

Ring Three:  Love flows both ways in your life 
this week.  To enhance these feelings, grab a chance 
on December 14 to deliver your message in a quirky 
way that only you would try.  Follow up with a more 
traditional gift the next day.  December 17 promises 
to provide just the right mood for love, whether you 
are eight or eighty.  Reserve time on December 19 for 
deepening the wonder of love in your life.

Ring Four:  Adjust your holiday plans to include 
one more outing.  If you don’t already have plans 
for December 21, you may receive a golden invita-
tion to step out with your favorite person to dinner, 
a movie or late holiday shopping.  As the Sun enters 
Capricorn, document the shift toward the light with 
candles in your favorite colors to light a holiday table 
loaded with tasty delights.

Ring Five:  The secrets are out!  Show your amaze-
ment and don’t hold back on the love either.  Someone 
receives a gift that transforms the mood for everyone.  
Check your wardrobe on December 28 to make sure 
you have what you need for a year-end celebration.  
Take time on December 30 to phone, write or email 
thanks for gifts and blessings you received this year.

Lunar eclipse on December 31:  With the Sun 
squaring your sign, you can expect to conclude career 
or business activities on a social high note.  Work as 
though you intend to have the same position for a 
long time.  A strong social presence puts you in line 
for a promotion in the near future.

Ring (Week) One:  Careful budget 
preparation aids you throughout the 
month.  Creative use of limited funds 
involves creative use of your many tal-

ents.  Have you found a new household item that 
makes life much easier?  Even if it is an ordinary item, 

creative packaging can make it part of a practical gift 
to delight anyone from cook to CEO.  Money isn’t 
everything.  Cool trumps expensive!

Ring Two:  Make work your focus and accept a 
huge challenge.  Although you might rather be some-
where else, you’re not.  A female supplies the right 
attitude, accompanied by snacks that remind you of 
years gone by.  Take a lesson from a pro on December 
7 and follow instructions to the letter.  Enthusiasm 
builds on December 10 toward a grand finish.

Ring Three:  A partner or associate provides the 
challenge you need to get a tough job completed.  
Because your focus has shifted, you accept the chal-
lenge and take it to heart.  Tension builds on Decem-
ber 16 as the Moon enters Capricorn, providing 
you with the steam you need to get up that last hill.  
Think you can?  You bet you can!  Celebrate success 
on December 19.

Ring Four:  A guest reaches your doorstep—one 
you had hoped would make it.  Dig out camping 
equipment if you must to provide beds to go around.  
Hint: If you were clever, you made an extra hotel res-
ervation just in case.  Either way, you welcome your 
new guest with open arms and handle practical mat-
ters with aplomb.  On December 25, all the details 
come together nicely.

Ring Five:  Contacts with distant friends and asso-
ciates set the tone for work.  You may send or receive 
email from a coworker who resolves an outstanding 
issue and avoids potential repercussions.  Although 
your mind is not on work on December 28, you find 
that details have realigned themselves in your mind.  
On December 29, you trade ideas with an older associ-
ate to confirm a decision.

Lunar eclipse on December 31:  If you’re yearning 
to travel, this is a good time to make plans.  Choose a 
location that has both historic meaning and the mod-
ern amenities you like.  However, you may want to 
remain close to home for New Year’s Day.  

Ring (Week) One:  Creative work 
dominates your time and resources now.  
You focus so intensely that you may not 
hear when others call your name.  Balanc-

ing the core of your message with the outer shell of 
appearances works brilliantly, because you deliver your 
thoughts straight from the heart.  The buzz around 
you eventually catches your attention on December 
5.  That’s soon enough.

Ring Two:  Share your emotions and build stron-
ger friendships.  This may not be your usual stock in 
trade, but you have the capacity to open up, especially 

DeCembeR aSTrologiCal rePorT by STePhanie ClemenT
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on December 7, when you get a chance to share your 
dreams with the people who matter most to you.  By 
December 6, you slip back into practical mode and 
focus on practical applications for your imaginative 
ideas.  Develop a sturdy platform.

Ring Three:  Channel inner tension into creative 
projects now.  Divvy up the chores early this week and 
keep track of progress.  Surprise everyone by getting 
your tasks done first.  Then add even more surprise by 
cheerfully lending a hand to the youngest person in 
the group.  Share your imagination on December 15 
to inspire others.  On December 19, you institute a 
loving exchange.

Ring Four:  Amid all the hustle and bustle, show 
your love in private ways.  Life centers on practical 
acts.  On December 21, you take on basic chores so 
another person can manage traditional holiday prepa-
rations.  On December 24, you can move a mountain 
to clear a path.  December 25 brings associates into 
your family circle.  Late season’s greetings arrive on 
December 26.

Ring Five:  Financial opportunity knocks.  Are 
you at home to answer the door?  Just when you 
thought your work was done, someone comes up 
with a powerful concept that causes you to rethink 
your creative plans.  This week is the time to lis-
ten and learn.  Test your plan on December 30 for 
an emotional response, then let it rest a day or two 
before taking definitive action.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Finances have 
been a major concern all year.  With the eclipse, you 
may find that either you have more money or fewer 
bills.  You also discover that nurturing yourself doesn’t 
have to cost all that much.

Ring (Week) One:  A legal matter 
opens up to more flexible negotiation tac-
tics.  Fresh information on December 1 
either clarifies or mystifies.  A female has 

work well in hand that day.  On December 4, she pro-
vides organized plans for dealing with an issue central 
to the overall design.  You gain confidence on Decem-
ber 5 and move forward with testing and production.  

Ring Two:  A partner challenges you to do more, 
and you do!  First you think through all the possibilities 
and identify the right tone for your message: clear, but 
not too pushy.  Then you add your own independent 
stamp to the plan and check to see that it works for 
other people.  Finally, on December 10, you apply your-
self to the task of completing everything on schedule.

Ring Three:  Test a recipe you want to use for a big 
party later this month.  Work your culinary magic on 

December 14.  Maybe you didn’t know you had culi-
nary magic, but luckily, it comes through in a big way 
today and you create a masterpiece.  To insure you can 
reproduce it later, make a copy of the recipe and add 
notes about subtle changes you made.  Then create it 
again on December 19 or later.

Ring Four:  Adapt your plans to suit your part-
ner or associates.  You have one or two things that 
you want included—reminders of traditional holiday 
experiences.  However, this year you can let other 
people infuse your home with their traditions too.  
On December 24, these different ideas show you how 
you have changed.  Take plenty of pictures today and 
tomorrow to record the eclectic mix!

Ring Five:  Ocean views appeal to your partner—
and to you!  If you can’t take off to the seashore this 
week, rent a video favorite and go on an imaginative 
getaway.  You deserve a break from hectic work and 
family activities.  Leave someone else in charge of the 
home fires on December 29 and strike out on your 
own, just two of you spending time together alone.  
You eat well on December 30.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: You may feel, 
for about a day, that it’s you against the entire world.  
After that, you find that you can easily join the rest 
of the pack and still get your needs met without 
much trouble.

Ring (Week) One:  Group activities 
result in surprise gains.  Design something 
new for your office and then take it home 
to show your family.  If they like it, gather 

materials together on December 4 and begin construc-
tion.  On December 5, you run out to get last minute 
materials or ingredients and complete the project just 
in time for dinner.  If food is part of the picture, buy 
fresh ingredients if at all possible.

Ring Two:  Emotions carry you through stressful 
moments early this week.  You simply face more infor-
mation than you can process and need time to digest it.  
Get your partner to run interference so that you have 
time on December 14 to understand the big picture.  By 
December 17, the two of you settle into a comfortable 
routine, sure that you have covered all the bases.

Ring Three:  Romance captivates you this week.  
Your heart is in the right place to take advantage of 
passionate energy bursting out all over.  Expand your 
imagination to consider future potential on December 
21.  Two heads are better than one, so share insights.  
Never doubt that love will come into your life through 
some of the oddest channels.  Keep your mind and 
heart open for new or renewed love.

DeCembeR aSTrologiCal rePorT by STePhanie ClemenT
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Ring Four:  Throw yourself into imaginative social 
activities.  You start out on the dull, same old track on 
December 21.  As the Sun enters Capricorn, however, 
you find yourself willing to try something different to 
create a more cheerful atmosphere.  Don’t throw away 
antique family decorations.  Find elegant modern 
items that fit your décor and your mood.  Complete 
shopping by noon on December 24 if you can.

Ring Five:  You gain insight into a problem that 
has been puzzling you at work.  Perhaps time at home 
removes you from the pressure just enough to see 
through the pushy attitude of a coworker.  By Decem-
ber 28, you resolve to make a couple of changes that 
soften the look or feel of a project to make it more 
user-friendly.  On December 29, a female’s objections 
are laid to rest.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Use your energy 
to tie up loose ends today.  Leave imagining new sce-
narios to others now.  Each item you complete boosts 
your self-esteem to higher and higher levels.  This is 
a good thing.

Ring (Week) One:  A value judg-
ment is spot on, opening up several 
creative options.  Talk over the implica-
tions of this decision on December 1 and 

make sure a female understands the changes.  Results 
on December 4 reveal additional opportunities that 
were obscure at best.  Make an effort to elevate self-
esteem for all group members as you finalize decisions 
and move forward.

Ring Two:  Sustained and self-contained effort 
gains you positive reviews.  The creative dynamic 
balances on the need for both private, independent 
work and partnership effort to make the most of the 
moment.  Before December 10, you feel that you are 
standing outside the circle looking in.  After Decem-
ber 10, you again feel like an integral part of the group, 
and you can sell your ideas better.

Ring Three:  Dash ahead with imaginative touches 
to all your work efforts.  Your internal guidance sys-
tem has you right on track.  Divide and conquer on 
December 14 where household chores are concerned.  
Work smarter by tackling the basics first.  There’s 
plenty of time on December 15 to add glitter.  Each 
family member adds love on December 17 to com-
plete the design.

Ring Four:  Handle work issues in private.  You 
have more energy than most of the crew and you 
tend to push everyone a bit too hard.  Soft pedal your 
emotions that spill over from December 20 and upset 
you.  Make compassion the center of your thinking 

and action on December 21.  There will be plenty of 
time to get down to hard facts later.  Anyway, you 
rethink your position on December 21 and possibly 
change your mind.

Ring Five:  Life comes into equilibrium, and you 
feel more like the person you have tried to be all year.  
You achieve balance by considering unusual ideas 
from many sources before you set your plan in stone.  
The women in your environment have the final say 
on December 28 about changes that you will have to 
live with for a long time.  They have learned well, so 
let them decide.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: If you can, stay 
at home and work in seclusion.  You get a whole lot 
more done and you don’t have to listen to coworkers.  
You may want to stay in tonight and avoid driving.

Ring (Week) One:  Take responsibil-
ity for your own actions now.  You are 
trying to balance other people’s desires 
against the size of your pocketbook, and 

the scales could tip either direction.  Get all the ideas 
out in the open on December 1, and then sort by pri-
ority.  Try to accommodate at least one request from 
each person on December 4.  Regroup as needed on 
December 5 to get the best results.

Ring Two:  Create an emotional rationale, and 
associates will get on board.  This year has had 
enough times when you all had to take the most 
practical path.  Now use feelings to re-establish bal-
ance and to gain agreement.  You may have to simply 
say no to some ideas that stress your budget.  An 
associate comes up with a bright idea on December 9 
that relieves pressure.

Ring Three:  You love the results of a group activ-
ity.  A lot of work went into this project, and there 
were doubtful moments.  Now the results are in, and 
they could not be better.  Independent efforts come 
together nicely on December 14, and you see the cre-
ative edge has not been dulled.  Take time on Decem-
ber 17 to spread love around liberally.  Everyone 
deserves to know they are appreciated.

Ring Four:  Honor core beliefs and family tradi-
tions this week.  Seldom has there been the kind of 
focus on family and tradition that you sense this year.  
Although you have considered other values through-
out the year, take time on December 24 to return to 
the ones you remember from childhood.  They pro-
vide a basis for your life that cannot be denied.

Ring Five:  A female reminds you of the beliefs 
that have carried you this far in life.  Especially on 
December 24, you assess the meaning of life and your 
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place on the planet.  You realize that you attract just 
the right people and ideas that motivate your respon-
sible actions this year.  Pay attention to the deepening 
sense of structure in your life.  On December 25, you 
may want to write about your experience of 2009.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Definitely make 
a resolution to drink responsibly.  Identify the des-
ignated driver if you are out at a party.  Formulate 
a New Year’s resolution you believe you can—and 
should—keep.

Ring (Week) One:  Adapt to emo-
tional differences among your family and 
social group.  Arguments miss the point, 
yet they draw the lines of communica-

tion between opposing sides, especially at home.  Fire 
the nanny on December 1?  Maybe not.  Bend to your 
partner’s desires on December 3?  That’s probably the 
best plan.  You get your way later after the dust has 
settled—if you still care then.

Ring Two:  Some of the talk about love actually 
proves meaningful.  Love is always worth a conversa-
tion or two, but now you hear a new story that makes 
a huge difference.  The right timing on December 
7 allows you to accept responsibility for your own 
actions, and allow others to accept theirs too.  On 
December 10, career effort finally produces the results 
you have sought.

Ring Three:  Feel your way through mystical 
moments that unite family and heal old scars.  Karmic 
links have been obscured and come into the light on 
December 17.  Understanding the past relieves the 
intense pressure of day-to-day living on December 
19 when you find creative measures to overcome dis-
torted memories.  Concerted effort delegates some old 
business to the past.

Ring Four:  Invite neighbors over for cookies, tea 
or eggnog.  The solstice is a time for remembering 
others and laying plans for the future.  You may want 
to establish a neighborhood group to repaint a room 
in an elderly person’s house or bring them holiday 
meals.  Fixing a little bit extra is not a big challenge, 
and it could make the holidays brighter for someone 
this year.

Ring Five:  Hold back any criticisms that come to 
mind now.  Invest in praise for younger people.  As 
the year draws to a close, reward responsible behavior 
of children and associates.  December 29 provides a 
great chance to close out old chapters of career, social 
and family stories and start a new page.  December 30 
brings family and social contacts together to celebrate 
the season.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Transformation 
on the emotional level can be yours if you apply 
yourself.  You can leave dull thinking and pessi-
mism behind by first revamping your appearance 
and then taking a good look at the new you in the 
mirror each day.

Ring (Week) One:  Get comfortable 
with the concept of success.  An innova-
tive idea shakes the foundations and lifts 
your thinking into new realms.  Your task 

on December 1 is to find a way to sell the idea.  You 
don’t have to handle the manufacturing and distri-
bution.  Do protect your intellectual property before 
you tell the world.  Group activities move forward on 
December 4.

Ring Two:  The urge to leave home is very strong.  
Do you want to leave and never come back?  Con-
sider a two-week visit to your desired destination 
before making a final decision.  Travel on December 
10 is possible if a surprise event on December 9 has 
been resolved.  Seek karmic balance on December 9 
by accepting an opportunity to re-establish emotional 
harmony at home.

Ring Three:  Travel this week involves sun and 
water.  Make a careful list of items to take with you.  
Restock your travel first aid kit and get smaller bottles 
for shampoo and other necessities.  Verify reservations 
on December 15.  Hospitality at your destination 
should include private time for you and your travel 
companion(s).  This is a vacation, not work, right?  
You love the accommodations.

Ring Four:  Gather your energy early each day so 
you can meet your public with a genuine smile.  Start 
preparations for a feast even as you drink your first 
cup of tea or coffee.  Run to the store for a missing 
ingredient on December 20.  Shop early in the day 
to avoid crowds.  Exert willpower on December 24 to 
resist overeating.  On December 25, you get another 
chance to indulge in some of your favorites.

Ring Five:  A group debuts with a winter wonder-
land performance.  You think of snow, even if there is 
none available.  You also think of one of your own per-
formances from childhood and you relive some of the 
excitement.  Ladies dominate the stage on December 
28 and 29 with the guys doing their thing on Decem-
ber 30.  Spend the evening of December 30 at home 
with someone you love.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Group effort in 
the coming year is essential.  This eclipse sends a mes-
sage to your emotional self that you are ready to do 
your part without wavering.
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Ring (Week) One:  Small acts of 
love result in big magic now.  Imagine 
what can happen when you invest your 
energy in building esteem for all of your 

loved ones!  Work quietly on December 1 to create 
a cheerful home atmosphere.  On December 4 and 
5, you find time to expand your efforts to the larger 
social sphere by sending party invitations to a select 
group of delightful companions.

Ring Two:  Feelings prove to be accurate concern-
ing a partner.  Friction early in the week centers on 
differences of opinion about creative holiday plans.  
By December 10, the two of you have resolved most 
of the issues and decided on a course of action.  Seek a 
balance between self-interest and cash outlay.  Allow 
others to purchase personal items that require fitting.

Ring Three:  Balance finances and some rather 
odd circumstances to create a happy party mood.  On 
December 14, a lucky find produces just the holiday 
look you want.  You imagine the perfect setting on 
December 15 and begin to bring elements together to 
produce just the right emotional tone.  From Decem-
ber 17 to 19 you add little touches and remove break-
able family heirlooms from the scene.

Ring Four:  Gather family close or allow them 
to gather you into their arms.  Settle into a comfort-
able routine that you have practiced over the years.  
Take charge of the one arrangement that only you 
can handle and leave the rest up to the social com-
mittee, whoever they may be.  Include distant friends 
and relatives through email or pictures and holiday 
good wishes, or use that traditional instrument—the 
telephone.

Ring Five:  You have reached the end of a year 
that has tested your limits.  As you approach the finish 
line, you realize this has not been a race that depends 
on speed.  You have demonstrated great tenacity and 
diligence along the way.  On December 29, a female 
confirms that your work has been worthwhile with a 
gift of memorable stature.  On December 30, you find 
time to relax and enjoy recreational activities.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: This eclipse 
marks the end of behind-the-scenes action and the 
start of an up-front and in-your-face approach to 
dealing with power in your life.  Take control.  It’s 
your turn now.

Ring (Week) One:  Devote yourself to 
a partnership arrangement.  Put all your 
imagination and even luck into making 
this work.  You find that love moves in a 

favorable direction on December 1.  On December 2, 

your ideas are matched by personal effort.  A female 
weighs in on December 4 with solid information that 
makes your task that much easier.  On December 5, 
you regroup and take a new direction.

Ring Two:  Carefully made plans fall apart.  You 
can regroup and create a new plan based on what 
others say they want.  Listen closely on December 9.  
There is a message underlying the words you hear, and 
that is the message that matters most.  Tensions ease 
on December 10, largely because you are able to dis-
cern a consensus about what should happen, even if 
people disagree about the details.

Ring Three:  Ladies and gentlemen, dress up for 
a ceremony.  Everyone in the group wants to look 
their best now.  This is not the time for eclectic 
attire.  Elegance and simplicity lend themselves to 
the moment on December 14.  Dress up the plainest 
outfit with jewelry or other accessories.  At the end 
of this week, you seek love and very likely find it 
right where you expect.

Ring Four:  A new kitten or puppy could liven 
up your household now.  Hopefully the source of this 
delight has been considered from all the angles.  If 
not, make a trip to the pet store on December 21 to 
obtain whatever you need.  If pets are not on your 
list of things to do, pamper family members with spe-
cial treats from a gourmet store or order in everyone’s 
favorites.

Ring Five:  Gather photos and other memora-
bilia together in one place.  Spend extra time putting 
together a scrapbook for the ages.  Photos and glit-
tery holiday items can be included to mark this year 
in everyone’s memory.  On December 30, you find 
yourself caught up in a flood of emotions.  Remind 
yourself of times past and then shift your sights to the 
possibilities of the next year.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Imagine life with 
imaginative opportunities and lucky insights every 
day to guide your way.  This eclipse provides both, 
because you have the vision and the energy needed.

Ring (Week) One:  If you ever doubted 
your luck, you can stop now.  Your own 
creativity insures that luck will follow 
you wherever you choose to go.  As Venus 

enters Sagittarius on December 1, you see the align-
ment between social life and career.  Use this vision 
to maximize the benefit of meetings with superiors or 
elders on December 4, then spend December 5 orga-
nizing your thoughts for quick action.

Ring Two:  Established relationships within your 
team can work to your advantage now.  Work styles 
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mesh to provide steady production of ideas and 
results.  Use this week to solidify plans in writing on 
December 7 and use emotional energy to spark inter-
est in the most reluctant individuals.  You gain pub-
lic notice on December 10, so be prepared to answer 
questions and field requests.

Ring Three:  Surprise everyone when you 
announce a major change, possibly even a new career.  
You have put in a lot of hard work and now you get to 

reap the benefits.  News on December 14 just about 
assures that your confidence has not been misplaced.  
Don’t let your imagination run away with you on 
December 15; at least keep your toes on the ground 
and await developments.

Ring Four:  Last-minute spending tests your bud-
get.  You made a very clear plan a few weeks ago.  This 
is not the time to break promises to yourself.  What 
you may think you cannot live without on December 21  
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December 1 Moon square Neptune, Moon opposition Venus, 
 Moon enters Gemini, Mercury sextile Neptune,  
 Moon quincunx Pluto, Uranus stationary direct,  
 Moon trine Saturn, Venus enters Sagittarius
December 2 Moon opposition Sun, Moon sextile Mars,  
 Moon trine Jupiter, Moon trine Chiron
December 3 Moon square Uranus, Moon trine Neptune,  
 Moon opposition Mercury, Moon enters Cancer,  
 Venus semisextile Pluto, Moon opposition Pluto,  
 Moon quincunx Venus, Moon square Saturn
December 4 Venus sextile Saturn, Moon quincunx Sun,  
 Moon semisextile Mars, Moon quincunx Jupiter,  
 Moon quincunx Chiron
December 5 Moon trine Uranus, Moon quincunx Neptune,  
 Moon quincunx Mercury, Moon enters Leo,  
 Mercury enters Capricorn, Moon quincunx Pluto,  
 Moon sextile Saturn, Moon trine Venus
December 6 Moon trine Sun, Moon conjunction Mars
December 7 Moon opposition Jupiter, Moon opposition  
 Chiron, Moon quincunx Uranus, Moon  
 opposition Neptune, Mercury conjunction 
 Pluto, Moon enters Virgo, Jupiter  
 conjunction Chiron, Moon trine Pluto, Moon  
 trine Mercury, Moon semisextile Saturn,  
 Mercury square Saturn
December 8 Moon square Venus, Moon square Sun,  
 Moon semisextile Mars
December 9 Moon quincunx Chiron, Moon quincunx  
 Jupiter, Moon opposition Uranus, Moon  
 quincunx Neptune, Moon enters Libra, Moon  
 square Pluto
December 10 Moon conjunction Saturn, Moon square  
 Mercury, Moon sextile Venus, Sun trine Mars
December 11 Moon sextile Mars, Moon sextile Sun, Moon  
 trine Chiron, Moon trine Jupiter, Moon  
 quincunx Uranus, Moon trine Neptune
December 12 Moon enters Scorpio, Moon sextile Pluto, Moon  
 semisextile Saturn, Jupiter semisextile Uranus,  
 Moon sextile Mercury
December 13 Moon semisextile Venus, Moon square Mars,  
 Moon semisextile Sun, Moon square Chiron,  
 Moon trine Uranus, Moon square Jupiter, Moon  
 square Neptune, Sun sextile Chiron
December 14 Moon enters Sagittarius, Sun square Uranus,  
 Moon semisextile Pluto, Moon sextile Saturn,  
 Sun sextile Jupiter
December 15 Moon semisextile Mercury, Moon conjunction  
 Venus, Sun sextile Neptune, Moon trine Mars
December 16 Moon sextile Chiron, Moon square Uranus,  
 Moon sextile Jupiter, Moon sextile Neptune,  

 Moon conjunction Sun, Moon enters Capricorn
December 17 Moon conjunction Pluto, Moon square Saturn,  
 Venus trine Mars, no semisextile Chiron
December 18 Moon conjunction Mercury, Moon quincunx  
 Mars, Moon semisextile Venus, Moon semisextile 
 Chiron, Moon sextile Uranus, Moon semisextile  
 Jupiter, Moon semisextile Neptune
December 19 Moon semisextile Sun, Moon enters Aquarius,  
 Moon semisextile Pluto, Venus sextile Chiron,  
 Moon trine Saturn, Venus square Uranus
December 20 Mars stationary retrograde, Moon semisextile  
 Mercury, Moon opposition Mars
December 21 Venus sextile Jupiter, Venus sextile Neptune,  
 Moon conjunction Chiron, Jupiter conjunction  
 Neptune, Moon semisextile Uranus, Moon con 
 junction Neptune, Moon conjunction Jupiter,  
 Mercury quincunx Mars, Moon sextile Venus,  
 Sun enters Capricorn, Moon enters Pisces,  
 Moon sextile Sun
December 22 Moon sextile Pluto, Moon quincunx Saturn
December 23 Moon quincunx Mars, Moon sextile Mercury,  
 Moon semisextile Chiron, Moon conjunction  
 Uranus, Moon semisextile Neptune, Moon  
 semisextile Jupiter
December 24 Moon square Venus, Moon enters Aries, Sun  
 conjunction Pluto, Moon square Pluto, Moon  
 square Sun, Moon opposition Saturn
December 25 Venus enters Capricorn, Sun square Saturn,  
 Moon trine Mars
December 26 Moon square Mercury, Moon sextile Chiron,  
 Moon semisextile Uranus, Moon sextile Neptune,  
 Moon sextile Jupiter, Mercury stationary  
 retrograde, Moon enters Taurus, Moon trine  
 Venus, Moon trine Pluto
December 27 Moon quincunx Saturn, Moon trine Sun
December 28 Venus conjunction Pluto, Moon square Mars,  
 Moon trine Mercury, Moon square Chiron,  
 Moon sextile Uranus, Moon square Neptune,  
 Moon square Jupiter, Moon enters Gemini
December 29 Moon quincunx Pluto, Venus square Saturn,  
 Moon trine Saturn, Moon quincunx Venus,  
 Moon quincunx Sun
December 30 Moon sextile Mars, Moon quincunx Mercury,  
 Moon trine Chiron, Moon square Uranus, Moon  
 trine Neptune, Moon trine Jupiter, Moon enters  
 Cancer
December 31 Uranus semisextile Chiron, Moon opposition  
 Pluto, Moon square Saturn, Moon opposition  
 Venus, Moon opposition Sun

Daily Aspects—November 2009
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will still be available after December 25, and you 
might even get a much better deal then.  Enjoy the 
basic pleasures that come your way this holiday sea-
son, and respond to communication from family and 
friends on December 26.

Ring Five:  As the year ends, your life gains stabil-
ity, if mostly on the mental plane.  You have what you 
need to create security in the new year.  Balance in 
your life comes from understanding the essentials of 
comfort and security.  Ground decisions in a thought-

ful process of logic and good judgment.  On December 
30, you see great hope for next year.

Lunar eclipse on December 31: Even if you are 
not clear about what is ending in your life, get clear 
that your creativity takes a giant step forward with 
practical study and expression.  Z   

General astrology questions will be answered by 
the astrologer at: stephanieclement@q.com
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A Glimpse of the Year 
2010 for Your Sign

A fter the disastrous economic year or so that 
many people have experienced, hope for 
the future has seen some rocky emotional 

moments, to say the least.  In 2010, I am happy to 
say, I see greater hope in the astrological charts I 
have examined.  There will be two solar eclipses this 
year, the first of which will shake up the status quo 
and set us on a hopeful new course toward creative 
expression and healing.

On January 15, the Earth will experience an annu-
lar (not total) eclipse of the Sun, which can be viewed 
from west central Africa across the Indian Ocean to Sri 
Lanka, India and into China.  Although not total, this 
eclipse brings with it remarkable potential for change, 
due to the fact that at the time the eclipse is exact 
and the planet Mars is peregrine—that is, journeying 
through the heavens without making contact with any 
of the other planets by aspect.

A peregrine planet is one that wanders alone and 
acts on its own, separate from the rest of the planets.  
At the time of this eclipse, Mars will act completely 
on its own.  Therefore, you have the potential to use 
your physical, emotional and mental energies in the 
best possible ways.  Your capacity for devotion to spiri-
tual activities and to loving your family and associates 
will be greatly magnified.  Of course, so will all other 
manifestations of Mars’ energy, such as enthusiasm, 
anger, physical energy and independence.

During this eclipse early in the year, the closest rela-
tionships (aspects) of the Sun and Moon are to semi-
sextile Neptune.  Mars and Neptune share the sixth-
ray quality of devotion, so while Mars (presumably the 
angrier of the two) is wending its way alone, Neptune 
is closely aligned to the Sun and Moon, and therefore 
able to monitor Mars and possibly elevate ordinary 
desires to the level of spiritual aspiration.

At the time of the second solar eclipse on July 11, 
2010, the Sun and Moon form very close sextile aspects 
to Mars.  Whatever desires and aspirations began in 
January, in July they will have the profound opportu-
nity to put down practical roots and manifest in the 
world.  Thus our imaginations take flight early in the 
year to consider all manner of creative possibilities, 
and that potential is released at the time of the second 
eclipse in the form of active effort.

Both eclipses occur in cardinal signs.  For those 
of you who are Aries, Cancer, Libra and Capricorn, 
the impact will be direct and forceful.  You will sense 
the possibilities around you and take the initiative to 
make the most of what you see and feel.  Obstacles 
will be evident and you will tackle them openly.  In 
July, you continue to feel energized, yet you also have 
acquired a philosophical view of proceedings.  You 
have not staked your entire life on a single idea, but 
have broadened your vision to encompass more.

If your Sun is in Taurus, Leo, Scorpio or Aquarius, 
you begin the year all fired up and ready for action.  
You perceive the potential to carry on with activities 
begun in the past and you relish the chance to bring 
them to fruition.  Transformation in the form of a new 
job or career, a renewed emotional balance and a solid 
plan for reaching your goals can all be part of your 
plan.  By July, you have identified opportunities that 
appear to have the greatest possibility and you are 
well on your way.

For those of you with Sun in Gemini, Virgo, Sagit-
tarius and Pisces, the early going may seem rather diffi-
cult.  You will feel that you are close to a breakthrough, 
yet you cannot quite see how to make it happen.  By 
listening to friends and associates, you succeed in win-
nowing out the grains of possibility from the mass of 
data flying around.  You also find that you harness your 
energies more easily if you apply yourself to the tasks 
each day presents.  By July, you discover you have all 
your ducks in a row, so to speak, and you are ready to 
carry your vision into action.
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Potential for the Year:  On January 8 
and 11, tons of creative ideas enter your 
head.  Make notes so you remember all 
of them!  In mid-June, you feel your own 

power and you can take action more freely.  Creative 
communication possibilities open up during the first 
week in July.  Expand your horizons on October 20 by 
stepping up any spiritual practice.  The key is to inte-
grate meditation, prayer or writing with your other 
daily work and family activities.  That way, enthusi-
asm drives all your activities.

Opportunities:  Around March 22, possible busi-
ness opportunities become available.  If you are look-
ing for a new job, highlight this period in your date 
book!  You also have a chance to construct something 
new in your life.  Think of a household remodel or 
transform your garden into a place of real beauty this 
year.  The Mars conjunction to Saturn on July 31 pro-
vides another great career moment for Aries.  Saturn 
has just entered the opposite sign of Libra, putting you 
in an ideal spot to observe yourself in action among 
the very people you want to associate with.  With 
your energy focused on career potential, you make the 
best possible use of this planetary alignment.  Around 
December 12, you feel the power of devotion in your 
life.  Angels surround you at that time—probably no 
more than usual, but you will surely feel them then.

What to Watch Out for:  Mars, your planetary 
ruler, has been retrograde through the end of 2009.  
It moves forward again on March 10, allowing you to 
use your intuitive insight in a direct way.  The January 
22 eclipse focuses on your career and social status, so 
appearances make a huge difference early in the year.  
In June, when Jupiter enters Aries, you are pumped 
full of expansive ideas and your energy takes off.  You 
may need to stifle yourself just a bit to keep your feet 
on the ground!  The July 11 eclipse presents powerful 
challenges to your creativity.  Plan time then to prac-
tice or develop artistic and other talents.

Potential for the Year:  The sky is the 
limit for you this year.  Turn your imagina-
tion loose on new projects, but do keep 
an eye on the budget!  In January, your 

creative juices are flowing.  Ideas may turn into busi-
ness opportunities as early as February 15.  Steady work 
between then and May 24 produces strong results.  
When Venus, your planet, turns retrograde in October, 
you focus on relationships and impressions you get from 
other people.  Re-evaluate them carefully.  When she 
turns direct again on November 18, you become your 
most charming self again.

Opportunities:  February 16 signals a lucky period 
when you can gain from close social ties.  Around 
mid-July, you wield your own power successfully and 
may even transform a business alliance.  By August 
20, you may broker a social relationship into a pro-
motion or even a more exciting career.  Venus meets 
Mars in October, bringing romance into prominence.  
You may begin, renew or end a relationship around 
this time.  Seek balance in your private and social 
lives on October 28.

What to Watch Out for:  The January 15 eclipse 
suggests two possibilities.  First, you may decide to 
travel at that time, in which case you probably want 
to leave before the date of the eclipse.  Incorporate 
visits to museums or art galleries into your plans.  Sec-
ond, you may send or receive important documents 
relating to real estate transactions or contracts for 
work.  The July 11 eclipse affects your pocketbook in 
a good way for a change.  Creative efforts may result 
in a steady income source, or you may develop a work-
from-home sideline.  Just ten days after the eclipse, 
Saturn enters Libra.  You may have actually enjoyed 
the previous period because you could focus on the 
details of life and go from day to day pursuing your per-
sonal life and ignoring certain issues.  Now you have 
to adjust to the world in a new way.  Partnering skills 
become essential whether at work, with friends or at 
home with family.  If you have children, now is a good 
time for you to model partnership in a positive way, 
even though you sometimes feel you would rather just 
have your own way.

Potential for the Year:  Creative 
potential on January 20 and 26 gets your 
year off to a good start, once you have 
weathered the solar eclipse (more to fol-

low).  Listen to every creative idea from others and 
pay attention to your own wellspring of ideas now.  By 
the first week in March, you could be well on your 
way to success in writing, acting or other communica-
tion activities.  At the time of the solar eclipse on July 
11, you are situated to take advantage of a balanced 
pattern of power and luck where career and work are 
concerned.  Plan ahead of this date to get your resume 
in order and to ready yourself for a speech, audition or 
interview.  Take extra care to prepare your wardrobe 
and personal appearance so that you put your best foot 
forward.  The main challenge is to perceive honest 
offers now and take advantage.

Opportunities:  When Venus enters Gemini on 
April 25, you begin a four-week period of social activ-
ity that comes well ahead of the time the Sun enters 
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Gemini.  In fact, Venus moves on to Cancer before 
then.  This means that you tend to get ahead of your-
self in planning important events, or you lose track of 
key invitations and dates.  Prepare a master calendar 
for yourself and for anyone close to you so that you 
can see the overall schedule at a glance.  Plan suit-
able attire and make reservations well ahead of each 
important date.

What to Watch Out for:  The January 15 solar 
eclipse affects you at home and in partnerships.  
Responsibilities may loom large as you try to take care 
of family, bills and issues with a business or romantic 
partner.  If there are legal issues to sort out around 
this time, be sure to wait until your ruling planet is 
direct in motion; wait a couple of days, if at all pos-
sible.  Issues involving power and responsibility won’t 
go away, but you will feel less pressured to rush into 
a contract or sign on the dotted line.  When Saturn 
retrogrades back into Virgo from March 26 to July 22, 
you feel like you are in a rerun of a personal respon-
sibility nightmare.  Whatever you thought you had 
put to rest can come up for another vote during this 
time.  Not to panic, though.  You have done the best 
you can all along.  Review the facts to prove that you 
have fulfilled most, if not all, of your obligations (and 
probably cheerfully too).

Potential for the Year:  Nurture your-
self this year.  Even if you think you have 
been doing a pretty good job of this, you 
can do better.  Begin with utterly practi-

cal considerations concerning your home.  The January 
15 solar eclipse gives you a snapshot of what it means 
to use your energy to build self-worth, and this includes 
self-esteem just as much as property or money.  When 
Jupiter enters Pisces on January 17, you can be well on 
your way to consolidation.  Before August 13, when 
Uranus retrogrades to Pisces, you can develop a new 
portfolio of ideas and goals to work with.  Jupiter ret-
rogrades into Pisces on September 9 to aid revision 
of plans to accommodate your long-range goals.  The 
Venus retrograde on October 8 brings passions into 
sharper focus.  By November 18, when Venus turns 
direct, you re-establish yourself as a social force to be 
reckoned with.  Use the Venus retrograde periods to 
identify your best physical and intellectual assets and 
find ways to reveal them to the world.

Opportunities:  If you have been imagining a story 
or book, this is the year to get down to business and 
write!  With Saturn returning to Virgo for a visit on 
April 7, your manuscript can be ready for a serious revi-
sion.  Send the creative part of your personality on a 

metaphorical vacation, and work out editorial issues 
between now and July 21 when you will be more than 
ready to get back on the creative track.  Luck in the 
areas of business and travel improves for you in 2010.  
You discover a locale that attracts you like a magnet.  
Design a travel or business plan that takes you to this 
spot.  Plant seeds in mid-March for travel in June that 
revitalizes your creativity.  This could also be a time for 
physical or emotional healing and rest.

What to Watch Out for:  Money and other indica-
tors of self-worth come into high focus this year.  Pre-
pare to adjust your thinking as uncertainties resolve into 
concrete data.  You experience very lucky moments, 
and you can make the most of them if you are alert and 
responsive.  However, the luck is intermittent, with 
potential high spots on February 5, June 8 and Septem-
ber 18.  The periods leading up to these dates are times 
to grasp opportunities.  The periods following them are 
times to consolidate gains.  Don’t allow yourself to be 
pressured into spending or investing between July 25 
and August 2.  Instead, take extra time to explore your 
options, and only then make your own decision.  Read 
documents carefully, even if you feel you understand 
their content already.

Potential for the Year:  Energy is the 
one thing you have going for you at the 
beginning of 2010.  You quickly learn, 
however, that the direction you go with 

your energy is completely up to you.  There is almost 
no guidance system in place, so you steer by the seat 
of your pants now.  As you move into the year, you 
decide that you like this arrangement.  Independence 
has tremendous value as you seek to master educa-
tional or work challenges.  You have the perfect seat 
from which to observe the imaginative ploys and lucky 
breaks that other people get now.  The score in Janu-
ary and February is world = a bunch, you = a little.  
However, what you gain has lasting significance.  By 
the July 11 solar eclipse, you find that your enthusi-
asm has taken you straight into your future with no 
unpleasant detours.  You identify financial condi-
tions soon enough to take advantage, and you share 
practical decision-making with your partner(s) with 
only the slightest friction.  You find you can adapt to 
change more readily.

Opportunities:  Look for a lucky break on February 
28.  On March 14, you hear about the startup of a new 
project, and you may choose to get in on the ground 
floor.  During the week of April 25, you gather a team 
and the materials you need to develop a very creative 
product or service.  Success depends on the degree of 
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responsibility you assume and the way you delegate 
tasks to team members.  June 28 marks another begin-
ning.  Try to wind up activities a day or two before this 
time so that you get a break in the action.  What you 
start now may carry forward to at least September 30, 
especially if you maximize creative ideas on July 26 
and move forward with them.  

What to Watch Out for:  In late September and 
early October, you may seem to run out of steam.  
Activities that were moving forward strongly now 
stall, and you flounder a bit while trying to get back on 
course and move ahead.  To counteract this tendency, 
use the period from August 20 through September 12 
to review priorities, verify that you are on schedule 
and generally clean up little details that could cause 
problems.  At the same time, your intuition kicks into 
gear with reflections on prior successes that reveal 
how to achieve your goals in the immediate future.

Potential for the Year:  If you start 
the year with a review of last year’s 
accomplishments, you set the tone for 
greater things to come.  Organize doc-

uments for filing your taxes, reply to email or cor-
respondence and generally restore your home and 
office to a semblance of order before Mercury turns 
direct on January 15.  The solar eclipse on that same 
day very likely brings word of a new work schedule.  
You will have tons to do, and that’s why early orga-
nization is so important.  Work behind the scenes 
through mid-March bears fruit.  You get lots out of 
the way and you demonstrate that you are prepared 
to take on new responsibilities.  When Mars enters 
Virgo in June, efforts earlier in the year pay off in the 
form of more enthusiasm for your work.  You may put 
extra time into your garden to reflect your person-
ality.  The Mercury retrograde period from August 
20 to September 12 allows you time to review and 
restructure personal activities.

Opportunities:  On March 7, you get a lucky 
chance to adjust your direction where work or health 
matters are concerned.  If there is a health issue, take 
this time to rethink your whole approach to well-
ness.  There could be one or two simple adjustments 
that make a huge difference.  If work is involved, 
adapting your plans only slightly will bring beneficial 
changes.  On July 1, you see the next opening and 
move forward from your emotional center.  Between 
September 3 and October 16, communication is the 
key to your success.

What to Watch Out for:  Staying in rhythm with 
the motion of the planets is vital for Virgo this year.  

You begin and end the year with Mercury retrograde.  
The trine to your sign in January sets the course for 
revising all kinds of creative activity.  At the end of 
the year, the Mercury retrograde square from Sagit-
tarius to Virgo challenges you to review your progress 
from a rather philosophical perspective.  Adjustments 
mid-year bring physical healing and spiritual insight.  
Try to go with this flow of creative energy to achieve 
a healthier lifestyle this year.

Potential for the Year:  This year 
you maximize imagination and creativ-
ity from Day 1.  You probably began to 
rethink memberships and group activities 

late in 2009, and now you invest dedicated energy 
to redevelop your passion for working with others.  
You can accept greater responsibility in the form of 
an official office, or you may prefer to work more 
independently to manifest the group goals on your 
own.  Either way, you get chances to put yourself in 
the spotlight more, especially after mid-March.  Your 
personal efforts gain support from other people.  You 
may meet a soul mate whose life is dedicated to a heal-
ing art.  This relationship clicks in mid-February, when 
the two of you find yourselves working together 
closely.  By the time Chiron and Neptune move 
forward together in early November, you will have 
formed a tight bond that includes transformational 
work of some kind.

Opportunities:  The January 15 solar eclipse sets 
the tone for dedicated personal effort this year.  Venus, 
your planet, is closely allied with the Sun and Moon 
at the time of the eclipse, bringing the earth element 
into focus in your life.  Karma involves actions—
associated with the earth element—and perspective 
or insight—associated with the air element.  You may 
get a big dose of both this year.  Not to worry, though.  
This eclipse brings awareness of individuals who have 
previously held central positions in your life.  Between 
January and the July 11 eclipse date, you reinforce your 
beliefs in cause and effect in a very creative way.  You 
now see that past efforts finally come to positive con-
clusions and goals reach fulfillment.  By July you finish 
up one chapter of your life and look enthusiastically 
forward toward the next.  The karmic injection con-
firms your personal direction and provides necessary 
companionship too.

What to Watch Out for:  With Saturn in your sign 
for all of 2010, you face the demands of responsibility 
in every area of your life.  Although you feel discon-
tented with conditions, you benefit.  The bottom line 
for Saturn relates to structure.  Create harmonious 
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structures in areas of work, relationships, family and 
health.  This may be a year for some dental work.  
Also work on filling in gaps in your core beliefs that 
have drained mental energy in the past.  Venus ret-
rogrades in Scorpio on October 8 and revisits your 
sign between November 8 and 30.  Use that period to 
acknowledge your own self-worth, reframe your image 
based on a major change and make a renewed com-
mitment to your personal values.  Oh, and remake 
yourself into a charming picture with a new hair style 
and attire for the end of the year.

Potential for the Year:  The year 
begins with Mars, your traditional 
planet, retrograde in Libra.  Your career 
efforts are working in reverse mode, 

drawing you back into work you thought you were 
finished with.  You resist, at least on the mental 
plane.  By the January 15 eclipse you work more 
independently than before.  You struggle to over-
come career challenges, and you find that you can 
make progress, even though it is difficult.  One key 
to success this year is to develop your ideas privately, 
perhaps even in secret.  The more important the 
concept, the more you want to develop and structure 
your plan without interference from others.  That 
way, you understand the nuances and can explain 
them when the time comes.  The July 11 eclipse in 
Cancer complements the emotional energy you have 
put into your ideas.  At this time, balanced effort 
produces the best results.  Inject emotional energy 
and mental enthusiasm into your efforts.  Push for 
the resources you need.  Above all, accept the luck 
in each moment and run with it.

Opportunities:  Jupiter enters Pisces on Janu-
ary 17, tending to make you just a bit lazy.  Don’t 
go there!  Instead develop home remodeling plans 
and break your projects into smaller, less disruptive 
pieces.  The more you get done before June 6, the 
more the work will appeal to your emotional sensi-
tivity.  After June 6, focus your energies on work and 
health.  This summer, you move projects forward, 
and you may even take the lead position.  Enjoy!  As 
you come closer to mid-November, you find you can 
braid personal and emotional aspirations with career 
and social desires, forming a tight weave of energy 
that feels virtually indestructible.

What to Watch Out for:  From the outset, you 
sense the potential power in words.  Communication 
is central, and you may want to take a writing class 
to develop story-telling skills.  You certainly want to 
explore Internet potentials for expressing your ideas.  

Saturn squares Pluto on January 31, presenting the 
strongest challenge of the year.  You face a struggle 
for success.  Yes, you are capable of meeting this chal-
lenge.  Yes, it will be difficult.  Will it be worthwhile?  
Absolutely!  The planetary dance brings Saturn back 
to the Pluto square on August 21.  By that time, you 
will have felt a financial shift at the time of the July 
11 eclipse, and you will have seen that group activi-
ties help both to dispel the harsh edge associated with 
great effort and also to infuse nearly magical qualities 
into your writing and other work.

Potential for the Year:  Travel is defi-
nitely on your agenda this year.  You may 
have missed out on a vacation last year, 
so this year, plan time to see the sun shine 

on new territory.  While traveling, you gather ideas 
for work and household projects.  You may even come 
back with marvelous photographs to add to your web-
site.  When Jupiter enters Aries in June, you are more 
than ready to take off.  Meanwhile, back at the ranch, 
you also expand your thinking to include financial 
matters.  This is not the year to go wild with invest-
ments or spending, but you definitely make forward 
progress.  March 7 could mark the date when an 
important contract or document reaches your hands.  
Optimism pervades your thinking from June 1 to July 
26, when you feel fully prepared to push a creative 
project forward.  

Opportunities:  Three lucky moments in your 
life occur when Mercury is retrograde this year.  
Although you usually see luck as a moment to take 
action, this is your year to learn a new angle.  On 
January 6, you receive information that causes you 
to think very hard about a decision you have made.  
You may not change your mind, but you benefit from 
giving the new data a lot of thought.  The second 
moment arrives on April 28 and 29, when you again 
think deeply, this time concerning how you will 
apply basic knowledge to the solution of a problem 
involving a person with greatly reduced physical or 
mental resources.  The third moment, December 22, 
challenges you to expand your potential to create 
mischief and, in the process, work common-sense 
magic for a beloved family member.

What to Watch Out for:  The January 15 eclipse 
hits you in the pocket book.  Conserve resources until 
you see just how hard a hit this brings.  Do some pre-
liminary work on income taxes to see if you are in 
good shape there.  Limit big spending to necessary 
practical matters like appliances or car repair.  In the 
mean time, stash some cash in savings to go toward 
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that vacation you are planning.  Saturn and Jupiter 
meet up with your Sun sign for a business conference 
in May.  Emotional desires face off against practical 
considerations.  Caught in the middle, you probably 
just want to get out of town!  Feelings seem to win 
in May, but by August you come back down to earth 
with a plan that satisfies both the practical demands 
and the desires of each participant.

Potential for the Year:  On Janu-
ary 1, you can imagine anything!  Your 
mind downloads brilliant images of the 
future and you absorb them as if this 

were an everyday experience.  Do take notes so you 
will remember all of this stuff.  Once in your memory, 
these ideas provide the structure for a year filled with 
greater financial success and improved self-image.  
The January 15 solar eclipse reaffirms your imagina-
tive journey into the future.  With Venus conjunct 
the eclipse point, you embody ambition and strength 
to make the most of every moment.  Your career path 
reaches new heights when you put your work where 
your heart is and focus all your energy on success.

Opportunities:  Opportunities come from unique 
directions.  You find you have more possibilities than 
you can possibly pursue, so the key this year is to 
pick and choose carefully.  The most electric, exotic 
offer may not be the best in the long run.  On the 
other hand, it could be just the fuel you need to take 
a giant leap forward where independence is both a 
means and a goal.  Choose February 5 to shift your 
sights a bit.  March 22 brings work in your direc-
tion that you may really enjoy.  Around May 22, you 
realize that any future expansion depends on a solid 
foundation of skills.  Don’t stress out about details 
in late October.  The pieces take a while to come 
together, but by the end of the year, you have a new 
project ready to lift off.

What to Watch Out for:  Forward momentum 
slows between January 13 and March 10.  One way or 
the other, you find excuses to wait, retreat or gener-
ally stop trying.  After March 10, your energy picks 
up again quickly and you see ways to make career and 
social situations work for you.  Financial results may 
take a bit longer, but you see ways to move ahead.  
On May 30, your internal systems switch into forward 
gear and you gradually gain speed as you work out 
the details of your master plan.  For most of August, 
you try to balance the requirements of your situation 
against the creative urges that well up in your mind 
and heart.  You understand the advantages of rest and 
recuperation toward the end of October.

Potential for the Year:  This year, you 
shed the “me against the world” attitude 
and don the “we can do this together” 
enthusiasm that comes from working with 

the right team of individuals.  The key word here is 
“team.”  You can be the pivotal energy that cements a 
group together to make positive forward progress.  You 
feel momentum increasing before August 1 when you 
have the most powerful chance to establish yourself as 
a leader.  Naturally, you will not wait until that date 
to begin your efforts.  The January 15 solar eclipse 
throws you into thinking mode.  You may even go 
into a mini-retreat phase to work out practical details 
and develop infrastructure that allows you to move 
forward with certainty.  At the end of April, you meet 
someone who fills in your outline with details con-
cerning people, materials and marketing.

Opportunities:  This is no year to rest on your lau-
rels.  Instead, maintain forward movement by focusing 
on the little things when the big picture shifts into 
slow motion.  During the first quarter, retrace steps to 
locate the best pricing for goods you need.  This effort 
saves you a bundle!  Explore every exotic idea you can 
during the first half of the year.  After July 5, review 
your portfolio of the wild and crazy and filter out the 
handful of concepts that mesh with the practical 
framework you have created.  (Save the other ideas 
for later—they may come in handy!)

What to Watch Out for:  Stay in green-light 
mode with your thinking through June, even when 
other people try to slow you down with negatives.  
Let your subconscious make cautionary notes, but 
don’t let those notes destroy your vision.  Even later 
in the year, you only have to slow down a couple of 
times to take a look at your progress.  Around August 
1, you will want to begin to travel in a lower gear so 
that you can take in the scenery.  Don’t go over the 
speed limit between July 15 and August 15!  Modify 
your diet around the end of October  by dramatically 
reducing your intake of sugar and other carbohydrates.  
The goal is not so much weight loss as balance.  If you 
are successful in this effort, after November 15 you will 
be running a more fuel-efficient engine based on pro-
tein and vegetables, with the occasional dessert thrown 
in to reward yourself for good behavior.

Potential for the Year:  The planet 
Uranus has been in Pisces for several 
years, infusing your life with mysticism 
and mystery—if you have been open to 

these energies.  In 2010, Uranus makes a move into 
Aries, causing a profound shift in perspective for you.  
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Wheels of light
mar de luz 

 The Mother Earth has Her own Wheels . . . Her cycles.  
Some of them last so long that no human ever sees all of one 
cycle.  She is always changing Herself.  Sometimes,” she 
added, “Mother Earth decides to change many things at once.  
She pushes up mountains, or makes mountains flat.  Rivers 
disappear, prairies become lakes—everything changes.1

W e walk in two worlds—the outer and the 
inner worlds, the seen and the unseen—
and they are in a constant state of evolu-

tion.  This basic tenant of shamanism, that ancient, 
earth-tied belief system, is pervading our con-
sciousness in these times of “walking between the 
worlds.”  What we behold and regard is beholding 
us.  The process of seeking experience and knowl-
edge is actually becoming us, and we cannot sepa-
rate ourselves from what we see and participate in.  
We are cogs in the wheel of tremendous, unprec-
edented change.  

There is a physical and spiritual aspect to all things 
on Earth, even thought forms.  All reality is based 
on polarity, that is the male and female energies that 

circulate to create all life.  As we learn to abide and 
walk peacefully through everyday life, we learn to walk 
within ourselves and awaken the inner landscape, and 
every day that we awaken, we have the choice to blend 
with the harmonies of nature or to swim against the 
tide.  This is evolution and what the Hopi elders meant 
in their message released in the early 1980s:

“The river is flowing now very fast.  It is so great and 
swift that there are those who will be afraid.  They will 
try to hold on to the shore.”

“The river is always the river because she knows how 
to change.”2  The patriarchal world view of clinging to 
outmoded beliefs and fundamentalism is yielding to 
an open-minded view that perhaps the Earth Mother 
knows more than we do.  She is much more compli-
cated than our scientists and politicians can even 
fathom, and if we could learn to just stop and listen, 
as indigenous peoples have done for centuries, then we 
would understand not to fight the river of Earth’s paths, 
seasons and cycles of renewal.  She will seek balance at 
any cost and has always 
communicated to those 
with eyes to see and ears 
to hear.
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From late May until mid-August, you get a glimpse 
of the most creative possibilities.  Energy peaks on 
August 26 when Ms. Imagination meets Mr. Practical 
in the form of the Saturn-Uranus opposition.  Can you 
really make money with these inventive ideas?  You 
hit a rough patch when you doubt yourself.  As Saturn 
moves forward, you get a chance to gather your ideas 
back into a tidy portfolio.  In December, you’re good to 
go with one more bright idea.

Opportunities:  The January 15 solar eclipse pro-
duces a stage on which group activities can be played out 
brilliantly.  Use all your personal magnetism to attract 
the right actors for your drama.  Plan on a lot of work 
to get your ideas across in a meaningful way.  In fact, 
plan on doing most of the work yourself for the first few 
weeks.  This turns out well, because this is your idea, after 
all, and you don’t want other people trying to change it 
too much.  Chiron and Neptune follow nearly parallel 
paths this year.  You find that forward-looking imagi-
nation results in a healthy response from your body 

and mind.  You discover that the retrograde periods 
of these planets between June and November offer 
time to achieve greater body-mind alignment.  You 
test this alignment in late October and discover that 
it is just what the doctor ordered.

What to Watch Out for:  Perhaps the most dif-
ficult period this year occurs in the first two weeks.  
Communications get all goofed up.  You try to listen 
to what is said, but you seem to hear another conver-
sation altogether.  Plan on reviewing all information 
after the eclipse when Mercury will also have turned 
direct.  Then spend a week or so redeveloping your 
plan of attack for 2010.  The July 11 eclipse provides 
a period of mental rest for you.  If you tune in to your 
own creative talents around this time, you find you 
can produce results with minimal effort.  Don’t cri-
tique your work.  Just work.  Get images on paper, 
words into the computer or weeds out of your garden.  
Later, you will have time to review what you have 
accomplished.  Z
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When a human embryo forms, it grows from the 
heart outwards, drawing the heart back into itself as it 
develops into a fetus.  The heart emits a toroidal field of 
energy with every heartbeat, much like two circles that 
are joined at their perimeter and rotating away from 
each other.  Our heart is the oldest part of ourselves, 
even older and wiser than our brain.  Every planet in 
our solar system has a similar electromagnetic field that 
emanates from the core, or heart, outward, and is then 
reabsorbed at the opposite polarity.  Our sun emits such 
an energy field and controls the living pulse and vibra-
tion of every living thing within its reach.  

In this way, everything contains a heartbeat, like a 
star at its center that emanates in circular wavelengths 
outward and then back in again.  It is a perfectly bal-
anced and symbiotic system that absorbs energy patterns 
from orbiting spheres and then redistributes them back 
into the universe.  Because we walk in two worlds, we 
are starting to realize that what we behold and regard 
is beholding us.  As we gaze toward the winter sun or 
visualize the stellium at the heart of our galaxy, we are 
regarding our nativity and gazing at ourselves.

This is the same principle at work within the central 
fire councils of the Iroquois, passed down through some 
forty to fifty generations.  The fires of their matrilin-
eal tribes were circled by native people of both sexes 
and all ages.  No one was considered less than anyone 
else, and everyone had their say in prophecy, healing 
and ceremony.  Even those who we would now consider 
to have mental illnesses were regarded for their insight.  
They gave to the fire their offerings, prayers and sacred 
rhythms.  The fire gave them heat and spoke vision to 
their hearts, which assured their survival.  This is where 
the lesson of preparing for the next seven generations 
came from; the fire wisdom taught them that what we 
do today reaches both our ancestors and our children.

The feminine understanding of the circular move-
ment of time and space permeates shamanistic under-
standing as it has for, perhaps, hundreds of thousands of 
years.  What began as a spark or dream in the heart of the 
Creator became the heartbeat of creation, and the cre-
ated world blossomed like a flower.  She poured herself 
into oceans upon planets and rivers amidst the stars.  She 
stirred the light like embers to glow in dark places where 
the desire for life had never been felt before.  Then, when 
the light had tired and the need for dreaming outweighed 
the need for growth, she gathered the spirits of her chil-
dren close to her and inside of themselves like seeds to 
weave a new journey through distant winds.

This is the greatest love story—the story of Father/
Mother God and how worlds blow in and out of our myth-
ological grasp, carrying the embryonic seed of each preced-
ing reality to a new place in the Sun.  Memory circulates 

eternally; nothing is ever lost or wasted, and everything 
is connected to everything and on its way to becoming a 
part of everything else, everywhere and always.  

TilTing on The Wheel of Time

The evidence of life born and carried from love is 
found in circular archeology and artifacts: “wheels” that 
reveal matriarchal spiritual teaching such as campfires, 
peace pipes, baskets, pottery, tepees, medicine wheels, 
kivas, sweat lodges, rock and stone monuments, Meso-
American, Egyptian and Celtic calendars and so on.  
Time, itself, is a circle.  Some wheels of light in distant 
galaxies that we gaze at through the Hubble telescope 
are wheels of life that have long vanished, similar to the 
spiral petroglyphs carved on Anasazi rock face through-
out the Southwest.  And what we look at, digitally, on 
our watches is actually based on the Earth’s movement 
around the Sun.  

So time is a wheel and implies a measurement of dis-
tance and travel, but that travel repeats itself in ever-
increasing, mathematical progressions.  The fact that 
the long-count Mayan calendar is based on a date some 
13,000 years ago tells us that we are approaching another 
monumental time in Earth’s history.  We are approaching 
a monumental time, yes, in our Earth’s journey around 
the Sun and the Sun’s journey around our mother gal-
axy, but even with known cycles of time travel through 
space, this is a hard concept to grasp.  Time is a spiral—it 
grows and evolves—and even with all the artifacts, tradi-
tion and teachings that we now know as the end of the 
Mayan calendar (December 21, 2012), the truth is that 
we have never been here before and will have to rely on 
our instincts and trust in the Earth Mother to guide us.

There is intelligence in the cycles of the Earth Mother 
that only a few regard; it is being lifted to consciousness 
during the “end of time,” as the Maya refer to the present 
days.  The tilt of the Earth that affects our seasons has a 
life of its own.  The axis of our Earth has a wobble, much 
like a spinning top slowing down.  This slow rotation is 
referred to as the precession of the equinoxes and has to do 
with the drifting of the equinoctial sun backward through 
the zodiac over thousands of years.  For example, the 
Sun that will be rising on March 21 of 2010 at the spring 
equinox is grazing the last degrees of the constellation of 
Aquarius.  Approximately 2,000 years ago that same ris-
ing Sun grazed the waning degrees of Pisces.  Hence the 
“precession” of the Piscean age to that of Aquarius.  

The SCaleS TiP

We are slowly waking to the realization that the ris-
ing equinoctial Sun carries ancient memory and con-
sciousness of the civilization of Atlantis that came to 
closure some 26,000 years ago.  This too, was a time of 
Aquarian sun, and the Earth has come full circle in its 
memory of a civilization that gave birth to our current 
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indigenous tribes.  The consciousness of that historic 
society now pervades our consciousness, and the same 
perils of life imbalanced by computers, high technol-
ogy and scientific probing now challenge our concept 
of progress.  

Will we make the same mistakes and overstep our 
human desire for dominion over nature, or will we 
heed the warnings of our native peoples and seek bal-
ance between our heads and hearts?  The answer is, and 
always has been, flowing quietly in the peaceful waters 
of our sacred lands.  This is where we were first stirred 
to life in the womb of the Earth Mother, and with or 
without us, she will keep the sacred balance.  

We are approaching a time of enlightenment, a time 
of remembrance and a time for the allowance of con-
scious change as our equinoctial Sun inclines ever more 
toward the center of our galaxy.  The scales tip between 
darkness and light on the winter solstice of 2012 when 
the portal between heaven and earth floods our hearts 
and minds with the light of a thousand winter suns.  

Will you join us in welcoming the unseen worlds 
to our earthly realm?  With all this entails the appear-
ance of the masters, the angels and the nature people, 
the release of the spirits of our ancestors trapped in 
the Earth due to war, climate and catastrophe and the 
reuniting of ourselves with our progenitors, the space-
brethren?  Some tribes may be preparing to walk into a 
new dimension as all of creation takes a quantum leap.  
Some of us may choose to cross over to the spirit world 
without experiencing physical death.  You can feel it, 
can’t you?  Our world is stirring, like mists surrounding 
a mountain lake.  We walk in two worlds with a river in 
between them, and our hearts are the bridge.  

Waking from The dream

There are many realizations to be shared for these 
crossover times and for the new year to come.  The nature 
and quality of the light emitting from our Sun is chang-
ing, speeding up our mental processes.  The electromag-
netic pulse is increasing, ushering in a higher vibration 
that stimulates the dream state, allowing us to use more 
of the right hemisphere of the brain while sleeping.  This 
is nature’s way of restoring balance to the left and right 
hemispheres of the brain, resulting in a more synchronis-
tic relationship with the “brain” of the heart.  

This same light is awakening our pineal gland (our 
third eye), much in the same way that photosynthesis 
awakens intelligence within plants.  Orienting toward 
the Sun in the morning and doing a short meditation to 
ground and center yourself will expedite this awaken-
ing.  Remember, you are the star at the center of your 
being where heaven and earth meet.  The Hopi people 
have a saying that “Those who stand and face the light 
will wake up in a hurry.  Then they will begin the jour-
ney to their true soul’s essence.”  

Our metabolic processes are slowing, giving the percep-
tion that time is speeding up.  Light exercise will help to 
regulate the restlessness that comes with a perceived loss 
of time.  As the magnetic field around the Earth migrates 
and weakens in some areas, it affects our brain waves, con-
centration, thought patterns and memory.  Short-term 
memory loss is becoming rampant.  Dizziness and vertigo 
can occur.  Some of us may just “pack up and leave” for a 
while, not remembering where we were a few minutes ago 
or how we arrived at our destination after driving.  

keeP The SaCred rhyThm

Tsunami, volcanic, earth vibration and earthquake 
predictions will become commonplace, and we will start 
to perceive these events prior to their likelihood, like 
native people and animals do.  Sensations of suspended 
time will increase.  These are kickbacks from the times of 
Atlantis when we could suspend time and space at will for 
the purpose of healing.  Many new healers will emerge at 
this time who remember the art of the suspended state of 
healing trance.  Remember to concentrate on breathing 
deeply from the solar plexus, which will always bring you 
back to the present moment.  These are crossover epi-
sodes, stepping in and out of the fabric of reality through 
rifts in the fabric of the space-time continuum.  

Sensitive people may see blurred energy in the shift 
between the worlds, as in a blurred photograph.  Don’t 
worry, you’re not crazy and you’re not alone.  You can 
tell people you’re just magnetically challenged.  The 
key to everything is to try to keep in sacred rhythm, 
communication and relationship to the Earth.  Those 
who do not regard her voice or who do not choose to 
live in moderation will risk losing their sanity.  

We will start to remember unconscious condition-
ing from past lives, including remembrance of past life 
trauma.  This is part of the Aquarian influence on our 
psyches that begins to free us of everything that we no 
longer need.  Past life guilt, shame and self-denial can 
begin to fall away as we walk into the light of a new real-
ity.  That which we no longer need can be replaced with 
self-love, confidence and renewed abilities.  This is the 
beginning of shedding earthly karma that will liberate us 
to our true life’s purpose.  Yes, it’s possible to actually get 
off the wheel of karma and to change your imprint, so to 
speak, or the astrological map that you came in with.  It’s 
all part of the search for inner meaning that begins with 
self-forgiveness.  Unresolved trauma will be dealt with 
in dreams and dissipated with the light of every new day.  
Possibilities to heal old wounds and illnesses abound.  

ConneCTionS WiTh The SPiriT World

And afterward, I will pour out my Spirit on all people.  
Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your old men will 
dream dreams, your young men will see visions.

—Joel 2:28
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Dreams become increasingly vivid, detailed and 
lucid to the point that we receive the exact direction 
we need before every new day.  Don’t be alarmed if 
your path instantly becomes crystal clear to you and 
each day has its direction and questions answered.  
Don’t be alarmed if nature people, spirit guides, angels 
and guardians begin to appear to you and respond to 
questions as swiftly as they are asked—and even some-
times before.   Don’t be alarmed if all of your best-
laid plans change suddenly and without notice only to 
find redirection the next day.  This too is part of the 
Aquarian influence.

Life is a two-way street.  Just as phone lines and roads 
go both ways, so does interdimensional communica-
tion.  Expect departed souls to teach us in dreams so 
real that we can touch them.  In doing so, we give them 
the assurance that we are united in the love that tran-
scends all earthly boundaries.  They will teach us the 
beauty and truth that we are limitless, creative, eternal 
beings having a gravitational experience.  During the 
dreamtime, we can introduce them to new additions to 
our family, and we can have contact with ancestors on 
the other side that we have never met.

The kindest thing we can do for a loved one who suf-
fers from old age or illness is to pray for healing.  Some-
times this healing is releasing them from the physical 
world of pain.  Many people will begin to understand 
that releasing their loved ones is the greatest act of com-
passion when their final passage is observed with dignity 
and the silent language of the heart.  You are learning to 
walk by Spirit, and Spirit will send you where it wants 
you to go.  Stay heart-centered and you will be guided 
from the heart.

a Time of alloWanCe

Those who practice the art of conscious dreaming 
will experience unlimited opportunities and abundance 
in their lives and will help to teach others to do the 
same.  This is a time of allowance.  We are opening 
up to the realization that whatever we can visualize for 
the greater good is tantamount to materialization.  The 
object is to not underestimate the creative powers of 
the human heart and to use the power of love that is all 
around us.  Allow yourself time out to dream, and dream 
big!  Look for repetition and synchronicity, especially in 
dreams.  Messages from the natural world will normally 
repeat three times if important.  Become alert to your 
natural surroundings and the elements.

The more conscious we become, the more we will open 
up to that which we don’t know.  Super-consciousness  
is the door to true intelligence and the realization that 
we don’t know what we don’t know.  That is to say, our 
leading astrophysicists don’t even know what questions 
to ask about the universe as her secrets unfold at an 
alarming rate.  This is a humbling experience and nec-

essary to keep our minds curious and childlike.  It’s as 
simple as that, so expect the unexpected!

A great equalizing effect will begin as titles fall away, 
roles reverse and the disenfranchised and the poor have 
more opportunity to have their voices heard.  Children 
will teach their parents.  Non-human life—animals, 
plants and minerals—will be greatly regarded for its 
teaching ability and instinctual knowledge.  Wealth and 
privilege will pale in comparison to the understanding of 
survival and the cultivation skills that the wise will have 
amassed, and water, fertile land, heirloom seeds and com-
mon sense will become more valuable than gold.  It will 
not be wise to live too close to the shorelines of oceans, 
rivers or lakes.  When in doubt, higher ground that lends 
itself to lower waterways or underground arterial wells 
will be ideal.  Cultivate a sense and deep appreciation of 
the absurd and the bizarre.  All is in perfect order.

deeP Sky rePorT

The time of Capricorn is from December 21 through 
January 18:  December 31 is a full moon lunar eclipse 
in Cancer.  The following is an excerpt from the Grand 
Maya Itza Council Full Moon Ceremony Calendar, 
printed in the February 2009 issue of the Sedona Journal 
of Emergence!:  “Concentrate with high intent on  . . .  the 
sacred sites  . . .  and ask that the caretakers of those sites 
activate the positive energies available from each site. . . .   
It is suggested that we each join in spirit on these dates 
to ‘do the work of returning of the Great Spirit in order 
to prevent our mother Earth from the unfortunate events 
foreseen to happen in the year 2012. . . . Note:  If you do 
not have a ‘group’ to perform the ceremonies, you may 
work alone, or with one, two, three, four or many more.  
The importance is the ‘intent’ of your meditation.’”3

December 31, 2009; Grand Pyramid, Cheops, 
Egypt:  Be patient with your ceremony.  Prepare a sacred 
space.  Honor the four directions and begin with sacred 
rhythm of drum, rattle or chanting.  Allow for time out 
to pray, meditate and listen to the spirit world of the 
good ancestors.  State your intention to the universe 
and all will open up to you.  Watch for subtle changes in 
candle flame, air movement, sound vibration or sensa-
tion.  Ceremony is the silent language of the heart and 
allows for silent passage between the worlds.

midnighT PaSSage

I was told in a vision that there must be great dark-
ness to behold the light.  A native woman came to me 
from approximately 500 years ago and told me that 
there are billions more stars to the night sky than we 
can see, because we live in an artificial world.  When 
we leave the visual world and reach out to the dark-
ness of space, then the light becomes more apparent.  
“It must become very dark indeed to behold the jewel in 
the lotus,” she told me.  “You do not see because you do 
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not have enough darkness.  The light is in the heart of 
the darkness,” she said, “and the jewel is you.”

We live in a time of “galactic midnight,” in the final 
hour of a very dark time in terms of human conscious-
ness, but we are entering an opportunity for conscious 
choice: to learn and teach the lessons of purifica-
tion and unity to ourselves and our children.  It’s like 
entering a giant sweat lodge.  We must be open to the 
stories passed down by our wisdom keepers, those who 
hold the truth to the original teachings from the time 
when the Earth was in balance and people honored 
all life and beauty.  “You must be in here,” the woman 
told me, and pointed to her heart.  To enter the sacred 
lodge is to immerse yourself in the warmth and the 
sound of voices—medicine stories that no written his-
tory can hold.  Our Earth Mother would not want one 
soul to be lost or forgotten, but for all to be found and 
remembered over time.  That’s why she now gives us 
this opportunity to wake up from the darkness.  All 
that’s required is your presence and one silent tear of 
recognition: that’s the star at the center of creation—
the jewel and the key to the light.

Everything we do comes full circle.  It’s not for us to 
change the Earth or alter the processes of nature that we 
don’t understand.  It’s not our right to violate the rights 
of any living creature or to deny others a peaceful, fulfill-
ing life.  It’s not for us to perpetuate war or genocide on 
other people or to subjugate those that we feel are less 
valuable or entitled than ourselves.  When we do this, 
we only do it to ourselves.  We must each sit alone in the 
darkness to weigh our own richness and self-worth.  But 
don’t believe a word I say; search and come to know it 
for yourself.

As I finish this column, I’m reminded of the words of 
John Denver, who wrote these words in his song “Rocky 
Mountain High”: 

Now his life is full of wonder, but his heart still knows 
some fear
Of a simple thing he cannot comprehend
Why they try to tear the mountains down to bring in a 
couple more
More people, more scars upon the land
And the Colorado Rocky Mountain high
I’ve seen it rainin’ fire in the sky
I know he’d be a poorer man
If he never saw an eagle fly
Rocky Mountain high
It’s a Colorado Rocky Mountain high
I’ve seen it rainin’ fire in the sky
Friends around the campfire and everybody’s high
Rocky Mountain high, Colorado 4

Oddly enough, it is October 12, 2009 as I write this, 
and John left the earthly world to begin his greater 
journey on October 12, 1997.  Thank you for coming, 
welcome back and have a peaceful journey.  Z

1. Patricia Nell Warren, One Is the Sun (Beverly 
Hills: Wildcat Press, 1991), 88.
2. Robert Ghost Wolf, interview with Art Bell, 
“Coast to Coast A.M,” December 1977.
3. Grand Maya Itza Council,  “New Cycle of 
Mayan Wisdom,” http://www.themayas.com.mx/
4. John Denver, Rocky Mountain High (RCA 
Records, 1972).

December 2009  
And beyond
michelle Karén

How to Read and Use the Following Calendar: This 
is not the usual Sun sign based calendar.  This is an event 
calendar that works for everybody, regardless of your Sun 
sign, to help you create what you wish to manifest in 
your life, such as contract signing, selling/buying a house, 
asking for a raise, going on a trip or getting married.  For 
example, if you wish to figure out when to plant your 
garden, schedule a massage or just relax, you can choose 
the Moon in Taurus or look at the last section of this 
article to see which day would be most conducive for any 
of these activities.  If you wish to organize your desk or 
schedule an important meeting, use the Moon in Capri-
corn.  Further refine your search by both looking at the 
details of each day in the last section of this article and 
avoiding the void of course Moon times.

Kindly note that the days and times given below are in 
Pacific Standard Time (PST).  For Mountain Standard 
Time (MST), add one hour.  For Central Standard Time 
(CST), add two hours.  For Eastern Standard Time (EST), 
add three hours.  For Alaskan Standard Time (AKST), 
subtract one hour.  For Hawaii-Aleutian Standard Time 
(HST), subtract two hours.  For Greenwich Mean Time 
(GMT), add eight hours.  

numerologically, 2010 is a “3” year (2+0+1+0).  
Dominated by Jupiter, it is a year of expan-
sion, luck, finan-

cial abundance, posi-
tive new adventures 
and wider horizons.  We 
could be drawn to learn-
ing more about other cul-

daily aSPeCTS:

michelle Karén
www.michellekaren.com

michelekaren@earthlink.net
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tures this year through long distance traveling, and as 
always—all the way until 2012—we need to live with 
the utmost integrity.  The more faith and enthusiasm 
we have, the more incredibly enriching opportuni-
ties will present themselves to us.

PlaneTary highlighTS for 2010
Saturn retrograde January 13−May 30:  These 

months, false authority is being unmasked.  We are 
being asked to go within and tap into the depths of our 
own wisdom and not rely so much on external struc-
tures and power figures.

Solar eclipse in Capricorn January 15:  The Sabian 
symbols describe this degree with a beautiful image: “a 
nature spirit dancing in the iridescent mist of a water-
fall.”  The veil between the visible and the invisible 
is thinning, allowing us to become directly aware and 
in contact with higher planes of consciousness.  The 
extraordinary becomes ordinary reality.

Jupiter in Pisces January 17−June 5 and Septem-
ber 10−January 22, 2011:  As we tap more into our 
spiritual resources, and manifest more kindness and 
generosity of spirit toward those less fortunate than our-
selves, our imagination will fuel our creations in ways 
that magically transform our daily lives.

Saturn square Pluto January 31 and August 21:  
Through natural disasters, criminal activities and diffi-
cult economic, social and political circumstances, we are 
tested in our ability to uproot the old consciousness of 
fear, manipulation, power games and greed. 

Jupiter sextile Pluto February 6:  As we get rid of old 
conditioning and shift what was stagnant in our lives, 
powerful opportunities for new beginnings appear.  We 
are likely to feel more benevolent and tolerant than 
usual.  Trust and positive cooperation create beautiful 
expansions in anything related to the law, higher educa-
tion and religion.  A long-distance trip could completely 
change our consciousness.  We could even decide to emi-
grate for social or political reasons.

Neptune conjunct Chiron February 17:  The wisdom 
found in forgiveness transmutes our emotional wounds.

Pluto retrograde April 6−September 13:  These 
months mark a transition.  We are ready to leave the old 
and enter the unknown.  Much is being transformed in 
both our inner and outer lives.  We are moving forward 
with both eagerness and vigilance.

Saturn re-enters Virgo April 7−July 20:  Previ-
ously Saturn had been in Virgo from September 2007 
to October 2009.  We are becoming more aware of the 
need to heal our mother, the Earth, and to honor her 
resources.  The next few months are our final chance 
to reverse the abuse that has been taking place for too 
long.  Supporting organic farming, recycling as much 
as we can, refusing plastic bags and stopping pollution 
wherever possible become primary concerns.

Chiron enters Pisces April 20−July 19:  We are 
becoming more and more aware of our spiritual kinship 
with all living entities.  The notion that we are all one 
doesn’t feel like an abstract concept anymore.  Forms of 
mystical healing are spreading like wildfire.

Saturn opposition Uranus April 26 and July 26:  
The old order comes crashing down as the new rushes 
in.  In the face of a mounting need for freedom, inde-
pendence and the manifestation of our individual-
ity, limiting structures can no longer maintain their 
facades.  Revolutions—literal and symbolic—occur 
to destroy artificial boundaries.  Out of that chaos, a 
new society based on spiritual principles is gradually 
emerging.

Jupiter opposition Saturn May 23, August 16 and 
March 28, 2011:  Existing structures are going through 
a period of readjustment.  The obstacles limiting expan-
sion are transmuted with wisdom and patience.

Uranus in Aries May 27−August 13:  Our need to 
free ourselves from restrictive circumstances is impul-
sive.  We are coming up with new initiatives, original 
ideas and affirming our independence and uniqueness 
with force.

Neptune retrograde May 31−November 6:  The 
more we are in touch with our inner vision and per-
sonal wisdom, the more protected we are.  As we recog-
nize that our true strength lies in our inner wisdom, the 
magic of life becomes available to us.

Chiron retrograde June 4−November 5:  Beyond 
the variety of choices available to us during this period, 
a unifying principle surfaces from our past.

Jupiter conjunct Uranus June 8, September 18 and 
January 4, 2011:  This is a time of progressive ideas, 
independence and restlessness.  We don’t accept things 
so readily anymore, and we need to rock the status quo 
in both our lives and our environment.  Exciting oppor-
tunities to travel and further our education open new 
dimensions.  Legal breakthroughs are likely to occur.

Lunar eclipse in Capricorn June 26:  In the 
Sabian symbols, this degree is symbolized by “Indians 
on the warpath.  While some men row a well-filled 
canoe, others in it perform a war dance.”  While we 
honor and claim our personal and spiritual power, our 
fighting spirit remains alert, making us ready for every 
eventuality.  It is not time yet to chant victory; we 
need to stay cautious and aware of every reality around 
us, even those we choose not to participate in.

Uranus retrograde July 5−December 5:  This is a 
powerful time to manifest our uniqueness.  The clearer 
and more focused our choices are, the faster we can 
become everything that we are in our divinity.

Solar eclipse in Cancer July 11:  This is a time of 
happiness.  The image associated with this degree in 
the Sabian symbols is “Venetian gondoliers giving a 
serenade.”  We enjoy life by appreciating its gifts and 
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being grateful for what we are blessed to have, both 
materially and in our social circle.

Chiron re-enters Aquarius June 4−February 8, 
2011:  Chiron entered Aquarius in January 2006.  This 
is the last time before 2012 that Chiron is in this sign.  
Our dreams and visions are shaping the new society 
into existence.  Incredible new healing technologies 
are coming to our consciousness—we are remembering 
the crystal healings of Atlantis and bringing them to a 
whole new level of mystical union with the divine.

Saturn re-enters Libra July 21−October 5, 2012:  
Relationships that were karmic in essence and have 
outlived their purpose dissolve.  Great news for all 
those who have been single for a while.  This is a time 
when our romantic relationships are solid and grounded 
in reality.  We attract people with substance, and we 
approach our partnerships with a desire to give and 
receive cooperation, support and enrichment.  Working 
in harmony with others is a priority, as is being creative 
in a productive manner.  Our judgment is sound and 
we are able to resolve residual emotional inhibitions.  
Loneliness and isolation are feelings that won’t exist 
anymore, as we understand that we are never separated 
from one another.  Many true marriages between soul-
related beings are formed under this beautiful transit 
while existing and growth-promoting relationships are 
strengthened. 

Jupiter square Pluto July 24, August 3 and Febru-
ary 25, 2011:  A time of new beginnings that require 
much reorganization.  A tremendous reform of society 
is at hand.

Uranus re-enters Pisces August 13−March 11, 
2011:  Uranus has been in Pisces since March 2003.  
This is its last period in that sign.  Channeling and 
visionary philosophies are flourishing everywhere.  As 
they introduce us to a different understanding of what 
we thought was our reality, we are forced to look at tra-
ditional religion in a whole new light.  A deeper align-
ment with our higher selves dramatically increases our 
intuition and, in some cases, our psychic abilities.

Lunar eclipse in Gemini December 21:  In the 
Sabian symbols, this degree is described as “a parade of 
bathing beauties before large beach crowds.”  Through 
personal excellence we are raising the bar for the whole 
of humanity.

deCember 2009
There is a lunar eclipse on Thursday, December 31 

at 10°15’ Cancer.  This degree is symbolized in the 
Sabian symbols by “a clown caricaturing well known 
personalities.”  Appearances dissolve, allowing the 
truth of “what is” to reveal itself.  This is the time to 
find where our real home is, what and who make us 
feel safe, which image we want to project, how we see 
ourselves and what affect we have on others.  We may 

try several identities on until we know with certainty 
who we really are and what we stand for.

Mars turns retrograde on Sunday, December 20 from 
19°41’−18°57’ Leo.  The Sabian symbols’ images for 
these two degrees are:  “Zuni Indians performing a ritual 
to the Sun” and “a houseboat party.”  Our homework 
is done; now is the time to both celebrate and express 
gratitude to all the people and forces who have guided 
and supported us along the way.  The way we assert our-
selves is radiant and full of wonderful, renewed energy.  
We are shining in the truth of our divinity.

Mercury turns retrograde on Saturday, Decem-
ber 26 until January 15, 2010, from 21°47’ to 5°33’ 
Capricorn.  This is time when—through seriousness, 
structure and discipline—we reach depths of wisdom.  
Much can be accomplished during this time.  As we 
complete tasks, finish work that was backlogged and 
clear old projects, we are ready to welcome whole new 
endeavors.  This is a chance to re-invent ourselves 
and create exciting new possibilities that are deeply 
grounded in reality.

moon meSSageS

The Moon will be void of course (v/o), forming no 
major aspect with any planet before entering the fol-
lowing sign:

Tuesday, December 1 between 5:39 •	 am and 6:23 
am when the Moon enters Gemini
Thursday, December 3 between 2:28 •	 am and 
8:01 am when the Moon enters Cancer
Friday, December 4 at 9:08 •	 pm until Saturday, 
December 5 at 9:07 am when the Moon enters 
Leo 
Monday, December 7 between 12:58 •	 am and 
11:05 am when the Moon enters Virgo
Wednesday, December 9 between 2:04 •	 am and 
2:47 pm when the Moon enters Libra
Friday, December 11 between 9:45 •	 am and 8:31 
pm when the Moon enters Scorpio
Sunday, December 13 at 5:18 •	 pm and Monday, 
December 14 at 4:25 am when the Moon enters 
Sagittarius
Wednesday, December 16 between 4:02 •	 am and 
2:32 pm when the Moon enters Capricorn 
Friday, December 18 at 12:07 •	 pm until Saturday, 
December 19 at 2:39 am when the Moon enters 
Aquarius 
Monday, December 21 between 4:54 •	 am and 
3:42 pm when the Moon enters Pisces
Thursday, December 24 between 12:09 •	 am and 
3:39 am when the Moon enters Aries
Saturday, December 26 between 3:44 •	 am and 
12:26 pm when the Moon enters Taurus 
Monday, December 28 between 9:54 •	 am and 
5:13 pm when the Moon enters Gemini
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Wednesday, December 30 between 12:29 •	 pm and 
6:45 pm when the Moon enters Cancer

Mark these periods in red on your calendar and avoid 
scheduling anything of importance during these times, 
as they would amount to nothing!

SCheduling aCTiviTieS baSed on The  
ZodiaCal PoSiTion of The moon

  Moon in Gemini between Tuesday, December 
1 at 6:23 am and Thursday, December 3 at 8:00 
am, and between Monday, December 28 at 5:13 
pm and Wednesday, December 30 at 6:44 pm

This is an excellent time for multitasking, curios-
ity and any form of communication, such as exchang-
ing information, sending emails or calling friends and 
acquaintances.  It is also a great time for social activi-
ties, attending conferences, reading a book, watching a 
documentary, gathering data on various topics and con-
necting with new people.

  Moon in Cancer between Thursday, December 3 
at 8:01 am and Saturday, December 5 at 9:06 am, 
and between Wednesday, December 30 at 6:45 
pm and Friday, December 1 at 6:40 pm

This is a perfect time for family activities, especially 
those involving children.  It is a good time for spending 
more time at home, cooking and nurturing ourselves 
and those we love by inviting the people we cherish 
over for dinner.  It is an excellent time for drawing, 
creative writing, crazy humor and anything requiring 
intuition and imagination. 

  Moon in Leo between Saturday, December 5 at 
9:07 am and Monday, December 7 at 11:04 am

This is an excellent time for anything glamorous, 
dramatic performances, being in the public eye, throw-
ing or attending an elegant party, playing with children, 
romance and creativity in general.

  Moon in Virgo between Monday, December 
7 at 11:05 am and Wednesday, December 9 at 
2:46 pm

This is a great time for starting a new fitness pro-
gram, learning healthy nutrition, fasting, clearing our 
closets, cleaning our home and reorganizing our draw-
ers.  It is also a perfect time for detailed work, the 
focused use of our intelligence and taking care of small 
pets.

  Moon in Libra between Wednesday, December 9 
at 2:47 pm and Friday, December 11 at 8:30 pm

This is a great time for relationships, associations, 
diplomatic exchanges with others, anything related to 
beauty—a haircut, buying new clothes, a makeover, art, 
especially painting and decorating, and a pleasant social 
event, such as a concert or art exhibition.

  Moon in Scorpio between Friday, December 11 at 
8:31 pm and Monday, December 14 at 4:24 am

This is a perfect time for scientific research, eso-

teric studies, self-transformation, insurances, issues 
pertaining to the use of power and dealing with the 
mysteries of life—death, sexuality and exploring the 
other side of the veil.

  Moon in Sagittarius between Monday, Decem-
ber 14 at 4:25 am and Wednesday, December 
16 at 2:31 pm

This is an excellent time for traveling, religious and/
or philosophical activities or matters related to higher 
education and the law.  This is also a great time for lec-
turing, learning, perfecting a foreign language, explor-
ing other cultures, athletic training and tending to large 
animals, such as horses.

  Moon in Capricorn between Wednesday, 
December 16 at 2:32 pm and Saturday, Decem-
ber 19 at 2:38 am

This is a good time for furthering our ambitions, ask-
ing for a promotion, enlisting the support of people in 
positions of authority, making a good impression, restruc-
turing our business and redefining our long-term goals.

  Moon in Aquarius between Saturday, Decem-
ber 19 at 2:39 am and Monday, December 21 at 
3:41 pm

This is a perfect time for philanthropic activities, 
charitable organizations, meeting with friends and 
making new acquaintances.  It is also a good time for 
inventions, far-out and progressive ideas, interdimen-
sional and time travel or anything related to UFOs, 
computers and technology in general.

  Moon in Pisces between Monday, December 
21 at 3:42 pm and Thursday, December 24 at 
3:38 am

This is a great time for meditating, sitting by the 
ocean, anything related to the sacred, dancing, paint-
ing, swimming, dreaming, music, photography, film, 
sleeping, channeling or connecting with the mystical, 
the magical and the oneness of All That Is.

  Moon in Aries between Thursday, December 
24 at 3:39 am and Saturday, December 26 at 
12:25 pm

This is a perfect time for intense physical activities 
and anything requiring forceful, direct action and self-
assertion.  This is also a good time for leadership, spon-
taneity, good will, being a way-shower, initiating new 
projects or taking our cars to the mechanic.

  Moon in Taurus between Saturday, December 
26 at 12:26 pm and Monday, December 28 at 
5:12 pm

This is a perfect time for any financial matter, such 
as paying our bills/debts, asking for the money that is 
owed to us, investing in real estate and buying or sell-
ing.  It is also a perfect time for a stroll in the park, going 
to the countryside and connecting with our Mother the 
Earth.  Additionally, this is a good time for gardening, 
pottery and sculpting, as well as bodywork.

Predictions
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inTenTional mediTaTion

Our intentional meditation begins on Tuesday, 
December 1.  Take as many blank sheets as you will 
have intentions and place them out on a balcony, near 
a window or in a garden to be charged by the full moon 
in Gemini at 11:30 pm.  Once that exact moment has 
passed, gather your sheets and place them in a folder 
until the next new moon.

On Wednesday, December 16 take out your full-
moon-charged papers and write one intention per 
sheet, making sure it is positive and concise.  Place your 
papers out to be activated by the new moon in Sagit-
tarius at exactly 4:02 am.  Once that exact moment has 
passed, staple your sheets together, write the date and 
put them away, expecting a miracle.

Our next intentional meditation will start on Thurs-
day, December 31 at 11:13 am with the full moon in 
Cancer.  Follow the same procedure as on Tuesday, 
December 1.  The next new moon, in Capricorn, will 
occur on January 14, which is also a solar eclipse.

a Week of love and inTuiTion

Tuesday, December 1:  Mercury sextile Neptune 
(6:53 am), Uranus turns direct (12:27 pm) and Venus 
enters Sagittarius (2:04 pm until January 18, 2010).  
We are more intuitive than rational today.  Insights 
come through meditation and dreams.  This is a great 
day for channeling, healing and any work requiring 
inspiration.  Artistically inclined people will love this 
transit!  This day is not so good for anything tech-
nical, administrative or requiring attention to detail.  
Our minds could drift into impressions and feelings 
and have a hard time committing to the here and 
now.  During the next few weeks, the way we love is 
enthusiastic and alive.  We enjoy meeting new people 
and gathering with positive, fun crowds.  We could 
also spend a little more than usual and not care so 
much about it, trusting that abundance will follow.

Friday, December 4:  Venus sextile Saturn (3:45 
am).  Today is great for structuring an existing 
love relationship.  A new romantic attachment is 
grounded in reality; it develops slowly and gradually 
for a long time.  A business partnership established 
today is solid, as it is a day excellent for business 
dealings in general.  Our financial investments are 
secure and realistic.

Saturday, December 5:  Mercury enters Capricorn 
(9:25 am until February 10, 2010).  In the next couple 
of months, we may be more silent than usual.  Tapping 
into our inner wisdom, we tend to favor fewer words 
and more action.  Our thoughts are realistic, and the 
way we express ourselves is more practical.  We could 
be drawn to serious studies requiring concentration 
and discipline.

a Week of grounded dePTh

Monday, December 7:  Mercury conjunct Pluto 
(1:11 am) and Mercury square Saturn (6:35 pm).  Today 
is a day of deep thoughts.  We are able to examine 
people and situations with clarity and a sense of the 
practical.  Our ideas are grounded and solid; the way 
we express ourselves inspires respect.  Others feel that 
what we are saying comes from the depths of our beings 
and not from some place of superficiality.  What we say 
affects others in profound ways.

Thursday, December 10:  Sun trine Mars (5:18 
pm).  We radiate much confidence and are assertive 
today.  We seek action and the practical application of 
our ideas.  Sports are a great outlet because we have a 
lot of energy and are very direct in our personal expres-
sion.  Today is great for taking new initiatives that fur-
ther our ambitions.

a Week of The unexPeCTed

Monday, December 14:  Sun square Uranus (7:28 
am) and Sun sextile Jupiter (4:17 pm).  The more flex-
ible we are, the more the changes that we experience 
will redirect us in positive ways.  This is a day where the 
unexpected can wreck our plans, and yet—through the 
adventurousness provided—open incredible new door-
ways that prove beneficial in the long run.

Tuesday, December 15:  Sun sextile Neptune (4:17 
pm).  Meditation is greatly favored today, as is the 
development of our spiritual life.  We could appreciate 
art and beauty more than usual.  Our psychic sensitivity 
is greatly enhanced, and artists are more inspired than 
usual.  We express more compassion toward those less 
fortunate than ourselves and with a greater generosity 
of spirit.  Relationships with children are particularly 
pleasant today, as we are able to creatively enter the 
world of their imagination.  A romantic relationship 
feels very magical—we can clearly feel the soul connec-
tion we have with this person.

Thursday, December 17:  Venus trine Mars (4:39 
am).  Today is great for creative endeavors.  It is also 
excellent for business.  Love relationships today are 
balanced and positive.  Our finances flow, and if we 
need any help in that area, it is easily granted.  Social 
activities enhance our lives.

Saturday, December 19:  Venus square Uranus (5:52 
pm).  We need to be careful not to say things impulsively 
that may cause relationship rifts.  We could be more 
willful than usual and be drawn to strange people out of 
rebellion.  Our insistence on freedom could create sud-
den, unexpected breaks in love ties that are impossible 
to mend.  Someone met today could be very exciting 
but also prove unreliable.  Unexpected expenses may 
also arise.  If we conduct ourselves responsibly, we can 
avoid some of the pitfalls of this extravagant transit.

Karén, Michelle, December 2009 and Beyond
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Form Relationships 
For Group Creation 
2010 (21/3) 
Rhonda Smith

This year, 2010 (21/3), will be full of opportunities 
for choices at all levels.  There can be a deep inner peace 
underlying everything this year as long as you stay who you 
are.  This is the year to begin forming those groups that 
will create and manifest the new institutions and organiza-
tions that will have a prime directive to serve humanity.  
You will have opportunities to define friendship in terms 
of unconditional love and to learn to be okay making the 
discernments necessary to choose and work with those who 
can put excessive emotion (self-created fear) aside and be 
the true leaders who understand cooperation and unity to 
be the tools to create the new world.  This will require you 
to continually understand that it is loyalty to self first that 
will keep you on your path.

The following explains the method used for numer-
ology forecasting.  We use the 3+ digit convention, 
because we are evolved to the point of needing to 
know the “essence” of the numbers—their rooting.  For 
example, if the final number is 3, what kind of 3 is it?  
The final number is like the  peppercorn, the rooting 
tells you what kind of peppercorn: black, red,  cayenne 
and so on. The computations are done thusly:

Year: 2010; 20 + 1 + 0 = 21(root) = 2 + 1 = 3, and 
shown as 21/3

Day: 1/1/2010 = 1 + 1 + 2010 = 2012 = 20 + 1 + 2 = 
23 (root) = 2 + 3 = 5, and shown as 23/5

Week: Add up all the roots for each day, then 
reduce the total.

If the total is three digits, such as 192, it is done 
thusly: 19 + 2 = 21 (root) = 2 + 1 = 3

Brackets indicate a 
“master number” that 
is never reduced to a 
single digit and is highly 
influential.

 

Rhonda Smith
770-517-3713

Rhonda@theawakeningcenter.com

www.theawakeningcenter.com

numerology: 
The Silver key
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a Week of TruTh and STruCTure

Sunday, December 20:  Mars turns retrograde (5:27 
am), Venus sextile Jupiter (8:53 pm) and Venus sextile 
Neptune (9:25 pm).  Kindly see the opening paragraph.  
Today is a great day for social activities.  Our exuber-
ance, enthusiasm and positive outlook attract many 
like-spirited beings who expand our world and enrich 
our projects.  Today is also a great day for a date.  An 
existing relationship becomes happier, and a new rela-
tionship brings a sense of adventure and joy.

Monday, December 21:  Jupiter conjunct Neptune 
(12:53 am) and Sun enters Capricorn (9:47 am until 
January 19, 2010).  Mystical tendencies are enhanced 
by this transit, as is our idealism and the need to under-
take long journeys.  During the next month, our wis-
dom deepens.  We are more reserved, more serious and 
more structured than usual.

Thursday, December 24:  Sun conjunct 
Pluto (9:30 am).  Today is a day of powerful self- 
transformation. Almost as we were being turned 
inside out, whatever was holding us back can today 
be shifted into the light.  Our leadership abilities are 
greatly increased and our charisma expands—we feel 
dynamic, strong and assertive.

Friday, December 25:  Venus enters Capricorn 
(10:17 am until January 18, 2010) and Sun square Sat-
urn (3:58 pm).  During the next few weeks, we are more 
reserved, grounded and serious in our emotional com-
mitments.  We want to anchor our love relationships 
in reality—either by breaking an involvement that was 
going nowhere or deepening one that feels good to us.  
Today, more particularly, we could feel the need to read-
just our external reality to align with our inner needs, 
goals and ambitions.

Saturday, December 26:  Mercury turns retrograde 
(6:38 am).  Kindly refer to the opening paragraph.

a Week of emoTionS and ClariTy

Sunday, December 27:  Venus conjunct Pluto (10:47 
pm).  Today is a day of intense emotions.  A love rela-
tionship could be a profound catalyst for transformation 
and lead us to a whole new understanding of love and 
what holds us back from a deeper expression of intimacy. 
Today is good for financial investments, which can lead 
to great wealth if we follow our intuition.

Monday, December 28:  Venus square Saturn 
(10:55 pm).  Difficulties could arise today in partner-
ships, both professionally and personally. We could 
experience a sense of disappointment, solitude or cold-
ness.  It is a time to become clear on what we really 
want emotionally and what we are willing to give.

Thursday, December 31:  Lunar eclipse (11:13 am).  
Kindly refer to the opening paragraph for December 
2009.   Z
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monThS for underlying TranSformaTionS

January ([22][11]) begins the year with an intense 
month of dual master vibrations.  Underlying all your 
interactions will be the vibration of the spiritual mas-
ter builder, giving you four times the strength to bring 
God energy into the material plane in your life.  This 
will allow you to stand on a firm foundation of inner 
security, easing your ability to cooperate with others 
and, therefore, God’s plan on Earth.  Combined with 
the master energies of the spiritual light messenger, this 
is here to give you guidance and strengthen your con-
nection to your source—especially of information.  If 
your intuition phones this month, make sure to answer 
the call, because it will give you guidance on how to 
build your firm foundation within.  Don’t lose sight of 
the fact that a well-worked-out plan is necessary before 
your move forward.  The goal is to stay connected to 
your inner information, integrate it into yourself and 
manifest it in all your interactions this month.

February (23/5) is a month that brings you a strong 
sense of adventure and change, which may challenge 
your inner security and your foundation to assist you to 
stand on your own two feet, no matter what happens.  
Allow your mind to expand, and look to adventure and 
change as something that is necessary for evolution.  If 
you feel resistance to this, examine what beliefs you 
have about your own capabilities to “cope.”  You can 
help yourself get past the resistance by making small 
changes every day.  For example, if you always put on 
your right shoe first, put your left one on first; that’s 
all it takes.  The goal this month is stay balanced in 
all your interactions so that you can move forward, no 
matter what changes are occurring around you.

March (24/6) brings you a month of increased sen-
sitivity to what is beneath the surface if you tune in to 
your inner awareness.  This can be very inspirational, 
and if you take responsibility for bringing things into 
harmony and allow yourself to become centered, you 
will achieve peace and balance.  This results in hav-
ing your inner world under your command—which, 
in turn, brings about order in your outer world.  You 
will then have the opportunity to “get into the flow” so 
that you can respond rather than react to unexpected 
events and opportunities at all levels.  The goal is to 
achieve that inner peace and harmony and integrate it 
into your being.

monThS of refleCTion and CooPeraTion

April (25/7) gives you a month to be reflective and 
reassess where you are and how far you’ve come.  It 
gives you strong intuitive energies to help you move 
your mental energies into a positive force for your cre-
ation.  Listen to your inner guidance, and you will be 
given direction for forward movement in your life.  Your 

foundation is the truth, and as you practice listening to 
your intuition, you will find information coming to the 
surface that will bring light, reality and clarity to your 
situations.  You goal is to remain flexible, resourceful 
and adaptable to make whatever changes are necessary 
in order to demonstrate the truth.

May (26/8) provides you with easy, free-flowing 
environmental energies that will bestow abundance 
in your life.  These energies will be full of coopera-
tion and compatibility so that you can investigate and 
examine any details that arise—often spontaneously—
in your material affairs, making sure they fit with your 
vision.  Your challenge is to take responsibility for the 
good things in your life without guilt or embarrassment.  
Remember that you created them too.  Although much 
occurs spontaneously, you need to be on your toes so 
that you can act on the things that bring you your 
rewards and your vision under this influence.  The goal 
is to create—in thought, desire and action—the “right” 
vibration to manifest on the material plane and reap 
your rewards.

June (27/9) is a month of completions and begin-
nings, of reaping your rewards from past achievements 
and, at the same time, preparing for new adventures.  
This is not a month to withdraw, but rather to inter-
act with meaningful companions.  Interaction will help 
you to gain deeper understanding of yourself and others, 
improving your relationships.  Underlying everything 
this month is the energies to maintain harmony and 
peace so that all interactions lead to uplifting experi-
ences for yourself and others.  The goal is to stay in the 
inner space between the physical and the spiritual so 
that you reap your rewards—which are always in direct 
relationship to what you have previously earned.

monThS of neW beginningS and CreaTiviTy

July (28/10/1) is all about originality and initiative 
as the old concepts are swept away to start the new.  
This brings a great ability to crystallize your desires, 
using the power of your imagination to mold substance 
into form and to manifest ideals into the physical.  This 
is the energy of beginnings, so accept the responsibility 
of leadership in your own life and move forward in your 
own way, holding to the ideal of the law of justice and 
balance, and you will achieve success.  Don’t forget to 
rely on your inner wisdom as you make the choices for 
your future.  The goal is to stay in balance and be okay 
with creating in your own way.

August (29/11) is another master month with the 
energies of the master messenger, so make sure you 
keep your ears open for the ringing of that phone.  This 
whole month will give you opportunities to express 
your spirit—the true you—in all your interactions.  If 
you’re not already doing that, this may cause a major 
shift in your life that requires more self-responsibility 

Smith, Rhonda, Form Relationships for Group . . .
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and effort but also promises great rewards.  Insights 
and revelations will be everywhere, so be receptive 
and remember that the messages are to bring balance 
into your affairs.  The goal is to learn balance, diplo-
macy and cooperation and use those at their highest 
levels in all your interactions.

September (30/3) ends the year you started last 
October with the energies of celebration and cre-
ative expression of yourself.  These can be very rest-
less energies, so part of your process is to learn how to 
stay centered within the energies of joy.  Rely on your 
intuition and inner guidance for direction at this time.  
The more you are willing to be who you are, the more 
joy, harmony and peace will come to you, allowing your 
relationships to blossom and bring you happiness and 
fulfillment.  Your goal is to integrate and be your spirit 
expressing itself through your physical experiences.  

monThS for exPanSion and inSPiraTion

October [22] begins the last quarter of this year—a 
time of setting the energies for 2011, with a reminder of 
January.  This period will have intense underlying ener-
gies, although not as intense as January, with its two 
master vibrations.  Since you completed yourself last 
month, you really don’t need the 11 to keep you con-
nected; you’re there all the time.  Let your mind expand 
and think in large, sweeping terms of what can be for all 
of humanity.  Make sure to keep balanced this month, 
and—although you may feel this is really hard—just 
do the work one step at a time, and you won’t overdo.  
There may be elements that feel like restrictions in your 
life; however, keep in mind that they are there to help 

you build a firm foundation for the future.  The goal is 
to be the master of the male-female polarity within.

November (23/5 [11]) brings a reprise of February’s 
energies along with the underlying master messenger 
energies to keep you connected to who you are as you 
raise your consciousness to new levels of acceptance 
with respect to “expecting the unexpected.”  Remem-
ber that the old paradigm is gone and you are moving 
into new territory that has never existed before: the 
enlightened society of individuals who know who they 
are and are willing to co-create with others for the good 
of all.  The goal is to let your mind expand and explore 
unfamiliar information without fear.

December (24/6 [22]) ends the year with more 
underlying master energies to support you in your 
progress into 2011 [22].  Remember that you’re capable 
of dealing with this as long as you stay connected to 
who you are and your inner guidance so that you don’t 
move into those self-created fears that claim, “I’m 
not good enough.”  The surface energies are designed 
to bring inspiration by making you aware of what is 
beneath the surface in all your interactions.  Seek the 
truth of what is—what is beneath the surface—and 
choose a response to that knowing instead of a reac-
tion.  This will allow you to put things into harmony, 
staying centered and in control of your inner world 
and bringing order and peace to your outer world.  
Your goal is to examine any situations that feel restric-
tive in your life, to resolve them and to create a firm 
inner foundation for your vision and what you will 
build within yourself, your family and your commu-
nity next year.  Z
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The IsIs ChannelIng 
& Feng shuI KIT

Ahana Enterprises

Imagine what you would 
discuss if you had an open 
line of communication 
with an entity.  Now you 

have it.  This easy, interactive method gives you direct 
access.  Get answers to your most pressing questions, seek 
guidance, gain insights to the mysteries of the universe 
and more.  The power is in you—claim it!  Feel your 
connection with everything around you as never before.  
This deluxe kit is easily portable and perfect for all ex-
perience levels.

$39.95
BuyIsis@AhanaEnterprises.com

The InTuITIve WarrIor

Michael Jaco

In The Intuitive Warrior, Jaco 
recounts the mentally and physi-
cally demanding training required of 
members of one of the most elite spe-
cial forces units, and how the intu-
ition developed during that training 
can be learned and applied by any-
one.  Using real-life examples, Jaco 

explains how he tapped into his intuitive capabilities to 
predict attacks and protect his fellow soldiers. The Intui-
tive Warrior will teach you how employing the methods 
perfected by a genuine military hero can act as a catalyst 
toward developing a richer, more fulfilled life.

 $13.99
ISBN-13: 978-0-9840760-0-0

www.michaeljaco.com

The FuTure oF The  
anCIenT World

Jeremy Naydler

The Future of the Ancient World sheds 
new light on the evolution of con-
sciousness.  It examines develop-
ments in human consciousness over 
the past 5,000 years that most his-
tory books do not touch. In ancient 

times, human beings were finely attuned to the invisible 
world of the gods, spirits and ancestors. Today, by con-
trast, our modern scientific consciousness regards what is 
physically imperceptible as unreal.

$19.95, 320 pp.
ISBN-13: 978-1-59477-292-4

www.InnerTraditions.com

New & Notable
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Dear Rochelle,
Help!  I don’t even know where to 

start.  My health has been in a quandary 
for some time now.  I have done everything 
I know up till now and have researched 
everything I can get my hands on.  Have I 
decided to check out?  Please help me.  

—Thank you, Gail

I am glad you are asking for higher 
guidance, and thank you for your 
courage.  Let’s see what they say:  

“You are correct to think of yourself 
as shamanic, as a healer.  Your being 
continues to re-create what happened 
when you were five years of age.  At 
that time, there was abandonment”—
mother energy is present—“and your 
being reacted by displacing the respon-
sibility of her abandonment upon your-
self through blame.  Now your being 
has begun the long journey of recovery 
and creating a detachment from that 
energy.”  The energy manifested is that 
of an abandoning mother.  “In doing 
so, your body has begun an attachment 
to energy that is nurturing and warm.  
Your decision to create an attachment 
to nurturing energy has begun the long 
journey toward recovery.  You know 
now, correct?  Your body took on the ill-
ness to allow your recovery through the 
discovering of your capacity to mother 
and nurture yourself.  In doing so, you 
do not, of course, abandon yourself, but 
stay connected to what your body needs 
for recovery.  In that way, your status of 
shaman is then received.  Blessings.”

Z            Z            Z

Dear Rochelle,
I don’t know what to do.  Nothing is 

working; I can’t leave a man I have been 
with for twenty-eight years, but he is emo-
tionally abusive and not good for me.  
Please tell me what to do.  

—Thank you, Donna

R emember that we create our lives 
from the inside out through our 
healing.  Listen to the guidance 

and the choices they present to you.  
From my guides:  “You are correct to 
note and journal your feelings when 
you are around him.  Your being’s 
tendency”—this comes through very 
loudly—“is to not pay attention and 
to minimize how you feel.  Your being 
does not recognize that you feel a 
sense of emptiness when you are pres-
ent with him.  Begin to pay attention 
to the emptiness and think about 
where it originally comes from.  In 
paying attention to the empty feel-
ings you get when you are with him, 
you can begin to make choices about 
how you can fill the emptiness within 
yourself.  In other words, perhaps you 
can imagine yourself becoming avail-
able to other people who can make 
loving attachments.  In that way, you 
begin to resolve your dilemma.”  

Z            Z            Z

Dear Rochelle, 
It is great that you have this column.  

Can you please tell me when I will have 
a child?  

—Thank you for your time, Liz

T hank you for writing and your 
support!  The timing is up to you 
and your willingness to move 

ahead in your own healing.  When we 
heal our energy inside of us, through 
our connections to who we truly are, 
the energy outside of us also shifts.  
Let’s see what the guides say:  “You 
are correct to move forward.”  The 

energy here implies the international.  
“There are several considerations 
here.  One is prejudice.  Think in 
terms of comfort level; are there bar-
riers here?”  The energy here suggests 
you look within yourself.  “Think in 
terms of cultural barriers.  Are there 
barriers present?  In that way—in dis-
covering the self—your being begins 
to move ahead.  

“However, movement cannot occur 
if you have inward reservations.  Your 
being tends to”—the energy here 
implies make nice—“with energies 
within yourself that are not of you, but 
have learned from you.  These energies 
need further ferreting out and inves-
tigation.  In doing so, clarity of direc-
tion and purpose emerges.”  The ener-
gies suggest that this would come from 
within you, and the energy here is very 
loud.  “However, until that occurs, 
your being remains unclear.  We sug-
gest meditation and journaling upon 
the questions we asked.  In that way, 
your being becomes one of clarity.  
That is the correct way.”  Z

Rochelle Sparrow
PO Box 7573, Phoenix, AZ  85011

602-430-6447
www.rochellesparrow.com

info@rochellesparrow.com
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Benevolent outcomes
O n a recent trip to Europe, my 

flight from London’s Heathrow 
Airport to Nice was on KLM 

with a change of planes in Amsterdam.  
I made the mistake of forgetting to ask 
for a most benevolent outcome (MBO) 
as I went through security and was 
stopped by a security person and asked 
to put my roller bag in the metal form to 
see if it fit.  The wheels made it too long 
by about one inch or less, and he made 
me run back to check the bag in at the 
KLM counter.  I knew I had a problem 
because of the combined weight of the 
two checked bags, even though I was 
traveling business class.  

They said I was at my limit and 
were going to charge me 130 GBP 
(about $200) overage.  My only 
option was to run downstairs (along 
with my roller bag and briefcase) to 
a store at the far end of the terminal 
and buy a cloth bag to throw every-
thing into.  Naturally, by now I was 
requesting a benevolent outcome for 
the problem.  I bought the cheap-
est bag they had, which was 15 GBP 
(about $24), and ran back upstairs and 
started transferring virtually every-
thing in the bag over to the cloth bag.  
I then attempted to check the small 
roller bag and it weighed a total of 4 
kilos (8.8 pounds).  The supervisor 
said that they would have given me 
2 kilos, but since it was 4, they were 
going to charge me 50 GBP ($80) for 
the overage.  I started taking literally 
everything out of the bag, including 
tissues, and putting it on the floor 
next to the bag.  Then, however, the 
two supervisors were called away and 
the person at the counter told me to 
quickly give her the bag before they 
returned and she checked it.

Once back in the security line, I 
requested an MBO for the line.  The 
man who had made me return to the 
airline counter let me up to the front 
of the line, even though he said KLM 
had not paid for “fast track.”  I made 
the flight with time to spare and had 

a pleasant chat with a woman on the 
way to Amsterdam (naturally I had 
requested an MBO for someone inter-
esting to talk to).  

I had a long layover in Amster-
dam before taking the flight to Nice.  I 
had requested an MBO for my bags to 
come out quickly in Nice, and they did 
come out in plenty of time to make the 
bus to Cannes, which was filled with 
people going to the TV market.  I had 
requested an MBO to again sit next to 
someone interesting, and I wound up 
sitting next to the same British chap I 
had sat next to on the plane from Lon-
don to Nice last March!  We still may 
do some business.  He even helped to 
drag one of my bags to my hotel, as he 
was traveling very light.  I showed him 
where to pick up his badge on our way, 
as he did not have his yet, and I was 
able to pick up my guide with everyone 
listed who was attending the market, 
so I did not have to return back to pick 
it up: a very nice outcome!

I met several buyers there that were 
not on my list of sixty appointments I 
had for the four days of the market.  
We had meetings either when there 
were no-shows for appointments or 
in the few remaining times I had left.  
Needless to say, I was exhausted each 
night, as I didn’t leave until about 
7:00 pm.  I did reconnect with the 
two young ladies from Canada I men-
tioned in a previous article last year 
at the Buyers Club, and they’re still 
requesting MBOs.  

Z            Z            Z

With the holiday season upon us 
once again, please remember to request 
benevolent outcomes when you are 
attending family reunions, especially 
those where there is stress involved with 
the relationships.  You’ll find things will 
go much smoother when you do.  

Now for a few stories from around 
the world:

Lugging Luggage MBOs

A note on this next one:  Jean is 
referring to the reported activation 
on 9-9-9 of the huge crystals that lie 
underneath the surface of Arkansas to 
the southeast of Hot Springs.  In the 
September issue of the Sedona Journal 
of Emergence!, James Tyberonn chan-
neled Metatron, who stated the crys-
tals would be activated on this date; I 
recommend reading the article.  I also 
reported before that my family and I 
have dug for crystals a couple of times 
near Hot Springs and have brought 
back some really large crystals.  Even 
these small ones have great energy.

Jean writes:  “I have a double MBO 
for you!  I was part of a group going to 
Arkansas for the crystal activation on 
9-9-9.  This necessitated two pieces of 
luggage plus a large cooler.  I live on 
the third floor, and was not looking 
forward to three trips down the stairs.  
As I was asking for an MBO, I heard 
another door being locked, so I opened 
mine and saw a new tenant in the hall.  
I asked him if he’d have time to help 
me with my luggage, and he very gra-
ciously carried down two pieces for 
me—each a separate trip—and then 
he told me to breathe!  

“When I returned, I had the same 
three pieces to carry up three flights, 
so I started asking for an MBO as I left 
Windsor, where I’d left my vehicle so I 
could carpool with two other women.  
As I approached the driveway to the 

Tom T. Moore
TomTMoore6@aol.com

www.thegentlewaybook.com
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apartment complex, three people were 
walking across the street, but not in 
the pedestrian crosswalk, and yet cars 
were stopping for them.  They turned 
into the driveway for my building, and 
I passed them as I pulled into a parking 
spot.  Two of them were young men; 
the other was a young woman.  Again, 
I figured that’s why they were there 
and asked for help, and the two men 
carried everything up for me in one 
trip.  Oddly enough, the earlier help-
er’s name was Ryan, and so was one of 
the second helpers.  Bless them all, and 
thank you times six!

“By the way, the owner of the other 
car in our caravan now closes a lot of 
her emails with ‘Believe in benevolent 
outcomes,’ after she read the Sedona 
Journal article with my Seattle bus 
experience, and I told her it was me.  
I’m sure there were a lot of MBOs trav-
eling to Arkansas.  I’m looking forward 
to your new book so I can see if my 
Seattle bus experience will be in it!”

You’ll just have to read my new book, 
The Gentle Way II: The Story Continues 
to see if Jean’s story was included!  You 
can buy it now through Light Technol-
ogy Publishing.

Finding LOst iteMs

Marie writes on Facebook:  “One 
of my friends had another friend try-
ing to help her find a craft book, so I 
said a request for an MBO and then 
walked straight to where it was.  They 
had already looked through that box 
so I doubt they would have looked 
again.  Funny thing is that when I lost 
something else that was a gift from my 
son, I went straight to it as well, and it 
wasn’t in an area that I normally kept 
it in.  I always say thank you angels 
after requesting an MBO.  Thank you, 
angels, and thank you, Tom.”

Bridge-CrOssing MBO
Kathy writes:  “The great results 

from using MBOs just keep rolling in!  
Here’s the latest:  My husband’s com-
mute to work and back takes him over 
the Hood Canal Floating Bridge.  This 
bridge opens and closes to let marine 
traffic through, which causes quite a 
backup in traffic and usually a delay 

of half an hour to forty-five minutes.  
Yesterday my husband called me on 
his cell phone to let me know he was 
stuck in ‘bridge traffic’ and would be 
delayed.  He called again a few min-
utes later to tell me that he’d found out 
the bridge was stuck open and no one 
knew when it would be open again.  He 
was considering driving around Hood 
Canal, which would take him about 
two hours.  I told him to wait about 
half an hour.  As soon as we hung up, I 
requested a most benevolent outcome 
that the bridge become unstuck and 
close within fifteen minutes.  He called 
me again about ten minutes later and 
said the bridge had closed and traffic 
was moving.  Fast results!  Thank you, 
Tom, and thank you, guardian angels.”

BenevOLent HOspitaL OutCOMe

Lynn on the Oregon Coast writes:  
“Hi Tom.  I just came home from hav-
ing a great experience I thought might 
not be so great:  I had an appointment 
for physical therapy at a local hospi-
tal here.  This is a very low-populated 
area on the Oregon coast.  The hospi-
tal serves its purpose as a first stop for 
most, and so you hear good and not-
so-great things about it.  I have to get 
physical therapy for my knee and had 
heard various things about the physi-
cal therapy department at the hospi-
tal—several not-so-good things—so 
I was concerned.  But I needed to get 
this done as close to home as possible.  
Other options meant a trip to Port-
land, an hour or more away.

“As I went this morning, I said an 
MBO request for the best possible out-
come for my therapist and the best out-
come for my knee.  When I got there, it 
was national Physical Therapy Week, so 
they had all of their therapists’ pictures 
posted on a nice bulletin board.  As I 
waited, I looked at all fifteen of them 
and thought, “Surely there are some 
good ones for me.”  Then I got called 
in and met Amber, a wonderful young 
woman who, despite her age, knew just 
what she was talking about, listened 
to me and answered every question I 
had very well, giving me more infor-
mation than I’d even asked for.  I left 
feeling hopeful for a good recovery and 

relaxed about it all.  Thank you very 
much, angels and Tom, for showing me 
about MBOs.”

I’ve previously described the same 
situation when I was in the hospital.  
I requested my benevolent outcomes 
and then didn’t worry.  That story, 
along with others in the same vein 
(little pun there) will be in a chapter 
about hospital experiences in my new 
book, which I mentioned previously.

MBO FOr a Cup OF COFFee

Now here’s an MBO I never thought 
of requesting.  Mark writes:  “I have 
been enjoying your newsletter very 
much and have been using requests for 
benevolent outcomes for a couple of 
months now.  In one of your past news-
letters, you mentioned the importance 
of asking for MBOs for anything—espe-
cially the small stuff—so we remember 
to ask for MBOs for the big stuff.  Less 
than an hour ago, I really wanted a cup 
of coffee, but I am providing phone 
coverage and could not leave my desk.  
I whispered my request to my guard-
ian angel, “I request a most benevolent 
outcome for someone to buy and bring 
me a cup of coffee, thank you!”  Soon 
after that, a coworker sent me an email 
offering to get coffee and another from 
coworker who offered to buy mine.  

“Another MBO I asked for was for 
a friend whose beloved cat, Ginger, 
had escaped the house and was miss-
ing.  I asked for a most benevolent out-
come for her safe return.  Three days 
later when he was about to give up 
hope, Ginger timidly came up to him 
in his front yard, allowing him to pet 
her, calm her and get her back inside 
where she belonged.  Thanks for this 
teaching.  I was skeptical at first, but I 
am convinced now.”

MeCHaniC BenevOLent OutCOMe 
Penny writes:  “I am writing to tell 

you of a benevolent outcome we expe-
rienced.  Our minivan was acting up 
terribly when we drove it one rainy 
day last week.  After we got past a few 
blocks, the trouble stopped.  My hus-
band was on vacation, so he had the 
time to get the car checked out.  He 
then told me it had been acting up for 

Moore, Tom, Benevolent Outcomes
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several months, but not that badly.  We 
left it at the shop the night before it 
was to be worked on, and I asked for a 
benevolent outcome for the mechanic 
to be able to know exactly what was 
wrong with it and for us to be able to 
afford to fix it within our means.  

“The shop had a new mechanic 
who was very good.  As soon as my 
husband told him, “It acts up when the 
weather is wet,” he said “I know what 
it is!” and went right to the distribu-
tor cap and spark plug wires.  Once he 
looked at them, however, he couldn’t 
believe his eyes.  He said he did not 
know how our car could have even 
been running at all—the pieces were 
so worn and melted.  I know why it 
was still running: because they had to 
keep our car running until my husband 
was on vacation and he had time to 
fix it.  And the bill?  We had figured 
we didn’t have more than $250.00 to 
spend, and the bill was $256.00.  Our 
car runs much better now, and I told 
my husband what I had requested.”

FirewOOd BenevOLent OutCOMe

Jan in Vermont writes:  “A few 
weeks ago, I requested an MBO for the 
perfect wood to burn in my wood stove: 
‘May it be better than I could hope for 
or expect.’  It’s starting to get cold here 
in Vermont, and I was thinking how 
nice it would be to have a cozy fire.

“Yesterday, I was doing the dishes 
and heard a car door shut out in my 
driveway.  I looked out the window 
and a neighbor of mine, Barb, had 
pulled her truck up to my garage where 
she was unloading a load of dry, beau-
tiful firewood—cut to the perfect size 
for me.  I now have enough wood to 
burn for at least a month.  I appreciate 
the wood that I have and I’m already 
feeling appreciation for the wood that 
will be coming!  I have now put in a 
request for the perfect new wood stove.  
I’ll keep you posted!  Thank you, thank 
you, thank you!”

Don’t forget to thank Barb’s guard-
ian angel for assisting your guardian 
with the MBO request too.  

twO stars MBOs

Laurie writes:  “Recently I had two 
MBOs that can be described as ‘star 
sightings.’  The first one was being able 
to see the International Space Station 
zip by overhead like a very fast-moving 
star.  I wasn’t certain I was going to be 
able to see its transit because of hazy 
local cloud cover and the low angle 
of passage in the night sky, so I asked 
for an MBO to catch even a glimpse.  
I watched diligently for the few min-
utes the space station was supposed 
to be visible—nothing.  But then my 
glance strayed to a whole other quar-
ter of the sky, and there it was!  I had 

been looking for it in the wrong place.  
I never would have seen it if not for 
the MBO.

“The second one was a star sight-
ing of the celebrity kind.  I recently 
attended a major sci-fi convention 
in Atlanta, and one of the guests was 
a famous Star Trek actor.  I knew he 
was going to be there, so before I left 
for the convention, I asked for a little 
MBO that maybe I could meet him 
in passing—maybe at a restaurant 
or other casual setting.  Well, at the 
awards banquet, I ended up sitting (at 
random, with no reserved or assigned 
seating) two tables away from this 
celebrity, thus fulfilling the ‘restaurant 
setting’ part of the request.  Then, as 
he was escorted to his table, he turned 
his head and looked straight at me.  
There was no reason for him to do that 
except for my little MBO.  I met his 
gaze and gave him a thumbs-up ges-
ture of thanks and approval, and then 
he winked at me in acknowledgement.  
As soon as it happened, I knew that 
was the ‘meeting in passing’ part of my 
MBO.  That small encounter meant a 
lot to me.  So thank you, guides and 
guardians!  MBOs happen all the time.  
All you have to do is ask.”

Laurie has been requesting MBOs 
for some time, so she has had many 
benevolent outcomes.  Have a most 
benevolent month!

You’ll be amazed at how much assistance you can receive simply by asking. This inspirational 
self-help book, written for all faiths, explains how to access and achieve a more benevolent world.  
The Gentle Way II  Benevolent Outcomes: The Story Continues, Tom T. Moore addresses how to:

• Have More Fun and Less Stress in Life
• Lower the “Fear Factor” in Everyday Living
• Connect with your Guardian Angel on a Daily Basis

• Request assistance for the Perfect Job, Home & Mate
• Raise Your Awareness and Vibrational Level  
• Strengthen your Spiritual Beliefs 

The simplest, easiest method of manifesting, and the only one you’ll ever need!

Presents

Order and Reserve Your Copy Today
www.LightTechnology.com  •  Call 928-526-1345 or 1-800-450-0985

Availa
ble  

Sprin
g 2010

The GenTle Way II
BeneVOlenT OUTCOMeS: The STOry COnTInUeS

300 p. est. softcover

IsBn 978-1-891824-80-7$16.95
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A  saying that keeps popping in 
my mind is, “It’s time to use all 
the tools in the toolbox!”  With 

everything going on and our atten-
tions diverted in so many directions, 
it becomes easy to forget that we have 
what we need at any given moment.  
How many times have you been with 
a friend or a coworker, or commiserat-
ing with someone about the current 
state of affairs, and that person men-
tions a solution you happen to be sit-
ting on but you plain forgot what you 
had?  There is a card in the tarot, the 
four of cups, and in my particular deck 
a man is sitting on a giant cup, which 
looks like a stool, while mulling over 
the empty little cup in his hand.  He is 
sitting on his “assets” and putting his 
attention on how little or what is not 
there.  Let us not sit on our assets.

January: MuLLein  
essenCe FOr aCCOuntaBiLity

January’s essence is mullein.  Mul-
lein essence helps us to tune in to our 
inner voice and conscience.  This 
essence teaches and motivates us to be 
the best we can be.  How do we want 
the world to be?  How do we choose 
to participate?  What can we do to 
make it better?  In many ways this is 
a listening remedy that won’t let us 
get away with procrastinating regard-
ing our roles or letting us just slide by.  
Mullein essence holds us accountable, 
so this will kick-start any resolutions.

FeBruary: CaLiFOrnia wiLd rOse 
essenCe FOr engageMent

February’s essence is California 
wild rose.  This essence removes apa-
thy and replaces it with engagement.  
Anytime we engage, we create chem-
istry for love and transformation.  

California wild rose essence shifts us 
from an unresponsive android to an 
engaged lover of life.  This essence 
puts the green back in the leaves or 
the vitality back in the blood.  It helps 
us to fall in love with our lives again.

MarCH: BLaCkBerry  
essenCe FOr aCtiOn

The essence for March is black-
berry, the “kick-butt” catalyst.  It helps 
us to move beyond our limitations and 
just do it.  No more excuses.  No more 
obstacles from pain or apathy.  No more 
wrong ways.  It shows us how action 
creates new doorways.  Blackberry 
helps us to manifest by being willing to 
show up.  This is a great remedy for us 
to spring into action.

apriL: dandeLiOn  
essenCe tO reLease tensiOn

April’s essence is dandelion, the 
remedy for internal tension.  This 
essence helps us to rethink what we are 
holding on to and what needs to be let 
go.  When we are distracting ourselves 
by doing, dandelion essence works by 
releasing the tension of so much doing.  
Sometimes in order to “do” effectively, 
we need to learn how to “be” as well.

May: CaLiFOrnia pOppy  
essenCe FOr BaLanCe

The essence for May is Califor-
nia poppy, an essence for when we 
are being drawn to the glitter, not to 
the gold.  This remedy is used as an 
antidote to the attraction to quick-fix 
spiritual practices, such as “be a sha-
man in a weekend” or “chant yourself 

to enlightenment with this particular 
mantra.”  Again, I feel participation 
seems to be the keyword for this 2010 
cycle.  We have to be willing to do 
the work to get the goodies.  There 
is no secret for not doing what we are 
supposed to do for our purpose.  Cal-
ifornia poppy essence reminds us to 
balance our inner lives with heart, 
intellect and commitment to self-
responsibility.

June: Zinnia essenCe FOr pLay

June’s essence is zinnia.  With all 
the work we do, it is that much more 
important to have and participate in 
play.  Play can mean many things to 
many people.  Zinnia essence brings 
forth your ability to engage and play.  
Play leads to creativity and change and 
getting out of our own way.  Zinnia 
essence is the “anti-serious” essence.  
It reminds us not to take ourselves so 
seriously at the expense of our lives 
and brightness quotients.

JuLy: saint JOHn’s wOrt  
essenCe FOr tHe LigHtBOdy

July’s essence is Saint John’s wort.  
This essence protects us from too much 
light.  When we do not have proper 
rooting in our spiritual practices, we 
can become blinded by the light and 
lose our connections to ourselves.  Saint 
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John’s wort essence protects our light-
body and helps us to circulate our light 
in a grounded and empowered way.  It 
protects our energy field from energetic 
distortion and also strengthens, restores 
and protects our subtle bodies.

august: sunFLOwer  
essenCe FOr an egO BOOst

The essence for August is sun-
flower.  Sunflower is the ego booster 
of the essences.  It reminds us to shine 
brightly in all that we are and all that 
we do.  Sunflower essence helps us to 
bring out our light.  This essence also 
brings out our natural warmth and 
ability.  Sunflower essence is magnan-
imous with its gifts and restores the 
energetic balance between who we 
are and how we show up.

septeMBer: CraB appLe  
essenCe as a sOuL puriFier

September’s essence is crab apple.  
It is time to clean house and clean all 
the “nasties” that may be residing in 
our energy fields.  Crab apple essence 
is a soul purifier that works on the 
mental, emotional and physical lev-
els.  It removes all negative effects 
from relationships, work issues or 
consuming thoughts.  It is a good way 
to start fresh for the fall energy.

OCtOBer: expLOrer’s  
gentian essenCe FOr HOpe

The essence for October is explor-
er’s gentian.  This essence addresses 
the issue of being world weary.  It is the 
“been there and done that “essence.  
At times in our lives, we feel that there 
is nothing new under the Sun.  We 
can become jaded by anticipating the 
predictability of others’ reactions and 
emotions.  We may feel that we know 
it all and can tell you exactly how it 
will be.  This remedy reminds us to 
find hope and optimism again, and to 
let the miracles happen.

nOveMBer: JOsHua tree  
essenCe FOr CHange

November’s essence is Joshua tree.  
This remedy helps us to break ances-
tral patterns.  We change ourselves by 
changing the energy of momentum 
and expectation.  When we change 
our reactions and our expectations, 
we change the directions of our lives.  
Joshua tree essence breaks through the 
past to create the future for the new 
and the now.

deCeMBer: HOLLy essenCe  
FOr unCOnditiOnaL LOve

December, the jolly month of 
holly, lets us connect like we have 

never connected before.  This is a 
critical time for all of us to move 
beyond our micro-view of personal 
hurts, power struggles and agen-
das.  Rather than focusing on “What 
have you done for me lately?” maybe 
it is time to focus on what connects 
and corrects us.  Holly essence is the 
essence for unconditional love.  It 
has a way of righting what was wrong.  
Any intense, strong or deeply nega-
tive emotions can be shifted with the 
gift of holly essence.  Holly essence 
is a fundamental heart opener and 
heals the separation we feel from 
others brought on by hate and suspi-
cion.  Holly essence provides a new 
template for the healing and under-
standing of emotion.  We no longer 
are motivated by the pain.  Rather 
we feel our connection or at least the 
willingness to be open to the new 
and to be open to receive.

Z            Z            Z

For this upcoming cycle, enjoy each 
essence month by month to prepare 
and facilitate the upcoming changes.  
Allow for hope, trust, and the surprise 
and miracle as to how it all comes 
together.  Surpass your expectations 
and wildest visions and dreams.  Z

Swine Flu Epidemic—H1N1: Don’t Fear
Eileen Nauman

I n April, 2008, the World Health 
Organization (WHO) pro-
claimed the Mexican Swine Flu 

(H1N1) a pandemic.  
It first hit in Mexico and has, since 

then, moderated to a very high degree 
and is considered a mild form of flu.  
Those most susceptible to it are people 
0-24 years of age.  Most other people, 
especially the baby boomers, who had 
their round with the first swine flu in 
the 1950s, already have the antibodies 
in their bloodstream, and so this newest 
flu pandemic will not harm them at all.

It is those who have no swine flu 
antibodies in their blood who are most 
susceptible to this latest twist on the 
flu virus.  It has already wreaked its 

havoc in the Southern Hemisphere, 
since their winter is our summer.  It 
is important to note, then, that there 
were no mass fatalities in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  Those children who are 
dying usually have an underlying medi-
cal condition, and they are at risk with 
this new swine flu variety.  Otherwise, 
millions of children did not die in the 
Southern Hemisphere of this flu.  

So let’s not panic; let’s be sensible 
about this once we know the facts:  

Swine flu will run the gamut here 
in the Northern Hemisphere now, 
because viruses come to fruition in the 
cold months of the year, and so we get 
our turn at this pandemic.  It is a mild 
one and nothing to fear.  Z

Eileen Nauman
PO Box 2513

Cottonwood, AZ 86326
docbones@gotsky.com
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The Circle of Grace
Frequency & Physicality

• New Expanded Version
• Learn to clear pain & stress
• Energize your body at will
• New practitioner information
Seven new chapters of channeled works

from the Brotherhood of Light!
Visit www.beyondreiki.com

or call 215.653.0339

The Circle of Grace

Frequency & Physic

al
it

y

From The Brotherhood of Light
Edna G. Frankel

How to Clear Pain & Stress ~ The Way to Regain & Maintain Health

UpdatedCoG

Earth-Keeper Seminars
Activating the Quantum Crystalline Field

Topics to be covered: Planetary Ascension, The 144 Crystalline Grid, Gaia and the Living Universe, The Role of Sacred Sites in 
Planetary Ascension, Sacred Site Alignment, Impeccability & Activating the Quantum Crystalline Field.

Lord Metatron channeled through James Tyberonn
Author of Earth-Keeper, a guide for planetary ascension, including 
descriptions and reviews of leylines, power nodes and sacred sites.

PE
R

U • March 20 — Arrival in Lima
• March 22 — Sacred Valley
• March 24 — Sacred Valley
• March 26 — Uros/Amantani

• March 21 — Cusco
• March 23 — Machu Picchu
• March 25 — Puno (Chucuito)
• March 27 — Aramu Mur / Cutimbo

Sites in Planetary Ascension, Sacred Site Alignment, Impeccability & Activating the Quantum Crystalline Field.

To register go to: www.Earth-Keeper.com or call 713 - 806 - 7777
       Email: tyberonn@hotmail.com or jtipton7@comcast.net

$1588 per person
+ 5% processing fee

The C
ircle of Grace

Frequency & Physic
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From The Brotherhood of Light
Edna G. Frankel

The Circle of  Grace - Frequency & Physicality
by Edna G. Frankel
•  Access your body's natural cleansing system!
•  Work with the Brotherhood of Light to attain 
    and maintain your light body
•  Consciously clear and energize yourself at will
•  Daily care and maintenance of your aura
•  New, illustrated Practitioner Information 
•  Pre-Ascensionitis and the Millennium Shift - 
    what you are feeling is real!
•  Veil of Forgetfulness, where it is & how it works

www.BeyondReiki.com     215.653.0339ISBN # 9780974641522

Awakening in America®

• Are you ready to clear your field and ascend to 
higher levels of consciousness?

• Do you wish to be ready for 2012 and beyond?

• Is disease manifesting in your body?

• Are you often angry or depressed?

• Do you often feel alone and that you are  
not “from here” but have something special  
to contribute?

www.awakeninginamerica.com  (312)565-0737

INTUITIVE ENERGY HEALER,  
PUBLIC SPEAKER, AUTHOR

Transformational Healing and Guidance by Robert Taub

BOOK SERIES, WORKSHOPS, INDIVIDUAL DISTANCE HEALINGS

New!  
Archangel 
Healing & 

Empowerment 
CDs

Full 6 Months 
Money Back 
Guarantee!

Find out what others are saying at 

www.AtlantisHealthCenters.com

HERE IT COMES!! 
By the time this add runs out, we will be given major 
obstitunities to serve our fellow man, w/compassion, 

forgiveness – testing our humility and unconditional love! 

DOUBTS, FEARS, ANXIETY and UNCERTAINTY WILL 
RULE! (Oil $150+,Gas $7+) KNOW THIS, Mother Earth 

has received permission to express herself! 

YOU WANT IT STRAIGHT UP?!? 
– CALL LAUREN 

– blessings, Mordechai HaLevi

   YOUR WORLD TURNING INSIDE OUT ? 
   NOT SURE WHAT ROAD TO FOLLOW ?

THE LIGHT CHANNEL WILL HAVE CLARITY REVEAL ITSELF!!   

Call Psychic/Medium Lauren

1.800.716.0732
www.intuitive-lauren.com
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I OPEN COSMIC TIME LOCKS
I OPEN COSMIC CHAKRAS

I ACTIVATE THE 
TEMPLAR STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS

Private Sessions and Corporate Realigning

928-274-7746 U sharynleigh11@yahoo.com
sharyn.leigh@skype

Sharyn Leigh

“I work within the Laws of the Universe
and in Divine Love.”

Amazing Insight. I can help!
32 years Experience.

Psychic to many stars.
Love & Relationship Specialist!

800-541-6999
MC/VISA/DSCVR/AMEX
www.accurate-leslee.com

PSYCHIC COUNSELING

Psychic Trance Channel Rochelle Sparrow, MSW

Look for Media Events at www.rochellesparrow.com.

Individuals, couples or groups.  By phone or in person.
rochellesparrow@yahoo.com • www.rochellesparrow.com

602-430-6447

Rochelle channels detailed, in depth information 
regarding life purpose, relationships, finances, 

career and your most important questions.
Reasonable rates, all credit cards accepted.

• Sign up for my newsletter and watch for 
upcoming events.

• Channeled books now available: Healing the Emo-
tional and Physical Body and JFK Is Still Alive.

• Radio shows each week, free questions 
answered!

• Columnist for Ask Rochelle featured in the 
Sedona Journal of Emergence!

“Rochelle has been 
my guest on IE Radio 
and holds a monthly, 
moderated channeled 

chat where she takes questions from our mem-
bers.  If you are considering a channeled read-
ing, I recommend a reading by Rochelle.”

—Shirley Maclaine, www.shirleymaclaine.com

I’ve dedicated myself to making the strongest connections with my 
clients to ensure them the best psychic & spiritual experience

FOR ACCURATE
CLAIRVOYANT ENERGY

READINGS . . . Speak to JULIE

Do not compare me to others 
until you have spoken with me!

Let me look into the mind of 
those who may be your 

soulmate

Untitled-1   1 4/23/08   2:50:44 PM

$25 reading or $50 reading 
includes meditation by phone Licensed & Tested         

Molly Rowland channels 
St. Germain and the 

Council of Light.

www.voiceofthegatekeepers.com

You can reach her at 307 335-8113,
P. O. Box 1052, Lander, WY 82520.

email:vog@wbaccess.net, or visit our website:

Molly is an Astrologer, 
Medical Intuitive and 

Tarot Reader.
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w11:11 - 2013 ... CREATION ENERGETICS™ Sessions by Phone 480-619-6565

Rev. August Stahr
Clairvoyant/Telepathic Healer,

Channel, Coach & Trainer

Karma Clearing is identifying and eliminat-
ing the energetic cause behind all life issues.  
Matrix Clearing is Karma Clearing “on steriods,” 
eliminating multiple causes at once that create 
the life stories and re-occuring themes in your life. 
Rev. August Stahr, a Christ Conscious Telepathic 
Healer and Karma Clearing Specialist, in cooper-
ation with Lord Sananda and his Angelic Healing 
Teams, brings you Creation Energetics™; all new 
for 2008, an easy and affordable way to clear the 
ultimate cause behind all life issues to create the 
life you want to live today!

Creation Energetics™ 
Sessions

By Phone With

Rev. August Stahr

480-619-6565
www.ashtarcommand.org

www.star-esseenia.org
Individual Sessions
Monthly Programs

Personalized Healer Coaching
Workshops & Tele-Seminars

Creation energetiCs™ is the most powerful 
and effective Christ Conscious Healing Technique 
available on the planet today which disconnects you 
from the old 11:11 timeline (matrix reality)  
and connects you to the new 2013 timeline 
(13.13.13 solar new earth reality). Once 
you make the “shift,” during a powerful 2 week se-
ries of clearings and activations, you will be able 
to create positive change in your life with greater 
ease and grace. Distance no problem, all sessions 
done by phone appointment. Individual sessions & 
ongoing monthly training. 

Call or email to set up your session now: 310.915.2884 * Selacia@Selacia.com

Private Healing Sessions and channeled readings help you to navigate the 2012 window changes 
and move into more clarity, joy, and empowerment.  Receive healing and spirit’s view of your role in 
these unique times from The Council of 12, a group of wise and loving nonphysical guides.  
 Visit www.Selacia.com to:
  Register for ongoing worldwide group channelings with live call in teleclass.
  Become a “fan” of Selacia & The Council of 12 on Facebook!  
 Join Selacia’s Mailing List and View Our Archives of channeled messages.

private sessions by phone 
Call 323-988-9855

•   •   •
conference every saturday  

at 12 pm pst, 1 pm mst, 3 pm est 
Call 281-936-4700

enter code 88188

helena@oceancave.com

CHANNELING & CLAIRVOYANT
BY HELENA

CHANNELING & CLAIRVOYANT
BY HELENA

15 Years of Experience
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Earth-Keeper Seminars
Activating the Quantum Crystalline Field

To register go to: www.Earth-Keeper.com
Email: tyberonn@hotmail.com or jtipton7@comcast.net

Lord Metatron channeled through James Tyberonn
Author of Earth-Keeper, a guide for planetary ascension, including  
descriptions and reviews of leylines, power nodes and sacred sites.

December 11-13, 2009—San Antonio, Texas —Return of the Dove - Crystal Skulls & Orbs
December 14, 2009 —Enchanted Rock, Texas  —Activating the Return of the Dove
March 20-21, 2010—Galveston, Texas —Moody Pyramids – The Metatronic Keys
July 21-26, 2010—190-Mile Raft thru the Grand Canyon —The Womb of GAIA

©

Advanced Tools  
For Self-Mastery Workshop

Pamela Shelly is a Transformational Teacher with years of 
multi-faceted training and works closely with the Archangels 
and Ascended Masters. Guided by Archangel Michael and 
Ascended Master Saint Germain, Pamela shares advanced 
transformation tools and provides personal assistance that 
will help you fulfill your Divine life purpose. This is a life 
changing, Experiential workshop, assisting you in moving 
through your blocks and creating a Plan of Action.

FOR DATES, LOCATIONS AND TESTIMONIALS VISIT:
 www.pamelashelly.com 

250-861-9087 or 1-866-847-3454 Toll Free in North America

MONTHLY NEWSLETTER
CRYSTAL SKULLS AVAILABLE TO PURCHASE

Facilitator:
Pamela Shelly

     with
 Sanatkumara

(Ascended Master)& Paula Muran
 (Channel)

May 2-16, 2010

866-231-0023   
www.Sanatkumara.com

T r u t h   i s   R i s i n g   i n  EGYPT

I Channel love

7 Reiki healing 7

7 Face Reading 7
 7 astrology/numerology 7

7 Tarot 7

Find the hidden meaning of  
the spelling of your name,  

your birth card and health guidance, 
relationships compatibility

Call
646.963.5321

email
Athen69@yahoo.com

Karen LaRue Moye
Psychic, Channel, & Healer

Awaken to  
HealtH–ProsPerity–Joy
set goals and accomPlisH tHem  

in every area of your life

Break tHrougH old Patterns of  
self-limiting BeHavior

connect witH your  
sPirit guides and HigHer self

access your Personal  
gifts and talents

Heal all four Bodies— 
emotional, PHysical, sPiritual, mental

Holistic, Intuitive Coaching
By phone or in person  

Ashland, OR

575-770-5698 www.KarenLaRueMoye.com
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Learn How to CHanneL
Gifted International Psychic and Channel, Heidelinde, is now teaching  

‘Channeling for Beginners’ in the Southwest.

Visit our Website at www.Angel-Reading.com for current class dates and locations.
For personal readings with Archangel Michael and Orion please call 505-856-1371.

With the help of our loving teacher Orion you will learn to lift your frequency and connect to your own channeling guides and Higher Self.  
Once connected, you easily channel healing, love, inspiration and predictions. Channel spoken messages from your guides and learn to 
cleanse and protect yourself. Are you ready for your life to transform in a beautiful way? Organize a group and I will come to your city!
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Divinely inspireD inTuiTive. 
Clairvoyant insight to help you in all areas of 
your life. lightarian & usui/ sekhem reiki 
Master energy healer. Call Chandler now:  
404-281-2053.

C L A S S I F I E D  A D S

READIngS
persOnAl reADinGs THAT upliFT  
and transform! understand the influences 
affecting your life. Carol is a clairvoyant/
medium, medical intuitive, past-life reader, 
clinical hypnotherapist, energy healer/instruc-
tor and spiritual teacher.  profound distance 
healing and spirit releasement. 608-756-5202, 
608-741-2083,  www.Carol-Swanson.com

eileen: HiGHly ACCurATe, 
ethical clairvoyant. insights into others’ feel-
ings, intentions regarding you in business or 
romance.  High repeat clientele. reasonable 
rates. Ask about Free Astrological Compat-
ibility report! visa/MC 1-800-457-8867  
www.EileenAngelReadings.com

HOME WATER FILTER
HOMe WATer FilTer, ionized, Kangen 
Water for total vibrational harmony. 
Cleanse and detox your body, mind, 
emotions to pHbalance and rejuvination. 
www.wateralive4life.com, summer J. 
parrish, Dreamlife Coach, 207-217-0559.

InTEgRATED EnERgy THERApy
inTeGrATeD enerGy THerApy  
Training. Get the ‘issues out of your tis-
sues,’ DnA attunement.  Cell level heal-
ing. Training in sedona, Maui, and more!  
www.sedonaheartwalk.com  928-204-5589.

pSyCHIC
CArinG, HOnesT psyCHiC Will 
tell you the truth of what he sees.  Ques-
tions on relationships or other con-
cern?  Call David Champion toll free at  
1-877-702-8598.  $1.50/ minute by credit 
card.  www.DavidChampion.com

WHy Were yOu BOrn?  senD $5,  
complete birth name and birth date for per-
sonal karmic reading.  s.T. edens, Box 158, 
peralta, nM 87042.

TelepHOne        sessiOns,    CHAnnelinG 
the heart of your own DnA lightbody blue-
print to solve issues in business, relation-
ships, career. 585-383-0829 to schedule 
time. visit book & site: The new earth: 
www.trafford.com/06-2771

TRAnSCRIpTIOnIST SERVICES
TRANSCRIPTION OF CHANNELED 
messages and works from audio recordings 
to text documents. Honoring and holding 
the sacred space of the energy while 
transcribing. Deb@JoyTranscriptions.com, 
www.JoyTranscriptions.com 

psyCHiC JODy HOWArD CHAnnels 
with your Angels and Guides. Accurate, 
detailed answers to Business, personal and 
Medical questions ensure your happiness 
and success.  phone sessions recorded.   
www.JodyHoward.com 713-569-6756.

GiFTeD vOrTeX enerGy HeAler  
with success treating many illnesses is 
available for distance healing or hands 
on. Contact Bob of Circle of energy at 
888-393-7485 for a free consultation:  
ajmissed@yahoo.com

pLACE yOUR AD HERE
ADverTise yOur speCiAl, uniQue, 
or magical services or needs to the growing 
audience of Sedona Journal of Emergence! 
Join us as we expand with distribution 
nationally and worldwide! 1-800-450-0985.

SOUL CHARTIng
WHAT is yOur sOul GOAl, WHAT is 
your passion, is your view of life sabotaging 
you? How to transform the wiring and 
imprinting that determines your experiences.  
Carolyn Gervais: www.awakeningyou.com 

BOOkS
visiT prOJeCT GnOsis FOr  
channeled words of the Masters. These words 
are freely given to all. www.projectgnosis.org

COSMIC TOnIng CD
inspireD By THe AnCienT seCreTs OF 
toning.   intuitively channeled to relax and 
balance, these tones have the power to carry 
you into higher realms of consciousness. 
Carolyn Gervais:  www.awakeningyou.com 

DJWHAL kHUL
siGn up FOr MAsTer DK’s DAily 
thought (www.vajraflame.org), participate 
in live teleconferences, or schedule a private 
personal session, which is unspeakably exquisite 
and life-altering, through Kathlyn Kingdon, 
who has flawlessly delivered His teachings 
worldwide for over 20 years. 303-554-9881. 

FLOWER OF LIFE MEDITATIOn 
THe FlOWer OF liFe MeDiTATiOn  
as taught by Drunvalo Melchizedek. Open 
your heart and connect to your higher 
self. Training in sedona, Maui, and more!  
www.sedonaheartwalk.com 928-204-5589.

purely viBrAnT—neW, pOWerFul  
vibrational remedy creates greater 
awareness and inspires healthy change. 
An extraordinary catalyst for accelerating 
spiritual growth and expanding 
consciousness! Testimonials and FAQs at  
www.purelyvibrant.com

HEALIng 
CHAnGe yOur enerGy, iMprOve 
your health, relationships, bank account and 
much more with best-selling energy healing 
and manifesting books, CDs, DvDs and 
Home study Courses Free DeTAils at  
www.ClearingYourEnergy.com 

TrAnsFOrMATiOnAl CHAnneleD 
readings and Healings for you, others, ani-
mals. Only $35 for 15 minutes. 29 years 
experience. Angel Helene rothschild, 
Ms, MA, MFT, intuitive counselor, chan-
nel, healer, psychic. 1-888-639-6390,  
http://www.angeloncall.net 

gEnIUnE RUnE READIngS
MAKe 2010 yOur yeAr. GeT yOur 
own incredibly informative, accurate, 
affordable and enjoyable runecast and 
attain a much better understanding of 
yourself, the people around you and 
your future. www.ThomasRain.com 
914-595-MIND. 
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REACH OUT and grow with us!
Advertise to the growing audience of

Journal of 
EMERGENCE!

DISPLAY ADVERTISING Our advertisers tell us they 
get better results with ads in the Sedona Journal 
than ads they run in other publications.  

TRANSFORMATIONAL RESOURCES  We have set 
aside this space for those facilitators/ teachers/
healers who are ready to say, “I am here to 
serve you, to help you choose to go further, to 
empower yourself, to be all that you can be.”  
To assist in this process, we have priced these 
ads very reasonably for the size of the ad and 
the circulation.

CLASSIFIED ADS  Advertise your special or unusual 
services or needs.  Rates:  Up to 30 words $50/
month, 3 months $100; 6 months $190; each 
additional word 75¢ each per month.  Indicate 
category heading or create your own for an extra 
charge of $10. 

PRODUCTION CHARGES BLACK & WHITE: Rates 
shown are for camera-ready electronic ads ready 
to print.  Add $30 one-time setup fee.  Add 25% 
of first month’s space cost for layout and design 
by Sedona Journal staff. 

 COLOR: Rates shown assume client supplies 
color separated film. Add $30 one-time setup 
fee.  Add $60 for electronic files without supplied 
film. Add $60 per hour for layout and design by 
Sedona Journal staff.

CHANGES TO AD DURING CONTRACT:  Classifieds: 
$15 minimum. Display ads and Transformational 
Resource ads: $25 minimum/$50 hour. 

Send order form with check, M.O. or signed credit card registration to: 
Sedona Journal of Emergence, PO Box 3870, Flagstaff, AZ 86003

Call 928-526-1345 or 800-450-0985 for information, or FAX 928-714-1132 or 800-393-7017

Join us as we expand with distribution nationally and worldwide!  
Rated “best” by New Age Retailer, we’ll help you reach your unlimited potential.  

NAME

ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

PHONE # BEGIN LISTING (MONTH) 

Type of ad  Heading (Class./Dir.)

Ad size                                                   Run for (              ) months

Rate                                            TOTAL ENCLOSED:

p check #_______ p m.o.    p visa    p mastercard    p discover    p amex

card No. ______________________________   exPiratioN date   ___/___/___             siGNatUre __________________________________

(U.S. FUNDS ONLY) 

ALL ADS MUST BE PREPAID 
BY CLOSING DATE!

Payment Terms:
• 6-month contract can be split into 4 
equal payments, due the first 4 closing 

dates of the contract
• 3-month contract can be split into 2 
equal payments, due the first 2 closing 

dates of the contract

WITHOUT PROPER PAYMENT WE 
CANNOT RUN YOUR AD! 

advertising@lighttechnology.net
www.sedonajournal.com

Outside Back Cover  81⁄2 x 11*  $1610 $1410 $1220

Inside Front Cover 81⁄2 x 11* 1440 1265 1120

Inside Back Cover 81⁄2 x 11* 1325 1235 1095

* Add 1⁄8 inches on all sides for full bleed.

Full Page 75⁄8 x 101⁄8 1265 1180 1100

1/2 Page Horiz. 75⁄8 x 5 850 800 750

1/2 Page Vert. 33⁄4 x 101⁄8 850 800 750

1/3 Page Horiz.  75⁄8 x 31⁄8  700 650 625

1/3 Page Vert. 21⁄2 x 101⁄8 700 650 625

1/4 Page Horiz. 75⁄8 x 21⁄4 550 500 475

1/4 Page Vert. 33⁄4 x 5 550 500 475

Business Card 31⁄2 x 2 350 315 300

Full Page 71⁄4 x 9 5⁄8 1140 1040 975

1/2 Page Horiz. 71⁄4 x 43⁄4 680 645 595

1/2 Page Vert. 31⁄2 x 9 5⁄8 680 645 595

1/3 Page Horiz.  71⁄4 x 31⁄8  520 460 430

1/3 Page Vert. 21⁄4 x 9 5⁄8 520 460 430

1/4 Page Horiz. 71⁄4 x 21⁄4 375 350 330

1/4 Page Vert. 31⁄2 x 43⁄4 375 350 330

Business Card 31⁄2 x 2 220 175 160

   
 Size          Monthly        3X              6X

Full Color

D I S P L A Y  A D V E R T I S I N G  -  C O V E R

C O L O R  A D V E R T I S I N G  P A G E S

NOTE: CLOSING DATES ARE THE 15th OF EVERY MONTH, SIX WEEKS BEFORE THE ISSUE DATE!
For example, the closing date for ads running in the August issue would be June 15th.

Ads for 900 numbers will not be accepted.

 Size Monthly               3X              6X

 71⁄4 x 21⁄4 $250 $225 $190

 31⁄2 x 21⁄4 $140 $130 $110

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N A L  R E S O U R C E S

B L A C K  &  W H I T E  D I S P L A Y  A D V E R T I S I N G

Arney, Teresa/pathways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ii
Barton, Almine/sound elixirs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ii
Boyd, rebecca/Celestial Celebrations . . . . . . . . 151
Blumfield, Helena/Channeling & Clairvoyant . . . .153
Camarta, leslee/psychic Counseling . . . . . . . . . 152
Carroll, lee/The indigo Children . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
Disclosure project/Contact: Countdown . . . inside front
Dye, ellen/search for the Crystal Key . . . . . . . . . 37
ellis, Joy/Human Dimensions retreats . . . . . . . 151
Frankel, edna G./The Circle of Grace . . . . . . . . 151
Gallanti, Katie/Cosmic Councils . . . . . . . . . . . . 153
Hall, earl/Archangel Healing  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Holmstrome, John/Tools for 2012 . . . . . . . . . . . 155
Holmstrome, John/survival Healing . . . . . . . . . 154
Howley, Heidi/learn How To Channel . . . . . . . 155
ing, Donna/Keys to remembering . . . . . . . . . . . . iii
Johnson, Julie/psychic vision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
Keeton, sandra/spirit is energy . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Khamimova, Angela/Channel love  . . . . . . . . . 154
light Technology publishing
    Change Your Encodements, Your DNA . . . . . . 118
    Crystal Skulls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
    Explorer Race and Astrology  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ii
    Holiday Book Sale  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 155
    Gematria  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . inside back
    Mahatma I & II  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 12
    The Gentle Way II  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 148
loMonaco, loretta/numerology . . . . . . . . . . . . . .19
ludwig, sharyn/Cosmic Time locks . . . . . . . . . . 152
Morris, Del/Cowboy Healer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
Moye, Karen/psychic, Channel, Healer . . . . . . . 154
Muran, paula/sanat Kumara in egypt . . . . . . . . 154
Murray, pam/soul Cleaning . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
OMA Group/Handbook for Healers . . . . . . . . . 152
roskam, Wim/Akaija . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
rowland, Molly/Coucil of light . . . . . . . . . . . . . 152
running Horse, sarona/running Horse properties . .154
seDOnA Journal of eMerGenCe!
   Advertising rates  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 157
   Channel schedule . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
   Classified Ads  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 156
   subscriptions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160
   Transformational resource Ads . . . . . . . 151–155
selacia/The Council of 12 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153
shelly, pamela/Transformational Teacher . . . . . 154
sonora, Terra/World peace Cruise  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iii
sparrow, rochelle/psychic Trance Channel . . . . . . . . . 152
sri ram Kaa/Quantum Clairvoyance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i
st. Germain, Troika/Ascension. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .153
stahr, August/Creation energetics  . . . . . . . . . . 153
sterling, Kahu Fred/enter the portal . . . . . . . . . . 27
Taub, robert/Healer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Tober, Jan/new DnA Activation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .iii
Torres, sonja/Alternatives for Healing . . . . . . . . . . . . .iii
Tyberonn, James/earth Keepers seminars . . . . . . . . .154
Tyberonn, James/Metatron speaks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . iv
van rees, John/exquisiteCrystal.com . outside back
Ward, Jason/intuitive Medicine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
Weiss, lauren/psychic Medium . . . . . . . . . . . . 151
Zimmerman, Barbara/empowerment  . . . . . . . . 29
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F      B o o k  M a r k e t  o r d e r  f o r M       F
books published by light technology publishing

Aiello

This World and the Next One ......... $9.95 __ $ __
ArgüellAs, José

Author of The Mayan FacTor

The Arcturus Probe ........................... 14.95 __ $ ___
Avery, FrAnkie Z

Handbook for Healers ....................... 25.00 __ $ ___
BAcon, summer

This School Called Planet Earth ...... 16.95 __ $ ___
BAin, gABriel

Auras 101 ............................................ 6.95 __ $ ___
Living Rainbows ................................ 14.95 __ $ ___

BAll, linda 
Dimensional Journey ......................... 19.95 __ $ ___

BAtemAn, Wesley H. 
Through Alien Eyes .......................... 19.95 __ $ ___
Dragons & Chariots ............................ 9.95 __ $ ___
Knowledge from the Stars ................. 11.95 __ $ ___

BeAconsField, HAnnAH 
Welcome to Planet Earth .................. 14.95 __ $ ___

Bruce, editH 
Keys to the Kingdom ......................... 14.95 __ $ ___

Buess, lynn 
Children of Light, Children ................ 8.95 __ $ ___
Forever Numerology .......................... 17.95 __ $ ___
Numerology:  Nuances . . . ................ 13.75 __ $ ___
Numerology for the New Age ........... 11.00 __ $ ___

cHApmAn, cAtHy

Change Your DNA, Your Life! ......... 16.95 __ $ ___
clArk, glAdys iris 

Forever Young...................................... 9.95 __ $ ___
coHen, mArk 

Ratho Shenzi (book) ......................... 19.95 __ $ ___
Ratho Shenzi (CD) .......................... 15 .95 __ $ ___

cooper, WilliAm

Behold a Pale Horse .......................... 25.00 __ $ ___
deAngelis, AngelA/continuity oF liFe series

Embracing Eternity ........................... 16.95 __ $ ___
Endings Are Beginnings .................... 16.95 __ $ ___
Transition and Survival Technologies 16.95 __ $ ___
Healing Earth in All Her Dimensions  16.95 __ $ ___

deering, HAllie

Light from the Angels ....................... 15.00 __ $ ___
Do-It-Yourself Power Tools ............... 25.00 __ $ ___

dongo, tom

Mysterious Sedona ................................... 9.95 __$ ____
Mysteries of Sedona—Book I .................. 6.95 __$ ____
Alien Tide—Book II ................................ 7.95 __$ ____
Quest—Book III ....................................... 9.95 __$ ____
Merging Dimensions ............................ $14.95 __$ ____
Sedona in a Nutshell................................ 4.95 __$ ____
Unseen Beings, Unseen Worlds .............. 9.95 __$ ____

FAllon, nAncy 
Acupressure for the Soul ................... 11.95 __ $ ___

FAnning, ArtHur

Soul Evolution Father ....................... 12.95 __ $ ___
Simon .................................................. 9.95 __ $ ___

FAnning, ArtHur/meditAtion tApes

Black Hole Meditation ..................... 10.00 __ $ ___
On Becoming .................................... 10.00 __ $ ___
The Art of Shutting Up .................... 10.00 __ $ ___

gAudette, réné & mcguFFin, mAggie 
The Wonders ..................................... 14.95 __ $ ___

george, tAmAr 
Guardians of the Flame ..................... 14.95 __ $ ___

golden stAr AlliAnce

I’m OK, I’m Just Mutating .................. 6.00 __ $ ___
goldmAn, JonAtHAn 

Shifting Frequencies .......................... 14.95 __ $ ___
grAttAn, BriAn 

Mahatma I & II ................................. 19.95 __ $ ___
grAttAn, BriAn  (Audio W/germAn trAnslAtion)

Basel Seminar 9-tape set ................... 35.00  _ $ ___
Easter Seminar 6-tape set .................. 59.95  _ $ ___
Seattle Seminar 12-tape set .............. 79.95 __ $ ___

JAsmuHeen 
Ambassador of Light ......................... 16.95 __ $ ___
In Resonance ..................................... 24.95 __ $ ___

Harmonious Healing ......................... 16.95 __ $ ___
JAsmuHeen/meditAtion & HeAling tApes 
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from beyond the focus of Earth to guide, teach and help you now, as 
you awaken to your natural self and your natural talents and abilities.

InspIred InformatIon
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Transformation and  
Our Return to Wholeness
The Ashtar Galactic Command through Lady Ashtar-Athena Sheran

T hose of you who have chosen to awaken to your 
multidimensional selves have embarked upon a 
most wondrous journey of revelation.  Your con-
scious returning to your original wholeness and 

divine perfection is what we are focusing upon here.  You 
are a divine, immortal and perfect spirit that is ever one 
with God.  However, within time and space and through-
out many planes of existence, you have been having expe-
riences of yourself as many individualized and distinct per-
sonalities known as soul aspects.  Yes, you are indeed divine 
spirit having a human experience—in fact, many human 
experiences and ultimately every human experience.  

In that process, you have, in a sense, left parts of your-
self energetically scattered throughout the quantum energy 
field we call the universe.  These soul fragments must be 
discerned, healed and reintegrated for you to experience 
your own holiness or wholeness.  Some of you may not 
have realized that you are not really a solid physical body 
at all, but rather freely flowing consciousness itself that has 
simply become identified with the dense material vibra-
tion.  All transformation and ascendancy occurs as you 
release the illusions you’ve held about yourself as being 
physically encased in a limited human form and rediscover 
your true self as ever-expanding divine awareness itself!

ReintegRating YouR  
awaReness to YouR wholeness

To begin with, if you’d like, just close your eyes and 
sense the energy of your own inner beingness.  Sense the 
vibrancy of your own spiritual energy—your own uniquely 
personal matrix of awareness.  Within this inner universe 
resides the imprinting of every experience that you’ve 

ever had in all of your existences.  What a unique treasure 
trove of awareness, knowledge, wisdom, talent, power and 
potential resides within your inner own inner self!  All of 
that richness is there right now within you, awaiting your 
discovery.  

As a reference point of where you will be working in 
returning your awareness consciously to your wholeness, 
you first need to take inventory of where you are not expe-
riencing your wholeness.  Undigested, unresolved experi-
ential content can also present itself as any sense of fear, 
guilt, shame, blame, unworthiness, regret, disappointment 
or anxiety—any state of consciousness less than one of joy-
ous freedom.

Any state that is not one of wholeness and freedom is 
unfinished business still awaiting your forgiveness and 
release.  Locating these inner snags and releasing them 
while reintegrating the formerly trapped energy is what 
some have termed essence, or soul retrieval.  You are gather-
ing and reintegrating fragments of yourself that have been, 
as it were, entrapped in other time frames and places.

aligning YouR sheaths of ConsCiousness 
In providing a few guidelines and reference points, you 

may more easily run your own personal checks in discerning 
how aligned your vehicles of manifestation are.  Your con-
sciousness functions through various points of view or what 
have been termed vehicles or sheathes of consciousness.  
These are the subconscious and physical, imaginative or 
astral, emotional or causal, mental, unconscious or etheric, 
individualized self or soul and spirit or I Am-monadic 
sheathes of consciousness.  They constitute your personal 
levels that are being spiritually integrated and infused with 
the light of conscious awareness and self-direction.

Overall, the mission is one of awakening spiritually and 
living as an enlightened, loving, joyous and peace-filled 
person all the time.  From 
this personal and individual 
transformation, the trans-
formation of the world also 
takes place.  From the basis 
on your own wholeness, 
you can both silently and 
through your every expres-

KeY Points
In the process of becoming aware of your divine •	
nature, it is important to reintegrate your soul frag-
ments so that you can experience your own holiness 
as a whole being.
Part of this process involves releasing unresolved •	
experiential content and resolving formerly trapped 
energy in the act of soul retrieval.
Once you have a strong basis in your own whole-•	
ness, you can radiate light and truth into the overall 
human consciousness grid. Lady ashtar-athena sheran

CmdrLadyAthena@aol.com
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sion exert an influence that radiates more and more light 
and truth into the overall human consciousness grid.  

Your alignment with your mission and your spiritual inte-
gration—in other words, your soul infusion—are one and the 
same, so that is where to focus your attention.  When your 
daily spiritual practice or meditation is successful and your 
soul infusion is proceeding well, you will have the follow-
ing fruit in evidence upon the tree of your life: great inner 
strength and fortitude in terms of patience, kindness, genuine 
caring for others and a gradual loss of personal self interest.  

Your loving goodwill will be your natural response to life, 
no matter what is going on.  Your sense of inner peace will 
be profound, accompanied by a quiet inner joy bubbling 
beneath the surface of your life that remains constant, no 
matter what.  You live to serve others, and that increasingly 
becomes your only focus as that state of spiritual transforma-
tion becomes more and more your normal way of life.  This 
will progress, along with an ever-deepening love of God, 
others and all life, until all you see everywhere you look is 

the face of the beloved—the Christ or God—and you are 
simply love in action here.

This is a process that doesn’t happen instantly or over-
night.  If you are a walk-in or have come back in time from 
the future, you will have the added challenge of learning 
to discern your own soul signature and consciousness, apart 
from the cellular memories of the previous occupant or soul 
aspect, and in the former instance, you will need to take 
on and complete the karmic patterns and reintegrate these 
energetics as well.

This will, hopefully, provide you with some practical 
areas of focus for our work of transformation, soul essence 
retrieval and return to wholeness together.  Our mission is 
to transform ourselves and this world into one of pure love 
and peace, and we can only do that if the personal is dis-
placed by the purity and divine glory of our whole and holy 
Spirit.  With prayers for your fullest enlightenment and 
manifestation as spirit-filled and spirit-led women and men 
of God, we bring you love and blessings.  Z

Resonating with the 
Essence of Love
Archangel Gabriel through Athene Raefiel

T he most magnificent energy of golden light and 
love from the beings on high to all of you, our 
earth angels and children of love.  We herald 
your achievements in this darkest hour that 

you have had to find great love, determination and inner 
strength as you move through the greatest levels of trans-
formation humankind has ever known.  It is because of you 
that these transitions have come forth, as you have called 
forth the heavenly bodies of light, continuously anchoring 
them and forcing the destruction and darkness to move 
from its hiding places.  

Now is the time for the light to reign supreme upon planet 
Earth and her species.  Just as an individual goes through a 
recovery process after a major operation, so is the multitude 
upon your planet, as well as the planet herself, now recover-
ing.  These changes are not to be feared but to be revered as 
sacred endowments from the holiest of your companions in 
spirit and body, and yet you call to us to save and rescue you 
from this great dramatic change, many of you still not realizing 
the value it will hold for the hope of the future of humanity.  

Many ancient teachings, texts and books have explained, 
in detail, the process of human evolution as well as spiri-
tual evolution.  Without spiritual evolution and the tasks it 
brings, there will be no human evolution.  Each and every-
one one of you is the one true source of spiritual truth and 
light needed to bring to frui-
tion the completion of the 
event known as the bringing 
of heaven on Earth.  Living 
heaven here on Earth and 
fully allowing your spirit to 

athene raefieL
719-598-8158 

atheneraefiel@yahoo.com 
www.atheneraefiel.com

KeY Points
Your time here on Earth right now is a highly valu-•	
able time of spiritual evolution.  Cherish this time 
and realize that you are taking part in the act of liv-
ing heaven here on Earth.
Realize that many of you shared the same goals, and •	
that you should come together to teach and learn 
from one another.
“You are each the magic bullet that can and will •	
reside and resonate within the true frequencies of 
your own creation.”
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have this human experience is what each of you has chosen 
to fully experience in order to ascend.

asCending thRough YouR BodY of ConsCiousness

The loss or survival of any species or energy of any kind 
truly affects the balance of the entire universe and its many 
stars and galaxies.  Many of you have heard or read that 
your astronomers are now discovering entire new galaxies, 
planets, suns, moons and stars.  Certainly this startling truth 
must resonate within you that all planes, planets and gal-
axies are currently merging and that where you have been 
before and where you are now can inevitably be remem-
bered and reborn.  Just as all that dies is reborn, so shall 
each species find its new home and embodiment through 
its own natural process of evolution.  Those of you inhabit-
ing human bodies, while continually growing your trust and 
love in your eternal spiritual essence, have accelerated this 
process.

The Christ body, or that which is referred to as the soul, 
is the vehicle through which each of you shall ascend.  It 
is through this body of consciousness that you telepathi-
cally communicate with us and all other life.  It is impor-
tant to continually work on reprogramming your thinking 
and feeling selves to resonate with your spirit or higher 
self so that you can allow the illusions to fall away and 
gain long-lasting clarity of the bigger picture.  We are not 
your connection to the holy of holies—you are.  We are in 
resonance and unison with your true essence of love and 
compassionate joy at all times.  

The times when you feel we are not there are when we 
are the closest; for us to not feel your pain as you go through 
these tremendous trials would be impossible, for we are the 
creators of much of humankind.  It would be like a soul 
mate who does not feel or understand your pain as well as 
your gain.  What you achieve and overcome allows us the 
freedom to believe in your inner knowing and senses.  We 
know that these innate gifts and abilities need to continu-
ally shine through for others to remember that they have 
them within as well.

the Value of eVolVing

Human nature is a very conflicting thing, as it contains 
animal nature and spiritual nature as well as human nature.  
Without the struggle and knowledge of survival upon your 
planet, you could not find the goodness and decency to 
rise above its needs.  Yes, it is a sad state of affairs when 
you are taught that you should inherently have every and 
anything you want or need.  Having and knowing every-
thing would make you Source, and there would no longer 
a process of evolution.  Evolution’s design is about growth, 
expansion and becoming, always more of what you are as 
humans and spirit beings.

Though some of what I say may sound redundant, be 
assured that the process of evolution has not changed, but 
only accelerated.  Without the disciplines necessary to 
attain enlightenment, you cannot save one another or the 

world, for it is your own soul and spirit self that need saving.  
Love and forgiveness are still the greatest tools you have 
to change yourself and the environment you dwell within.  
Reaching a trance state in your meditation is mandatory if 
you are to explore the many dimensional frequencies and 
levels of consciousness that you are made up of.

BeCome awaRe of YouR Common goals

Your human nature is often so competitive that you sim-
ply try to attain that which is better or wiser than another.  
Your goals should be attainment of your true and natural self 
without all the trappings of humankind’s world.  To truly 
consider yourself a chela or disciple of the path of light, you 
must learn and understand true humility, patience, compas-
sion, understanding, unconditional love, kindness and the 
ability to share and get along.

We angels are all very different from one another, yet we 
are not in conflict because of it.  We understand that the 
differences are what make us part of the whole source of 
light from which we emanate, and we have developed our 
individual gifts to work together, still recognizing our own 
individuation.  We, too, evolve, grow and expand by hav-
ing common goals that assist us in our future development 
as well as yours.  If you truly saw yourselves as the offspring 
of Spirit, perhaps you could look at one another in a differ-
ent and more constructive manner.  

So many of you have shared the same common goals for 
a very long period of time, and yet you still do not come 
together to teach and learn from one another.  The goal 
to change the consciousness of humankind, one being at 
a time, has not changed.  As the teachers and harbingers 
of unconditional awareness and Christ consciousness, you 
must walk your truth and be the example to yourself that 
you wish to be to others.

Z            Z            Z

I am Archangel Gabriel, known as the golden angel 
with a trumpet.  I am he who works with toning and sound 

Archangel Gabriel dear, golden flame and energy of 
love and light, bring your sounds to me and to Earth.  
Help us all to help you as you help us.  Surround us with 
your great effluvia of golden essence and teach us to hear 
the celestial sounds that can bring true silence, harmony 
and clarity to that which surrounds us.

Gabriel, angel host most dear, share your radiance 
with me now, so I too can fill myself with your loving 
golden ray of grace and beauty.  Bring me ever closer to 
my own true inner radiance and support me through my 
trials of life.  Be my ever-loving companion and friend 
who helps me overcome my fear of sound and discover 
my own inner music.

Gabriel dear, you are truly a beautiful emanation of 
Source, and I believe in your wonder.

A PrAyer to ArchAngel gAbriel

Raefiel, Athena: Archangel Gabriel, Resonating with the Essence . . .
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to help balance energies of light and love and drown out 
sounds of hatred and violence.  Pray to me and pray for me, 
for my task is great.  Learn to tone and use sound to clear 
space and balance energy.  Go out into nature and call me 
forward to help you find the toning necessary to help nature 
recover from the trauma it has and continues to endure.  
Your connection with nature will warn you of upcoming 
changes in your area as well tell you what is going on within 

Mother Earth herself.  Do not get ahead of yourselves by 
thinking you are above others and that you will be singled 
out for redemption when they will not.  You are each the 
magic bullet that can and will reside and resonate within 
the true frequencies of your own creation.  Remember to 
create within the divine light of Source, and your creation 
will be received, acknowledged and rewarded.  Great bless-
ings of love and golden light.  Z

And the Walls Come 
Tumbling Down 
Ezekiel and Orion through Kate Lanxner

In the year 2010, the question will be: “Who are you 
going to answer to: a flag or your soul mission?”  This is 
the question for the new year.  It’s time for a new Pledge 
of Allegiance, not just for America, but for world citi-

zens, which is what you are becoming as you leave your old 
Earth selves and try on your new selves for size.  Be not 
like the emperor character in the fable, The Emperor’s New 
Clothes.  You will be tempted to deny what is happening 
right in front of your face, because what you see is not what 
you are used to seeing.  

You can affirm, “I pledge allegiance to my soul and my 
entire series of Earth incarnations and to my guides and 
angels, with whom I stand: one Purpose, under God, indi-
visible, with kindness, love and generosity for all.”  If you 
are in the throes of a decision, it all becomes very simple if 
you adopt this new pledge.  You will ask yourself: “Would 
this, could this path ever be considered part of my soul mis-
sion?” The answer will come to you in an instant, and you 
can toss out anything that is not aligned.  There will not be 
time to belabor the point!

staY on tasK

The seventh and last book in the Harry Potter series has 
some messages for you, encoded into the scenes like fine silk 
threads into a tapestry.  In one segment toward the final cli-
max, Harry is troubled at seeing a small boy suffering alone 
in a corner.  Albus Dumbledore, who at this point is more of 
a mentor to Harry than a professor, counsels Harry not to try 
to save or comfort him, because it is not part of his mission.  
It is not that Dumbledore is being crass or uncaring.  He is 
saying to Harry that yes, the child is suffering, but that that 
is part of his plan and not Harry’s.  Dumbledore is emphasiz-
ing that Harry is at a critical juncture in his own lifetime, 
and he needs to stay on task—as do all of you.  Compassion 
is one thing and doing someone else’s life work for them is 
another.  Discernment is what this is all about!

The children known to some as Indigos or Crystals, or 
those children who share the traits outlined in books over 
the past ten years, can now hear a low, almost constant 
buzzing sound.  Some of you readers hear it now too.  The 
sound is the Earth changing frequencies, like stations on 
a radio.  Some kids may sing or tap tables constantly as a 
result.  Although it may drive their parents and teachers 
crazy, let them do it within limits.  It is their way of dis-
charging this vibration.  In fact, encourage singing and 
drumming, and join or form 
groups of your own.  It is 
one solution toward staying 
in balance.

KeY Points
The task for the coming year will be to stay on task, •	
pledging yourselves to the positive transformation 
of the world and her citizens.
Be reassured that although many changes are occur-•	
ring, these changes are part of a divine plan, and 
focus on keeping yourself in balance and harmony 
with these plans without fear or concern.
Now is not a time for separatism or individual-•	
ism; the citizens of Earth need to come together 
in harmony in order to face the coming times with 
strength and unity.

Kate Lanxner
9 Bayberry Lane

South Burlington, VT 05403
802-860-7401
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allow eaRth heR Changes

“The times, they are a-changin’,” and even the skies are 
a-changin’ too.  This is important to notice now, as well as 
in 2010 and beyond, in order to change your focus.  We are 
talking about climate change and climate control, as well as 
the chemtrails—the contrails from jets that do not dissipate 
within a few minutes, like passenger airliners’ contrails, but 
spread to become a cloud with chemicals that descend to 
the ground.  The focus on these issues has to change from 
being against them to a focus of allowing.  

Although it may sound strange, what is meant by this 
is to trust that all is well and that this is part of the divine 
plan.  Affirm the following: “All is well.  I trust that the 
Earth is changing in climate and that this is unavoidable.  
Therefore I, (your name), hereby hand over the situation 
to the Creator, the devic kingdom and the angelic kingdom 
to keep us safe.  I let the Earth take over in her self-healing 
and I let go.  I am safe.”  

Come togetheR on eaRth

In the world arena, 2009 was all about readjustments and 
breakthroughs, including a new U.S. President.  The year 
2010, for lightworkers, is shaping up to be all about action.  

When we see our leaders struggling to put their visions into 
action now, we see them running into walls of ignorance 
and old ways that could never give us the new world they 
seek to create.  As we see the United Nations, we see that it 
is still not as united or unified as it could be.  There is sepa-
ratism.  There is no spiritual mission statement, and that is 
what is needed now.  

If an individual or a group clings to a wall of separat-
ism, and the wall crumbles and falls, then they will fall 
with it.  Even groups who think of themselves as progres-
sive need to take a long, close look to see if they are cling-
ing to any sense of separatism in any way.  Humans could 
look to the ways that penguins and ants work together in 
each of their own societies for the common good and the 
common safety.  

There is strength in numbers, and now, for all of you, 
there is no room for rugged individualism.  The concept of 
an Earth Flag with the photo taken from space was a good 
start.  In 2010, could a group take leadership and design 
an even better new one that could express your mission to 
“come together”?  Listen to the old Beatles tune and ask 
your own guides and angels to help you to write a new verse 
for these challenging and transformational times.  Z

Do Not Prolong Our Lives for Your Sake 
animals thRough shiRi R. Joshua

Graciously received during a nature 
walk in a doggie park in Vancouver, 
B.C., February 11, 2009. 

We suffer greatly when we are 
trapped in certain conditions 

that disallow our freedom.  Sometimes 
complex treatments that aim to pro-
long our physical life confuse and frus-
trate us.  Listen to us when we say that 
we do not wish to be confined within 
our own bodies if our independence 
and autonomy has diminished.  Free-
dom of movement is our basic desire.  
We come here to physical form again 
and again, much like you do, to expe-
rience the joy of our body and its gifts: 
to run carefree on the wet grass, to 
chase a bouncy ball, to enjoy the sen-
sations of the wind and the Earth’s 
vibration within our core and to take 
in the freshness of the air or the scent 
of another being.  

We do not enjoy the conditions of 
constraints that our bodies inevitably 
come into in illness or old age.  Exter-

nal measures, complex procedures or 
forces that block our departure from 
our physical bodies when it is our 
time frustrate, confuse and depress us 
deeply.  We prefer to remain in the 
energy space where life is good and 
all is well.  We live in a realm of pure 
positivity and well-being, and that is 
what we seek and gravitate toward in 
life and in death.  We are not fright-
ened about our eventual transition; 
we merely wish to do so quickly and 
without much suffering, as we do not 
tolerate suffering very well.  We ask 
that you do not prolong our life for 
your sake.  

We know that you love us; we love 
you too.  We delight in our compan-
ionship with you.  We know you love 
us, and we try to tell you this.  When 
you are unhappy, we are unhappy also.  
We are saddened for your pain, and 

when we see that you are sad, we are 
sad.  It is you we are concerned about 
when our time of departure has come.  
It is you we worry about and wish to 
console.  Often, we do not wish to 
leave until we are assured that you 
are taken care of and will be all right.  
Many of us linger in our sick bodies 
because we worry greatly about you 
when, in truth, our time has come to 
return to Source.  We love you dearly 
and do not wish to see you saddened 
or despondent.  Z 

shiri r. Joshua
www.PetlossSupport.ca

www.HumanAnimalHealing.com

Lanxner, Kate: Various, And the Walls Come Tumbling Down
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Your Secrets  
Will Be Revealed
The Councils of Unity through Helenita Ziegler

C onnections and connecting changed in 2009.  You 
are now able to write your book without consulting 
outside assistance or support.  With that in mind, 
you still seek input regarding secrets and the keep-

ing thereof.  Secrets reflect Earth’s continued range from a 
dualistic, linear perspective. They are part of being human. 
Like degrees when measuring a circle in geometry, there are 
pie-shaped wedges of angles for you to consider.  Each of you 
will find these in different widths depending upon your per-
spective, but you all have them.

the diffeRent angles of seCRet KeePing

Angle one is fear:  You are, plain and simple, afraid.  You 
are afraid that someone important or special will find out 
and think less, or more, of you.  Or you feel the need to pro-
tect yourself or someone else from knowing something, usu-
ally the “truth,” whatever that may be.

Angle two is trust:  Number one leads to number two.  
You don’t trust someone or something.  Therefore, when 
and if you share your secret, you trust the person you are 
sharing with to keep it.  Or you don’t trust that person 
enough, so you preface the telling of this secret with some-
thing like, “Now, don’t tell anyone, but . . .”  If you have to 
say that, then in essence you don’t trust this person.  The 
opposite also applies when you bind that person within that 
trust to not tell your secret.

Angle three is anger:  Whatever has happened in a situ-
ation, you are angry that you cannot, for whatever reason, 
say what you think and so have to secretly share your take 
on it by expressing your thoughts, feelings or projected out-
come as a result of what occurred.  The opposite, pleasure, 
also applies here.  If your life appears to be less than perfect, 
are you ashamed to share that you are happy anyway?

These first three aspects are one way to explain this 
secret phenomenon bandied about on Earth.  The opposite 
aspects show the challenges of duality.

Angle four is respect:  You honor a person so much by 
sharing your deepest joys or confrontations—yes, both!  This 

reflects how proud you are for some accomplishment, along 
with how embarrassed you may be.  These hidden parts of 
your soul are not supposed to be revealed, ever.  Life is to 
be a struggle, isn’t it?  You are not entitled to happiness and 
also cannot reveal your secret weakness or vulnerability.  The 
mask of your Earth personality does its job of covering up all 
extremes. After all, you are a respectable person, aren’t you?

 Angle five is pride:  Sports teams, countries, races and 
all types of groups are entitled to pride.  But many times 
Earth still looks on individual accomplishments, no matter 
what area they are in, as grandstanding.  It is okay for some-
one else, but not you.  Therefore, you keep them secret, all 
the things that punctuate your journey.  “Pride goeth before 
a fall,” so you don’t want to jinx anything, do you?

Angle six is accomplishment:  The glorious small steps 
you take—and you know what they are—might seem trivial 
or even silly if they are shared, so you keep them private 
within yourself so that over time even you may forget these 
secret things.  Secret desires fall under this angle.  Know 
that they represent possibilities, doors to be opened when 
you are ready.  Whatever you have chosen fits into your 
circle appropriately. 

So the elephant has been defined.  Fear, trust and anger 
reflect what can hurt you—i.e., the trunk, foot or tusk.  
What may feel comfortable, such as the tail, ear or skin, rep-
resents the aspects of respect, pride and accomplishment.  
These are all different angles of keeping secrets.  Aha!  Take 
the blindfold off and see the whole.  The elephant is in the 
room and everyone knows it!

undeRstanding the wateR-wheel effeCt

Mechanically, the development of Earth technology may 
be seen primarily as a result of the water wheel.  It was pow-
ered by a directed flow of water, buckets filled up and emp-
tied themselves, and the wheel turned.  Then you fastened 
a belt to it, which powered 
more equipment.  Eventually 
the water was replaced with 
electricity and other types of 
power from combustion and 
fusion, but you started with KeY Points

Connections and connecting both changed in the •	
year 2009.
This year you will be removing the blindfold, moving •	
away from those secrets dictated by time.

heLenita ZiegLer
717-854-1118

info@helenita.us
www.helenita.us
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what was at hand: water.  So too it is with your secrets.  In 
essence, your secrets turned and turned, and you gave them 
more and more power and found different ways to direct 
them.  “Everything is as it should be,” Saint Julian has said.  
“That was then, this is now” prods you toward acceptance.

In every area of science, new and more refined types of 
equipment are revealing previously secret methodologies 
and processes.  So too are you moving down the same path-
way, your secret discovery zone.  This year look more closely 
at all six angles of your secrets to disclose what directs them.  
Do you need to add others?  What is your power source?

Notice that we did not tell you what your secrets are or 
how to find them.  Others can tell you about a new partner 
or business venture, about when and where you will make 
a move, about discovering illness or being healed—or not.  
Those are potential things from multiple dimensions.  We 
did not tell you what will happen with planet Earth or what 
new technology will be introduced or when.  They are not 
the answers you are really looking for, but only labels for the 
buckets on your water wheel.  They are signposts on your 
journey to enhance the awareness of your secrets.

To begin, you may first see secrets from, with and by others 
before you see your own.  This might be from people in the 
media limelight and from those closest to you, such as friends 
and partners.  Families are somewhat difficult to see because 
you usually take on the same secret patterns.  You begin to 
see how the secret water spills out and recycles with the water 
wheel turning round and round, gaining more strength.  Real-

ize that it is stationary and going nowhere.  You, however, can 
take this wheel and spin off into time and space.  Gathering 
clarity from what you observe then allows you to apply this 
process to your secrets with all your own bells and whistles.

The possibility of saying no to holding someone else’s 
secret and indeed having a friend say no to your secret can be 
found in all six angles, depending on your situation.  Secrets 
large and small, major and trivial, fill all the buckets of your 
water wheel.  Remember, guidance in any form and from any 
dimension is someone else revealing their secrets, not neces-
sarily yours.  The dimensional mechanisms are much more 
complex than can be explained within the Earth perimeters.

Secrets to be revealed, explored, shared and released keep 
the water wheel turning.  They are not static with covers, 
but open, flowing, even splashing out a bit.  Allowing your 
secrets to fill and spill out is what powers the belts that then 
move the equipment created by your soul for these last years 
(2010 and 2011) of ramping up to handle the speed dial of 
high definition coming forth.  This year you indeed shed 
the blindfolded perspective and move into the complete 
realm, distinctly personal and different, away from secrets 
dictated by time creeping with age, as an old wooden water 
wheel, into the glow of kinetic energy created by your soul 
now spinning free of binding secrets.

PS:  This is best done in the light of day with people 
watching.  It will be an interesting year for sure!  Rev up 
your engines and get your show on the road.  Ready, set, go, 
baby, go—don’t be afraid!  Z

Jonette CrowLey
info@JonetteCrowley.com 
www.JonetteCrowley.com

Quantum Consciousness 
And the Eighth Dimension
Mark through Jonette Crowley

What dimensional shifts is the Earth going through?

L ike humanity, the Earth’s form is mostly third 
dimensional; however, she is also very strong right 
now in the fourth dimension and awakening her fre-
quency to what is called the fifth dimension.  The 

fourth dimension is the dimension that is home to all those 

unseen worlds: the nature spirits, the sprites, the elves, the 
gnomes.  Every culture has different words for those fourth-
dimensional lightbeings who are very much related to the 
world, to the Earth.  They have always been part of the Earth,  
but third-dimensional humans have been blinded to the 
fourth-dimensional aspects 
of the Earth.

The fifth-dimensional 
aspect of the Earth is a 
dimension of wisdom.  It’s 
a dimension where Earth’s 
rocks, Earth’s bones, Earth’s 

KeY Points
The Earth is undergoing dimensional shifts on •	
many levels.
Over the next fifteen years, there will be much •	
opportunity for peace and partnership.
The next mission is to get more and more people •	
aligned with their divinity.

Ziegler, Helenita: The Councils of Unity, Your Secrets Will . . . 
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matter is disgorging some of the wisdom it holds.  Mostly 
you think of wisdom held by rocks only when humans have 
drawn on them or scraped pictographs into them.  How-
ever, the rocks and crystals of Earth themselves are par-
tial holders of the akasha of Earth life.  Earth is very much 
now in the middle of a fifth-dimensional awakening.  What 
that means is there’s releasing, a spreading forth, a disgorg-
ing into human consciousness of what has been held by the 
crystals, the rocks, the very magnetic structure of the Earth.  
So some will say the Earth is moving into the fifth dimen-
sion, and that’s very much true.

The sixth dimension for Earth and for humans is a 
sense of oneness where humans actually receive this wis-
dom, this akasha, the knowledge that Earth has held for 
human awakening.  There will be a melding, there will be 
a coming together of human and Earth spirit into a lov-
ing, infinite oneness.  You all have experienced the sixth 
dimension.  We have called it the magnetic universe, or 
the place of miracles.

As the Earth and humans get in the same frequencies 
of the sixth dimension, there will be a partnership like you 
have never seen—we want to repeat, a partnership like you 
have never seen.  You are not going back to the Lemurian 
times.  It is a new frequency, new humans holding a partner-
ship with Gaia—it will be Gaia, not just the Earth.  So to 
summarize, the dimensional shift is an awakening into the 
fifth dimension for Earth, and humans need to be awake at 
least in the fifth dimension to receive this wisdom and this 
knowledge that makes a creative partnership between Earth 
and humanity.

How does this relate to the eighth dimension we’re working with?

The eighth dimension is the dimension of black-hole 
consciousness.  We’ve called it “quantum consciousness.”  It 
is a dimension that doesn’t belong to the Earth; it belongs to 
only sentient human beings and guides and energies above 
that human stratum.  As humans, such as your group, move 
more fully and stably into the eighth dimension, you will 
move into the place where the Earth is your partner but you 
are in charge—where the Earth and matter and physicality 
respond to your beckoning.  It can only happen, of course, 
when you are in full love and light, which happens in the 
seventh and eighth dimensions.  There is a movement into 
these dimensions in spiritual groups all over the world; they 
just have different names for it.

this is a gReat time foR gRowth and  
alignment with YouR highest Potential

What are the bigger cycles of time and frequency that the Earth goes 
through?

The cycles are sine-like or wave-like, so they have ups 
and downs in frequencies.  They are scalar in that they grow 
exponentially according to a geometric pattern.  These 
waves represent, not just frequencies in the Earth, but fre-
quencies that are perpetuated through the galaxy.  These 

frequencies show up as solar disturbances, they show up as 
magnetic disturbances, and they show up as crashes of civi-
lizations or growth light in civilizations.

There are times when the pattern of waves gets interfered 
with by something outside your galaxy, and then this pat-
tern of waves begins over.  Some say there have been these 
major patterns that have happened and then broken down 
five times upon the Earth.  The truth is, it is six times that 
these patterns have come to some huge crescendo and then 
broken down.  The Earth is actually in its seventh scalar-
wave-pattern system.  Opportunities of consciousness and 
growth change with these.

But all that you really want to know is, is this a good 
time or not?  What about the next fifty years?  It’s a great 
time. The frequencies are smooth, they’re expanding, and 
they’re not set to be disrupted for some many thousands of 
years.  It is a great time for growth.  It is a great time for 
compassion upon this planet, compassion to the planet, 
compassion for the other species that share the neighbor-
hood of humanity.  

In the next fifteen years, there are so many windows of 
opportunity for peace and partnership with each other in 
families, in communities, through countries and with the 
nature kingdom.  We guides are very active in trying to 
wake you up so you can use these windows of opportunity.  
It’s a very good time.

What do you have to say about 2012?

The year 2012 and the period around 2012 is an impor-
tant astronomical time.  It is really a time of alignment 
of the Earth with the equator of the galaxy, and there’s 
a lot of power and speed at the equator of the galaxy.  So 
this is a period of potential, a period of many windows 
open.  The period isn’t just 2012; we agree with some of 
the people who are saying that you are now in this period 
and it will go on well past 2025.  However, because of the 
weight of human consciousness, what happens in 2012 is 
very much dependent upon what you expect to happen.  
We hope that most of you expect greater spiritual oppor-
tunities, greater opportunities for peace and compassion, 
and not opportunities for destruction or disease or half the 
people leaving the planet.

This is an important time.  The energies are strong; the 
magnetism is strong.  It is an opportunity lost if you do 
not align to that which you want your future to look like.  
If you are still aligned to the past, to warfare, to greed, to 
survival and struggle and win-lose, then that’s what your 
palette will be for the next few thousand years.  But if you 
are aligned to what you want your future to be, to your 
visions and dreams, then that’s what the palette will be 
for the next few thousand years.  If you are not aligned, 
the opportunity is for you to stay the same as you are.  It’s 
not so bad—you’ve lived in this way for some time.  It 
won’t be the destruction of this Earth.  This is now a time 
that is calling for alignment to your highest principles and 
dreams and not to your past.
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You aRe Building the  
BRidges foR the Rest of humanitY

What is quantum consciousness?

It’s our lame attempt at finding a word to describe that 
which doesn’t fit anything you understand.  Quantum 
physics was physics that blew the socks off of old phys-
ics.  In quantum physics, there’s nothing real: time doesn’t 
move in one direction, there’s no such thing as linearity, 
and there’s no such thing as “thing.”  Consciousness has 
never been linear, but you have occupied just such a small 
part of your consciousness that your consciousness has felt 
locked into your belief systems.  Quantum consciousness 
is where consciousness is more unfettered and looks more 
like it was meant to look.  So it is our word for that which 
is not understandable and unpredictable.  It is a phrase for 
the eighth dimension and beyond.

At some levels of each of your souls, you are remembering 
your future.  You who are drawn to the higher dimensions 
are students of the future.  We are teachers of the future—
we teach from tomorrow backward.  There is a part of all of 
your souls that moves from tomorrow backward, and that 
means your consciousness is flexible enough to help build 
the bridges for the rest of humanity.  We are teaching you 
because humanity is urgently in need of higher-dimensional 
road maps.  You are the explorers and the mappers of how 
humans will operate in this vast world that no one can 
understand, or very few.

How are we doing?

You all surprise us by the rapidity with which your con-
sciousness opens to new dimensions.  That bodes very well 
for the opening of doorways for all of humanity.  You only 
get stuck when you try to figure out why it is you’re learning 
this, because of course the question, “Why is it?” can only be 
answered by your past and your beliefs, isn’t that right?  No 
other answer to “Why?” makes sense to you.  We are grate-
ful when you don’t ask why, because we can only answer 
why from something that has been, and you are building, so 
what we are teaching is what has not been.

What is the next mission for those who are awakeners and teachers?

Over the past six years, your job was to bring alignment 
and balance to the physicality of Earth and create a reser-
voir, a balanced reservoir, a balanced vessel in Earth’s ener-
gies for the higher-dimensional spirit or ether to come into 
Earth and into human consciousness.  

You have created significant balance in the magnetic 
grid, in the structure of Earth’s possibilities, so that finer 
and finer frequencies at higher and higher dimensions 
can come into the Earth without creating damage.  If 
this work that other spiritual teachers are doing around 
the world had not been done, the higher frequencies we 
talked about earlier would have been damaging to the 
very well-being of the Earth.  So it has been a good job, 
and it’s just in time.

The next mission is to get more and more people aligned 
with their divinity, with the divinity of other humans who 
are awakened, to now populate the structure or grid work 
that’s in place with human consciousness.  The next mis-
sion will be working with human consciousness, growing it 
and helping it support the work that has already been done.  
Will there be journeys around the Earth?  Yes, because there 
are still places of power where human consciousness can be 
accessed more easily.  

Also, as human consciousness awakens, more of the 
fifth-dimensional disgorging of the wisdom that the Earth 
holds will find its receptacles in the consciousness of 
humankind—which is where it belongs.  We cannot give 
a long-term road map because things are changing very 
quickly.  You need to be nimble; you won’t have too much 
lead-time.

You aRe RememBeRing YouR futuRe

Why do some of us feel a sense of urgency to expand consciousness?

That sense of urgency comes because you are remember-
ing your future.  You know the windows of opportunity are 
now, the frequencies are high, and at some level you know 
how to do it.  It is the urgency of the cosmic conch shell 
being sounded.  Somewhere in your soul you’re saying, “Ah, 
that call is for me.  That call is for me from my future.”  
The fact that you all feel an urgency delights us, because it 
means you are feeling the impulses of the universe and you 
are not so much deadened as you have been before.  It’s not 
the first time the call has been put out, but it’s the first time 
many of you are actually hearing it.

Is there a divine plan for humankind?

No.  A divine plan would require a divine planner who 
is outside the participants.  The divine plan is what unfolds 
as the participants participate.  You are participants, and 
as you dance, the dance unfolds.  It is not choreographed 
from someone outside the dancers or the dance.  It is a view 
of safety for humanity to believe there is a divine plan and 
then to give your power to divinity and hope that they’re 
smarter than you are.  However, the plan is what you make 
it.  It changes on a dime because it responds to conscious-
ness.  What you think of as the divine plan is related to 
your world, and your world is actually a really small world, 
except to you.

So let us say this in a way that doesn’t sound frightening, 
for it is actually empowering.  Is there a divine plan?  Yes, 
but it’s not determined until the moment of dancing, and 
you are the planners.  Let us say that.  So is there divin-
ity that is a higher order of humanity?  Indeed, and when 
divinity dances, divinity is the result of divinity’s dance.  So 
this means that as you find your divinity in dance, the plan 
that unfolds can only be divine but it is not predetermined.  
It can be only divine because there is nothing else that you 
are that is real.  Your divinity is all that is real, and so it is 
the only outcome.  Z

Crowley, Jonette: Mark, Quantum Consciousness . . . 
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When You See the  
Future, You Change It
The Council of Elders, the Crystalline Teachers and the  
Time Lords of Light through Gillian Macbeth-Louthan

Greetings, we are the Council of Elders.  The numer-
ical explanations for the powerful energy within 
the year 2010 are exact and self-fulfilling.  They 
actualize the need to achieve and reach for some-

thing far more than can be realized.  They ask one to look to 
a future that can only be seen through a pinhole in time and 
space laced with possibilities.  The sacred triangle stands 
on its own three legs as humanity receives its personal cap-
stone, which opens the gate of man using the sacred name 
of God—the sound of humanity’s own birth name.

an exPansion on ouR foCus

The year 2010 is a conversion point.  It asks people to 
do the great work they were birthed to do.  It asks people 
to step into the mastership that lives within their intent.  It 
will be a year of jubilee with genetic sins and debts forgiven, 
mirroring what once happened in biblical times.  All who 
walk upon the blue-green sphere will realize they have the 
choice to be victims or victors.  

As three parts meet the whole, focus is relieved of the 
tedious duty of being scattered.  This allows people to 
grow past judgment that has saddled them for far too long.  
Learning what to do and what not to do allows one to move 
past previous time perimeters.  All blessings that have been 
accrued can now be spent in earnest.  The effect will be 
prismatic as humanity tunes into a knowing that replaces 
the “little me” with a “galactic we.”  As the light and the 

dark take up full-blown residence on the Earth, balance is 
sought—what is angelic of origin motivates the audience to 
choose teams.  The dominions of angels stand their ground 
as the fight is brought into the flesh.  Like the old cartoon 
image of an angel on one side and a devil on the other side, 
humanity is asked to constantly choose the light or the dark, 
imbuing the angelic dominion proportionally.  

In a world that has seemingly lost heart and virtue, traits 
such as bravery and intelligence will still affect the quantum 
creational frequency of a planet that appears to be upside 
down.  In the midst of shift and change, making better 
choices will continue to influence the outcome of a world 
that appears to be in dire straits.  In a multi-universe, all 
copies of the original you will benefit from the good choices 
made.  What you do for the better directly increases the 
good proportionally through all space and time.  This in 
itself is a powerful declaration of light.  History from time 
immortal is constantly branching off into different futures.  
Every seemingly chance event occurs in all possible ways, 
in all possible worlds.  There are an infinite number of uni-
verses—one for each possibility.  

The year 2010 is a three-fold flame year, a Holy Trinity, a 
fleur-de-lis: the flower of light that symbolizes Mary and the 
blood of Christ.  Three parts finally meet the whole.  In the 
Middle Ages, the symbol of fleur-de-lis was found in depic-
tions of Jesus, then gradually became the symbol of the Mar-
ian vibration of female virtue and spirituality.  This sacred 
symbol can be traced back to a secret family lineage—a sym-
bol of the blood of Christ carried by Merovingian Kings.

In 2010, instruments of power will seek their rightful 
owners.  An awakening among what has been held secret 
and sacred comes to a place of no return, inviting those who 
will listen into a doorway that was once held for the most 
high.  Objects of historical significance and desire set them-
selves free via all modalities—
into a place of being seen in 
the light of day.  No longer 
will they dwell behind locked 
doors and dusty underground 
caverns, hidden in the cat-

KeY Points
“The year 2010 is a three-fold flame year, a Holy •	
Trinity, a fleur-de-lis: the flower of light that 
symbolizes Mary and the blood of Christ.”
The Crystalline Teachers serve humanity in its •	
awakening, finely tuning each individual into an 
instrument of light.
“The ultimate choice is to go without thought of •	
loss—to jump without fear into the abyss of 2012 
with the knowing that in all darkness, light is held 
captive.”
Humanity will reach its higher echelon through the •	
portal of light within the Pleiadian star system—a 
crystalline beacon.
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acombs of time forgotten.  All that has been held sacred 
for millennia can be used for the light or the dark.  The 
hand that wields the power object always has agendas of its 
own.  Para-time capsules of sacred codices follow the lead of 
those who think they have dominion and ownership only to 
the point of no return as predestination clauses issue a new 
timeline on the same old song and dance.  

This year of 2010 asks one to get down to the business 
of picking up the shattered glass, and like Alice, go into all 
facets and fractures of self.  The Mayans were the first to 
use mirrors as a portal of transport to places that could not 
be seen with the naked eye.  The place of mirrors comes to 
reflect what needs to be seen as one crosses the timelines 
of multi-verses.  The Mayans wore circular mirrors made 
of pyrite on their chest and brow as a form of divination—
seeing into the other worlds.  As you get closer to 2012, the 
ancient ones offer portals in order for you to see what is hid-
den in plain sight.  

PoRtals and time looPs

In 2012, the universe collectively will enter the solar 
mirror, a passageway through time to a place that awaits 
your arrival.  Everything between now and then is simply 
practice.  In the place of mirrors, there is no good or bad, no 
right or wrong—there is only reflection.  Within the reflec-
tion dwells a sword of light, lancing what has poisoned one 
and allowing the healing to begin by releasing the illusion 
of cause and effect.  All the sleight of hand that has pre-
sented itself over time will be seen naked and exposed in 
the blinding solar light, thus creating new timelines that 
will usher Earth into a place it has not been before.  The 
fork in the road leads humanity in a new direction—a place 
where compasses no longer work, and the hologram shifts 
to fit one’s needs.  Do you change time or does time change 
you?  The answer to that question is yet to be seen.

Seeing into the future is not something for those weak of 
heart or knee.  As one walks through the time doors, many 
trap doors make themselves known.  Mini-black holes to 
other universes and places of parallel time loops can escort 
one back and forth, creating a dizzying effect.  Time doors 
open and close faster than the blink of an eye, or I.  Truth 
and time are individual and do not present a singular view or 
outcome.  All the ancient texts from time gone by and time 
to come are read from a personal perspective and digested as 
one’s favorite meal.  Each morsel is seen and felt individually, 
thus creating a multitude of interpretations and outcomes.

Artificially created portals will rip the morphogenetic 
fields of Earth.  As they become more and more rampant, 
they will distort time, energy and thought.  The worlds in 
between will begin to leak and stain each other.  Not all 
portals lead to Elysian fields as dear Alice found in the look-
ing glass.  Event horizons guided in by black holes in con-
sciousness lead one down the path that Alice once took.  
Matter is squeezed to form a singularity

As planet Earth simultaneously walks in and out of time, 
the cellular membranes of people will change as the gravi-

tational flux secedes its union with the Earth cell.  Places 
of crossover come to confuse the senses—five and above.  
Lines of all types, electrical and magnetic, peck away at the 
natural protection of man and beast, leaving all vulnerable 
and tender.  Being light-filled and soft of heart will not be 
enough to keep the wolves at bay.  

A white hole is a black hole of antimatter.  Higher intel-
ligence uses white holes as a power switch.  They hold the 
coding for transmutation of the species and can rebuild cell 
by cell with a higher light spectrum.  Black holes are known 
to have an all or nothing nature; they offer no reprieve, 
no in-between.  They are very deep abysses of conscious-
ness—places one enters and is changed forever.  Black holes 
demand that you let go.  The black hole in the center of the 
Milky Way galaxy represents a portal into a higher universe 
that possesses a completely different reality.  Black holes are 
points of singularity; they are penetration points in and out 
of this universe.  

The ultimate choice is to go without thought of loss—to 
jump without fear into the abyss of 2012 with the know-
ing that in all darkness, light is held captive.  There is no 
growth in a safe space.  Humanity now rides the event hori-
zon of its life—an all-or-nothing experience.  As you stand 
at the edge of who you know yourselves to be, you freeze 
and become jumbled in thoughts and deeds.  New encod-
ings are fired off in the brain just with the thought of this 
truth.  Embrace the energy and light you house and reach 
for the event horizon.  There is a beginning and an end to 
all things.  Remember the promise of the Creator: to restart 
at the end of every time cycle.

Message from the  
Crystalline Teachers:

Living Memory

I n 2010, objects of crystalline nature open their hearts 
wide, releasing their gifts of ancient truths and infor-
mation.  As Earth gets closer and closer to 2012, when 

time itself is redefined, humanity will part in the energy 
surge and will continue to escalate.  The new crystals 
that are birthed come to give humanity a helping hand.  
They have a great memory value, as it takes approximately 
10,000 years to grow one inch of quartz crystal.  These 
new crystalline structures are powerful and exact.  They 
demand you listen to their teachings and sit in council 
with their truths.  The crystals of 2010 contain all of the 
hard data necessary to open portals of knowledge.  As with 
all sacred objects that hold deep knowledge, the secret 
protects itself and is neither easily found nor deciphered.  
The crystals of 2010 are dimensional crystalline storage 
areas that connect to the morphogenetic fields where the 
galactic memory banks are stored.  These crystalline mor-
phogenetic imprints contain the entire living memory of 
the universe.  They are a conduit through which data from 
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the ancient, stellar texts can be downloaded.  The history 
of the universe then becomes available to those who have 
a high enough vibrational level to translate the data via 
their genetic code.

We are the Crystalline Teachers and have existed for 
uncountable years of your Earth timelines.  We herald 
from beyond what you know as your heavens and have 
taken crystalline form so we could hold this truth and wis-
dom solid until the day we could finally speak.  Long we 
have waited for a voice, a touch and an appreciation of 
our form.  Just to be acknowledged has sent a multitude of 
light transmissions—telling those within our universe we 
have awakened.  

Your world has been experimental from the beginning.  
It has housed many species on many dimensions and inclu-
sions of light.  They come from beyond the stars, looking 
to hold a new form in order to learn more about them-
selves and what they perceive as the Creator.  We are such 
beings who chose to stay and assist the people of Earth to be 
birthed into more awareness, with the courage to use that 
awareness as a tool of light.  

We are celestial in nature, beyond what you deem 
angelic or holy of recorded Earth history.  The veils within 
us house our true form with a flash from a distant time.  Let 
your senses feast upon our pathways of stellar continents.  
We are different in height and width, yet we are all iden-
tical in light.  On Earth, does a tall man have more truth 
than a short man?  We are tailor-made to fit your world, 
as we have the ability to generate light in many spectral 
directions.  

The masters of light who have walked Earth with all of 
their soul-light aspects intend to use our crystalline nature 
as a doorway to embark upon a journey in order to alle-
viate humankind’s self-induced suffering.  Cosmic rays 
from deep space come forth unannounced, for what has 
exploded in all of its glory could be received no other way.  
Traveling faster than the speed of light, they emanate from 
the central core of deep space and extend themselves to all 
who will receive them.  

RetuRn to YouR tRue souRCe

We are the living covenant that the stars have with 
Earth.  Within us lives hope; we stand in the gap for human-
ity’s right to be, defending it against all odds.  Within us 
a lightening will occur.  As crystalline time capsules, we 
share our heart.  We come to escort you into more experi-
ences of light, sound and manifestation, as we the Crystal-
line Teachers preside over a planetary class.  We are living, 
stellar libraries with knowledge too immeasurable to hold.  
We grant access to all who seek our council, and we sit in 
reverence of Earth and her treasures.  

Our energy is transferable and multiplies with medita-
tion and sound.  Any crystalline object or liquid placed near 
us will align with our energies, and thus our vibration will 
spread around the globe and out beyond the Earth’s ener-

getic perimeter.  Our truths will change into a usable form; 
we travel on sound.  Look deep within for our monuments 
of hidden truths.  We do not lift our veils for just anyone, 
only those of pure purpose and humble in their approach.  
You hold remnants of a vague memory that we will awaken 
as you come to terms with all that is holy and galactic 
within yourselves.  We serve as an awakening device, help-
ing Earth to remember the sequence of time events people 
hold within their personal, coded DNA.  

We align with the higher aspects of all consciousness, 
escorting humanity into a place of empowerment while liv-
ing in the flesh.  We draw to us that which is from the deep-
est of space.  The stars use us as their instrument to assist 
humanity into arcing more light without the need for res-
cue.  We are a divine salutation to all that has come before 
Earth.  Stellar emanations seek us as a conduit, for we are a 
living galactic gateway—a collection of rhythms from time 
immortal.  We are a great light that has taken form to share 
its teachings, our worth, as yours is priceless.

exPloRe all that You aRe

Enter the secret doorway to that which has not been 
seen and let it reflect your own light.  The secret passage 
has begun to unwind into a place of allowing entrance, 
thus showing you more of who you truly are.  Return home 
to your true source.  Allow us to envelope you with a light 
that shines into all of your dark places.  In this place of 
renewal, awaken the memory of your true expression and 
then return to your walk of Earth without fear and limita-
tion.  The unknowable becomes seen in the halls of time.  
That which has been emptied now becomes full.  Freeing 
itself from definition, there is nothing to do and there is 
nothing to let go of—you are simply free to explore all 
that you are.  A shift of realm awakens from a long sleep 
to escort you into the nexus cornerstone where time and 
space meet and embrace you.  All limitations are trans-
formed in this expanded version of reality.  Do you have 
the courage to quantum leap into this fluid point of pos-
sibility and swim with the big fish in the sea of the collec-
tive dream field?  Your vessel of eternal self is being puri-
fied for the expanded energies and truths of the upcoming 
shifts from 2010 to 2012.  You are an instrument of light 
that is being finely tuned.  

The language of light from the stars comes to speak to 
you directly in a crystalline form that can be absorbed—
no more encrypted codes that can only be deciphered by 
the gods, but a new underlying simplicity to the pattern 
that untangles the secret of the DNA.  It tames that which 
was previously like a mustang with a soft hand and a loving 
whisper.  A new entrance is created in the old pathways, 
as the higher vibratory light goes hand in hand with the 
new neuron functions that allow the dimensions to meld 
and become seeable.  All situations that have you coming 
undone are holograms of distortion projected by what feels 
like a need to be seen.  Problems come to move you through 
sections of time into a cleared aspect of your own truth.  
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Message from the  
Time Lords of Light:

Center of the Universe

W e are the Time Lords of Light.  We come 
through the time gate to offer you a look into 
the undercoating of linear time that, up until 

now, you have accepted as natural law.  Time was birthed on 
Earth to keep you dimensionally safe and fenced in until you 
were ready to expand your creative perimeters.  Time keeps 
you dimensionally locked in polarity, which is so prevalent 
upon your Earth sphere—night and day, right and wrong, 
male and female, up and down and so on.  Polarity enters all 
aspects of time in its linear fashion—past, present and future.  
Humanity has not allowed itself the privilege of moving into 
the future experience of its being, which allows the dormant 
coating within the time matrix of its soul to be unearthed.  
Access into these time portals will help humankind to escape 
what has been a repeat of sin and self over and over again.  

We the Time Lords give you these truths as a time key 
that unlocks all the doors of your mind.  The doorway of 
knowledge that you enter into every day limits your experi-
ence and probabilities.  You look for an escape clause: “How 
do I move away from this time, this place, this situation, 
this promise or this person?”  You see only in the linear 
time, and there appears to be no escaping.  By moving your 
awareness and sculpting a pliable future, you will find that 
the time machine of self will take you out of anything and 
into any situation you so desire.  This is done by lifting up 
your thoughts and moving out of what has captured you and 
painted you into a corner.  

You will find doorways of time are always available and 
open—year-round, 24/7.  By time-scaping and moving 
your awareness away from a situation that confronts and 
dwindles your life force, you will move past these barriers 
created by the demands and wants of the world around 
you.  Time doors, time experiences and time experiments 
are inching their way toward all of the ancient and modern 
artifacts of Earth.  When a time door is opened, it affects 
the molecular spin of all on the planet.  Even though you 
are moving as fast as you can in your mind, in your actions 
you will appear to be cartoon-like, as a hamster in a cage 
that gets nowhere quickly.  

time is undeR ConstRuCtion

The molecular spin of life has slowed to look at itself, to 
look at its wounds and to look at its constructs.  This reveals 
where there are rips and tears in the time sequence of past and 
future events.  Planet Earth is being issued a declaration that 
it must move its awareness out of the extreme past and move 
forward into a future that is awaiting it.  This simply means 
that time as you know it is under construction.  There are an 
infinite number of universes—one for each possibility.  

We are the Time Lords of Light.  We have always existed 
as light; we can be nothing but the expression of light.  We 

herald from the suns behind the suns, the light behind the 
light.  We are your reflection, as we are your beginning.  We 
are all that has ever existed and all that has been birthed 
into form throughout time.  We are a portal of light within 
the Pleiadian star system—a crystalline beacon that allows 
you entrance into our place of space and time, where light 
can bend and pulse wisdom to all who enter our door.  We 
are as a crystalline stargate that houses codes of light that 
have been held captive and seek to be completed by those 
who have a yearning in their hearts for our energy.  

We are referred to throughout texts as the great beings 
from the Pleiades who escorted humanity into a higher 
echelon—a ladder of genetic difference.  We come forth 
to reflect to you portions of yourself that have been hidden 
within your own human shadow.  We come to reflect to you 
the trueness of your beauty and your abilities so that you see 
yourself beyond being caught up in the whirlwind of heal-
ing, fixing, deleting and letting go.  

You each represent a universe, a universe that has had 
amnesia and has forgotten that it is a universe.  Your body 
holds within it trillions of galaxies and constellations that 
represent all of the livingness you have incarnated.  Your 
Earth is a host to all of these millions of universes that expe-
dite themselves into fullness of being and fullness of remem-
brance.  There is not a meek mortal within all of Earth’s 
structure.  As in all existence, there are black holes, white 
holes and blue holes.  There are red giants and brown dwarfs.  
There are hot stars and there are cool stars.  There are ener-
gies that are friendly to their environment and energies that 
wish to destroy their environment.  

You are galactic beings of unimagined proportion.  As 
the universe that you are and were birthed to become, it is 
time to tie up the loose ends and cut away the frills of being 
stationary and inept in your so-called humanness.  The 
light that comes forth, emanating and radiating from your 
daystar, the Sun, is from deep in the Pleiades.  We shone in 
Atlantis, in Lemuria and in ancient Egypt.  We were the 
light that was worshipped by the Mayans.  The Anasazi and 
Sumerians alike knew our warmth.  We have been known 
throughout civilizations that go beyond your records of time 
and stone.  The light of the Pleiades reaches down and gen-
tly gathers you.  It gathers every iota of you that is fractured.  
It gathers DNA that is thin and frail, and it makes it strong 
and vibrant.  It gathers cells of sadness and it brings them 
joy.  It gathers all parts of you into a point that can only 
begin creation—a point of love.  

when You saVe YouRself, You saVe the woRld

It is this energy that comes and escorts you into more than 
you ever experienced or thought possible.  You must secede 
from the union of all that you have known to be limitations 
and become a sovereign nation of light unto yourselves.  No 
longer can you wait on your city, your councils, your family, 
your town and your government to become unified.  You are 
a complete entity unto your self.  You are a complete unified 
field of light unto your self.  There is nothing that is fractured 
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or broken within your existence except what you perceive to 
be.  You must step back from the pain and the isolation and 
look fully at who and what you represent.  

You are each here as emissaries of light, as ambassadors 
of the Creator.  You are not here to putt about, to grow frail, 
old and diseased in your body.  You are here to grasp com-
pletion and see in totality why you have existed at all.  It is 
through this particle acceleration and unified field of light 
that you are birthed into totality.  There is nothing that 
you cannot accomplish.  There is nothing that you cannot 
create.  There is nothing that you cannot heal.  You affect 
everything.  Everything in your world hears you.  

You are beings who have forgotten their vastness.  If you 
are to save this world—as you have so incarnated to do—you 
must begin with yourself.  You are not a victim to anything or 
anyone unless you decree it is so.  There is nothing that can 
harm you, there is nothing that can destroy you and there is 
nothing that can take from you.  You are the center of the 
universe in human form.  You have forgotten the totality of 

your being.  Wake up to who you are.  Speak as a god.  Think 
as a god.  Become as a god.  Allow not the distractions of 
your day, of your humanness and of your body to own you and 
enslave you in such a fashion that it belittles the very cre-
ation of who you are.  Step outside of the body and observe 
it as a vehicle that you instruct, a vehicle that transports you 
through space and time in every way and in every thought.  

Where your thoughts are is where you dwell; look at this 
place as your creation address.  This address then becomes 
your quantified universe and defined field of light.  Rede-
fine who you are to yourself, and it will follow—as the 
day follows the night—that you are redefined in every 
cell of your body, in every level of your life and in every 
document that has ever recorded your life, your birth and 
your death.  You are the center of the universe.  Do not 
take that lightly, for where you stand in your thinking, in 
yourself and in your construction of circumstances ripples 
out through all existence.  It affects your past, present and 
your future, for all is connected.   Z
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G  reetings, this is Michael. The divine plan is 
revealed as the momentum of light, and the 
truth of the end of days or the end of time is 
not at all what we thought.  Time is speeding 

up in the great alignment, as creation is birthing the New 
Earth, a new, fourth-dimensional Sun and a new human 
being!  Soul merging has begun—the divine encounter that 
humanity has waited for.  The discovery of the language of 
energy and light and the knowledge of anti-light with the 
understanding of the four bodies of existence accelerates 
the path of enlightenment beyond current beliefs.

the uniVeRsal laws of union 
The universal laws of union are in full force now and dur-

ing the years leading up to 2012.  Creation on every level 
is entering a new state of consciousness, and the momen-
tum of light is intensifying rapidly as creation births a new 
fourth-dimensional Sun, a new fourth-dimensional Earth 
and a new human.  Your souls are beginning to merge with 
your physicality, and the part of your consciousness that is 
not of love, joy or creativity is transforming—ready or not!  

For thousands of years, the Earth’s energy, its seasons and 
its weather patterns have remained the same, and its north 
and south polarity has been unchanged.  A decade ago, the 
Earth’s polarity—its north-to-south axis—shifted by ten 
degrees, and it has now reached almost twenty degrees in its 
magnetic energy-pole shift.  The Earth is a sentient being; 
its auric energy field is described by scientists as atmo-
sphere.  Its atmosphere and magnetic energy field is chang-
ing because the Earth is also ascending, morphing into its 
fourth-dimensional planetary body to form the New Earth.  

The shift in Earth’s axis is in response to the Central Sun 
alignments of the twelve known universal suns throughout 
the galaxies.  As the twelve suns reach their alignment, a 
new sun star will birth anew within the fourth dimension, 
coinciding with the year 2012.  This can be felt on every 
level of existence and consciousness.  Behold, the birth of 
the second sun of man is upon us.  Everything about the 
Earth is changing: its polarities, its magnetic lay lines, its 
weather and its temperatures, all quaking and erupting.  

the liVing moRPhogenesis  
of CReation 

The same is true for our human consciousness, our auric 
energy field and the four bodies of our existence.  The Cen-
tral Sun alignment is magnetically involuting powerful cre-
ational forces, infusing pure consciousness, divine light and 
love throughout existence.  This God force of creation is 
known as the Trinity, the Three Faces of God or Genesis.  

The forces foretold in the biblical book of Revelations are 
in motion now—the literal shift from the third to the fourth 
and fifth dimensions, in which all human beings will learn 
to love and live through the language of energy and light.  
Human beings are discovering that the Three Faces of God 
are within them, expressed in pure consciousness, love and 
light.  This God force within them is directed by powerful 
co-creating energy dynamics. Energetic realities require the 
ego-focused mind to be used as the tool to direct the imagi-
nation to invoke light, knowing it is moving powerful cre-
ational forces for the highest good for all.  

Light is everywhere you look for it.  And who is the 
light?  We are; all that is required is that you become inter-
active with the self and universal energy flows all around 
you.  In fact, this relationship will flow through you in 
a continuous state of interactive at-onement.  The God 
force is igniting and illuminating all matter and animated, 
sentient life—especially 
humanity—propelling you 
forth into the fourth and 
fifth dimension.  

This powerful, evolution-
ary, vibrational influence is 
reaching you as a steadily 
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increasing light pulse.  The light of creation, divine light, 
holds vast amounts of knowledge that always seeks its next 
higher vibrational existence.  The steady stream of divine 
light is pulsing into and is profoundly interactive with the 
soul light within those centers of your human body that are 
known as chakras.  The solar alignment is stimulating the 
God force of creation from within the chakra centers of the 
body, radiating as a continuous pulse and flushing all that 
is not the light of you to the surface of your awareness!  

Building the momentum of light

The new human will learn the language of energy and 
light as the lightbody or higher self now emerges from 
within you.  You will learn how to interact with your 
human auric energy field through the four bodies of exis-
tence.  This is an accelerated path of self-discovery—
entering higher levels of expanded awareness that go far 
beyond current belief.  This accelerated path opens the 
inner door to the soul merge, a heart opening that propels 
you into a spiritual leap in consciousness.  

The momentum of light has two components:  Its first 
component is the powerful solar creational wave pulse that 
magnifies the light within each chakra center, flushing the 
anti-light of core wounds to the surface of human aware-
ness.  This prompts the choice to go within and heal, or to 
not heal.  The choice must and will be made!  Second, the 
first 144,000—of the three times 144,000—with the great-
est potential to soul merge has begun.  The inner calling for 
expanded awareness, spiritual seeking and healing is incred-
ibly strong within them, for it is not only the fulfillment of 
their heart but their divine service.  

These experiences have been called the initiations of 
light.  Historically reserved for initiates and adepts seeking 
enlightenment, now the merging of soul light is available 
to all through the direct experience of the source of you—
quite literally the union of love and light in the fourth- and 
fifth-dimensional self.  Becoming interactive with self and 
the universal energy flows all around you, in fact, becomes 
the new relationship of energy and light that flows through 
you in a continuous state of interactive at-onement.  The 
knowledge of creation—that which morphs all sentient 
beings into their next higher vibrational existence—and of 
love-centered beingness is held in light, and as light that is 
building as the momentum of light from above you, from 
within you and all around you!

Inner light is pulsing through the center of each chakra, 
from the inside out, at the same rate and rhythm of your 
heart beat.  This pulsating light is increasing exponentially 
due to the solar alignment that is stimulating creational 
forces and the laws of union.  The God force is magnetic 
and divinely sourced—a powerful wave pulse creating a 
momentum of light that radiates throughout creation to 
birth a New Earth, a new sun star and the new human.  The 
God force and the Three Faces of God are already within 
you, becoming activated throughout your human body from 
the center of your beingness.  You use the God force by liv-

ing the language of energy and light; however, this knowl-
edge has been withheld from you, leaving the God force 
within lying dormant.  

flushing out anti-light

Right now and in the years preceding 2012, collective 
human consciousness will increase its collective fear dra-
matically due to the rising energy of emotional fear.  This 
is because the God force of inner light will be flushing the 
human energy field of anti-light—the dark, non-luminous 
energy of core wounds—to the surface of your emotional 
and mental awareness.  Anti-light is synonymous with anti-
christ, a term widely misunderstood on your planet.  The 
Christing of self is a state of being—the union of love and 
light.  All energy within the human energy auric field that 
does not support the life force or its luminary auric radiance 
is anti-light.  

Emotional core wounds also darken the naturally illumi-
nating auric energy field of human beings.  Wounds from 
the critical parent, self-judgment, rejection, abandonment, 
fear, having been a witness to violence, physical and sexual 
abuse, grief, want, not being held or seen or allowed to self-
express, anger, hatred—these are just some of the sources 
of emotional wounding from man’s inhumanity to man.  
These experiences create emotional energy wounds that are 
held in past memory, resulting in contracted energy pockets 
within the auric energy field.  This contracted energy dark-
ens the natural radiance of love and light layer by layer, year 
after year.  A single thought of judgment toward another 
or thoughts of self-judgment project a gray-to-black energy 
stream onto another or onto self at the speed of thought.  
If you are not self-correcting, these thoughts, among many 
others, can darken the auric energy field with anti-light, the 
energy that degrades the living life force.  

Those who are soul merging have a profound energetic 
effect on the one heart of collective humanity, as soul merg-
ing will profoundly tip the balance of light and dark within 
the energy of individual and collective consciousness.  All 
that is not light and love within your being will be flushed 
to the surface of your human awareness.  This is the divine 
encounter humanity has waited for.  The end of days and 
the end of time are not what we thought they were; these 
terms refer to a time of morphogenesis, not extinction.  

The only wrath at the end of days and end of time is 
man’s inhumanity to man, an experience that has reached 
its conclusion.  Multiple heart openings will occur along 
the way with many dark nights of the soul.  Any moment 
you have been stuck in the past will rise to the surface of 
your awareness as contracted pockets of energy that sepa-
rate you from who you are.  Not a moment will be wasted, 
and no one will be left out.  Ready or not, you are evolving 
into a new human.  Resistance to this change, this mor-
phogenesis, will feel physically, mentally and emotionally 
uncomfortable because third-dimensional time and space 
are speeding up, collapsing into the fourth-dimensional, 
higher-vibrating space-time that is more fluid.  Its merg-
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ing capacities with other worlds of you and the multidi-
mensional self will feel like the entire universe is flowing 
through your bodies of awareness.   

Choosing to eVolVe

The momentum of light is entering humanity from 
within the chakra centers to stimulate the choice to evolve 
into higher consciousness that is love-based rather than 
fear-based.  The pulsing waves of divine love and light ema-
nating from Source and Central Sun alignment are rapidly 
flushing the layers of anti-light, also known as emotional 
wounding, to the surface of your awareness.  In other words, 
the self-destructive emotional core wounds and many 
unhealthy patterns of behavior are flooding the emotional 
and mental body within every human being on the planet 
with the urgency to choose: ready or not!  The momen-
tum of light—the great shift of the ages—is underway and 
unstoppable, by divine decree, and the gradual phasing of 
the soul merge of humanity has begun.  It is the gradual 
igniting of your leap in consciousness—the choice to evolve 
or to remain the same.  

The momentum of light, the soul merging, has been 
underway for the last fifty years.  According to Archan-
gel Gabriel, to date there are 18,143 individuals worldwide 
who have soul merged.  Soul merging is the second wave 
of the divine plan that is occurring within humanity and 
having a profound holographic effect on collective human 
consciousness.  In order to soul merge, you must transmute 
a certain amount of core wounds that are held within you.  
The amount (approximately 51 percent) is unique to each 
person.  The first 144,000 to soul merge are profoundly chal-
lenged in their day-to-day life.  Their lives have been unrav-
eling and their false identities have been purged of toxic 
physical bodies.  Their emotional and mental bodies have 
endured an accelerated change in relationships, careers and 
urges to travel to ancient sites or relocate residences from 
the continuous inner call to heal that is seemingly unend-
ing.  Sudden severe or chronic illnesses that miraculously 
heal are discovered to be multi-causal in origin, demon-
strating the severity of some core wounds and their resis-
tance to change as they rise to the surface to heal.   

PuRging the BodY of emotional wounds

There is an unprecedented increase in physical, emotional 
and mental symptoms.  For example, there are profound 
increases in recurring fatigue, depression, attention deficits, 
anxieties, sleeping disorders and feeling overwhelmed.  The 
list goes on and on as the contracted energetic wounds mimic 
every physical symptom known to medicine as they flush out 
and heal.  

All physical symptoms are multi-causal in origin.  
There is always a mental and an emotional energy com-
ponent to every physical symptom that leads to a buildup 
of the energy of stress.  As stressful mental and emotional 
energies build, the neurophysiology of the body is altered, 
eventually creating dis-ease.  There is a mental and emo-

tional energy that is generated from the surface of life that 
contributes to dis-ease, but for most, the source is deeper.  
These are mental and emotional wounds held in the sub-
conscious and unconscious mind.  These states of con-
sciousness are simply layers of memory.  Some memories of 
emotional wounds are buried deeper than others.  These 
memories are what drive unwanted behavior and unex-
plained reactions to life and relationships.  

These memories can also drive uncontrollable thought 
conversations within the ego-centered mind—day in 
and day out, if you let them.  If you are not aware of 
these memories and how they are driving your life, then 
you are living predominately separate or very far away 
from your self.  This is evidenced in day-to-day life by 
continuous life dramas and unsuccessful relationships 
with yourself and others.  The quicker you identify these 
emotional wounds and patterns, the easier your path will 
become.  Faith-applied trust, open-mindedness and pos-
itivity will be required to allow the authentic self and 
innocence to emerge.  

the souRCe of CoRe wounds

Healing and transmuting core wounds leads to multiple 
heart openings and, eventually, soul merging.  With persis-
tence, as people heal and transmute a large-enough percent-
age of core wounds  and burdens that are unique to them, the 
heart will open and the soul merge will begin.  Core wounds 
and their out-picturing patterns have their origins in the 
treatment we receive as children, sourced in the causal body 
of the soul, which lies between the eighth and ninth chakra.  

When children are not held, if they are not seen, if they 
are not allowed to express or if they live in fear or in the wit-
ness of fear—in the conditional love of an over-critical par-
ent with a constant sense of rejection and abandonment—
it affects the their auric energy field.  They are imprinting 
this mistreatment energetically onto their energy field, and 
these imprints become the core wounds that produce con-
tracted energy pockets within the aura.  These then become 
self-destructive adult beliefs that are thought-driving within 
the ego-centered mind in day-to-day life.

When children have just come from the light of all 
souls—the fourth through thirteenth dimension that we call 
heaven—they only want to know one thing: how they will be 
loved here on Earth.  Any treatment they receive, they inter-
pret and energetically imprint as love onto their auric energy 
field, for they do not know the difference between love and 
abuse.  Any treatment in the absence of love is abuse.  Chil-
dren begin to withdraw, protect and numb their energy, 
beginning the repatterning of their auric energy field.  

Why is this important?  Because the reshaping of their 
energy field is the energetic sourcing of the loss of inno-
cence and the building of dysfunctional adult behavior pat-
terns that are held as energy within the bodies.  As an adult, 
the acquired multiple layers of contracted wound energy, 
which have become identities and beliefs, are held within 
the energy field and are now part of what is manifesting the 
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life of that adult, wanted or unwanted.  Parents always love 
the best they can, but it is where they do not know them-
selves that can lead to the image of the child inheriting the 
sins of the father.  

The location of potential core wounds in the chakras:
Seventh Chakra:  Location of divine knowledge and the 
potential for trust and distrust
Sixth Chakra:  Location of wisdom and the potential for self-
deception
Fifth Chakra:  Location of self-expression and the ability to 
receive love or rejection
Fourth Chakra:  Location of unconditional or conditional 
love and the sense that one can’t open to love
Third Chakra:  Location of power and the potential to 
see oneself as a victim, have low self-esteem or a sense of 
unworthiness
Second Chakra:  Location of the authentic self, intimacy and 
inhibition, but also the potential to feel one is not good 
enough 
First Chakra:  Location of the sense of being grounded and 
safe with the potential for fear and the sense that it is not 
safe to be here 

Co-CReating at the sPeed of thought

The four bodies of existence are the dynamic, energetic 
and interactive communication of the spiritual self—or 
the fourth-dimensional body also known as the higher 
self—through your emotional and mental awareness as 
you live day to day.  Access to your fourth- and fifth-
dimensional self has always been available to you.  The 
feelings of love and intuition come from your fourth- and 
fifth-dimensional levels.  Humanity has forgotten that one 
must be interactive with love and intuition in order to 
open up the greater self.

The structure of the four bodies of existence is the inter-
active energy dynamic of how humanity co-creates its reality 
at the speed of thought.  Human beings move powerful flows 
of energy with their minds through thought, and powerful 
magnetic energy flows within their emotional bodies.  Where 
thoughts and feelings go, energy flows!  The nature of who 
you are and how you create rests in the living truth within.  

To know the living truth is to know thyself, to live 
through your feeling body that continuously reveals your 
essence of being.  To live though your essence of being is 
to experience the living energy of the feeling body interac-
tively through thought impressions and feeling impressions 
of the mind and emotional body constantly in day-to-day 
life.  This is done with the forethought of feeling first—
residing in the feeling body, not the mind in everyday life.  
This is living from the heart.  

CReating a dialogue with self

Who you are—as well as who you are not—then emerges 
in a continuous communication of awareness.  The more you 
meet yourself within, the more your higher self communi-
cates with you.  This communication enters your awareness 

through thought impressions and feeling impressions that 
often expand as visions in your awareness.  The heart is clear 
in divining the truth in any situation that will provide solu-
tions and guidance.  In this practice, the language of energy 
and light is revealed in a continuous dialogue and real life 
synchronicities.  The more you meet yourself there, the more 
your higher self begins to create a dialogue with you.

The dialogue comes through the four bodies of exis-
tence—through your emotions, memory, divine mind and 
profound communication through your physical body—all 
orchestrated by the fourth- and fifth-dimensional spiritual 
body,  enriching the concert of your life  The living truth of 
you holds what you want and what you don’t want your co-
creational reality unfolding to be.  To discover what’s driv-
ing what is undesirable in your manifestations, look into 
the memory body of the mind that holds the living energy 
of wounding experiences.  These are held within your auric 
energy field, and you will discover where you are stuck in 
the past that is still creating your future.  

All thoughts and inner emotional wounds reside in our 
four overlapping energy bodies.  The energy of our thoughts 
and emotions create our realities at the speed of thought.  
Our thoughts and emotions on the surface of our life, in 
combination with the core emotional energy of the past, 
generates the energy of our beliefs.  These beliefs and repeat-
ing thoughts  produce dynamic, unseen energy flows that 
enter the All That Is and create our realities.  This acceler-
ated path of self-discovery opens the door to the soul merge 
through the interactive language of energy and light.  This 
was described in the Bible as the “living way.”  However, it 
did not describe the day-to-day language of existence, liv-
ing from essence.  It is up to us to become self-interactive 
and begin the journey within.  Archangel Gabriel states 
that all is given according to belief.  You are co-creating at 
the speed of thought, at which point thoughts and repeated 
mental conversations become beliefs.

The four bodies of existence are the physical body, the 
emotional body, the mental body, or ego—including the 
memory body and divine mind—and the spiritual body, or 
higher self.  The four bodies are unique, energetic, over-
lapping energy spheres, each possessing a dynamic energy 
signature you must come to know.  Find out how they are 
interactive with each other and how you must become inter-
active with them.  The miracle of the heart and its unend-
ing wonderment is discovered while living in the feeling 
body, rather than the mind.  The path of self-correction and 
healing results in the energetic re-illumination of the aura.  
This opens the door to multiple heart openings, leading to 
the greatest heart opening of all, the soul merge.    

time to Choose

Right now and in the years preceding 2012, collective 
human consciousness will increase dramatically in its col-
lective love, light and fear.  This is due to the God force 
and the merging of soul light that will cause the inner light 
flushing of the human energy field of anti-light and the 
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dark, non-luminous energy of core wounds.  Those who 
are soul merging are having a profound energetic impact 
on the one heart of collective humanity, and that effect 
will profoundly tip the  balance of light and dark within 
the energy of collective consciousness.  This momentum 
of light is unstoppable.  

I came as the lamb; I return as the lion—the divine plan 
working out though the momentum of light is not a battle 
of light and dark forces, however.  The wrath of  the Four 
Horsemen will rage as a transformation within the hearts 
of all of humanity.  You are in the final hour, the years pre-
ceding 2012.  The choice is upon you and time is speeding 
up!  In the final moments of 2012, just before or slightly 
thereafter, there will be three hours or three days of dark-
ness within your awareness—a sort of blackout—and upon 
awakening, you will know how you have chosen.  If you 
have chosen to remain the same, the Earth sky will be red-
dish in color, indicating you did not chose to make the 
vibrational leap and will reside on third-dimensional Earth 
for another 26,000-year Kali Yuga.  And at the end of that 
time, you will be offered the choice again.  If you have 
chosen to heal and to soul merge, you will wake up and the 
Earth’s sky will be luminous with two suns, and you will be 
on the New Earth, living in the fourth and fifth dimen-
sion.  Some would then say you have chosen wisely.  It is 
up to you!

Message from Source:

The Nature of Mind
The nature of divine mind is to ease you into the grace of 

rest and peace.  To fulfill the nature of your creations toward 
what serves the highest good for all is often much more ful-
filling than expected.  This is but one measure of thought 
creation, as your love carries your thoughts to fruition.  The 
nature of divine mind is fulfillment within, as it permeates 
the one—that place that connects us all.  The nature of the 
little mind is to create as well.  It can be characterized as the 
autopilot without a driver.  Most of the time in this realm, 
the little mind creates a problem, a condition or situation 
simply so that it may solve it, thereby fulfilling its smallness.  
Being divine is much grander.  Divine mind requires the focus 
within; the focus on self reveals the love within—slowly, but 
most assuredly.  Where there is love, pain and suffering can-
not exist.  This is the prediction for 2010!

However, depending on the act of predicting, you cre-
ate thought into belief that will come to pass if it reaches a 
collective mass.  I would most assuredly predict that all pre-
dictions are occurring right now, somewhere in the worlds.  
Therefore, all predictions are true and are or will occur as 
these beliefs and thoughts have or will reach the critical mass 
required.  To say what will be is a simple measure of collective 
thought.  How will you contribute?  Refocus the thoughts 
of outcome and the thoughts of doing into ease and grace.  
Leave only thoughts of being, and be present in the thoughts 

of being, bringing clear all that is feared.  One at a time, each 
of you chooses.  Reading the potential news within, find your 
own muse.  To be is divine; at rest is best.   

Message from the Center of All 
Beings and Beingness:

Becoming Conscious
It is known that you—that we—are entering full con-

sciousness in this realm.  What is full consciousness?  It 
is where the heart within your humanity longs no more.  
Your heart is attracting to itself the love of self and its con-
nectedness to all living beings.  This is occurring beyond 
the speed of light, precipitating all that is in fear and sepa-
ration to the surface of self for your review.  Like it or not, 
suppressed or illuminated, your love within is prevailing.  
So it is occurring with the earth and all living elemen-
tals; your body is an elemental creation, made of earth, 
fashioned by you and wrapped around the center of your 
being.  Therefore, the earth and all elementals within you 
and outside of you that have been adulterated or held in 
distortion are rapidly seeking wholeness.

What does this mean for you?  You may have noticed an 
acceleration of changes inside your body and in your worlds.  
All mental misconceptions of self—all discordant feelings 
bound in your tissues, all joys and passions—are reaching 
the surface of you, becoming fully conscious.  The center 
of your beingness radiates love; all collective conscious-
ness that is not in alignment with the love of beingness is 
exposed and revealed to its collective tension point for con-
scious transmutation.  If you do not wish to participate—
hanging out, instead, on the outside of you—the road of 
your adventure may get a little bumpy.  The only shortcut 
is going within.  By going within, you bring your aware-
ness and your love to the seat of your creations, thereby 
accelerating the longing of your heart being.  Suffering has 
become an old habit in which you measure your strength.  
The training wheels of love have been fashioned to your 
feet until you learn to fly again in the way of love.  Love is 
the mountain mover, and—individually and collectively—
you are reshaping yourself and the Earth!

Message from Jesus:

Love What Is
One who loves is dear, within the heart of the One.  For as 

soft or passionate as love can be, those without measure can 
be free.  Loving what is is the secret of existence.  Always see-
ing the beauty that surrounds you, even below the surface, 
attracts more beauty, for this is seeing the truth that lies within 
all present expressions of you.  Would you not endeavor to 
seek beauty—the real?  Would you not seek love—be love?  
What is of your making?

Stainetti, Frank: Various, A Great Vision . . .
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Humanity tells the old story of greed, hatred and fear, 
and this story has died a thousand tears, only to rise again 
and again.  The Christ is you: the unconditional love, not 
the death on the cross for your sins.  The word “sin” has 
been exploited to perpetuate the idea of “I’m not good 
enough.”  Let me give you its true meaning.  Sin is that 
condition of the mind that separates you from yourself.  I 
came to seed unconditional love once again, to dissolve 
the tyranny of those fabricated illusions that were begin-
ning to solidify separation.  I came to once again resound 
the frequency of love in your hearts, igniting the spark 
within you that was already there.  It was only that which 
you had forgotten.  

So again, your structures would hide and twist the truth 
from you, and many followed down that same tired road, 
separating again what lies within.  This road has a dead end 
and you are reaching it.  The only way to get through this 
dead end is to fly through it.  “How do I do this?” you might 
ask.  On the wings of love.  “How do I find love?” the mind 
may ask.  By being the love within—that which is already 
there.  You can find it by spending time each day intending 
to be in your love within the heart chest.  

I will tell you the response the little mind has to the 
words of God:  The mind will say to you, before you can 
blink an eye, “This is too simple, it doesn’t work.”  For 
the little mind will say, “I must do.  I am not required for 
this ‘being’ with the truth.”  The true self, however, was 
designed for accessing love with ease and grace.  This is so 
natural to you that you have forgotten it is there.  In the 
doing, you are limiting your being.  In the being, you enfold 
yourself in the wings of love.  When your mind is being, not 
doing, you begin to enter divine mind—that which creates, 
sustains and holds you in love and protects.  You call this 
resting place the hands of God.  You must realize by now, 
in the modern day, that your life experience is of your own 
making.  So shall we together twist our hands in fate and 
begin anew?  What shall you be?  

Message from Sanat Kamara:

Return to the One
I am one with the worlds, what you might call the higher 

self of the Earth and all the worlds of beingness within 
her—and most certainly all illusionary worlds of man.  I 
oversee all holographic existence.  My presence in this day 
is to bring clarity to all predictions.  The many illusion-
ary scenarios that may be read are deceptive in their very 
nature—mere possibilities at best.  But they are carefully 
crafted, layer upon layer.  It doesn’t matter how clearly 
predictions and fates are read, there is always a piece of 
the personality that will interact with at least one layer of 
illusion to accomplish a distortion of the truth.  

The ship of divide and conquer has a full sail, and it is 
determined to maintain the waters to its liking.  This pres-
ence is blowing its own wind, but its lungs grow weak, for 
this aspect of the One is also surrendering to its longing to 
return from where it once came: the one heart.  As has been 
decreed by the One Source, or God, the tide of union has 
swollen once again.  The grace of love that binds us all is 
swelling to tidalwave proportions to ensure this event.  

This union is also swelling within you.  If you trust that 
your own truth is within you, you will not rely on others for 
outcomes concerning the magnificence of the soul creation 
that you describe as your life.  Looking to others is the first 
step in giving yourself away, losing yourself in the vast illu-
sionary layers of deception and self-deception.  The knowl-
edge of the One is within you; there’s nowhere else to go!  
The knowledge, the fruition and grandeur of being at one 
with the All That Is is within you.  The fluidity in commu-
nion with all, with full consciousness, is the flow of God.  
Direct, telepathic communication with others—plants and 
trees, animals, elementals and all angelic and devic king-
doms—is the fluidity of union, connecting and living as 
one.  You—we—are the living prayer of God!  Z
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sociopathogens . . . that is ultimately up
to us.  So you are partly right.  The
road to hell is indeed paved with peo-
ple with good intentions—who have
been used as paving stones by people
with bad intentions.

✺  ✺  ✺

Dear Swami,
I know that you’re aware of alternative

healing modalities, so I figure you’re the
one to ask: What’s your take on psychic
surgery?  Also, do you ever come to
Chico, California?

—Amanda B. Reckondwith,
Chico, California

C oincidentally, I used to live not
far from Chico.  Actually, I
lived halfway between Groucho

and Harpo, in a little town called
Zeppo.  As for psychic surgery, I went

to a psychic surgeon not too long ago.
I had three psychics removed, and I
feel much better.

✺  ✺  ✺

Dear Swami,
As the mother of two preteens growing

up too quickly, I find myself losing
patience.  First of all, I see my son lazing
around the house, sloppy and unmoti-
vated, and when I hear myself yelling at
him, I hear my own mother.  That’s
pretty scary.  

And then there’s my daughter, who is
entirely too sexy for her age.  Her middle
school is considering a sex-education pro-
gram, and I wonder if something like that
could possibly prevent premature sexual
activity.  I’m feeling pretty stressed.  Any
advice, Swami?

—Lindsey Doyle,
Ahgowan, New Jersey

Y es, I can imagine how disturb-
ing it can be hearing your
mother’s voice come out of

your own mouth.  You may not be
able to do much about the voice, but
you can change the words that tum-
ble out.  No matter how frustrated
you are with your son, you have to
be very careful not to reinforce nega-
tive attitudes, because this can be
very damaging.  So if you must yell
at your son to rouse him out of bed,
be sure you give only positive mes-
sages, like this: “Get up, you useful
good-for-something!”

As for sex education in schools as
a way to prevent kids from becoming
sexually active too early, I’m all for
it.  Think of it this way:  If schools
teach sex like they teach everything
else, the kids will get bored and lose
interest.   ✺

What the animals have told me:
“Please realize, we are instantly recep-
tive to mental imagery and emotions;
we cannot help but respond to your
every state of being.  For us, this is diffi-
cult and confusing because humans
change their thoughts every few sec-
onds, whereas us animals maintain a
more meditative and constant focus.  To
really communicate on our frequency,
you must learn to do the same.  Humans
don’t have the patience to tell us what
they need or want, and most humans
lose their patience with us.  We would
like to spend more time with you, free of
any constraints or demands.”

Your thoughts and emotions are
transferred to your animal companion;
when you are feeling angry, hostile,
fearful or depressed, so is your pet.  All

the creatures on our planet are like
sponges:  They absorb our feelings.
When trying to communicate with all
creatures, try to clear your mind of any
unwanted thoughts and emotions and
focus on what you are trying to receive.
Apply this when communicating to all
animals—from the tiniest creature to
the most massive land mammal.  Open
your mind and rest your thoughts.  Be
prepared to receive what they have to
tell you; you just might be surprised
what they have to say!

✺ ✺ ✺

Dear Kim,
We have a beloved

Wheaten Terrier
named Trisha.  She is
eighteen months old,

and we love her dearly!  As my husband
and I recently started working longer hours,
Trisha has become depressed, doesn’t
eat as much and has even been refusing to
go for her daily walks with our neighbor
while we are at work.  We pay a lady to
take her out every day to do her business
and have a bit of play.  We are only gone
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Predictions for the new and 
improved year of 2010 from all the 
creatures, great and small, trans-

lated by all the critters at Kim’s house: 
“Okay, here we go, woo-hoo! Hang on 
to your socks, everyone; changes are in 
store and we are very optimistic and 
know you will enjoy them.

“First off, we have to let you know 
that the reason you have been notic-
ing that a large number of the ani-
mals have been passing over is due 
to old age, neglect and abuse, health 
issues and many other physical rea-
sons.  Even though we do not have a 
physical voice, we are choosing to do 
something about our lives here on this 
beautiful planet we call home.  

We as a whole (with, of course, your 
help as well) are changing the Earth’s 
vibration.  We are all connected to 
each other, and we are trying to work 
with the humans of our world, from 
the tiniest of the hummingbirds, with 
the incredible lightening speed of their 
luminescent wings, to our brother and 
sisters the magnificent and majes-
tic whales, who steer and direct the 
oceans’ currents and help to control 
the weather patterns.  Did you know 
that they are also the record keepers of 
all pertinent information, storing it in 
their bodies and their incredible brains 
to help keep and redirect our planet 
Mother Earth back on track?

“You will start noticing more and 
more people surfacing who are able to 
communicate with the creatures of the 
world.  More and more people, from 
all walks of life here on our Mother 

Earth, will slowly and gently begin to 
have the veil lifted and removed so 
that they can hear with their minds 
and hearts what we are so desperately 
trying and needing to inform you all 
of.  Have no fear of this process; if you 
do not want the new gift coming to 
you or are afraid of it, simply say, ‘I 
do not want this gift.  I do not accept 
this.’ Tell us anything you feel in your 
heart to let us know, and we will pass 
the gift on to another person.  You are 
not letting the animals down in any 
way, and this will not keep the vibra-
tion down.  With our newly found 
communication skills that we are 
adapting to ourselves, we are slowly 
and gently passing the vibration on 
to our human friends.  We ask only 
for understanding and compassion 
and that you know in your hearts we 
would never do anything to harm you.  
As your own intuition and gut feel-
ings are being heightened, trust your 
inner feelings and listen to the infor-
mation that comes to guide you.”  

miRaCulous healings fRom the 
wateR and the land CReatuRes

“A great number of people will have 
their eyes opened wide and start to real-
ize the tremendous healing powers of 
whales, dolphins and other sea mam-
mals.  Chakras will be opened; DNA 

alignments will happen more rapidly, 
‘incurable’ and terminal diseases will 
be cured.  When people listen to the 
healing sounds, tones and frequencies 
of our songs of love for each other—
whether or not they can physically go 
on whale and dolphin tours or if they 
simply listen to recordings—they will 
realize we bring forth the healing ener-
gies from the heavens.  People will 
begin to demand the end of the whale 
slaughters that happen yearly.  More 
income can and will be generated 
through recordings and physical sight-
ings than by killing us is great num-
bers.  We are here for a greater purpose: 
to help humankind.  We welcome the 
dawn of this healing era.

“You will also begin to notice more 
and more that you are healing your 
pets and animal companions mentally, 
physically and emotionally with your 
loving thoughts, actions and words 
and that we are healing you from your 
sicknesses.  Be they mental, emotional 
or physical ailments, by the raised 
vibrations of our love for you, we as 
a whole will be working together in 
unison, helping and healing the sick, 
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elderly, depressed and so on, both in 
the human and animal kingdom, for 
when we work together we are as one.  

“You will be noticing more and more 
miraculous healings, both in human 
beings from all walks of life and all 
creatures large and tiny as we com-
bine our healing energies to help one 
another.  People will begin to realize 
what the power of their minds is able to 
do when they set their minds to remove 
and not accept all types of illnesses: 
Cancers will start to shrink, pain will 
lessen, biofeedback will be used more 
frequently.  Chakras will begin to open 
further, DNA will align and incurable 
and terminal illnesses will be cured.  
People will begin to take their lives and 
health back, and they will know that it 
is within their power when they ask for 
help from the archangels.  People from 
all over the world will begin to listen to 
information that has been available for 
many years but not heeded.”  

infoRmation foR all aBout  
CanCeR elimination

“Here is some crucial informa-
tion for the elimination of cancer.  
Disclaimer: We are not veterinarians 
or medical doctors, but rather we are 
translators that have been appointed to 
you from the archangels with some very 
important information for you to use at 
your will.  When a person or an ani-
mal has cancer, it indicates that the 
being has multiple nutritional defi-
ciencies.  These could be due to 
genetic, food, environmental or life-
style factors.  To overcome the multi-
ple nutritional deficiencies, changing 
the diet and including supplements 
will strengthen the immune system.  
This applies to your animals friends as 
well.  An effective way to battle can-
cer, we have found, is to starve the 
cancer cells by not feeding them with 
the foods they need to multiply.

“Sugar is a cancer feeder.  Cutting 
off sugar can cut off one important food 
supply to the cancer cells.  Many sugar 
substitutes are made with aspartame, 
a chemical that is very harmful to the 
body.  A better natural substitute would 
be honey or molasses, but only in small 
amounts (seek medical advice if you 

are a diabetic).  Table salt has a chemi-
cal added to make it white in color, so 
a better alternative is sea salt.  Cancer 
cells thrive in an acidic environment.  
A diet high in red meats is very acidic, 
so it is best to eat fish and chicken (pref-
erably organic, free-range) rather than 
beef or pork.  Many meats also contain 
livestock antibiotics, growth hormones 
and parasites, which are all harmful, 
especially to people already with can-
cer.  Avoid using plastic containers or 
plastic wrap at all in the microwave, as 
the plastic leaches into the foods, and 
do not store plastic water bottles in the 
freezer, as the plastic leaches into the 
water.  Margarine is only one chemical 
away from being plastic, so use butter if 
you have to; it is pure and real, but use 
it sparingly.

 “A diet made of 80 percent fresh 
vegetables and juice, whole grains, 
seeds, nuts and a little fruit help put 
the body back into an alkaline envi-
ronment.  Fresh vegetable juices pro-
vide live enzymes that are easily 
absorbed by your body.  Vitamins A, 
C, E and Zinc are crucial for immune 
system building and support.  Antioxi-
dants are also very crucial for a healthy 
immune system and cancer preven-
tion.  Avoid chemical additives and 
preservatives in food for your animal 
companions and yourself.

“People everywhere will also begin 
to realize that all the chemicals in 
women’s cosmetics and men’s toilet-
ries are actually causing a great deal 
of cancers.  Did you know the average 
woman uses twelve toiletries every day 
and applies more than 175 chemical 
compounds to her body in the process?  
These chemicals are found in deodor-
ants, face and body creams, lipstick, 
nail polish, mascara, shampoo and so 
on.  Wherever possible, it is so impor-
tant to use natural products, espe-
cially for pregnant women.  When you 
decrease the use of chemical ingredi-
ents in your toiletries, cosmetics and 
cleaning products used around the 
house, your health will start improv-
ing, and the risk of cancers of all types 
will start to slowly decrease.  

“Cancer is a disease of the mind, 
body and spirit, and proactive and pos-

itive spirits will help the cancer war-
rior be a survivor.  Anger, bitterness 
and a lack of forgiveness will put your 
body into a stressful and acidic envi-
ronment.  We urge you to have a lov-
ing and forgiving spirit.  Learn to relax 
a little and enjoy your life to the full-
est.  Even if it is just enjoying the little 
things, little things mean a lot!”

animals in CaPtiVitY

“Many people will begin to real-
ize that keeping marine mammals, 
such as dolphins, killer whales, beluga 
whales, seals and so on in enclosures, 
marine lands and huge aquariums for 
the sake of people’s entertainment is 
a form of mental and physical cru-
elty toward us.  People will start to 
reject this treatment by not going to 
visit such establishments, and this 
will force the closure of many of these 
institutions.  Once again, we will be 
free to swim the mighty oceans with 
our beloved family and friends, no 
longer severely depressed and endur-
ing our lonely days being laughed at 
and ridiculed.  

“Many more people around the 
world will no longer be tolerating 
circus animals performing ridiculing 
tricks by cruel trainers (not all train-
ers are cruel, but we speak of the 99.99 
percent of them that are).  Humans 
have such a wonderful capacity for 
tricks and acrobatic stunts, thrills and 
spills that they do not even require 
animals in their circuses; the enter-
tainment the people provide is immea-
surable and we really enjoy watching 
the people perform.  Roadside zoos 
will slowly start to become a thing of 
the past when more and more people 
have their eyes opened to some of the 
deplorable, inhumane conditions and 
treatment our friends must endure.  

“We realize there will always be 
zoos, and most of these we accept 
because they give us protection, safety, 
warmth, love and the friendship of our 
caregivers—especially since some of us 
have become dependent on them for 
food and protection.  However, people 
will begin to take a stand against badly 
run roadside zoos and circuses, giving 
us a voice by calling the local SPCA 
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in their area and reporting cruelty, 
cramped living quarters, filth of badly 
kept and barbaric cages, sickness and 
inhumane treatment.”  

suCCess and healing in  
YouR futuRe

“Our spirits will walk with you in 
this place of higher vibration, fellow 
lightworkers.  You and all the creatures 
of our wondrous planet are actively 
involved in creating and healing as 
well as bringing a much needed peace-
ful energy that no one has ever seen nor 
experienced before.  In a short period 
of time—two generations of your time 

from now—you will not recognize our 
world; it will be the end of the old time 
and the beginning of a new and lov-
ing consciousness.  Do not listen to the 
people who say, “Doomsday is coming, 
beware! Woe is us; the end of the world 
is near!” Take it from us and trust us; we 
would know.  The end of the world is 
not near, but rather the beginning of a 
new and improved world is at hand! We 
have the information from the highest 
of authorities—the Creator.  

“Success and healing is in your near 
future, we say! Imagine what your life 
would be like if you replaced all your 
worries with hope, if you were to trade 

all your self-doubt for self-confidence 
(and we know you can do it).  Let your 
fears just fall back and let your natu-
ral courage step forward, expecting 
the best to come instead of dreading 
the worst.  When you really believe, 
you can, should and will achieve your 
dreams.  Believe it; we believe in you, 
and you will succeed! We wish you 
health, prosperity, love, light, joy, 
laughter and blessings from all the 
creatures, large and tiny, all over this 
glorious Mother Earth to you, our dear 
friends.  We hold you in our hearts 
with unconditional love.  So it is writ-
ten, so it will be!”   Z

The GenTle Way
Tom T. Moore

Using the technique of 
requesting benevolent 
outcomes from your 

guardian angels and you 
can strengthen your spiritual 

beliefs, experience more 
fun, less stress, and 
achieve your goals.

$14.95 Softcover, 
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-60-9

ChanGe your enCodemenTS, 
your dna, your life!

Amma through Cathy Chapman

The first part of the book 
is about love, the second 
part contains powerful 

techniques for working with 
your DNA encodements -- 
encodements will help you 
do what some would call 
miracles -- and the third 
part contains predictions

 $16.95 Softcover, 
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-52-4

maTTer of The mind
Kathlyn Kingdon

Master Djwhal Khul lays 
out the dimension of the 
mind in such a coherent 

way that you will discover 
why those who have 

attained enlightenment all 
teach the critical necessity 

of training the mind as 
the only means to achieve 

lasting peace. 
$16.95 Softcover, 

ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-63-0

andromeda
ulTimaTe ufo SerieS

Robert Shapiro
An update by the 

Andromedans on the 
famous UFO case of the 
university professor in 

Mexico who was contacted 
by the Andromedans and 
became so interested in 

them that his family put him 
into a mental institution.  

 $16.95 Softcover, 
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824357 

hoW To be
finanCially SuCCeSSful

aSCenSion SerieS book 15

Dr. Joshua Stone
Dr. Stone presents a holistic 
approach to achieving a life 

filled with prosperity and 
abundance.  You will find it 
full of tools and advice for 

ultimate success. 

$14.95 Softcover, 
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-55-5

ShininG The liGhT vii
Light Technology Research

Neither war nor religion 
served to unify humanity 

in the past, but now 
the corporate model is 
bringing everyone into 

the First Alignment which 
leads to world peace. 

$24.95 Softcover,  
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-56-2

forever numeroloGy
inCludeS maSTer numberS 11-99

Lynn Buess
This book portrays the 

evolution of consciousness 
through the wisdom of 

numbers and offers new 
insights and methods for 

interpreting numbers, 
including master numbers.

 $17.95 Softcover,  
ISBN-13: 978-1-891824-65-4

ThiS SChool Called 
planeT earTh

Summer Bacon

My dear friends, you have come 
here to discover and dissolve the 

illusions of separation within self and 
between life — to learn that never 
in your eternal soul have you been 
the victim, but always the creator.  

$16.95 Softcover, 
ISBN-13: 978-1-897824-54-8
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